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 PROLOGUE: FOUNDLING 
Gale glanced up. He’d been watching his snowshoed feet as they
slid through the light dusting of powder snow on the ground. It had
blown over the heavier crust of hardened snow and ice that covered
most of the terrain for miles in any direction he might choose to look.
The brightness of the sun, struggling to shine through the thick cloud
cover, reflected off the vast fields of white, causing his eyes to water.
After pausing briefly to apply a fresh line of dark pitch just beneath
his eyes, he started forward again.
Ranging to his left was his sole companion in the wastes – a
murthan. The hulking beast easily outweighed him six to one. The
silvery-grey fur of the ursine creature blended in with the dirty snow
and scattered rocks. Wisps of powder stirred with each move of the
murthan’s enormous paws. At over a foot and a half in diameter, with
leathery pads and six black-nailed toes, they formed a stable base
for the great beast.
The pair trudged on for another half an hour, according to Gale’s
sun reading, when the murthan lifted its angular head and bellowed.
The noise sounded more like a deep resonance of a large horn than
the roar of a bear or any other large beast. Gale shuffled carefully
over to the area his companion had carefully marked out for him with
three small splashes of urine that spoiled the off-white of the ground.
Once he was in the center of the rough triangle formed by the
musky-scented markers the murthan had left on the ground, he
slipped his pack off his back and set it on the ground. He knelt and
drew five short rods out of the pack, each about a yard long, and a
small stoppered jar of black paste. Carefully, he brushed the ice
below him until he could see a series of perforations in the ice that
ran into the dark water below.
The narrow holes bored in the ice were the sign of flash-fish. They
used a chemical secreted from glands in their mouths to tunnel
through the ice, which allowed them to suck air as if the ice were a
straw. While they were called flash-fish, the name was a misnomer;
in reality they were mammals, seal-like creatures that had gradually
adapted to the water by substituting jointed fins for the limbs they
had once possessed.
Ignoring the protestations of hunger the giant murthan chose to
vocalize, Gale unstoppered the small jar of dark paste and quickly
dipped the tip of each of the five rods in it. Then, without hesitation,
he rammed the rods through the holes in the ice, using a rubber
knob on the end of each to keep them from slipping completely
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through the ice into the water below. Then he began to count to fifty,
closing the jar of paste and replacing it in his pack while he waited.
At the count of fifty, he pulled the rods back out, noting that four of
the five were clean of the paste in which he had dipped them. After
cleaning all five rods and returning them to their dedicated spot in the
pack at his side, he drew out a saw-shovel. The saw shovel was a
heavy-bladed spade with serrations on one side of the spade, and an
ice pick on the other end of the handle.
With lean muscles formed by years of self-sufficient survival, Gale
made short work of the ice. Great chips fell away with each carefully
aimed attack of spade and pick. Even after he’d broken through the
foot-thick ice, his breathing was still shallow and even. A man
learned not to breathe too heavily in the wastes, unless he wanted to
deal with burned lungs. The tissues within his nose, throat, and lungs
could stick together and tear if he wasn’t careful. It had happened
more than once to him when his need to move fast and breath deep
had been great, but that was an unpleasantness he avoided when
possible.
Using the pick end of his tool, he levered a piece of ice out of the
hole, exposing the nearly black water beneath. With the spade end
of the saw-shovel he flicked out the larger chunks of ice still floating
in the hole he’d made. Again the murthan a few paces away whined.
“Just wait.” He muttered under his breath, eyeing the beast as he
tugged a specialized gaff out of his heavy pack.
Moments later, the flash-fish began bobbing their heads in the
opening he’d made in the ice. Their small eyes were dull and glassy
from the paste they’d eaten, which contained a strong sedative. Now
they instinctively looked for a place to lie on the ice and sleep.
Skillfully, he hooked the noose on the end of the gaff around the first
one’s neck and pulled it out of the water. It was a large one, nearly
forty pounds. Its silky grey skin was marred with years of battle
wounds, presumably from predators and mating challenges. Gale
gave it no thought as he slid the disoriented creature over to his
companion. As part of their unspoken deal, the murthan ate first – a
finder’s fee.
The murthan’s jaws opened and its black tongue lolled out. Double
rows of teeth snapped shut on the flash-fish’s throat, tearing its head
off. Convulsively, the murthan swallowed the head whole, and then it
proceeded to gobble down the rest of the warm flesh. A second, and
then a third flash-fish were consumed in a similar manner, though
the last with considerably less relish than the first or second.
The fourth, Gale clubbed to death, dealing a single swift blow to the
skull. He unfolded a heavy bag, its bottom covered only with a lattice
of rope, and dropped the flash-fish inside. Then he gathered up his
things, and shouldered his pack again. His companion, complacent
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now that it had gorged, accepted the burden of the last flash-fish,
which Gale secured to its back with heavy cords.
Gale made a cursory check of the hunting site, making sure he had
left nothing behind. Most things could not be easily replaced, not this
far north. Seeing nothing, he started back toward his dwelling. The
murthan fell in behind him. A stiff wind from the west set in, and he
pulled up the face-cover of his heavy coat to protect his bearded face
and nose from windburn, chapping, and the possibility of frostbite; a
gauzy veil protected his eyes.


A short way before they reached the dwelling that they shared, the
murthan halted and raised its head to bellow loudly. Gale frowned
and continued to amble toward home, ignoring his companion. He
had the feeling that his feet would ache were they not so cold, and
he wanted the comfort of a fire.
Again the murthan bellowed, mournfully this time. With a light sigh,
Gale turned to see what ailed the great beast. The bear-like murthan
sat on its hindquarters, staring off to the south. Gale trudged over
beside it, checking the cords he’d used to tie the bag carrying the
last flash-fish to the murthan to see if they were too tight or about to
come loose.
The beast’s large head swiveled toward him. Dark eyes stared back
at him from the angular face. The murthan cried out a third time.
Warily, for no murthan was ever truly domesticated and was
therefore always something of a danger, Gale knelt beside the
creature, wondering what was wrong. He checked each of the paws
and then the shanks of the animal for wounds, but found none.
Puzzled, Gale looked off in the direction the murthan gazed.
At first he saw nothing. But then, when shielding his eyes and
squinting a bit, he was able to see that a dark shape half covered by
snow lay some few hundred yards away. As he focused his snowweary eyes and looked closer, he was sure it wasn’t a rock or a spot
of dark ice.
“You can’t be hungry still…” Gale grumbled, watching the dark spot
for any movement.
The murthan’s head pushed at his shoulder, nearly knocking him
over – this being about as gentle of treatment as one can get from a
murthan. With a snort, Gale took off toward the dark spot. The
murthan fell in behind him, easily matching Gale’s shuffling gait with
its own long strides.
As they neared the dark shape, it became evident that it was not
just a random trick of the eyes, an animal, a rock, or any other
inanimate object of little or no interest. Instead, it happened to be a
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person. The tracks that came from the south were still fresh, likely
made within the last few hours. With great care, he rolled the figure
over, expecting to find him dead. Exposed to the elements, no one
lasted long.
The dark shock of hair that spilled out from the person’s hood was
almost lighter than the ebony skin of the woman’s face. The nostrils
of her wide nose opened and closed slightly with each breath. Her
wide lips were dry and cracked; blackish scabs had formed where
they had split badly, and some of the blood was dried on her chin.
“Still alive.” Gale muttered in surprise, as much to himself as to the
murthan, who sniffed at the woman curiously.
Gale half expected the murthan to try to eat the unconscious
woman, but instead it began licking her forehead. The woman made
no sign that any of the movement or other actions that he or the
beast had made affected her slumber whatsoever.
Gale rocked back and forth on his heels as he knelt beside her,
trying to decide what to do. While he thought, he dug through her
pouches and pockets to try to get some idea of who she was, as well
as if she had anything useful to him. He doubted it. Her clothes were
terribly inadequate for the climate, and she looked thin, as if she’d
been starving or on little sustenance for a period of a couple weeks
at least.
The murthan imitated his pose, settling onto its rear as it watched
the female, occasionally glancing over at Gale. The murthan was the
picture of patience and attention.
“You’re not helping.”
The murthan made a face that Gale considered a smile, or the
closest approximation the beast’s inhuman features could achieve.
Gale grunted in derision.
“Fine, but you’re carrying her. I can’t guarantee that she won’t die
either. She doesn’t look well.” He said to the beast.
As gently as he could, Gale shouldered the woman and slung her
over the murthan’s broad shoulders. He used more cords to tie her in
place, though he doubted they’d hold well. Likely, he’d have to stop
every few hundred paces to reposition her. Anything was better than
carrying her himself though.
Once they were on their way again, the murthan surprised him by
walking with less rolling of his shoulders than normal, which resulted
in fewer readjustments of the female cargo the murthan carried. Still,
it was unavoidable that she would slip off once or twice, so Gale
walked beside the murthan to help hold the woman in place after the
second time she slid off. After that, she remained safely atop the
murthan for the rest of the trip to Gale’s home.
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Gale’s home was constructed from an amalgam of materials. Years
ago, he had come across an outcropping of rock that might have
once been a cave. The roof had collapsed or eroded away over time,
leaving three walls and the sky for a roof. After ranging for miles in
every direction, Gale had managed to collect enough wood, skins,
thin sheets of shale, and a number of other materials he’d needed to
assemble a roof and an entryway. The murthan had even helped
drag some of it from miles away, a physical impossibility for Gale,
due to the size of some of the rocks they’d used for building. Years
of snow and ice had gradually cemented everything in place. This is
not to say that it hadn’t already been stable after Gale had finished
his construction, but, rather, the ice had reinforced the already solid
structure until it would stand up to almost any storm the cold north
could throw at him.
At the front of the cavern they’d roofed, which was twenty-some
feet on a side, Gale had built an igloo style entryway large enough
for even the murthan to pass through. He’d sown together a curtain
of furs and skins many layers thick to hang across the entrance so
that the heat within could not escape. Ice, dirt, and snow had clung
to that, camouflaging it to appear like the surrounding terrain. Only
the change in elevation set the home apart from its surroundings at
all, and there were still enough hills and rock structures scattered
here and there across the landscape that you’d almost have to be
looking for the dwelling, or stumble directly across it to find it.
The murthan plowed past the heavy curtain, taking the woman into
the dimly lit home. Gale followed, laying a pair of fist-sized rocks on
the inside hem of the curtain to keep the wind from blowing it, though
the windbreak curtain was generally heavy enough that it didn’t move
unless a direct wind blew against it. The interior odor of man and
beast, accumulated from living in an enclosed area for so long, was
heavy in his nose after the crisp clean air outdoors; it reached his
nose as he pulled his coat back from his face.
Gale found the murthan settled in a corner on a pile of furs that
constituted its sleeping area. While it was dark in the dwelling, he
could faintly see that it was chewing at the cords that tied both the
flash-fish bag and the woman to its back.
“Wait.” Gale said crossly.
The murthan ignored him and continued to chew while he started a
small fire using oil rendered from the fat of flash-fish and the small
bits of wood and other flammable materials he had handy. To the
southwest there were still large amounts of wood. Acres of land were
covered with the husks of trees, too cold and frozen to rot
completely. The dead forests had gone years without seeing warm
weather for any length of time, and if the weather held, it would be
years more before that changed.
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When the fire was started, Gale moved over to help relieve the
murthan of its burdens. He had to slap the muzzle of the beast to get
it to stop worrying the knots he’d tied. While the cords were
replaceable, making them was one of his least favorite chores. To
his chagrin, one of the last knots had become so tight from all of the
murthan’s tugging that it had to be cut, despite his best efforts.
Carefully he laid the woman onto his own pile of sleeping cushions.
Then he took the bag of flash-fish and hung it in the tunnel entryway,
where it would stay cold longer. He would have to butcher it later.
Right now, he was more interested in assessing how much harm the
woman had taken at the hands of the elements.
Gale fetched his pouch of ointments and medicines from a
makeshift shelf chipped into the rear wall, and moved over beside
the dark-skinned woman. A loud huff, followed by heavy snoring,
issued forth from the murthan where it lay on its bedding across the
room.
Murthan were by nature lazy beasts. They would hunt one day in a
week and sleep a large portion of the rest of the week, waking only
to relieve themselves or occasionally stretch their limbs. When
necessary though, they could exert themselves for hours on end and
not sleep for days on end. Gale’s murthan companion had adapted
some of his human companion’s schedule, but there were still days
where the murthan would not wake at all.
Gale eased off the woman’s thin gloves, frowning at the waxy feel
of the skin of the woman’s hands, and the cool feel of her skin
against his. He checked her feet next, gingerly removing her boots
and socks. Her feet also had a waxy feel to them, and they were
quite cold to the touch. While it was a bit harder to tell because she
was so dark, he was certain that none of her skin had turned to a
deeper shade of black yet - the sign of dead flesh.
While he was wont to do so, he stripped her down the rest of the
way to check for any other areas where frostbite had begun to set in.
He was relieved to see that her hands and feet were the worst off,
other than her left cheek where it had been pressed against the
snow and ice for hours. That was swollen and slightly discolored.
Over the smoky fire, he began to warm a pan of water that he filled
from a catch basin in the back of the dwelling. As snow collected in a
catch basin on the roof, the dark tub collected the scant rays of sun
that made it through the thick cloud cover that usually dominated the
skies. This was enough to melt the snow, and the snowmelt usually
provided enough water for him to drink, clean himself, and cook.
While the water heated, he settled the naked woman in beside the
murthan. It was a steady sleeper, and it would not roll over her in its
sleep. On account of body mass and heat generated, it could offer
far greater body heat than he could. Once she was settled in, he also
covered her with layers of his thickest fur blankets.
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When the water was warm enough, above room temperature but
not scalding, he moved over beside her again. He soaked her feet
first, because they were easiest to get at. He carefully and gradually
brought the temperature of her flesh up, so as not to cause too much
damage to the cold-damaged flesh by too rapidly warming it. He
wrapped a pair of rags around her hands, one on each, while her
feet were submerged in the warm water. Even in her sleep, the
woman winced, presumably as the circulation began to return to her
extremities and the nerves, which were previously cold-deadened,
began to register pain.
Before he was finished, he’d reheated the water twice, and night
had fallen outside. The fire was sputtering, and he was tired.
Butchering the flash-fish would have to wait until tomorrow.
Gale stepped outside to check the weather and relieve himself
while using the southern wall of his dwelling as a windbreak. The
cold made his breath mist; it hurried him to finish his physical
necessities so that he could get out of the cold. Moments later, he
was back inside and crawling into the warmth of his pile of furs and
coarse blankets.
Sleep came quickly to him, for he was weary.
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 SLUMBER 
The

next day, Gale set about his usual routine, despite the
houseguest he’d taken in. As of yet, she still had not come to, though
she had been able to reflexively swallow a few mouthfuls of water
even in her state of unconsciousness. The murthan continued to laze
at her side, occasionally lifting its head to glance around briefly
before going back to sleep.
Butchering the flash-fish took the better part of Gale’s morning.
Organs which needed curing or treating to last. Meat was packed
with sea salt laboriously collected from boiling down seawater, and
sinews were dried for thread and cord. The skin was trimmed,
scraped, and stretched over wooden frames to dry. Bones were also
set out to dry so that they could be shaped into needles, spoons, or
other small tools in the coming days or weeks, as time permitted.
The final task was to dispose of the waste, which was very little. Gale
donned his outdoor gear and walked a hundred paces from the
dwelling, where he dumped out the entrails for whatever birds or
scavengers might happen across it.
When that was done and he had cleaned up, Gale turned his
attention once more to his guest. Her hands and feet showed no
signs of blistering, though they were dry, and the skin was still tough.
He worked salves into her skin, careful not to massage the flesh too
hard, in case it was more damaged than he had though, in which
case it might slough off the bone. Then he gave her water again; she
drank only two mouthfuls this time.
After that, it was more business as normal. He began to boil a broth
for his guest, hoping that the smell of food might bring the woman
out of her deep sleep. And while his ploy worked for the murthan,
who huffed noisily and watched the pot for the better part of an hour
before falling back asleep, the woman did not wake.


“What is that smell?” A raspy voice asked weakly.
Gale sat forward with a start. He’d dozed off after filling his belly.
Disoriented, he looked around for the source of the words. He wasn’t
used to hearing voices other than his own, or occasionally the
murthan’s grunts and poor attempts at ‘conversation.’ His eyes finally
came to rest on the woman beside the murthan. She was sitting halfupright, holding the furs against her to cover herself, though in truth
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her hands were hardly able to hold the covers. Instead her hands
were clutched to her chest and she gritted her teeth in pain.
“I asked, what is that smell?” Her nose wrinkled in disgust. Her
voice was rough and her lips were still dry and covered with dry,
dead skin and scabs.
“I don’t know.” Gale stammered. He sniffed the air, smelling nothing
amiss.
She looked around and poked at the massive fur-covered body
beside her, indicating it as the source of the offensive odors.
“That’s a murthan.” Gale volunteered.
“Is it dangerous?” She wondered aloud.
Gale smiled. Her voice was huskier than he had expected, though
not unpleasant. “Only to small animals. Fish mostly.”
“Do I count as a small animal?”
“Maybe. You aren’t exactly large, but I think that you’re safe. It
knows you now and won’t harm you unless you give it reason to.”
“How did I get here?”
“I tied you to the murthan and he carried you back here.”
“How long ago?“ She winced as she bumped her hand against her
chest, scrunching up her face in pain.
“That will likely be tender for a few days. You were on the verge of
getting frostbite on you cheek, hands, and feet. I’ve treated you as
well as I could.”
She gingerly touched her hand to her face.
“It doesn’t look as bad as it likely feels.” He offered in sympathy.
“It’s stiff.”
“That’s to be expected. It’s also quite chapped. You’ll need to keep
ointment on it. It’s made of grease from animal fat. It helps keep
moisture in while your skin heals.” Gale leaned forward, setting the
small pot of grease beside her.
“Thank you.”
Gale picked up the bundle of clothes he’d taken from her. “I’m
mending your clothes. I don’t have anything that would fit you that
well; my shoulders are a lot wider than yours. You’re welcome to
whatever fits well enough to wear though. I should have these
repaired and ready to wear by tomorrow morning if I keep at it.”
She nodded and looked away. He thought he detected a blush,
even on her dark skin. Gale retrieved a pair of shirts, and a spare
pair of heavy breeches he had in a cubbyhole in the back of the
dwelling. She muttered her thanks and pulled the clothes under the
heavy blankets.
“I’ll go outside and check the grounds.” He said.
She knew he was making an excuse to give her privacy, but said
nothing. He quickly pulled on his outdoor clothes and hastened out
the door.
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Cold winds bit into his flesh as soon as the heavy curtain had
swung back into place. He moved to the leeward side of the dwelling,
noting that he’d have to shovel some snow away from the dwelling
tomorrow. The snow tended to melt and harden into thick ice near
the entrance, and then he’d have to tear the curtain to get it unstuck
from the ice.
Even the far side of the hill the dwelling formed was cold, but Gale
was used to it. He simply turned up the face-cover of his coat, and
settled on the ground with his knees pulled up toward his chin and
his back against the wall of his home. While he waited to be called
back inside, he watched the sky. It was only a few hours past
midday, but night came fast and early this time of year. The heavens
were stained violet and pink except where the deep grey clouds
were. The faint crescent of the moon was just beginning to show,
opposite the falling sun.
A shiver took him, warning him that his eyes were threatening to
close. Sighing against his legs, he pushed himself upright, wondering
how long he had been outside. He made a quick lap around the
house to get his blood flowing, and then he moved to the entrance.
“Are you dressed?” He called in past the curtain he partially pulled
back.
“Yes, but I need to relieve myself. Do you have a pot or anything for
me to use?”
Gale sighed, realizing he was expected to stay out in the cold
longer. “It’s in the rear. It’s heavy.”
“The stone pail?” She yelled back.
“Yes, that’s it. I’ll be back in a minute to empty it.” He let the curtain
slide back into place, and took a trip out to where he had dumped the
entrails of the flash-fish.
More than once as he walked he wished he’d put on his
snowshoes. A half-dozen times his feet broke through the hardened
crust of recent snow and ice, and he sank shin-deep. The pile of
entrails had already been picked over, and most of it was gone,
though the snow was still stained crimson there.
Gale heard a voice barely audible over the wind, so he started
back. A pail waited for him just outside the entry. He dumped that
and then carried it back inside. The woman sat beside the fire
warming her hands. His spare grey shirt hung limply over her narrow
shoulders, though it was tight across her bust. The pants he’d lent
her were tight around the hips and thighs, but too long for her.
“I wouldn’t sit too close. Your skin can’t feel the heat as well as it
should, and you’ll burn yourself.” He observed.
“I know. It’s just for a moment. It feels good.”
Gale shook his head in disapproval as he removed his outdoor
gear.
“Fine, I’ll move back.”
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“They are your hands, do as you please.” He replied.
“Can I know the name of my rescuer?” She asked, putting an
annoyed taint on the last word.
“Gale.”
She pursed her chapped lips as she considered this. “Like the
woman’s name, or the storm?”
“The latter, not the former.” He answered, settling across the fire
from her. “And yours?”
“I don’t remember.” She replied.
“Seriously?”
“Would I make something like that up?” She demanded.
He shrugged. “I don’t know you well enough to judge that.”
“Well I wouldn’t. You can trust me at that.”
He saw her eyeing the pot hungrily, a notion seconded by a loud
rumble in her stomach, so he handed her a spoon and the pot. “Do
you know why you were out there?”
She attacked it voraciously, taking several bites before pausing to
answer. “Not really. I know I was fleeing something, but I can’t recall
what.”
Gale scratched contemplatively at his bearded cheeks. “Are all of
your memories gone then?”
“I guess. I don’t really recall much of anything before waking up
here. All I have are brief flashes of things that have no meaning to
me because I have lost the memories that would have put names
and facts with the memories to give them meaning.”
“Hrm. I see.”
“Exactly.” She sighed, and then resumed slurping the broth.
“How about ‘Snow’?” Gale suggested.
She raised an eyebrow. “What about snow?”
“For a name. I found you in the snow.”
“That’s stupid.” She looked genuinely offended at his mere
suggestion.
“Sorry.”
“How about the animal?” She asked, gesturing toward the murthan
with her spoon. “What’s its name?”
“It doesn’t have one.” Gale replied.
“Why not?”
“It wasn’t necessary...”
“And yet you try to name me when you can’t even name your pet.”
She muttered under her breath, just loud enough for him to hear.
He scratched his head, feeling foolish from the incredulous look
she’d given him as well as her words. A period of long silence
passed. After she had finished her broth, sopping up the last bit of it
with some dried jerky he had silently offered her, she climbed over to
her pile of bedding and slid under the furs.
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Gale busied himself mending her clothes with a bone needle and
sinew thread he had dried long ago. Work was easier than
exchanging words with the woman, who was turning out to be a bit
less appreciative than he might have hoped.
“Autumn.” She said abruptly.
Gale looked up from his work, eyes tired from straining in the low
light. “Huh?”
“Autumn.” She repeated. It’s what you can call me. Fitting in this
environment, eh?”
“I guess. Summer might make more sense if you’re trying to be
contrary.”
“I don’t like Summer as a name though. Anyway, good night.” She
said tiredly.
“Good night, Autumn.” He responded.
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 ROUTINES 
“You don’t talk much, do you?” Autumn asked.
Gale handed over her shirt, which he had finished mending. “Not
really.”
“Well try.” She said, almost pleading. “I need more entertainment
than a sleeping murthan and a mute host while I recuperate.”
He frowned. “I’m sorry if we’re not entertaining company, but I don’t
have much to say.”
“Talk about anything then. When you actually talk you’re
surprisingly capable of carrying on a conversation, which is
somewhat surprising considering that you live alone.” She prodded.
“Your pants will be done in a few minutes. I had them almost done,
but this hem around the cuff broke. I guess I need to take more care
with my thread.”
She sighed and turned her back to him, facing the murthan. The
shirt he’d lent her slid up over her shoulders. He didn’t mean to
watch, but couldn’t help it. Besides, it’s not as if he wouldn’t have left
the room if she asked. The muscles in her slight shoulders rolled
under her cocoa-colored skin as she reached for the other shirt and
pulled it on.
As she turned around, she caught him watching her, so he averted
his eyes, pretending to concentrate on the stitching at hand more
than was necessary. Moments passed with the crackling of the fire
the only noise to fill them.
“Why are you out here all alone?” She asked in a more gentle tone
than before, perhaps thinking that congeniality was the way to coax a
few words out of her host.
“Because the environment doesn’t lend to community life.”
“There must be more to it than that. There are hermits almost
everywhere. I’m pretty sure you’re not the only one, but why not live
further south in the cities? What made you to decide to give away the
comforts of civilization to live in a cave with a smelly bear?”
“It’s not a bear.” Gale grumbled.
She rolled her eyes. “Yes, I know it’s a murthan. Whatever that is.
It’s the first I’ve ever seen of its kind.”
Gale took a deep breath. “I learned how to survive up here from my
father, and he from his grandfather, and so on I suppose. I never met
my grandfather, so this is only a guess. It would have been during
my grandfather’s time when the change in climate really sat in. He
and his family braved the new harsh weather instead of fleeing south
like everyone else.”
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“I always heard it was a pretty gradual migration.” She interrupted.
“Maybe it was, but I think a whole countryside ripe with cities and
fields vanishing within a generation is quite fast. Regardless, my
grandfather stayed. Father said that grandfather had been a whaler.
But then the ocean began to freeze; he and his crew split into small
groups when the sea was no longer navigable with their large boats,
and took to hunting walruses, seals, and flash-fish.” He continued.
“By the time my father was old enough to help out, most of the
cities had emptied out. Some people had even moved south a
second time to escape the spreading cold. There’s thirty miles of
dead land along the border of the sea now, and even south of that
thirty miles settlements are still scarce. It’s hard to even tell where
the sea starts anymore though. It’s actually a mile or so north of
here, but everything is so grown over with ice and snow that there’s
no definite start and stop to the land anymore. Anyway, my father
taught me the tools of the trade just like his father had for him, and
when he never came back one night, I went out looking for him.” He
paused, having a difficult time with the story.
“The elements got him?” She asked.
Her face showed true concern, which put Gale at ease.
“Yeah. He slipped and broke his leg when the ice next to a pressure
crack gave out.”
“Pressure cracks?”
Gale smiled. “When water freezes, it expands, right?”
“I never thought of it that way.”
“It does. That’s why cobbles break apart in the streets during the
winter. The water freezes and expands, cracking the cobbles. Pipes
and ceramics break too, if they fill with water in the winter and it
freezes. Cliffs and mountains break apart that same way too, but it’s
hard to notice sometimes, because it takes a long time to occur.” He
explained.
She nodded, following along, but he had still not answered her
original question. “Alright, but what are pressure cracks?”
“As great sheets of ice form and expand, they butt up against each
other and buckle. Then they freeze beneath the ridges.” Gale
demonstrated by locking his fingers together and then bending them
so that they thrust up in the middle. “So you see, there are ridges of
ice across the wastes. My father must have been crossing one to go
after a seal, or get home… something. The ridge of ice collapsed,
and he broke his leg. He was trapped overnight in the gap between
the sheets of buckled ice. Wolves found him. He was probably
unconscious from the pain before they got him, but I don’t really
know.”
“I’m sorry.”
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“The cold would have drawn him down into unconsciousness
gently. It was probably one of the most peaceful ways to die that
anyone could experience. I’m thankful for that.”
“But even that wasn’t enough to send you south?”
Gale shook his head. “No. I thought about it, but it felt like a
betrayal to the legacy he left me. I dug in here and stayed.”
“That’s respectable, but still rather pigheaded. You could have had
a wife and family in the south.” She said with a sigh.
Gale shrugged, and when he noticed that he had long finished the
mending job on her clothes, he handed them to her. She took them
and slid under the pile of furs she slept in. She shifted around,
making faces he found amusing as she struggled to change her
clothes under the furs and blankets. It must have been difficult for
her with her hands and feet still stiff and paining her when she
moved them.
“I could leave and give you some privacy.” He offered after a
moment.
She shook her head and slid out from under the blankets. “No
need. I’m finished. I think I could use some fresh air though. No
offense, but it is rather smelly – musky even – in here, and I’d like to
clear my lungs.”
“Alright, I’ll come with you. I have an extra coat and a wind veil you
can use. I might even have an extra pair of snowshoes, but I don’t
know if they’ll fit very well.”
She stepped over to the entrance, where he helped her into more
weather-appropriate garb. The murthan lifted its head to watch in a
lethargic sort of interest at the increase in activity, huffing once
again. When Gale had finished helping her dress for outdoors, he
went through a similar routine for himself, albeit a faster routine
being that he was dressing himself and not another. The murthan,
not to be left alone, slowly rose off its bedding and ambled over to
them.
“Looks like he’s coming with us.” Autumn observed.


“What are we doing out here, again?” Autumn asked, hunched over
from the cold after just a few minutes.
“You wanted to come out here, remember?” Gale reminded her.
“Oh.” She said quietly, her voice nearly lost in the wind.
“I figured we’d check my fishing holes. They’re rigged up with gear
that does the work for me. A fish will take the bait and tires itself out.
It usually remains hooked. Unless it’s a really big fish I guess, in
which case it might even destroy the rig.”
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The murthan arched its back and stretched, making a honking
noise. Autumn looked askance at the ursine beast. Gale caught her
expression and laughed.
“That’s his happy noise.” Gale explained.
“It’s a he then?” She asked, leaning in close so he could hear her.
“Yes. Females are smaller and their heads are larger in proportion
to their bodies than they are on males.” Gale shouted over a gust of
wind.
“I see.”
Gale waved her along. She fell in behind him, stepping where he
stepped. While the loose snow was not that high, it was easier for
her to follow than lead. The murthan ranged to their left, stopping
occasionally to sniff the ground or to dig at something of interest only
to itself.
They came upon the first fishing hole – one in a series of eight
currently in use, though the number varied from time to time. A small,
pyramidical, wooden frame squatted over the hole. A heavy line ran
down from the frame into the hole, where it disappeared into the dark
water. A red flag on a lever was raised.
“Got one.” Gale said.
Autumn frowned and then tapped her ear. “Pardon?”
“There’s a fish on.” He shouted.
She nodded at that and watched him kneel beside the frame. With
a small metal pick, Gale broke the thin skin of ice that had formed
over the hole during the night. Then he simply lifted the frame off the
ice, pulling the fish out with it because the line was so short. The
murthan moved in closer; the fish had piqued its interest. Gale
waved off the beast, which snorted.
“Small fish.” She commented as he unhooked the fish and put it in a
pouch.
Gale nodded, then scooped out the loose chips of ice floating in the
hole, put on fresh bait, and reset the frame.
“What do you use for bait?”
“Fish livers. If I don’t have those, giblets from flash-fish.”
She looked impressed. “That’s handy. What you catch allows you to
catch more?”
“More or less.” He stood. “Next.”
Autumn was tired and cold by the time they returned to the
dwelling. They had only gone to four more fishing holes, only one of
which had a fish on the line. Gale had seen her breathing heavy, and
had cut their trek short. He could always go out again later to check
the other holes, or even tomorrow. It was not worth risking her health
just for the possibility of a few more small fish. In fact, she had
probably endured too much cold for her still-recovering hands and
feet.
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The murthan was not yet ready to come inside; it tossed its head,
and wandered off to do whatever murthan did. Gale paid it no
attention. The murthan did not need his help like Autumn did. He had
to help her out of her snowshoes and her heavy coat when they were
back inside the dwelling. She immediately sank down onto her pile of
furs beside the fire, and winced in pain.
“Are you alright?”
“I’m just tired and sore. That’s all.” She said tiredly.
“I’ll put some food on. In the mean time, why don’t you use some
more salve on your hands and feet?” He suggested. “Your cheek is
looking kind of scaly too.”
“Fine, fine. Would it hurt to have some meat though? The broth
wasn’t bad, but that fish you caught today…”
“I’ll clean them and cook them.”
“Thank you.”
While she doctored her various hurts, he drew out his knife and
began to fillet the fish.


“You’ve not yet told me anything about yourself yet, you know.”
Gale said aloud as he laid out four fillets of fish on a small wire rack
that he placed over the banked fire.
Autumn shrugged dismissively, eyeing the fish hungrily. “You’ve
seen me naked. You know about as much about me as I do.”
“So you can’t remember anything at all?”
“Not enough to do anything with. I recall a few faces and places,
and they’re of a sort that I hope they’re fond memories, but I really
don’t know.”
“Describe the places. It’s possible that even describing them to me
might jog more of your memories loose. Maybe we can piece
together where they are, and you could find your back to them.”
“I don’t want to do that.”
Gale frowned. “Why not? You likely have family and friends
wondering where you are.”
“I don’t know that though. I could have fled from a war. Everyone I
love could be dead. Maybe I was a slave that escaped or a criminal,
and returning would mean my death. I must have come here for a
reason, even if it was just because it was the only safe direction I
could turn.”
“That does make sense, but I don’t think you’ll make it in this
environment. Not as a long-term solution. You just weren’t bred for it.
Even if you are fleeing persecution or past crimes, you need
somewhere more habitable. These lands are deadly to their own
people, and harsher still to strangers.”
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“What you really mean, is that you don’t want me here.” Autumn
retorted testily.
“I didn’t say that. If I mean something, I’ll say it. I just don’t know
what kind of life you expect to have up here. You can see I live in
relative squalor. My existence is rather day-by-day, though having a
murthan around to help me find food makes life easier.”
She looked back over at Gale. “I’ve been wondering how you two
arrived at your mutual friendship.” It was an obvious tactic to change
the subject to one less centered on her.
He was oblivious of the honest interest in her eyes, and was trying
to seem offended by her accusations that he wanted her to leave far from it actually. She was the first guest he’d had in over a year,
and that was just another hunter, who stayed for a few hours during
a blizzard before moving on. There were few people in the area and
everyone knew everyone else’s hunting range – his especially, since
he was something of an oddity, living with a murthan and all.
She sighed at the threatening silence between the two of them, and
moved over beside the fire. The fillets of pink fish sizzled on a small
rack over the fire, and the smell made her mouth water.
“Can I help?” She asked.
“If you want. Just watch the fish I guess. Don’t try to flip them or
anything, or the fish will crumble. The skins will hold them together.
All you need to do is recenter the rack now and then so that they all
get cooked evenly. It’s fresh, so you’re not likely to get sick from too
raw of fish, but I like to be safe. Illness can kill very quickly up here.”
Tired of his warnings and feeling hungrier with each passing
moment, she said nothing in return. While she tended the food, Gale
set about refitting his spare pair of snowshoes to better fit her smaller
feet.
After a moment, he started talking again. “It was six years ago
when the murthan and I first met.”
She nodded, settling in more comfortably next to the fire while she
listened.
“I’d always heard of murthan, and I’d even seen one or two from a
distance. They’re generally solitary animals, except to mate or raise
cubs. My murthan was no exception. He was young when I first saw
him though. He actually chased me off from a kill. At that time he
was probably two and a half times my weight - small for a murthan; I
thought he was a female.”
Gale smiled to himself at the memory; she did too, finding pleasant
warmth in his story, and in his fire.
“So he had my flash-fish, and inadvertently, my bag I used to carry
them in. In my haste to get away from the marauding beast, I’d left it
behind and it had my scent on it. I didn’t want the beast following me
home by my scent, so I hid and waited until he’d finished eating so
that I could retrieve it, with hopes that he’d forget me.”
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“Two hours I huddled behind a pressure crack. Then I went to make
my move, but the bag was gone, and all around the hole I’d made in
the ice was his musky scent. He’d peed and sprayed the area to
claim it as his own. Feeling indignant, I gave chase, determined to
get my bag back. It wasn’t smart, I know that, but it was a matter of
principles. Not only had the beast stolen my kill, but he’d also taken
my bag. Then, to add insult to injury, he’d claimed the area as his
own. It was like a hard slap in the face, and I was feeling a bit too
proud to take that sort of treatment from a mere animal.”
“It took me two days to catch up to him. Now, adult murthan might
only eat once every six to twelve days, but a growing one needs to
eat more often. More than a few murthan starve to death when
they’re year or two old, simply because they can’t find the food they
need. Looking back, I’ll bet that mine was probably starving when he
came across me and took my kill.”
Gale had stopped working on the snowshoe for the moment, and
was pointing to the fish. Autumn winced as she looked where he
pointed. One fillet was getting burnt, and the others were only half
done.
“Sorry.” She murmured, shifting the rack. “I’ll eat that one.”
“When I came upon the murthan,” Gale started again, “I saw that
he’d broke open the ice, and was batting at a flash-fish. He had a
dead one on the ice behind him, but he was going for seconds while
they were available. Well, this one was pretty fast, and it kept
dodging out of the way and escaping the murthan, but it wasn’t smart
enough to just flee outright. So I snuck in, and stole the first kill, and I
got my bag back, which the murthan had carried for two days. I don’t
know why he’d carried it, but he had. I think it was just to spite me.”
“It must have been about four hours later when the murthan caught
up to me. He was slow and lethargic from eating, but I was tired too.
In the end, I hid in a frozen tree a couple yards thick until the beast
gave up and ran away. There were still a few trees around this area
then; they were still dead, but they hadn’t all fallen over yet. I think
the murthan was too demoralized after seeing me eating the flashfish raw in front of it, twenty feet up in a tree where he couldn’t get at
me. How he howled at first and battered at the tree, but I wouldn’t
come down no matter what, and he couldn’t knock the tree down
either.”
Gale laughed, and she did too if just to humor him. Why he would
tempt such a large predator was beyond her, and it seemed out of
character for him too. Years of living alone must have made him
more complacent and dull; he must have burned his recklessness
out of him in his youth, though he didn’t look much older than she
when she looked closer at him. Still, she couldn’t imagine the quiet
man before her, with all his chores and quiet duties that comprised
his life, doing what he spoke of today.
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“I made it back to the ice hut I was living in at the time, spent, but
elated. I’d defeated the wilds’ greatest beast. I’d made a fool out of
him for stealing my kill. Or so I thought. The beast was a bit more
persistent than I assumed it would be.”
“He was waiting for you the next day, right?” She asked, readjusting
the fish again, and poking at the fire.
“Almost. He was waiting for me five days later when I was fishing.
He came upon me, and walked over to me. He must have been ten,
or maybe twelve paces away before I noticed him. I had my face-veil
on and the wind was high that day, but when I pulled out that first
fish, he bellowed at me – scared the wits out of me.”
“He didn’t attack though, he just sat there and eyed the fish, as if I
owed him something. Reluctantly, I gave him the fish and I took off
running while he ate it. He wandered off and left me alone for the
rest of the day, letting me keep the rest of the fish I caught at the
hole when I was brave enough to go back. It was almost like he was
tithing me for use of his land.”
“Six days later, I came upon him at a hole in the ice, killing flash-fish
again. I almost left, but he grunted at me. The hole was too wide for
him, and he didn’t want to swim for the food. I took a deep breath
and walked over. Then I used my gaff and snared three of them. He
demanded two of them, in addition to the one he’d already caught.”
“After that, we just started bumping into each other. I’m sure he
followed my scent, and I followed his tracks when I could find them
because I knew he was good at finding fish. The wind has a way of
obscuring tracks around here though, so we didn’t always meet up,
but it happened more often than mere chance would have it. We
sought each other out.”
She nodded. “How did you two come to live together though? I can
see him as a hunting partner, but a house-sharer and a beast of
burden sometimes? That’s more of a stretch.”
“He broke a leg once – in the pressure cracks, just like my father. I
erected a shelter around him, and hunted for the two of us. It wasn’t
easy feeding us both, but we managed. He bit me once, after a
week. He was cranky and in pain. That was his way of letting it be
known that I was not to prod at his injuries. I wouldn’t have either,
had I known that murthans have a way of setting their own bones so
that they rarely grow crooked.”
Gale bared his right forearm, where she could see a half ring of
white puckered scars on both sides of his arm from the bite the
murthan had given him.
Autumn winced. “Ouch.”
He nodded. “Yeah. I almost left him to die when he did that, but I
just couldn’t bring myself to. I was angry and felt betrayed that he’d
bite the arm that hunted for and fed him. I thought better of it after
awhile though.”
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“Because of your father?”
“I guess. That’s as good a reason as any. I was lonely too I
suppose. After he recovered, we were both a little thin. But that’s
when he showed me how he could smell fish through the ice. I didn’t
know it at the time, but murthan spray a chemical from their mouths
into the holes that flash-fish make to breath through the ice. The
chemical deadens the senses of the fish so they don’t swim away
when the murthan break the ice around them to get at them.”
“Flash-fish are pretty dumb animals I take it?”
He thought for a moment before answering. “Generally, yes. They
get smarter as they get older though. I adopted the murthan
technique of tranquilizing the flash-fish. I slide metal poles dipped in
the chemical I collect from the murthan’s mouth into the flash-fish’s
breathing holes in the ice, and then I drag them out after we chip
through the ice. All the murthan really does now is sniff them out for
me, occasionally help break the ice, and eat his share. I guess he
gets the better end of the deal, but I really don’t need as many fish
as he helps me find. He still hunts on his own though, and has to do
the whole job by himself.”
“Fish is done.” She announced, peeling a fillet off with a rough sort
of spatula.
Skin stuck to the wire rack in a few places, but the fillet still came off
whole. Gale took the two and a half she placed in his bowl, and
immediately started eating. He trusted her to take as much as she
wanted, and wouldn’t have begrudged her a full half share – not that
he would complain about the extra portion either.
As they were eating, the murthan returned. It came to stand next to
the two of them where they ate, and waited for its share. Gale sighed
and tossed the extra half a fillet to it. The murthan swallowed it whole
before it had a chance to touch the floor, and then settled onto its
pile of bedding.
“How’d you convince it to carry stuff for you?” She asked between
bites, wiping grease from the fatty fish off her chin.
“A blizzard.” He answered.
“A blizzard?”
“We were caught out in a white-out. I couldn’t see past the end of
my outstretched arm. I had a bag of fish, and couldn’t handle
carrying it, and struggling against the snow and wind. I simply tied
the bag to the murthan, and held onto its fur. It led the way home.”
“Home meaning here?”
“Eating. Talk later.”
She smiled, and nodded. The murthan huffed as if in agreement.
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 MATES 
The next day was much like the last, and the many other days for
Gale, with the exception that Autumn was with him. While he didn’t
mind going about business as usual, she seemed to chafe at the
slow pace of life as he went about the dull tasks that kept him busy
throughout the day. Being mostly inexperienced in social situations,
he didn’t notice her agitation until she stood, went to the entryway,
and started to get dressed for outdoors.
Gale watched her for a moment, expecting her to explain where she
was going. The murthan did likewise, huffing twice while she pulled
on her coat, and the extra coat he had lent her.
“We’ll tag along, unless it’s personal.” Gale suggested.
“Fine. Whatever.” She said, throwing up her arms.
He frowned. “Is something wrong?”
“I just can’t sit here and watch you mend snowshoes and clothes
anymore.”
“I was grinding up bones.”
“I’m going nuts sitting here watching you. I need to stretch my legs.”
“Fair enough. Let me come with you. I don’t want you getting lost.”
Autumn paused in her preparations for outside, and nodded. Gale
gave her a brief – calming he hoped – smile, and stood quickly.
Excited by the activity, the murthan stood as well, and moved to the
entryway, where it brushed Autumn aside and went outside.
“Impatient, isn’t he?” She remarked, though Gale thought perhaps
the murthan was not the only one.
Gale nodded and began to put on his own gear. Even though she
had a head start on him, he finished before her. Her hands were still
awkward and not fully recovered from their mild frostbite, so he
helped her finish her preparations while the murthan bellowed
anxiously outside. She was patient as he helped bundle her up,
though just barely. Whenever he met her gaze, he averted his eyes
from hers and continued to let his hands work.
When they were outside, Gale did a perfunctory check around his
home and then started off to the southwest. The dwelling was nearly
out of sight before Autumn surged forward to catch Gale’s sleeve.
“Where are we going?” She demanded.
“You’ll see.”
“No, tell me. I hate when people tell me that I’ll see when we get
there.”
“It’s a farm.”
She looked at him as if he were crazy, but followed him anyway.
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It took nearly an hour to reach the ‘farm.’ Autumn had no idea what
to expect, and was rather disappointed by the outward appearance
of the so-called farm. It looked much like Gale’s dwelling from
outside, though it was a bit larger, and there was no igloo-style
entrance. She held back any disparaging comments until she was
inside though, lest it prove to be less of a disappointment once
inside.
Half a dozen steps in, she began to feel a change in humidity.
While it might snow a lot in that area, the air was often very dry, so it
came as a surprise when moist, warm air began to waft against the
skin of her cheeks and around her eyes. She followed Gale’s
example when he peeled off his wind veil and lowered his hood.
“What is this place?”
“It’s a farm.” Gale answered, lighting a torch that had been carefully
stowed away where only Gale knew its location.
“I thought you were joking when you said that.”
“I wasn’t.”
“Why is it so warm though?”
“There’s a deep crevice in the chamber ahead – a heat vent of sorts
from deep within the earth.”
“Is it deep?”
“I guess so. It’s not very wide though. I can’t climb into it or see to
the bottom.” Gale replied continuing ahead, holding the torch aloft
as he went.
“The murthan isn’t following, is that all right?” She called ahead.
“He doesn’t like the smell in here. He’ll lay down in the entry if he
gets too cold. I wouldn’t worry though, he has a thick coat.”
As they progressed in, the walls became slimy with moisture and
from the smell of it, Autumn thought mold as well. Strangely, the
fungal odors were a welcome change from the musk of murthan.
When the passage finally did open up into a cavern, she saw
patches of white across the nearly black stone; an earthy smell
permeated the air more strongly than before.
Gale located an earthenware jug in the corner, and carried it to the
center of the room where he dumped a portion of it into a small
depression that looked to have been carved into the floor. Then he lit
the pool with the torch. It didn’t offer more than a twilight glow to the
chamber, but that was an improvement from the smoky torch, though
it still did give off some smoke.
“Oil?”
“Yeah. I render it from animal fat.”
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She took a moment to explore the room, which was some twenty
paces on a side in one direction, and fifteen in the other. Along the
walls there were great patches of mosses, molds, and mushrooms.
Here and there were a few types of albino vegetables that she didn’t
recognize. Gale saw her examining one such vegetable, a trio of
heavy bulbs on a grayish stalk, and walked over.
“That’s a relative of the potato, or that’s as close of a cousin as I
can relate it to.”
“How did you start all this stuff?” She asked.
“I didn’t. Nature did. I merely cultivated the plants that I could eat,
and culled the ones I could not.”
“How did you know what you couldn’t eat though?”
“Experimentation mostly, and some things my father knew too. He
found this cavern, not I. Part of why I chose to live where I do is this
cavern.”
“Oh. I thought you inherited that home from your grandfather and
father.”
“No, the murthan and I built it. He helped me haul materials from up
to twenty miles away to build it.”
“How can you tell its twenty miles? I can’t even tell how long I’ve
been walking, except by how tired I am.”
Gale smiled. “I need to know how far things are from my home, or
other landmarks I’ve learned to recognize. If I didn’t, I’d get caught
out in the elements, and likely die, especially during storms. Usually
though, I can tell when a storm is coming, and I try to avoid it. Every
now and then one surprises you though, and you need to keep your
head about you, or you’ll get lost.”
“That makes sense. I suppose you count steps, or follow the sun or
something, right?”
“That’s part of it. You learn to count things, or think in terms of how
long it takes to get from one landmark to another and things like that
as well.”
She sat on the floor beside the plant with the bulbous fruit while he
spoke. After a moment, she spoke. “Why not just move south? You’d
live longer. Isn’t it just a matter of time before something horrible
befalls you?”
“Maybe.”
“What’s keeping you here then? I don’t see family. Your only
companion and friend is practically a bear. You spend your days in
solitude doing menial work…” She trailed off. “I just don’t see what
keeps you going.”
He settled in on the opposite side of the plant from her, and looked
into her almond-shaped eyes. “I don’t think of it that way.”
“How do you think of it then? To me it seems like you’re just living
for survival.”
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“It’s a test of will for me. Anyone can move south, but the ice and
the cold will follow them eventually, and they’ll have to move again.
Maybe it won’t be them, maybe it will be their children who move, but
I’m never moving. I’ll be here until the glaciers move down and crush
my home.”
“I don’t understand that though. What comforts are there in your
life? You spend your days huddled inside with your beast or out
roaming the barren ice fields.”
“Why do I need comforts beyond a warm bed, plentiful food, and a
secure home?”
“What about women?”
“There aren’t many around. You’re the only one I’ve really had
much contact with in years.”
“You have no desire for them? Have you ever had one?”
“I have some desire for them, but I know enough to see that I won’t
likely find one in the area. And yes, I have ‘had’ one, once. It was
years ago though.”
“So you won’t be passing down this great legacy to your offspring?
This smelly cave, and your quiet home?”
Gale sighed. “You wouldn’t understand. Maybe you don’t have your
memories back, but I can tell you’re city-born, or city-raised at least.
Fine wines and fine foods, silks and beautiful women – those aren’t
necessary. I eat, sleep, and survive. I know more of this area than
most of the others who range here. There’s a sort of mental calm
that comes from doing these daily tasks I must do. Everything I do
has purpose, and everything I have I made. There’s something very
grounding and also very humble about that. Isn’t there something to
be said for any of these things?”
“Maybe. It just seems futile to me.”
“That’s just your mindset. I’m alive. Being alive is never futile. Some
day the whole world may be like it is here. It’s not likely, but it might.
Maybe only half the world will be covered with ice, or a quarter even.
Are we all going to crowd into the remaining warm valleys and
forests? Will we stay away from the frozen seas, and keep to the
open waters to the south?”
“I don’t see what’s wrong with that.”
“These are my family’s lands, regardless of the shape they’re in.”
“And you cling tenaciously to them, but your line dies with you. Your
defiance of the snow and the cold and of nature itself ends with you.”
“So maybe I’ll venture south long enough to take a wife for myself.
I’ll bring her back to my love nest and make a bunch of babies. My
murthan can help care for them.” He said all this with a straight face,
watching for her reaction.
She laughed, and after a moment, so did he. When she stood and
went to look at the other colorless plants around the cavern, he
followed and told her what he knew of each one. He pointed out the
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plant that glowed in the absence of light, and he showed her the
crevice that split the back wall and half of the floor that steam rose
out of – the veritable breath of life that made this farm possible.
“Was this a pleasant change of scenery?”
“I guess. It’s not exactly pretty, and it doesn’t smell that great, but it
was worth seeing.”
“I thought you’d like it.”
“I suppose you bring all the women you meet here?” She asked,
pretending to be offended.
Gale caught on, and tried to keep a straight face when he said,
“Yes, every last one of them.”
“Are you ready to head back now? It was nice to have a breather. I
think you knew I was winded and tired before, but I’ve recovered
enough to make it back.”
“Was it that obvious?”
“You mean how you walked about half as fast the last leg of the
journey so that I could keep up? Yes.”
Gale shrugged. “Maybe we can get the murthan to carry you.”
“Not funny.” She replied. “Maybe we can take some of your plants
back home with us to cook. No offense, but fish day in and day out
gets tiring.”
“When you’re better, and more used to the environment, maybe we
can hunt some seals or a white fox or something like that.”
“Any change of pace would be appreciated.”
“Let’s pick a few mushrooms and whatnot, and then go collect our
furry partner.”
“Sounds good.”
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 REMEMBERING 
Gale watched Autumn stare blankly past her mug of snowmelt. She
blinked now and then, but was otherwise unresponsive. Gale didn’t
mind though, in fact it was a relief. He had talked more in the last few
days than he probably had in a year. He relished the waking silence
that hadn’t been in excess lately.
He found himself admiring the graceful contours of her face and the
healthy glow of her face now that she was feeling somewhat better.
Her eyes were thoughtful and her mouth, while still chapped, was
broad and her lips full. He found himself becoming more attracted to
her with each passing day, though he fully knew it was likely just the
proximity to a woman, which he’d not had in some time. Still, it was
nice when she was quiet.
Taking advantage of the peace, Gale worked on attaching a
secondary curtain to the entryway. The first kept the wind and cold
out of the entry tunnel, and the second was supposed to keep the
heat out of the tunnel, which was fashioned out of ice, and subject to
occasional melting. This curtain had been slit down the middle to
spread for the murthan more easily than the solid sheet that
protected them from the outside.
“I think I’m remembering some things.”
Gale nodded and continued nailing the new curtain to the entryway.
“Aren’t you going to ask what?” She looked irritated.
“No.”
“Why not?”
“Because you’ll tell me if you want to, and if I ask, it’s rude. How do
I know it wasn’t something personal you remembered, and then
you’d feel obligated to tell me?” He said over his shoulder without
turning back around.
“Oh.” She said. “That’s actually a good reason.”
Gale shrugged, and nailed in another spike. “I guess so.”
“I think I was going north. I wasn’t meant to stop here. I had further
to go.”
“That doesn’t really say much. We don’t know if you were chased
up here, or if you had companions. For all we know, there are a half
dozen bodies I didn’t find or a squad of soldiers hunting you.”
“There is that, but at least I remember that I had further to go. That
means that there’s something further north worth reaching.”
“Yeah, ice and snow – nothing more. It’s colder and more dead
than even here.”
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Autumn frowned. “You can’t possibly know that there’s nothing
further north from here.”
Gale stopped to turn and look her in the eyes. “Have you looked
outside? Other than a few sporadic animals and the rare plant or two
desperately clinging to life, there’s nothing here. Further north it’s
worse. Only the murthan range there, and I don’t for the life of me
know why. I do know that they can go days without food though, so
they can afford to travel where there is none.” He explained.
“How far north have you been though?”
“Four or five solid days of walking. Figure ten to fifteen miles a day,
so sixty miles maybe, and I tell you, it’s dead up there.”
“Nevertheless, I was going there. Maybe you just didn’t go far
enough.”
“Look,” Gale said, getting angry now, “I know weather. There’s not
going to be a little drop of paradise up there. It’s dead land. Even if
there was some something up there, it’s been washed out and
crushed by glaciers.”
“Then I’ll die searching.” She said overdramatically, draining her
cup afterward. “It was my purpose for coming here, and I have
nothing else to cling to. I must continue my journey when I am well
enough.”
“I won’t be a part of this. I didn’t rescue you just to have you die a
few days later as you stumble into the unknown.” Gale finished
pounding the last spike into the wall to hold the curtain up.
The murthan stood and let out a rumbling sigh as a complaint to the
noise. The murthan pushed by the first curtain and moments later
Gale heard the second curtain move aside for the murthan as well.
“See? You’ve angered Jake with your arguments.” Autumn said
indignantly, her chin jutting out.
“Jake? You named the murthan… my murthan?”
“He isn’t yours, he just tolerates you.” She said tartly. “Besides, I
seem to recall having a friend named Jake, and it’s only fitting.”
“If you say so.”


“How many people live up this way?” Autumn asked, breaking their
silent fireside introspection.
“What do you mean by ‘this way’?”
“I don’t know. This region. How many people are within a day’s walk
from here, or a week even?”
Gale shrugged. “Within a day, maybe two. They move around
though. Within a week there might be a half dozen people. I’m
probably the only person really cemented in at a specific location.
They all move to follow the herds of seals or flash-fish.”
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“All you ever talk about are seals and flash-fish. Aren’t there more
animals around?”
“Sure. Murthan.”
Autumn frowned, and threw a lumpy pillow at Gale, who caught it
and reclined on it with an elbow.
“Besides the murthan, the flash-fish, and the seals are there any
other
animals?”
“Occasionally you’ll see a wolf. They’re usually quite white, and
skinny. There are a couple types of snow hares that you might see if
you’re lucky. Most of those are a few days south of here though; its
simply too barren here. The lack of vegetation makes it hard for
much to survive up here, other than in the sea I suppose.”
“Do you ever have to head south to hunt?”
“I do it now and then just for a change of pace. Regardless of what
you may think, I don’t spend all my time in here. It’s nice to hunt in
the south. It adds variety to my diet as well.”
“Are you going anytime soon?”
“Bored again?”
“No. I just think that maybe we should retrace my steps and look for
pursuit, or companions that I left behind.”
“It won’t be easy to follow your tracks. The elements conceal most
everything within a few days, sometimes even a few hours. I don’t
even know if we’d be able to find a camp or even a body out their
now. The lands are just too vast.”
“Despite your warm sentiments and confidence, I think we need to
try.” She said acidly.
Gale ignored her tone. “I don’t mean it’s hopeless. I just don’t want
you to expect something.”
“I don’t. I expect nothing, so anything is as good or better than
nothing.”
“I hope you’re right. If you walked on leeward side of any drifts or
hills you passed, the wind might not have obscured those parts of
your trail. The murthan might be able to pick up scents even through
the snow too. He’s good at that.”
“Well good. We can finally do something.”
“I do something every day.”
“And it’s very fascinating, I’m sure.”
Gale rolled his shoulders in an exaggerated shrug. He added
another sliver of oil-soaked wood to the small fire. He looked to the
dwindling pile of wood and the half-empty shelf of oil jars.
“We can go in a day or two. I need more wood and some other
things anyway. We’ll stop at a trading post if I can find one.”
Autumn said nothing, having fallen asleep. Gale quietly got dressed
for outdoors, and went to see if he could find the murthan, who had
not come back since he left earlier. While he looked, he couldn’t help
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but contemplate the irony that the beast was better company than a
female of his own kind.
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 PREPARATIONS 
Autumn begrudgingly got dressed for outdoors. “I hate the cold.” She
remarked, fumbling with the rather complicated layers of the outdoor
costume Gale had assembled for her.
“You moved to the wrong place then.” Gale said with a grin as he
tied her snowshoes.
“Very funny.”
“You still have no recollection of why you came up here?”
“Nope.”
“How about other things? Husband, brothers, sisters, parents? Or
how about your hobbies, interests, skills, profession? Nothing at all?”
“I don’t know, but I am getting this antsy feeling in my hands, as if
they should be doing something.”
“You could have been a weaver then, or a scribe?”
“There are so many different trades that require the use of hands
though. Painters, cooks, sculptors, fishers, and so forth.” She sighed.
“I keep thinking that just helping you out around here I might start
doing something familiar.”
“Like cleaning a fish might remind you that you were a cook or
something?” Gale asked.
She nodded. “Exactly. No luck though.”
“I don’t see any deadline for the recovery of your memories, so I
wouldn’t worry too much. I still wonder how you lost your memories
though. I didn’t know the cold could cause that.”
“Well, I was unconscious. Maybe I hit my head a few days prior and
just wandered in the wilderness.”
“That seems unlikely, but anything is possible. I don’t recall feeling
or seeing any bumps on your head though.” Gale replied as he
pulled on his own snowshoes.
“And that’s what makes remembering so hard. I have nothing of any
special value on my person. There weren’t any unique pieces of
jewelry, telltale clothing, or letters revealing my identity on my
person.”
As she stood and prepared to adjust her wind veil, he held up a
small grease pot.
“What’s this for?” She sniffed at the concoction and made a sour
face.
“For under your eyes. We’re going to be out for a long time today,
and I don’t want you going snow-blind.”
“Ah. What do I do with it?”
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Gale demonstrated by smearing a finger width of the dark grease
beneath his own eyes. She followed suit.
“Your skin is a lot darker than mine, so I don’t know if it will do as
much good. We can only hope I guess.”
“Why didn’t we use this the other day when we were walking to the
farm?”
“I timed it so that we would never be walking into the sun, either
going or coming back. It would have been unnecessary and
wasteful.”
“I see.”
“That’s one of the rules of the snowy realm I preside over.” Gale
winked at her and tightened his wind veil. “Never waste. Even the
leftover fish entrails can be used to bait in other food. Everything has
its uses.”
“I think not wasting goes for everywhere, but some places are just
more forgiving.” She replied, cinching her own veil tight across her
nose and mouth.
“Ready?”
“Yes.” She turned to the murthan who watched them with
disinterest. “C’mon, Jake. We’re going hunting.”
The murthan’s proportionately small ears perked and it stood
slowly, stretching its joints as it rose. Gale shook his head, and
collected his hunting gear that he’d stowed in its dedicated spot at
the back of the room. He also retrieved the spear he’d fashioned
yesterday for Autumn to use as a walking stick and a weapon. There
was no use having her go unarmed. Being prepared for anything was
the only way to stay alive sometimes.
Gale waited until all three of them were outside before he gave it to
her. He showed her how to stow the spear in a hide loop across her
shoulders that he had sown onto the back of her coat. Then he had
her practice drawing the spear out a few times before they started on
their way.


They trudged across the frozen landscape of ice, snow, and grayish
rock for nearly three hours before the murthan found a spot on the
ice he liked. There had been three or four times when it looked as if
Jake was going to stop, but then he moved on, apparently unpleased
with what he had caught a whiff of. Violet clouds swirled angrily
overhead when the murthan began marking off a triangle.
Gale could tell that Autumn was making a face of mild disgust even
beneath the veil she wore. He smiled to himself and took out a
brush, which he used to smooth away loose powder over the ice.
When that was clear, he knelt and searched for the breathing holes
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the flash-fish made. He found three after a close inspection of ice
within the triangle the murthan had marked.
Autumn hunched beside him to see what he was doing.
“You need to find these holes, and then slide rods tipped with
tranquilizers down them. Then they won’t swim away when we’re
trying to chip through the ice to get them. They’re really dumb
animals.” Gale explained, drawing out the stoppered container of
tranquilizer and three metal rods.
She observed while he threaded the rods through the holes in the
ice. “How long do you leave them in?”
“I count to forty or fifty. Fifty if it’s especially overcast, because it’s
usually colder out, and they’re slower in the cold.” He pulled the rods
out, and put them back into his pack.
“What now?” She asked.
“I chip through the ice, gaff the critters, and club them to death.”
“Cute.”
“Very.”
Gale stood then, and stretched briefly before drawing out his ice
pick. Then he waved her back and started chipping through the thick
ice. With carefully placed strikes he drove through the ice in less
than two minutes. Years of practice had allowed him to control his
breathing despite his exertions to prevent lung burn from the cold.
When he had a sufficient hole in the ice and had cleared out the
largest pieces, he handed her the ice scoop and had her clear out
the hole more so the flash-fish could surface. She had only dipped
out half of the small fragments remaining in the hole before the first
bottle-nosed face started bobbing in the water.
Autumn scrambled back away from the hole, startled by the
creature. Gale barked a short laugh. Even the murthan’s ursine
features seemed to assume an amused cast in reaction to her
startlement. She shot them both a dark look.
Gale loosened the noose on his gaff, and hooked the first flash-fish.
With a grunt, he lifted the large male flash-fish out of the hole and
slid it across the ice to the murthan, whose jaws made quick work of
the creature. It let out only one muted squeal before it was dead.
Autumn grimaced as the murthan busied itself about the innards of
the creature; dark blood stained its muzzle.
No stranger to the murthan’s bestial eating habits, Gale simply
gaffed the second flash-fish, and clubbed it over the head. He
ignored the murthan’s hungry looks at the second fish, and waited by
the hole. When no third or fourth one surfaced immediately, Gale put
away his gaff.
“That’s all? I thought there was supposed to be a herd or
something.”
“That would be too easy. I’ve never found more than six in one
place. I could tell by the number of holes there’d only be two or three
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at this hole. They don’t tend to share air holes. We’ll have to keep
hunting. Maybe we’ll get lucky and get a hare or two.” Gale explained
as he packed up his gear.
“My chest burns a little.” She commented.
“You’re breathing too deeply.” He chastised.
“Sorry.”
He pulled a bladder of unguent from his pack and handed it to her.
“Smear this on the inside of your veil. Your face will get gooey, but it
helps lung burn if you inhale the fumes from that stuff.”
“Thanks.”
“Breath more lightly from now on too.”
“I will.”
She had hardly finished with applying the unguent to her veil and
retying the veil against her face before he was ready to continue on.
With a purposely shallow sigh of resignation, she fell in behind him
and the murthan carrying a bag with the second flash-fish.


That evening they returned home with a pair of flash-fish, and three
small seals. They had come across a pack of seals on their way
back, but three was all they took. To take more would have left the
herd too depleted to maintain itself. It would violate the rules of
conservation that the region set upon all that lived within it.
Everything was a delicate balance. Even Jake seemed to know of
this unspoken rule, for he spent the better part of his time around the
seals playfully chasing them away and loping after them with his long
gait instead of trying to eat them.
The murthan slept lazily on its pile of bedding while they worked.
The trip was going to deplete almost all of his food stocks, so curing
meat to leave behind was a high priority. Returning to an empty
larder could be fatal.
So the two of them butchered their prey, packed the meat in salt for
drying and smoking, and then they scraped the hides. Bones were
set out to dry, bladders were inflated and tied off to harden, sinew
was stretched over a rack, and the offal that they couldn’t use for
nourishment, tools, or anything else was collected in a slop bucket to
be offered up for scavengers. It was late at night before everything
was prepared for the next day’s journey.
Autumn washed blood and viscera off her hands, grimacing. “How
do you do this every week?”
“I prefer it to starving, which is the alternative.”
“Even still…” She finished washing her hands and stepped away
from the basin.
Gale shrugged, and washed his hands off.
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“Is there anything else to the south of here?”
“Like what? There aren’t any finely furnished inns or schools if
that’s what you mean.” Gale said with a grin.
She gave him an exasperated look. “No, nothing like that.”
“I mentioned last night that we were going to stop by a trading
post.”
“I don’t remember that.”
“You were falling asleep. You might not have heard it.”
“I guess not.” She admitted. “Tell me about this trading post. I
thought you said you were one of the only people who aren’t a
nomad in the area.”
“That’s generally true, but the problem with a trading post is that it
requires people to know where it is. Otherwise they can’t trade.
That’s the closest thing to a city in these parts, though very few
people live there permanently. It’s generally just a transient
population.”
“It must have some sort of rigid structure then, like your home then
but larger. Correct?” Autumn climbed under her pile of furs beside
the murthan.
“It’s an old keep. It’s rundown, and the top couple floors are
unlivable, but the base floor, and the grounds around it serve quite
well as a trading post.”
“Are there lots of people there?”
Gale shrugged. “It depends on the day. There are never more than
a couple dozen people there at any one time though.”
“Did you and your father ever go there?”
“A few times. I try to make it at least once a year still. It’s a good
change of pace.”
“I can’t imagine you in a social situation.”
“I don’t do all that well.”
“Are there women there too?”
Gale’s eyebrow rose in surprise. “Why do you ask?”
“I’m wondering if that’s where you had your encounter with a
woman.” She choked back a laugh, hiding her face in the furs, not
out of embarrassment for herself, but to avoid laughing directly in his
face.
“As a matter of fact, it was.” He admitted, climbing under his own
blankets.
She looked up again. “Tell me about her.”
Gale sighed, but said nothing, lying down on his own pile of furs
instead.
“Come now. Tell me.” She urged him.
“I can’t wait until you recover enough of your memories so that the
few sordid parts of my life aren’t the only subject we have to talk
about.” He responded dryly.
“That’s not true. You’re always rambling on about survival and the
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wildlife up here. We rarely talk about your personal life.”
“I will stop talking about animals then.”
“Are you getting upset now?” She teased.
“No.”
“So tell me about your magical moment.”
“Will you be quiet and go to sleep afterward if I do?”
“Yes. I promise.”
“Fine.” Gale rolled off his back and propped himself up on one
elbow to face her. “She was a bit older than me.”
“Not a young virtuous girl that you took advantage of?”
“Will you let me tell this story or not?” He demanded.
She hid her face again and whispered, “Sorry.”
“Anyway, my father and I were down at the trading post when I was
fifteen. We stayed three days. The first night I couldn’t sleep,
because there was all this hustle and bustle around us, and there
were women - something I had never really appreciated on my trips
before that.” He continued.
He paused as if waiting for her to laugh, but when she didn’t, he
went on. “There was one, a red-haired woman ten years older than
me. Raisa, her name was.”
“Older women. It’s always older women.”
“Yes, apparently it is. So I spent the first night talking to all these
strangers, but Raisa was more captivating than all of the others.
Father said nothing, but I’m sure he noticed. I spent the next day
following her like a cub. That evening, she had been drinking quite a
lot and I had more than a little myself, and things just happened.”
“That’s a pretty dull sort of tale. I was expecting you to save her
from a pack of wolves, and in appreciation, she laid down with you
for a night or two.”
“Sorry to disappoint.”
“It’s alright. It’s fitting for you somehow.”
“You mean boring?”
“Basically.” She winked. “What did she look like?”
“I don’t remember all that well, and what I do remember is probably
something I’ve see through a more perfect haze of memory than real
life would have been.”
“So tell me what you think she was like.”
“She was a bit smaller than you… narrower hips, and slighter
cheekbones. She had full lips like yours though. Her eyes were
green if I recall, and her skin was white like the snow.”
“Probably a survival trait. She’d blend in better in this area.”
“What?”
“The really white skin.”
“I hadn’t though of it that way.”
“I’m joking.” She said.
“Ahh.” He eased onto his back again.
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“Wasn’t funny?”
“Not especially.”
“Have you seen her since then?”
“Maybe.”
She heard him snoring softly a short while later, so she closed her
eyes too. Sleep found her quickly.
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 TRACKING 
They

left just after daylight, laden with supplies for a week of
ranging, as well as a few things to trade at the trading post. It didn’t
take long to find the approximate area where Gale and Jake had
found Autumn. Years of ranging in the frozen north had given him
the ability to identify rather insignificant landmarks that most people
wouldn’t remember. It was necessary when many areas looked the
same. He learned to notice the minutiae and anticipate the minor
changes in them created by the climate.
The area around Autumn’s rescue site offered no hints as to her
origin, other than what they already knew: that she came from the
south. The murthan sniffed around the area in a disinterested
manner despite any encouragement to pick up a scent and follow a
trail, and then sat to wait for them. A few minutes of dedicated sitting
made it clear he had no trails to chase.
“So much for him being of help.” Gale muttered.
Autumn nodded in disappointed agreement, and fell in behind him
when he started south again.
The murthan led the way after he figured out that they were
basically just heading south. Gale purposely shortened his stride so
that Autumn could keep up. Even still, she grew tired after just a
short while out, so they took breaks for about a quarter of every hour,
or whenever there was shelter from the wind. Autumn would just sit
there during their breaks, too tired to talk – something that pleased
Gale.
Around midday she needed the lung-burn unguent for the inside of
her wind veil. Gale gave her an extended rest to eat their cold food
and have a drink. It was hard to get her not to drink too much water,
which could be dangerous in the cold. They could always have
plenty of water though, since their canteens were worn under their
coats, and their body heat would melt snow whenever they needed
it.
If they ran out of water, they could resort to the small emergency
flasks of animal blood, wine, and spices that each of them carried. It
was a potent mix that tasted rather odd, but it was a strong enough
mix that it could give the imbiber a boost of energy.
In the afternoon, a few hours past midday by Gale’s reckoning, they
came across an abandoned campsite. There was a small depression
in the land next to a jutting embankment of rock that pierced through
the icy shell of the ground. A good deal of drifted snow had been
pushed aside to form a windbreak in the depression. Autumn
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exhaustedly threw herself down on the ground in the campsite after
Gale had checked it for clues.
“There were five people here, maybe six.” He said.
“How recently?” She asked tiredly.
“Yesterday.”
“Is that weird?”
“Not really, but I think it’s odd that within just a few days of your
probable passing they’re along the path you took, or very near it.”
“So it might not mean anything?”
“Up here, you don’t believe in coincidence. There aren’t enough
people for things like this to happen by accident.” He explained.
She shrugged, and settled into a more comfortable pose. “Can we
stay here tonight? I’m done. I don’t think I could move much further
today.”
“Sure. Let me pull out a tarp to give us some shelter.”
“Need help?”
“No. Just rest.” Gale said, shaking his head.
“Good.”
In truth, he probably could have used help, but he wasn’t about to
make a tired woman help him make camp. It wasn’t as if he hadn’t
set up a camp much like this one, or even a more difficult camp
setup, all by himself scores of times before.
Jake lay down beside Autumn and watched Gale prepare their
shelter. She was asleep by the time he was finished, so he covered
her with a blanket, and then lay next to her and the murthan to
conserve warmth. His feet ached and they had an early start the next
day, so he went to sleep as well.
As she had been, Gale was lulled to sleep by the deep rumbling
snore of the murthan. The murthan’s great inhalations and
exhalations were a warmer and more comforting sound than the
winds above them that tore at the sealskin tarp that he’d lashed
down to keep them sheltered from the wind and snow.


Gale shook Autumn’s shoulder. She stirred and pulled her heavy
furs over her head, covering herself to protect herself from the one
who threatened her restful sleep. Gale sighed and began counting,
giving her a few more moments of rest. When he had counted to a
thousand, or his best approximation since he wasn’t exactly
educated, he shook her again. This time her eyes fluttered open.
“What?” She demanded, her eyes flashing with anger.
“It’s time to start moving again.”
“Forget that. I’m sleeping.” She grumbled.
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“You don’t want to move after sundown. Trust me. And if we don’t
get a start soon, we’ll have to push on into the night just so we can
make it to the trading post on schedule.”
“Alright, alright.” She sat up. “Where’s the bucket?”
“I’m afraid you’ll have to squat outside or on the other side of our
shelter. I’ll vacate if you’re shy.” He answered.
She shook her head. “Just make breakfast and keep your back to
me. You do your thing and I’ll do mine.”
“Fair enough.”
As soon as she was finished with her morning routine, they shared
a cold repast, after which they packed up their bedding and the tarp.
The murthan had fed the day before and needed no sustenance for
the time being, so they were shortly on their way.
Like the day before, the winds were biting and cold, and powdery
snow stung their eyes as they trudged across the frozen plains.
Whenever the terrain was kind enough to offer even the slightest of
shelter for the three of them, they took advantage of it, huddling
together for warmth. Neither of them was uncomfortable by the
closeness that necessity and survival forced on them, at least not
outwardly. When you’ve been cold all day, you don’t begrudge a little
warmth no matter where you find it.
Sometime past midday, while they were huddled under a frozen log
that lay across a boulder, Gale surprised himself. His mind had been
wandering, and when his thoughts came back to the present, he
found that he had been thinking that had the murthan not been a
constant presence there, the situation might have been more
enjoyable. Physical proximity to another person, especially a woman,
made him feel more alive than he had felt in any perceivable amount
of time – perhaps years. He couldn’t help but think that she likely
didn’t share his sentiments, even with the friendship of sorts that they
had already formed.
Autumn pulled him out of his speculation, nudging him. He simply
nodded to her and patted the murthan’s flank. Then they were off
again.
That’s how the day went.
It was the two more days before they found any sign of people
again, though the camp they found this time was older than the last.
The second camp was in a shallow gully – an open wound in the
generally flat landscape.
A lip of weather-stained granite on the eastern side of the gully kept
most of the blowing snow out. Down inside, some ten or more feet
below ground level, there was room for a dozen men to sprawl out
side by side, but there were only two of them, and a murthan that
was the size of a at least a few men.
They settled in for a rest and Autumn watched him quietly gaze at
the sky.
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“Can we stop here for the night?” She asked.
“I want to push on for another hour or so.”
“We’re not going to find anywhere better to stop.”
Gale looked at her carefully, saw the way she sat and how it belied
general weariness, not to mention sore feet. Then he glanced at the
sky again and gauged how far they’d come, and how far they had yet
to go.
“It may take us into the sixth day if we don’t press on.” He said
finally.
“So be it. I can hardly go on. If I go on tonight, I might not be able to
continue tomorrow.”
“I know. We’ll make camp.”
“Thank you.” She replied genuinely.
Gale nodded. “We have a bit of kindling and firewood left. There’s
not much, but we can probably have a fire for an hour or so if you
want.”
“That sounds very good. Very good indeed.”
The murthan bellowed what sounded like approval.


Just over an hour later, they were crouched around the embers of a
dying fire. Autumn was huddled into a ball, sitting on a flat rock she’d
dragged over to their makeshift fire pit. Gale did likewise, but across
the fire from her, where he sat watching reflected firelight flicker in
her eyes. Since the tarp was up over them and the wind hardly
penetrated the gully, the warmth was building in their camp. Neither
of them had their hoods on or their veils either. He had his heavy
coat off and she had hers half open.
“What?” She asked.
“Hrm?” He shook his head.
“You were staring.”
“Just thinking.”
“About the lady from the trading post?” She grinned.
“Not really.” He replied.
“Then what?”
“I was just wondering what kind of family you might have back at
your home.”
“I’ve been wondering the same.” She admitted.
Gale frowned slightly, trying to imagine what it was like to have lost
all of your memories and not know who you were or where you were
from. “You still don’t remember anything?”
“Not any more than before, which isn’t much.”
The murthan stood, meandered to the ramp-like entrance to the
gully, and left them alone. They both sat quietly and watched the
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crackling embers of the fire for a brief period of silence punctuated
only by the whistle of the cold winds above them.
“What if I was sent up north to kill you or lure you into a trap?”
“Do you think you were?” Gale asked.
Autumn shook her head. “No, but I really don’t know for certain.”
“Well then, I’d have to say that I’m not worth killing. I have no
valuables, no knowledge worth dying for, my lands aren’t rich with
minerals, and they’re not fertile farmlands. There’s just no reason to
kill me. And I’ve never killed or harmed anyone who I think would
have friends like you.”
“You’ve thought about this before?”
“That first night. Loneliness breeds suspicion. Frostbite was
overdoing the whole ploy though. No one would willingly subject
herself to that sort of thing. Nor would you have been so unprepared
for the elements if you had willingly come this way. I think you were
forced to flee up this way.” He reasoned aloud.
“Maybe I was geared for survival, but had to abandon camp and
comrades to escape.” She suggested.
“That’s possible.”
“Will your woman be at the post? I’m interested in meeting her.”
“She might be. I don’t know for certain. More people move south
every year. She could have been one of them.”
“For your sake, I hope not.”
Gale smiled and nodded. Then he gave the fire one last stir before
laying out his bedding.
She laid her bedding beside his. “Sleep next to me tonight, will you?
The murthan rolls over too much. I’m afraid of being crushed.”
In truth, the murthan did not roll much, but Gale wasn’t going to
point that out. Whatever her reasons, the proximity of another human
as any sort of companion was a luxury. Even if it was just a matter of
gratitude or even attraction felt toward one who had done her
kindness and rescued her, Gale was not so rich in terms of his
friends or the affection garnered to him that he would cast aside what
she openly and warmly offered.
He was, after all, still a social being, even though socialization was
something he often unintentionally avoided on account of where he
lived. Or was he just not made to be around other folk? This question
kept him awake even after Jake had returned, they’d finished eating,
and both murthan and woman had gone to sleep.
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WAYLAID 
Gale woke before sunup. Jake, as Autumn still insisted calling the
murthan, was restless and moving around. He sat up and listened for
a moment, but couldn’t hear anything but the wind and the beast’s
heavy footfalls as it paced about. His eyes took a moment to adjust
to the relative darkness.
“What is it?” Autumn asked quietly, sitting up beside him.
“I don’t know. I don’t hear anything, but something has Jake
worried.”
She grinned, flashing two rows of white teeth. “You’re calling him
Jake now too?”
Gale frowned at her and slid out from under the blankets. “I’m going
to take a look around. Stay here.”
“Take a spear or a knife with you.” She suggested.
“I’ll take both.”
She pulled her knees up against her chest and remained under the
blankets to stay warm while he pulled on his coat and his wind veil.
Then he buckled a knife to his belt and snatched up his spear into
his right hand.
“Be careful.”
He nodded. “I will. Don’t come out unless I call your name. Alright?”
“Alright.” She repeated, a glimpse of worry in her eyes now that he
was being so serious.
He pulled up his hood, and started up the short ramp that led to
ground level, hunching as he went to keep his head down. Once he
was up on ground level, he peered around. Unconsciously, his
knuckles tightened to whiteness underneath the sealskin of his
gloves as he gripped his spear. The heft of the sharpened spear was
comforting.
Nothing immediately stood out before him, but he could still hear
the murthan pacing around uneasily below. Maybe there was
another murthan around, he thought to himself. The beasts were
rather territorial.
His eyes caught a flicker of motion just past the granite lip that
protected the crevice they were camped in. The backlight of the still
absent, but soon to be rising, sun through the pinkish clouds on the
horizon highlighted the motion of something smaller than a murthan
– another man he thought. Carefully, he circled around to the north
of the lip, using boulders and what cover the broken terrain offered
him to hide behind.
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Sure enough, there was a man in reddish furs huddled behind the
lip. He seemed to be waiting and listening. Gale frowned and started
to look for any companions the man might have. The color of the furs
meant he was from the south, possibly far to the south, and people
from the south rarely traveled alone. Still, he couldn’t see anyone
else and Autumn had come alone as well, hadn’t she?
Snow crunched behind him, breaking his absent-minded
consideration on the man some forty paces in front of him. He
whirled, swinging his spear in an arc to ward off whatever was
behind him.
A second man, dressed in the same red furs that the first man also
wore, ducked the spear and quickly dove at him with a knife. Gale
felt the knife bite through his heavy coat and pierce his side. The
impact of his assailant and the pain of the wound he inflicted caused
Gale to cry out as they crashed to the ground. The dark-skinned
attacker was on top of him, cruelly twisting the knife in his side. A
shiver of pain ran through his body, and his side was slick with the
blood that ran from his riven side.
Only years of surviving in the wilds and fighting the dangerous
animals that were his neighbors allowed him to keep his head. He
brought his elbow up, stinging the attacker across the temple. The
man reeled, momentarily stunned. Gale drew his knees up and used
them to push the man away from him, giving an extra shove with his
feet to clear the man from on top of him. Gale staggered upright
while his attacker squared off against him. Then Gale drew his own
knife, noticing with a grimace that the other man’s knife was still in
his hands, stained dark and dripping on the white snow. It must have
pulled out when he shoved the dark man off of him.
Gritting his teeth, Gale swiped at the attacker with his knife. Again
he dodged, but this time when he tried to press inside Gale’s guard,
he found a knife waiting for him. The attacker danced back, but
couldn’t avoid a cut across the forearm. Gale could tell from the yelp
the man made that his knife had cut through the furs he wore. He
also knew that the first man he’d spotted was coming over to help
the second one finish him off, so he tried to stall.
“What do you want?” Gale demanded, backpedaling after a quick,
feinted attack so that his back was against a rock.
The man hesitated, expecting some sort of trick if he answered,
though he did so anyway. “The woman. She’s ours.”
“Why do you want her?”
The man’s answer was another attack, focused at Gale’s wounded
side. Gale fended him off, but not without taking a wound across the
back of his hand. He nearly dropped his knife, which would have
spelled the end for him. Dark spots were forming in his vision and he
clutched his side with his free hand, wishing he still had his spear.
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The first man was nearly to him now, and he wasn’t feeling up to
fighting two men at once.
He launched a desperate attack, forcing his attacker back long
enough for him to take off running for the camp. Each pace sent a
throbbing pain through his side. Just breathing was painful right now,
and he was gasping in dangerously large breaths in the cold air. His
attacker was close behind him; he could hear the footfalls following
him. The first man, who had been over by the granite lip of rock over
the crevice, was trying to cut him off, and his spear had a wickedlooking metal hook for a tip.
Gale lowered his head and gripped his knife tightly. Against better
judgment, he charged straight at the man’s spear. When he got close
enough to get impaled, he spun to the side, took another step, and
brought his knife across the man’s face, running past him without
seeing what kind of damage he’d done. He had meant to get him in
the neck, but his aim had been off. He didn’t wait to hear the
screams that arose from the wound he’d inflicted; the screams
followed him, unwilling to be drowned out by the winds.
He was still forty or fifty feet from the camp entrance when he saw
the great triangular head of his murthan as it walked up the ramp and
out onto the open ground to meet him. He didn’t know if his pursuer
saw the beast yet, but he did know that he wasn’t going to outrun
him that far. His choice was clear, so he wheeled around to face him.
Gale planted his feet to take on the attacker, who launched into a
furious offensive. Gale was too cold and in too much pain to notice a
pair of new wounds across his arms and chest. His breath came in
ragged gasps now, and his blood pounded so loudly in his ears that
he didn’t even notice the bellow of an angry murthan behind him.
When the man with the knife backed away from him, Gale blinked,
and noticed a similar look of fear on the damaged face of the other
red fur-wearing dark man. The murthan pushed his nose against
Gale’s arm, almost as if to let him know to back off and let him
handle this. Gripping his wounded side, he took a step back.
“Better run.” Gale advised his attackers, smiling wickedly despite
the pain he felt.
The man with the knife took one glance at his companion, turned
west, which seemed to be the first direction he looked, and ran. The
man with the spear hurled what Gale assumed were curses in his
own language after his fleeing comrade, and stood resolute against
the approaching murthan. Maybe he was desperate, maybe he just
didn’t want to get hauled down from behind, or maybe he just didn’t
know better than to fight a murthan with a mere pointy twig in his
hands.
The murthan halted just outside the range of the spear, for he knew
what spears were, since he’d seen Gale use one many times.
Murthan are exceedingly bright, but they’re also very impulsive. The
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beast rose up onto its back two legs and let out a throaty howl – the
kind of howl they used to challenge each other. The man let out a
primal scream of his own, fear mixed with anger, and bravely
charged the murthan. The hooked spear cut into the murthan’s left
front shoulder. The murthan ignored the injury, twisted at the hips as
it stepped forward, and swung both massive front paws into the man.
Bones crunched and shattered under the impact; the man sailed a
dozen feet through the air before slapping onto the ground. The
spear fell from the murthan’s shoulder, ineffective. Even as the dark
man struggled to stand with a twisted and broken arm clenched
against his chest, the murthan hit him again, coming out of a bull
charge to knock him to the ground with his sheer bulk. Twelve
hundred pounds crushed the man. There was a single almost feeble
cry of pain before the beast tore his throat out.
The murthan lifted its head westward then to look in the direction of
the second man who struggled to flee across the rough terrain. It
roared another note of challenge and bounded after him. Confident
in his companion’s abilities, Gale staggered down the ramp into the
camp. Autumn stood nervously near the entrance with her own spear
in hand.
“I heard fighting. Is everything all right?”
Gale nodded and slumped to the ground in pain.
“You’re wounded?” She asked, kneeling beside him.
When she drew his hand away from his side, it was covered in
blood. The whole front of his jacket was covered in it, though some
of it was already frozen from just the short time he’d spent outside.
She cursed fiercely and colorfully as she helped him over to the pile
of blankets.
Gale was nearly unconscious by the time she had dug out
dressings for his wounds from their supplies. She began to cry, as
much out of frustration from not knowing exactly what to do as from
fear and anger.
She did what she could, stripping all clothing off his upper body so
she could clean the wounds with snowmelt. Then she kept pressure
on his many wounds until they stopped bleeding, all except the
wound on the left side of his abdomen, which was deep and refused
to stop bleeding. She tied a wad of cloth, covered in a paste she’d
seen him use on some minor cuts before, to his wound, and covered
him with all of their blankets.
She cried some more as she lit a fire using what little oil and bits of
incompletely burnt wood they had left over from the night before and
she waited for Jake to return. Part of her expected the giant beast to
make everything better, but she couldn’t for the life of her think of
what it could possibly do to help. It couldn’t talk and certainly
wouldn’t show her how to help Gale, would it?
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 RETREAT 
Gale didn’t wake until late into the night, having slept all day after
that morning’s attack. He immediately tried to sit up, but dropped
back down, blinking away the pain.
Autumn caught the movement out of the corner of her eye and lifted
her head from the pile of furs that she lay on beside him. “You’re
awake!”
“For a moment.” He replied, trying to see past the dark spots in his
vision.
“What can I get you?”
“Water.”
Gale looked around while she fetched a canteen. Jake was
sprawled across the floor by the entryway like an enormous guard
dog. It might have been a humorous sight any other time, but blood
still matted the murthan’s fur in places – most of it probably from their
two attackers. As if he knew he was being looked at, the murthan
turned its head to look at the two of them, and huffed worriedly.
“Here.” She handed him the canteen.
He swallowed slowly, taking in small mouthfuls. “We need to move
again, but I don’t know how far we could get.”
“Tomorrow maybe.”
“Except we might run out of food if we’re not careful.”
“I can eat a little less.” She offered.
“Can you hunt?”
“I don’t know. I doubt it. I only watched you do it once. Is there
anything around here even?”
“Not much. We’re south of the coast, quite south actually.”
She frowned. “So there’s what around here that I could actually
hunt?”
“Hares, wolves, and the occasional bird. Seals and flash-fish
wouldn’t be around. They need water.” He shivered as he answered,
taking one last sip of water.
“I can’t hunt those.”
“Then we need to make it to the post before we’re out of food.”
“How? You can’t even walk.”
“Tomorrow we’ll see if Jake can bear to carry me.”
She sighed and rested her hands on her temples as she thought.
Gale handed her back the canteen. Then he peeled back his
blankets to look at his wounds. He had to go through the painful
process of propping himself up to do so. She helped a little, though
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her hands felt cool on his skin, which made him think he was
feverish.
“You did a decent job.” He said as he checked some of his lesser
wounds, leaving the deep gash to his abdomen for last.
“I didn’t know what to do, especially with that stomach wound.”
“That’s a killer if not taken care of.” He commented objectively, as if
he were simply remarking on the weather and not a potentially lethal
wound. “It’s still oozing a bit, but the pressure seems to have
staunched the bleeding for the most part.”
“Won’t it open up again if you move too much?”
“Would you rather have my wound keep us here until we starve?”
He snapped at her.
“It might not come to that.” She insisted.
“Yeah? Well where else do you imagine we’ll get food? You’ve
admitted you can’t hunt, and I sure as hell can’t.”
“Jake won’t bring anything back for you?”
“He’s only done that once or twice in the entire time I’ve known
him.”
“Yeah, well he’s smarter than you give him credit for I think. I
wouldn’t be surprised to see a pile of dead flesh waiting by your
sleeping mat for you to cook and eat the next time you wake up.”
“The only dead flesh there’s going to be around here is me, and
that’s if we don’t press on soon.”
“Wonderful.” She said snidely. “I told you to be careful.”
“Sorry.” Gale winced as he changed the dressing on his wound.
The skin around the wound was white and puckered around the tear
in his side. “This needs to dry out. If I fall asleep or pass out or
whatever, let it get some air for a couple hours, while making sure I
don’t roll over onto it or scratch it in my sleep. Then re-bandage it,
without the unguent this time. There’s enough still on it.”
She nodded, and after a moment she said, “I didn’t expect I’d be
repaying the favor I owed you from saving my life so soon.”
“Me neither, but life has a horrible way of turning the tables on you.”
“Agreed.”
“Have you checked the bodies of the two dead men for supplies
yet?”
“I haven’t really been topside. I went out to relieve myself twice, but
other than that…”
“Didn’t you see the bodies?”
“I saw one of them, as horribly eviscerated as it was.”
“The elements freeze things quickly. Even still, the scavengers will
find whatever the murthan left for them.”
“And I left it all alone.”
“Go check the bodies. One is west of here. Check around the entire
camp area too. Bring in any weapons, food, money, and salvageable
gear you can get. Buttons, pins, buckles, and any metal actually
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bring some money at the trading post too, so don’t miss any of
them.”
She winced. “I have to go pick clean some the mutilated leftovers of
two people?”
“I’d do it if I could.”
“Who were they?” She asked.
“They didn’t say. They seemed to know you though.”
“What? Why didn’t you tell me?” She demanded.
“I was busy being half-dead. I’ll think better of it next time.”
“They didn’t say anything at all?”
“Only that you were theirs. They’re both dark like you, but
somewhat different in appearance. Their hair is lighter and their eyes
are wider. They might be from another tribe or region.” Gale
supposed. “I don’t know enough about where you come from to be
sure.”
“I’ll go check them then I guess. They may have something on them
that gives me away.”
“I’m going to try to sleep then. Wake me tomorrow morning if you
can, assuming I can sleep through the night.” He said.
“Painful?”
“Yeah.”
She nodded quietly and stood. She hadn’t finished pulling on her
coat before he had fallen back asleep again. The darkness in his
vision and the strain of talking for so long pulled him back into his
fitful state of slumber. Jake wouldn’t move from his guard post at the
base of the ramp, so she had to climb over the great mound of
muscle and fur to get outside.


It was nearly morning when Gale was awake again. Autumn woke
when Gale nudged her repeatedly.
“Feeling better?”
“No. I’m feverish. Can you get me the small pouch with yellow
powder?”
“What is it?”
“It’s a fever remedy. It’s the scraping of some tree bark or
something.” He mumbled.
She dug through the collection of bottles and pouches in his
baggage, finding the desired pouch after a few moments.
“How much do I give you?”
“A couple fat pinches in a mouthful of water.”
“Alright.”
She poured a measure of water into an empty canteen, and then
dropped two pinches of the powder into it, capped it, shook it up, and
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handed it to him. He drank it without pause, his face souring at the
bitter taste.
“Give me awhile to rest, and then we’ll move.”
“Are you sure?”
“I know my limits.” He said, rubbing his eyes.
“Want to know what I found on the bodies?”
He rolled his shoulders slightly. “Sure. I might not remember next
time we talk though.”
“I found a couple wrapped cakes of hard bread, some dried meat,
and shriveled fruit.”
“They probably dried the fruit – removed the moisture. It lasts
longer that way.”
“Maybe. It doesn’t look good though.”
“You need a little bit of it now and then to prevent some illnesses.”
“Oh.”
“There were a couple knives, and a pair of boots that might fit you
too. Their metal-tipped spear had a crack down the shaft, but I kept it
anyway.”
“Good.”
“One of them had a small book too. A journal.”
“Can you read it?”
“Some of it.”
“Try to read some when you get a chance.” He rolled over to turn
his wounded side up, and he panted from that mere exhaustion.
“Can I do anything else?” She asked, and her tone made it sound
as if she really wanted to do something to get her mind off what was
happening.
“You can wake me in a couple hours.”
“How do I know when a couple hours have passed?”
“Watch the sun. Don’t let it reach a quarter of the way toward
overhead.”
Autumn frowned, but said nothing. It would have been pointless, for
he was already snoring again. The better rested he was, the better
chance they had of making it to civilization. She couldn’t help but
wonder that he hadn’t suggested backtracking yet. They had food
and supplies at his home, and it was probably no further than the
trading post.
To give herself something to do, she dug out the dead man’s book,
and began reading like Gale had suggested.


About two hours later, Autumn woke Gale up. He was pale, and she
could tell that it took considerable effort for him to struggle into his
coats even though she helped him. She had to tie his snowshoes
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though, because he couldn’t bend that far over because of his
wounds, even if he sat down he still couldn’t reach.
When he was ready, she steadied him as he stumbled up the ramp
to the ground above. Then she went back below and shouldered her
pack. She tied his share of their baggage and the plunder from the
two dead men to Jake with a harness Gale had made, but seldom
used unless he was hunting or dragging wood and supplies.
Jake seemed to understand that his companion was hurt, and
suffered him to ride on his back in addition to the baggage, though it
was quite an effort for her to get Gale up onto the beast. In fact,
there was an excess of undignified grunting, pushing, and straining
to get him up there and straddling his legs to either side of the
beast’s wide shoulders.
The arrangement seemed to be working, at least until ten minutes
later when she noticed Gale slumped over and ready to fall off the
murthan. So she tied him onto the beast, and they continued on.
When they stopped a couple hours later, she slipped a hand under
his coat, and pulled it out covered with blood. His wound had opened
again.
“Keep going.” Was all that he said.
As hard as he was trying, how could she not go on?
Gale was so weak when they stopped for the night, that she didn’t
know if he’d make it to through the night. She was dead tired too,
having pushed on as hard as she could. The murthan was seemingly
tireless though. It shamed her to think her own weakness might cost
Gale his life if they couldn’t cover enough ground fast enough. That
was assuming they were even going in the right direction too.
Twice during the day, during lucid moments, Gale had corrected
their heading. She wondered if he knew what he was talking about in
those moments. Mostly, she just let the murthan pick its own route
south. It had likely gone to the post before, so there was a better
chance of it finding it than she had.
An hour after they’d stopped for the night, Gale summoned the
energy necessary to go look at the stars. He said little more than,
“two more days,” before he dropped onto his pile of bedding, and
went to sleep.
While his fever was abating, he grew weaker as time passed, even
with the extra food and water she was giving him. The blood loss
was simply too great, and he lost more with each hour they traveled.
The wound on his side simply wouldn’t close. The rolling gait of the
murthan was just enough to break any scabs that tried to form.
“Your wound isn’t closing.”
“I know. You’ll need to sew it shut.”
“What? I can’t do that.”
“It’s just like mending a shirt.”
“Except there’s living flesh I’m working on, not cloth.”
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“There is that.”
She couldn’t meet his eyes as she resignedly asked, “What do I
have to do?”
“I have gut and a bone needle. Just knot both ends, and lace me
up.”
“Are you sure this will help?”
“It can’t hurt to try.” He chuckled weakly.
“That’s hardly reassuring.”
He clenched his jaw when she sat about the task. Her almondshaped eyes welled up with tears as she poked the white needle in
and out around his wound in a tightening latticework of gut thread.
He was unconscious again when she finished so he didn’t see her
throw up her food and then toss herself down beside him and cry
herself to sleep after washing his blood off of her hands. Even the
murthan’s warm proximity was small comfort.
Somehow, Gale was still alive when they reached the trading post
two days later. Barely.
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 RECOVERY 
The trading post was both alike and unlike what Gale had described.
Autumn had expected a decrepit stone structure framed with ice, and
a mass of animals and people huddled beneath it. While that wasn’t
far from the truth, the keep was in a relatively decent state of repair.
The broken down top floors had apparently been removed since
Gale had last been there, and the rubble and loose stone had been
used to build more outbuildings. A large pair of wooden gates
guarded walls of shaped ice a dozen feet tall and half as thick that
enclosed the grounds. Supposedly there was a bulwark of dirt and
stone beneath the ice, but it was hard to find signs of it, if that was
even true. Each season just added to the walls, thickening them with
more snow and snowmelt that turned to ice.
Autumn crossed the trampled courtyard within the walls, weaving
her way past a pair of carts and what passed for a crowd of people in
these parts who bartered for meager stocks of goods. Her wind veil
lay loose over her shoulder. Out of the wind with the heat of so many
bodies around her, it wasn’t nearly so bad as in the open. The smell
of people crowding in with animals and the sewage from both man
and animal permeated the air; she found herself wondering whether
she’d rather have the cold instead of the warmth and smell.
Somehow, the smell of a murthan would have been a welcome and
homely smell to her when compared to these other odors.
With more than a little effort, she wrenched one of the great doors
at the entrance to the keep open enough to permit herself entry.
Stinging smoke immediately sought out her eyes. There were only a
few rough-ground glass windows in the keep and they didn’t allow
much light to enter, so there were stands of candles and oil lamps in
the corners of the common room that comprised much of the ground
floor of the keep.
Curious eyes watched as she crossed the floor to the stairwell that
led up to private rooms on the second and third floors. Anyone who
had a reasonable amount of influence or money stayed in those
rooms, while lesser traders and travelers made their own
accommodations inside the walls of the compound, but outside of the
keep. Their room was on the third floor, which was considered more
prestigious than the second, because of its distance from the hustle
and bustle below and therefore less of a commotion as one tried to
rest or do whatever else they wanted to in the privacy of their rooms.
Gale was still asleep in the corner on the room’s simple pallet,
covered in blankets and tossing with fever. He had an unhealthy cast
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to his skin. Autumn settled onto a three-legged stool at his side after
removing her outdoor gear, and began mopping his brow with a rag
soaked in warm herb water.
“Jake?” He croaked, eyes still closed.
“Outside. He’s ranging about. I gave him some food though. I think
all the comings and goings of people and wagons have scared away
the local wildlife, so he has nothing to hunt.” She answered. “He
seems content to just do his thing though. I know you’d like to be
with him, but you’ll heal faster here than out there.”
He mumbled something.
“Pardon?” She leaned close.
“Supplies.”
“Oh. We’re fine. Your woman friend Raisa, apparently the same
one you knew years ago for she recognized you at once, has been
helping us. She has some influence here, so she got the best deals
she could for us. No one would dare cheat her it seems. I think her
position here has kept me safe as well. Some of these people are
people are pretty rough looking and hard up for womanly
companionship; I’m not sure they wouldn’t try something otherwise.”
“Where is she?”
“Raisa? She’s busy. She said she’d be up to see you again
tomorrow. She doctored your wounds, and fixed my inadequate, as
she put it, stitching job on your side.” Autumn sighed.
She gave all his wounds a cursory check, but Raisa’s patching job
had been sufficient. She hadn’t decided yet whether she liked the
older woman or not. The way she ran the place was admirable if
nothing else. Everyone looked up to her, and it was evident that she
was a powerfully willed woman. Still, Raisa was a bit too overbearing
for Autumn’s tastes. She wondered if it was that same willful spirit
that had drawn Gale to her years ago.
Feeling suddenly worn out, she settled onto her own pallet across
the room.


It was in the afternoon when Gale woke again. His life had become
and endless cycle of feeding, relieving himself, sweating feverishly,
and sleeping.
This time though, the single window in his room diffused the soft
glow of the sun through what he safely assumed was a cloudy sky
outside – the sky was almost always cloudy, so that was s safe bet.
He sat up slowly, keeping his abdomen as stiff as he could, so as not
to disturb the scabs over his wound. Then he carefully shuffled over
to the heavy pot that sat in the corner and settled down onto it
carefully so he could relieve himself.
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Autumn was sleeping across the room, but even if she were awake,
the pain in his side, and the discomfort in his bladder were enough to
make him loose any shyness he might have had. He had barely
finished his business and shuffled over to rinse his hands in the tepid
water left in the washbasin when there was a knock on the door.
A familiar face waited for him when he opened the door a sliver,
though her face had a few lines that hadn’t been there before, and
her hair was starting to grey here and there.
“You shouldn’t be up yet.” She said.
“Tell that to my bladder.” Gale replied tiredly, in no mood to argue.
“May I come in?”
Gale stepped back to admit Raisa. She shut the door for him, and
then she reached up to feel his forehead.
“You’re warm.”
“Socially?” He asked, smiling slightly. Even in his current condition,
something about Raisa brought out playfulness in him that he had
thought lost and forgotten.
She helped him back to his bed. “No. You’re somewhat of a
recluse. You’ve lived alone since your father died. That’s why it
surprised me when you showed up half dead and tied onto your
murthan with a woman leading the way.”
“I fished her out of a snowdrift. It’s been just a couple weeks ago
now I guess.”
“Is that how you meet women now? Do you have to rescue them
before you can take them into your life?”
Gale rolled his eyes. “Aren’t you a little removed from me, a few
years at least since we last had anything between us, to be getting
jealous?”
“Jealous?” She laughed. “I have a fulfilling life here and my pick of
any of the men here.”
“But I’m the one that got away? Besides, it’s pretty slim pickings
unless things have changed a lot around here. I know the ragged
sort of men that comes here.”
She rolled her eyes. “Very funny. You know I’ve always had a soft
spot for you, but nothing more. You have your life and I have mine.
You could have been a part of mine, but I chose not to be part of
yours.”
“I know. Believe me, I know.”
“So tell me about your friend here.” Raisa inclined her head across
the room to where Autumn snored lightly.
Gale looked over at Raisa. Her reddish tresses were pulled back
into a loose ponytail with wisps of stray hairs escaping along her
neckline and around her ears. She had greenish-blue eyes with the
beginnings of crow’s feet cropping up beside them from frequent
smiling. Her face was finely boned, if not a bit pointy as age peeled
the fat of youth from her face and her figure more than a decade
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ago. Even the loose grey dress she wore couldn’t hide the womanly
figure beneath. She met his gaze frankly, brazenly. She clearly saw
the way his eyes rove across her form.
“What do you want to know?” He asked finally, stopping his
scrutiny.
“Anything. We haven’t spoken for a while. Hearing you say anything
about yourself or your friend here is a pleasant start.”
“She’s capable. When she first showed up, I expected her to not
make it. Then, she started to learn how and why I did things to
survive, and I guess I did a good job. Somehow she got me here
when I would have died otherwise. She’s a quick learner.”
“Well, you probably wouldn’t have been attacked if she hadn’t
shown up on your doorstep and you’d have avoided this whole mess,
but I get your point.” Seeing the frown that was starting to form on his
face, she hastily added, “Not that I’m blaming her, I’m just being a
realist.”
His face softened into a slight smile. “You’re probably right. I still
don’t know what they wanted from her. They knew her somehow and
wanted her back, but she can’t remember a thing about her life from
before two weeks ago. Hopefully whatever she found on them might
give us a hint.”
“I talked to her briefly. There were two men as dark as her in
reddish furs with spears and knives. You’re lucky you have a
murthan to save you when you go and get yourself in a scrape with
some people who don’t much respect your right to life.”
“Yeah I am.”
“You’re the only person I’ve ever met that has a murthan as a
traveling companion.” She shook her head at the strangeness of
man and murthan cooperating. “He’s outside the walls right now. He
wouldn’t come in.”
“Too many people. You know how he is.”
“Besides hungry?”
“Yes.” Autumn interrupted from across the room. She propped
herself up on one elbow. “I’m hungry.”
“I’ll bring you two some food then.” Raisa offered.
“Sounds good. Why don’t you take your meal with us too, if you
haven’t eaten already?” Gale asked.
“I have eaten already, but I’ll sit with you anyway.” Then she added,
“If it’s all right of course.”
Autumn nodded. “You’ve been very hospitable. Go ahead.”
“I’ll be back then.” Raisa said.
She let herself out. Gale looked over at Autumn, who simply
grinned mischievously. He shook his head and rolled onto his back.
“It smells in here. I’m going to empty the pot.”
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Raisa brought them a simple meal a short time later. Gale hadn’t
moved from his pallet, but Autumn had found the time to empty the
chamber pot and clean herself up a bit. The oily smoke from the
main floor kept finding its way up the stairs, and she never really felt
clean. She was hoping she just wasn’t feeling ill at ease as a
response to being around people again, though she doubted two
weeks alone with a hermit had turned her into one as well.
Anyway, it also didn’t help that this Raisa woman always managed
to seem so clean and tidy in an unkempt and uncaring sort of way. It
didn’t do for women, even if they weren’t rivals in any way, to not
keep up their appearances.
Still, she kept her hood on and averted her eyes from anyone who
seemed to look too long when she was going about her business. It
was disconcerting to get so many blank stares. She contributed it to
a number of things, and being a woman was foremost among them.
Women weren’t oddities this far north, but they weren’t exactly
common either. There were about three or four men per women, and
because of such, women seldom married in the region. Instead, they
lived like queens, because they had what was in demand and men
were willing to pay for it in any way they could. Of course, that wasn’t
something that was exclusive to this part of the world by any means.
Autumn’s exotic blend of dark skin and hair, and her almondshaped eyes of a murky chocolate color made her unique in the
area. Whenever she strayed out of the room she shared with Gale,
more than a few men favored her with the appraisal one might give a
horse before buying it. It was flattering and humbling all at once, and
she came to relish Gale’s quiet company and the moments away
from strangers of more dubious nature than her steadfast and
reserved friend.
Raisa was waiting outside the door to their room when Autumn
returned. Raisa regarded Autumn openly, offering an opening for her
to tell her to get lost if she wasn’t wanted around Gale. Autumn said
nothing of the sort, which was in and of itself a sort of proclamation
that there was nothing between her and Gale. She preceded Raisa
into the room.
“Wake up. Food’s here.” Autumn said with a mock sort of gruffness.
Gale grunted. “I’m awake.”
Raisa smiled and sat down on the stool beside Gale’s bed once
more where she opened a basket she had carried in with her. She
served Gale first – a mug of broth and some fresh bread. Her own
fair, as well as what Autumn received was mostly the same, though
there was a leg of meat from some animal Autumn couldn’t identify.
Raisa’s portions were quite small, more of a token meal so that she
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could share in the social experience of eating together with an old
friend than an taking in of sustenance.
“Snow hare.” Raisa said when she saw that Autumn was a bit leery
to eat it.
“I see.” Was all she said in return, biting into the gamy-tasting meat.
Her incisors cut through the dark meat. Gale looked covetously at
their portions of meat, and sighed gently.
“You can’t have any. You need simple foods that won’t harm you
while you mend. Otherwise you’ll be bedridden for weeks.” Raisa
said.
“Do what the lady says.” Autumn commanded.
Gale nodded sadly and chewed his bread soaked in broth. He had
a feeling it was going to be like this for a while, two ladies lording
over him while his body repaired itself. He said little while they
exchanged pleasantries over the course of the meal, and when it
was done he rolled back over to sleep more.
“I’ll see you two in the morning.” Raisa announced. “I have duties to
attend to right now, unfortunately.”
“I’m sure Gale will appreciate your company. Not that he’d probably
say such.” Autumn said.
“I know. That’s how it is with him.”
“I’m still awake.” Gale accusingly called over his shoulder.
Talk died down to low tones as the two women stepped out of the
room to whisper further, likely about him. He put them out of mind
and finally drifted off to sleep.
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 THREE 
The

following day, during one of Gale’s many periods of rest,
Autumn went exploring. Her room was just too confining and the
tedium of passing a day with little to do had gotten to her. It wasn’t
like Gale’s dwelling, where there was always something to do. There,
even if the tasks tended to be nearly as tedious as doing nothing,
you knew that there was a payoff for what you did: survival. Taking
care to keep her hood up, she went down to the trading area of the
main floor.
There was little space on the floor not being used up by traders and
their goods. They usually came in groups, and one of them –
probably a junior partner or simple laborer – slept among their stacks
of goods. Along the walls there were bundles of northern goods:
skins and furs, cords of wood, jars of oil, crates of meats and fish,
giant spools of leather cord, snowshoes, and dozens of other things.
The southern traders brought wagons of vegetables, fruit, peat,
spices, and iron goods that were rare in the north. It was easy to pick
these tradesmen out simply by looking at how they dressed. Their
coats had a less worn in look, and their wares gave them away too.
Most telling of all though, was the way they hunched over and
huddled against the cold, as if it permeated even the keep’s walls.
She walked down the cluttered aisles through the common area,
which was not much wider and longer than a hundred feet on a side.
Occasionally she’d see something that drew her eye, exquisitely
sewn clothing, ornamental tools, but most things displayed here were
functional necessities. Some of the traders would try to strike up a
conversation with her, and she was polite when they did, but she
always begged off as having nothing to trade at the moment, which
was entirely true.
After spending half an hour meandering the narrow aisles of
stacked goods, she made for outdoors. There was little wind inside
the walls of the compound – just enough to stir the smoke from the
meat smoker’s shed. She walked over to get a good whiff of
whatever they were smoking at the moment; it smelled like fish, and
it made her stomach growl despite having eaten just an hour or so
before in the morning.
A glimpse of reddish hair caught her eye across the courtyard. Half
a dozen goats milled around Raisa as she doled out scraps and what
looked to be a handful of salt. Autumn watched for a few moments,
before deciding to say hello. She shouldered past a bearded man
who wasn’t looking where he was going, and crossed the open
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ground between outbuildings. As she walked, she had to dodge
animal waste and the contents of some chamber pot contents that
had splattered down the side of the keep and missed the trough
where keep refuse was normally gathered.
“Raisa.” Autumn said to the other woman, whose back was turned
to her.
Raisa fed a dark haired goat with crystal blue eyes the last scraps
in her hand and turned to Autumn. “Hello.” She said in return, eying
the other woman. “You look like you want something. What can I do
for you?”
“Are you busy?”
The goats continued to nose at the other woman’s hands, and
some were even sniffing the newcomer to see if she had any
handouts too.
“I’ve got some time. We’re sending off a caravan later, though, but
I’ve got an hour or so.”
“I just wanted to talk.”
“About?”
“Anything. I’m getting stir-crazy again.”
Raisa laughed. “I don’t know how you stood it living alone with Gale
then. He’s a pretty simple fellow – not a lot of excitement I’d guess.”
“I was starting to get used to it, and it’s better than traveling.
Traveling means sleeping on the cold ground and an inordinate
amount of soreness from all the walking.”
“I can relate to that. That’s why I rarely leave here.”
“That’s one of the things I wanted to talk to you about.” Autumn
admitted.
“Sure. Would you like to get out of the elements though?”
“Where do you suggest? Anywhere but my room would be good.”
Raisa thought for a moment, and then said, “Want to see our
reservoir?”
“Sure.”
Raisa nodded and led the way around the back of the keep.
Autumn still couldn’t get over how white the stone of the main
building was. Years of snowmelt had left so much scale, mineral
deposits, and salt on the stone that had discolored the dark grey
stone beneath. Here and there you could still see dark spots of stone
where the keep had been repaired a few times, but the rest was of
far lighter shades of grey and off-white.
Beyond the keep, butting up against the wall, was a small building
with a wide doorway. Raisa unlocked the door, and grabbed a
lantern off a hook beside the door.
“No light in there?”
“Nope. It’s mostly underground.” Raisa started into the tunnel. “Shut
the door behind you.”
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Autumn shut the door, and started after Raisa. Initially, she couldn’t
see much of anything, but as she went on and her eyes adjusted,
she began to see the rough-hewn work that had made the tunnel
possible.
“You made this?”
“The people who lived here when the keep was built did this. We
simply broadened the passage a bit.”
“Why do you keep it locked?”
“So no one can poison it or try to live down here instead of paying
for a room.”
The passage was short, and Raisa stopped where the passage
opened up into a small chamber. A great pool of water lay before
them. Near the end of her vision, where the lantern light died, she
could see water bubbling up.
“Natural?”
“Yeah. I guess that’s why they built this keep here -one of the
reasons anyway. It’s warm enough that it doesn’t freeze too much
either, though sometimes we have to chip some ice away.”
“Why did you want to come here and show me this?” Autumn
asked.
“It’s away from prying eyes and ears.”
“Is that a problem around here?”
“It’s a problem in any small community. It’s virtually impossible to
keep secrets. As for now, I’m happy with them thinking we’re friends
or business partners. That’s innocent enough.” Raisa said, sitting on
a shelf of stone to one side.
Autumn nodded, and followed suit.
“What did you want to talk about?”
“Well, I’m curious about a few things.”
“Like?”
“Gale made this place sound smaller than it is. It seems as if there’s
been a population boom.”
“Things have changed in the last year. People are gathering
together more. Some are even moving south.”
“What’s caused the change?”
“Wildlife is getting more scarce, and the murthan are gathering in
packs and heading into the south to terrorize hunters.”
“I thought they were more solitary?”
“They were. People up here used to live in pairs, maybe trios –
even if they were all male. It was safer, and one could cover for
another if one of their number became ill or was too wounded to hunt
or even care for themselves.”
“But Gale lives alone?”
“He’s an oddity in more ways than one.”
“The murthan?” Autumn asked. Her curiosity was piqued.
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“He’s the only person any of us have ever seen who lives with a
murthan. Normally we compete with them for food. They don’t often
attack – until recently – unless they feel threatened, but having one
as a pet or companion? That’s just strange.”
“He told me about how he and Jake came to be companions.”
“I heard that too, a few years back.”
“You’ve known him since your dalliance some time ago then?”
“I moved away for awhile. I lived with a man. After I left him, I came
back here and worked my way to where I am now.”
“I see. What exactly is your position though? I know you have some
influence, but are you their leader or something?”
“Caretaker they call it. I contract out people to maintain the grounds
when they come by, and help plan for caravans. I’m also in charge of
giving out rooms and making sure they’re paid for or earned through
upkeep of our facilities.”
“Are you the only one who lives here full time then?”
Raisa shook her head. “No. There are four of us. It doesn’t seem
like many, but with constant traffic in and out, it stays busy.”
“So there’s always people here? Gale made it sound like a dozen or
so people would be it, but I’ve counted thirty or more people.”
“He doesn’t come at this time of year usually, and we have a couple
caravans in right now. Like I said, there are people coming in larger
groups this year for safety.”
“Have you heard of any other attacks going on like what happened
to us?” Autumn asked.
“No. Someone had mentioned people like you described your
attackers passing them on their way north a week or two ago,
though.”
“Did they say how many of them there were?”
“More than the two you encountered, but it could have been a
different group than what came after you.”
Autumn sighed. “Wishful thinking.”
They had a few minutes of silence, listening to the sound of water
dripping as it condensed from the moisture-laden air onto the stones
above. Autumn screwed up the courage to ask a question she’d
been wondering about for some time.
“Why didn’t you ever latch onto Gale? You seem to like him.”
Raisa grinned over at Autumn in the dim lantern light. “He’s a loner,
and I liked being the center of attention here. He has no desire to live
away from that hut of his. And maybe it was something deeper than
that. Perhaps it was that he never made me feel that needed. A
woman likes to know she’s a necessary part of her man’s life, and he
was just so self-sufficient that I always felt in the way.”
“I see.” Autumn replied, surprised at the frank answer she’d been
given.
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“Let me turn that question back at you, though. Are you interested
in him?”
“Not really. I just don’t know anyone else. Well, I don’t remember
anyone else, and so I want to know everything I can about him to fill
the void until I get my memories back.” She saw the dubious look
Raisa gave her, and added, “He isn’t bad though. I guess if I end up
stuck in this frozen wasteland, I’ll think about it.”
“Well, you’ve seen the wonder that is the reservoir. What do you
think?”
“It’s nice I guess, different from anything I can recall seeing. You
said it is warm?”
“It’s a bit warmer than the air, but not much more so. At the center
where it bubbles up, it’s quite warm, but as it gets closer to the edge
here, it’s just above freezing usually.”
Raisa stood, picking up the lantern. Autumn moved to follow her.
“Want to check in on the caravan supplies with me?”
“Sure, but I need to check on Gale really quick.”
“Meet me by the southern gates as soon as you’re done with that
then.”
“I’ll be there.” Autumn said.
At that, they reached the door and opened it. Colder air from
outside blew past them both, causing Autumn to shiver.


Autumn stared across the room at Gale until he noticed her
attention.
“What?” He said, irritated.
“I talked to Raisa earlier.”
“And?”
“She’s not a bad woman. I find myself liking her.”
“Excellent. You have someone else to converse with. That relieves
my social burdens significantly.” He said dryly.
“Seriously though.”
“Yes, seriously. What’s your point? I hope you’re not going to
badger me about my love life, because I really don’t need that now.”
“I just want to know why you never tried to take her as your mate,
wife, companion, what have you.”
“Because… I don’t know.”
“Come on. We’re alone, there’s nothing to do. Talk to me.”
“I don’t see why I should tell you such a thing. It’s very personal,
and I know nothing of you still, not that it’s your fault.”
“I’ll tell you something then.”
“Huh?”
“I’ll tell you something I’ve remembered.”
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“Trade of information?”
“Yes.”
Gale sat up and watched her for a moment. Autumn grinned back
at him.
“How do I know that what you have to offer is good? It could be a
memory of you picking a blue flower one week years ago.”
“It’s decent - more profound than that. I think you’ll see it as a fair
trade.”
“Hrm.” He settled back against the wall, tucking his legs beneath
him.
“You’re not going to leave me hanging, are you?” She asked
anxiously.
“No. I’m just trying to put words to my thoughts.”
“Take your time.”
He did just that, taking a few minutes to phrase what he had to say
carefully. Then, once he was ready, he took a few more minutes just
to annoy Autumn, and she was clearly growing impatient.
“I guess I’d blame everything on youth.” He said finally.
“Youth?” She asked.
“Yes. It’s mostly the fault of youthful naiveté. I wasn’t confident
enough, and I could never muster the courage to really ask her to
come away with me. What could I offer such a woman that she
couldn’t get more of or something better here?”
Autumn shook her head. “I think she waited for you, and you never
asked.”
Gale glanced at her in surprise. “You’re serious?”
“Yes.”
“I wish I had asked then.”
“Is it too late?”
He nodded. “I think so. I do not know though.”
“Are you going to find out?”
Gale smiled. “I might, but it’s your turn to share.”
“I was married I think.”
“You think?”
“I recall some sort of elaborate festival. A man was at my side. He
was big – taller than you, and broader in the shoulders. His hair was
shorn close to his head and he had a wide beautiful smile.”
“How do you know it wasn’t just some random celebration?”
“At the least, it was a betrothal celebration. There were people I
should remember, but cannot, from both his family or social group
and mine. And I recall consummating the match.”
Gale thought he saw her blush. She assumed a far off look, and he
waited until she focused on him again so as not to disrupt her
memories. He knew how precious such crumbs from her previous life
were to her.
“Interesting. When did you remember?” He asked.
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“I recalled it when I spoke with Raisa in the reservoir earlier.”
“It must be… nice… to remember something of your past, yes?”
“Maybe. At the same time it’s also sort of frustrating, because I
have another piece of the overall puzzle, but no idea what the overall
picture looks like.”
“It will come in time.” He reassured her.
“I hope so.”
“Me too.”


Gale decided to seek out Raisa that evening. His conversation with
Autumn earlier in the day had put her in his mind, and nothing he did
could shake her loose. It wasn’t like he could lose himself in his daily
tasks either, because all of his work was left back at his home. So he
went looking for her. It wasn’t easy for him to get around yet, but he
knew he couldn’t lay abed for much longer. Damaged and tired
muscles alike needed stretching and his room wasn’t the best place
for that.
Despite the discomfort in his side, it felt good to be up and about.
He wore his coat to hide the way he held his arm at his side. It wasn’t
good to draw attention to yourself as weak, especially not in the
north, where weakness could kill.
He asked around the common trade floor to see where Raisa was.
They all said outside. He wasn’t exactly dressed for the outside, but
he went anyway. Night had fallen, but he had known that from the
lack of light coming in through the rough window in his room. The
stars were out in force, a rare thing because of how cloudy the north
tended to be.
He found Raisa on the wall that ringed the compound talking to one
of the gatekeepers. He recognized her red hair in the moonlight, an
auburn swath of color amid the black. Patiently, he waited for her at
the foot of the ladder beside the gates.
“Gale, shouldn’t you be inside?” She asked as her two feet touched
the ground minutes later.
“No. I needed to stretch my legs and I wanted to talk to you.”
“That has a ring of finality to it.”
“Not at all. I just missed speaking with you. I haven’t had a chance
since I got here, being bedridden and all, or Autumn was around.”
“You wanted a little quiet time with me?”
“There may be more truth to that than you know.”
“Oh?” Her eyes lit up with interest. “Astound me.”
“I doubt I’ll astound you. I just want to clear some things up.” He
said, teeth chattering.
“Want to go inside? It’s warmer.” She offered.
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“I’d rather not. Just huddle closer if you would.”
Her hands went to her hips and her posture shifted into an almost
offended pose. “I’m not so large as to be used as a windbreak.”
“I know. I just want to borrow some body heat.”
“As long as I get it back sometime. It’s only a loan.” She said
teasingly as she backed him against the wall and huddled close.
“Thanks.”
She smiled. “No problem. Now what were you hoping to speak of?”
“Would you have come with me had I asked years ago?”
“When you were a boy, or when you came back the next time?”
“Either. Now even.”
“Yes.”
“Really?”
“Well maybe. I can’t entirely recall how I felt then. The first time we
met was before I went away with Sigurd. You were too young then
and your father was still living. There would have been no place for
me by your side. After Sigurd and I parted and we met again, I might
have. Now? I don’t think so. I have too much here. You’re just feeling
lonely for yourself.”
“Is that it? Feeling lonely for myself? You don’t think I might desire a
woman beside me?”
“You’re not the type. That’s why you live alone with a beast.”
“Jake.” He said, keenly missing his friend.
“As your new friend named him, I heard. You spent years and never
named it and then she comes along and does it for you. You’re
changing. She’s changed you I suppose and I haven’t decided yet
whether or not I like it.”
Gale chuckled at her worries and put his arms around her
shoulders. She didn’t resist, for which he was glad.
“I didn’t know this was part of the deal. I might have to sneak off
and go back to my duties now because you’re taking liberties.” She
said with a grin.
“If you must. I’ll not hold you from anything.”
“And that’s why you could never pull me away to be with you. Isn’t
it?”
“Yes. Right now I couldn’t hold you from doing what you wanted
anyway, because I’m too weak.”
“A shame. Things might have been quite different. I’m almost
curious as about what our lives might have been if we had ended up
together.”
“Agreed.”
She stood with him, sharing warmth for a while. He was aware of
the scent of her hair, and her breath, something that told him he felt
more for her than he’d like to if she weren’t to be his. He was the one
who let her go finally, too cold and sore to stay outside any longer.
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She placed a brief kiss on his bearded cheek and left him standing in
the night air.
Shivers quickly assaulted him, so he hastened back to his room.
Autumn seemed to sense his contemplative mood, and passed the
remainder of the night in silence before they both went to sleep.


As Gale convalesced the over the next two days, Raisa and
Autumn shared a few meals together, leaving him to fend for himself.
He supposed it was tough love of a sort, making him get up and
about again. Not that he minded having to make the effort. If
anything, it was awkward for him to accept all their help when he
normally did everything for himself. So he did what he could on his
own as rehabilitation. He even managed to visit Jake once.
The murthan looked bored and a little thin. It hadn’t eaten much for
the last week, and all it had to do during the time they were within the
walls of the settlement was make a den for itself. Gale left Jake a
couple fish he’d bartered for on the trading floor of the keep, and
then he went back inside.
The third afternoon, they’d spoken about the journal she’d taken
from one of their attackers.
“What does it say? Can you tell?” Gale asked after flipping through
the pages of the book. “I can’t read well, and this appears to be
another language than what we speak.”
“I’ve read most of it. His handwriting is poor, or he writes in a dialect
different from my own.”
“Then you know the language?”
She nodded. “I guess it’s from where I lived before, but I know it.”
“Anything interesting in there?” Gale asked anxiously.
“It’s mostly a travel log. They do mention needing to find me and
also something called the Heart of Winter. Neither topic is discussed
in depth.”
“The Heart of Winter?” He echoed, looking confused.
“Yeah. That seemed to be their final destination after they
recovered me.”
“Why?”
“I don’t know. They don’t mention it specifically. It’s because he
knows what it is, and he doesn’t expect others who do not to know
what he speaks of will be reading this. Since we’re out of the loop,
we don’t have the background information that we need to
understand.”
“Read the passage then. Maybe we can pick it up through context.”
“I tried.”
“I haven’t. At the very least, I’ll know as little as you do.”
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“Fine.” She sighed, and thumbed through the scarred journal,
reading one section she found noteworthy. “He says, ‘We are weeks
out from the Heart of Winter. At times I despair that we may never
find her. Time grows short.’”
“That doesn’t give us much to go on.” Gale admitted.
She rubbed her dark eyes. “Like I said.”
“Tired?”
“Just frustrated. You told me to read this stuff, and it I have, yet
we’re no closer to understanding it or where I come from than
before.”
“Are there any more passages that speak more of this Heart of
Winter?”
Autumn nodded, licking her lips nervously. “’The Heart of Winter
occupies my dreams now. I have never seen it, but I know it when I
close my eyes. It is all that I can picture.’” She read, and then
opened to another page she’d dog-eared. “’The journey to the Heart
has been long and we are all weary, but the restoration of our world
we seek is well worth the effort and the struggle of our every day.’”
He frowned. “Fun.”
“Should we include Raisa in this conversation? She may have
insights that we do not.”
“I’m not sure we want to drag her into this. It might bring unwanted
attentions onto her.”
“I don’t see how. Even if there are more of these men out there,
there can’t be enough to bring her harm here. Everyone here is
suspicious of strangers, and protective of her and each other. They
may be competitors, but they’re still a community.” Autumn said.
“Nevertheless, I’d like to leave her out for now.” He replied firmly.
She dropped it. “Alright.”
“Let’s look at what we know from these passages.” Gale suggested,
pausing to gather his thoughts after beginning with this statement.
“We know that they have not reached the Heart of Winter yet,
whatever it is. They seem to be coming from the south to reach it, so
we might assume it is further north from here, but it could be far to
the east or west of here too I suppose.”
“Are you thinking that I am tied to them somehow? That this was
my destination?”
“How can I not? You have the same coloring as them, or similar at
least. You can read and speak their tongue, where none of my folk
from around here likely can. They came from the south and were
heading north, as you were. And most telling of all, is the fact that
one of my attackers said that they knew of you when I fought them.
They wanted you back.”
“So in your mind I am already one of them.”
“But the question is: were you working with them? Perhaps you had
a different goal, or you could have even been working against them.”
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“I don’t know. I can’t remember.”
“What of the Heart of Winter? What is it?” Gale asked.
She shifted on her seat. “A place or an object I think. Just hearing
the phrase almost puts an image in my mind, but I can’t see it
clearly. I know I’ve heard that phrase before.”
“They said something about restoring our world. It has to be some
sort of device. Magic perhaps?”
“I didn’t know you were superstitious.”
“Living with nature and the world, you see things. Some might be
beyond my understanding, and some are better described as magic,
or powers beyond our imaginings. It matters not what you call them.”
“I don’t have your well of memories to draw on. I don’t know if I
should remember something about this Heart of Winter or not.”
“We need to bring your old memories out then.”
“How?” She asked, here eyes pleading for him to have an answer
for her.
Gale shook his head. “I don’t know. They say that similar things can
draw out memories.”
“You mean I should look at what I remember, and surround myself
with familiarity?”
“Why not?”
“I don’t see any hulking dark men, white-pillared buildings, festivals,
and teams of coursing horses around cobbled streets do you?”
“No, but you can go down to the trade floor and look for things that
are close to what you remember. If something smells like anything
you can remember before I met you, buy it. If the texture or the
weave of a cloth evokes some feelings of remembrance, get it. Get
whatever you can and just be among these things.” He explained.
“I take it that you’re going to pay for the things?”
Gale shrugged. “If I can afford them.”
“Are you sure?” She asked reluctantly.
“I have no use for money beyond what I can use. Do what you will.”
“Do you really think that my memories will hold the key to what is in
this journal?”
“I don’t know. If not, you’ll at least remember who you are, and
whom you left behind. I can’t imagine that there aren’t friends or
family waiting for your safe return. If your memories do unlock the
secrets of this book, then we’ll just have to decide what to do with
that knowledge when it comes to us.”
“I’ll do what I can. Thank you.”
Gale nodded. “Just see Jake every now and then. He’s lonely.”
She grinned. “I will.”
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 RECALL 
Autumn sighed. She’d just spent hours meditating and relaxing in a
pile of blankets, trinkets, and other things that may or may not have
ties to her past. While she looked about the trade floor, she thought
any number of things might have been in her life before she was lost
in the north, but then, most of the things on the trade floor were such
common items that almost anyone would have around them in
everyday life.
Frustrated with her lack of progress, she untangled herself from her
newly acquired possessions and pulled on her coat.
“Going out?” Gale asked in an amused tone.
“Yes, and you can stop laughing about my hoard. You’re the one
who told me to buy all this crap.”
“So I did.”
“Any message you want me to pass on to Jake?”
“He wouldn’t understand anyway, so just make something up for
me.”
Autumn grinned and let herself out of the room. She looked for
Raisa or the nice old man from the next room – she’d spoken with
him briefly earlier – as she crossed the trade floor to the large double
doors at the front of the keep. A hunter was leaving just when she
wanted out, which saved her the trouble of shouldering the door
open.
She crossed the cobbled courtyard, taking note of the new snow
deposits in the corners of the yard. A gust of wind stirred up a shortlived whirlwind of snow over by the smokehouse, where she
purchased a slab of fish for Jake. By the time her feet carried her to
the northern wall gate, she had pulled her wind veil up over her face
to keep out the abnormally heavy wind.
“I’m going to feed the murthan.”
The gatekeeper nodded deeply in his heavy mantle of fur and skins
that obscured all but his eyes. “Be careful. The weather is rough
today.”
She nodded back at him and started out. The wind was heavier
outside the gates, and the powdery snow that blew almost
horizontally across the landscape. Autumn put her shoulder down
and blundered into the weather in the direction of the murthan’s den,
which was little more than a white bump along the horizon when she
set out. The walls were out of sight before she began to worry. With
the snow flinging itself sideways at her, she could hardly see beyond
a few steps ahead of herself.
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“Jake?” She called out.
The wind was too strong to tell if he had responded. She decided
his food could wait, and turned around. Her footprints were not yet
obscured, not entirely anyway, so she started tracing her steps back
to the keep.
Her eyes were so intently looking for her footsteps that she didn’t
notice someone in her path until she was nearly on top of him. When
she did look up at the dark face before her, she cringed away. The
face in front of her broke into a wide, warm smile.
“Kali, come with me. I will guide you to safety. We have looked long
and hard for you.” The man shouted to her over the noise of the
wind, holding his hand out to her.
Things began to come back to her then. They came back slowly at
first, but more quickly after she recognized the man before her:
Serrat. She knew him from the ceremony in her memories. Then
more faces and sites came back – a jumble of words, events, and
sounds. The memories came back in a torrent, pressing their way
back into her mind. A sharp pain stabbed behind her eyes; she
raised her hand to her temple, staggering and blinking away the
pain. Then she crumpled to the ground.
All she could see was the white of the snow around her, and the
dark face of Serrat as he knelt to pick her up.


She woke in a small tent with the press of a large body against her.
Her coat and boots were piled haphazardly near the entry flap and it
was dark. Heart hammering wildly, she rolled away from the person
next to her. At first, the covers seem to bind around her arms and
legs to keep her down, clinging to her like a giant constrictor snake.
Then she paused for a moment, took a calming breath, and pulled
free, feeling silly for worrying about the blankets grabbing at her.
When she was finally free and kneeling beside the person, and her
eyes had adjusted, she could tell it was Serrat that had slept beside
her with one of his large arms thrown protectively over her. His broad
shoulders and profile were uniquely identifying even in the near dark.
Her movement must have awoken him, because he rolled from his
side onto his back and opened his eyes. The white sclera in each of
his eyes was startlingly brilliant in the dark despite the dark iris within
each of them.
“Kali.” He said, reminding her of the name that had been hers
before she had become lost and confused. “We have looked long for
you. We feared for your health.”
“I had help.” She said softly.
“Are you still of good health? You collapsed when I found you.”
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“My memories were lost to me. I guess I hit my head when I was
lost before. The man that nursed me back to health was kind, but did
not know who I was.”
“Was he the one that killed two of our brothers? Him and his
beast?” Serrat demanded.
“I don’t know.” She lied, trying to keep calm.
“Don’t you? Your tracks and signs were with the beast and his
man.”
“I still don’t remember everything.”
“Then we shall help you remember.” He promised.
“There are more with you?”
Serrat sat up and drew his legs against his chest, crossing his arms
across his knees. His wide mouth curled downward in a frown.
Autumn shifted her weight away from him, and leaned against the
hide wall of the tent.
“What do you remember?”
“I remember you. You were kind to me, once, before all of this.”
“And the sacrifice, what of that?” He asked angrily, seemingly
drilling her like one would an impetuous and forgetful child.
“I don’t remember.” Her chin trembled; she hoped he couldn’t see.
“You don’t remember that we are promised to the Heart of Winter,
you and I? You don’t remember how you grew more afraid as we
passed into the lands of these pale northerners, and tried to slip
away in the night during a storm? How you nearly ended our mission
with your own cowardice?”
She shook her head. “I’m sorry, I don’t.”
Serrat’s large eyes were on her, so she lowered her head to avoid
his gaze. He threw the blankets off him, stood, and took her into his
powerful arms.
“I don’t blame you. It’s frightening to behold your minor place in this
grand scheme. I have my doubts sometimes too, but it’s for the
greater good. We both agreed on that before we left. You should
have trusted me.” He said soothingly.
She wanted to yell at him, to tell him that she couldn’t remember.
How could he expect her to apologize or feel bad about something
she couldn’t remember doing? Yet she did. Something in the large
man’s demeanor made her hurt when he spoke of being let down, so
she let herself be held and said nothing.
“We nearly despaired when you disappeared. My heart is much
lighter to have you near me again. We can continue on our way
again, as if none of this trouble happened. All will be forgiven.”
And when his lips touched her cheek, it was familiar, and
comforting, just like his last words. She gave into him, and allowed
herself to be immersed in the familiarity and nostalgia he offered.
Despite his strength and size, he was gentle with her.
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Only later when they lay side by side, spent from their exertions,
she thought not of him, but of Gale, and how she needed to warn
him. Things were still coming back, but one thing was certain: she
didn’t want to be a sacrifice for anything, regardless of what she had
promised before. So she looked for a chance to escape.


Serrat was still sleeping heavily an hour later. During his sleep he’d
rolled away from her, and she was no longer trapped beneath his
heavy arm. She’d needed that long to gather enough courage to
check outside anyway. So, slipping out from under the blankets, she
pulled on her clothes and moved to kneel beside the tent’s entry.
She put herself in front of the tent’s entry flap to block as much light
and wind as possible when she opened it – just enough to see
outside.
It was dark, twilight probably. She wondered how long had passed
though. The blizzard from earlier had subsided, reduced to
occasional powerful gusts of white. A dozen other tents were
scattered in a rough circle around the one she shared with Serrat.
Light shone from the cracks around the tent flaps and near the peaks
of the tents where the furs that covered the outside of the tents were
less thick.
She decided to pull on her coat and wind veil outside despite the
cold, because it would make too much noise and may wake Serrat
were she to dress completely for the outside while she was still
inside. All of the tents’ openings faced inward toward a protected
circle, and she did not wish to be seen. She moved to the rear of the
tent out of sight of anyone who might happen out of his or her tent at
that moment. The cold was a great motivator in getting dressed
quickly, but her hands were blue and shaking by the time she had
her gear all situated for a trek across the land.
She slid her arms out of the sleeves of her jacket and held them
near her core, using her body heat to warm them while she looked
up at the stars. Gale had showed her a few constellations more than
once, and she knew how to use them to pick a direction. The trouble
was that she had no idea what direction she’d been taken after being
captured. It couldn’t have been too far, because they had not moved
her far enough for the stars shift their positions in the night sky. No,
the stars had not gone any further that was normal for the mere
passing of hours. So, she was uncertain that she could find the right
way if she tried to navigate by the stars, and, unfortunately, there
were no landmarks known to her in the immediate area either.
Cursing her bad luck, she started toward a hill to the west. From
there she hoped she’d see lights or a landmark she could recognize.
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When she was clear of the camp, she checked frequently for signs of
pursuit, but she neither heard nor saw anyone following her.
It was cold out – colder than normal. It was not an auspicious night
to be out and about. Still, she labored to reach the peak of the hill
ahead of her. Twice she was aware of her lungs aching through
overexertion in the cold, so she stopped briefly before continuing on.
Where was Gale and his lung burn gunk when she needed him?
Near the top of the slope she slipped, and even in the numbing cold
she could feel a rock bite through her pants and into the flesh of her
shin. She cursed and cried while holding her leg with gloved hands.
The pain faded to a dull throb in time, though her leg felt wet, but she
continued.
At the peak of the hill, some fifty or more feet above most of the
terrain below, she could see a cluster of lights in the distance. They
were small, perhaps five miles to the northwest. The cold sapped her
strength with each passing moment, and she nearly despaired.
Something made her look back at that point, and she saw that most
of the tents in Serrat’s camp were lit up, and while she couldn’t see
people moving around them, she could see lanterns moving about
the periphery of the camp.
“Time to move.” She muttered to herself.
Then she started down the side of the hill opposite the camp. The
snow was deeper in places, and she was nearly stuck in one drift
that had been deceptively deep. By the time she’d waded out of the
drift, much of her body heat had been stolen and leeched out by the
cold snow. Even her continuous movement toward what she hoped
was the trading post wouldn’t restore it completely. For that, she’d
need a fire or someplace warm, maybe even the warmth of sleeping
next to a murthan.
A mile out, she was too cold to shiver anymore. She ambled on
stiffly, her limbs pumping like they were under someone else’s
control. All she could think to do was try to reach the post before any
pursuer found her trail, caught up, and stopped her. Her lungs were
beginning to burn, too; had she the breath to do so, she’d have
laughed at how strange it was that she could feel that pain but not
feel anything else on her body. She dared not take a break. Every
now and then she thought she saw or heard something from behind
her, but could never be certain what with the snow still tumbling
sideways.
As she progressed, she became more and more weary. It became
evident that she couldn’t keep her pace and reach the trading post. It
was simply too far, and she wasn’t used to pushing on like this. Her
energy would run out before she could cover the last couple miles
she had left. That’s when she thought of the murthan. Jake’s den
was a mile or so out and a bit to the south of the walls of the post.
She redoubled her efforts and pushed on in that direction. Where
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she was now, it was almost a straight path to the west.
As she closed in on what she presumed was the post, she knew
that it was so. In a brief moment when the wind and snow let up, she
could make out the outline of the keep against the skyline.
The murthan’s den was just within her sight when she first saw her
pursuers. She had no doubt that Serrat was among the dozen or so
that followed her. His considerable body made an imposing
silhouette against the backdrop of moon-painted white snow.
Knowing he was there hurried her along, and she redoubled her
effort, finding a second wind she didn’t know she had.
Then she saw a lantern near the den, and a thick shadow
accompanying whoever carried the lantern. “Gale?” She cried out
desperately, ever aware of her pursuers closing on her.
She struggled on despite the growing pain in her chest. The lantern
seemed to move toward her, but she could hear nothing from
whoever carried it. It didn’t matter though. Either she was captured
again, or she would be helped. Her energy was spent, she was cold
and numb, and she didn’t care who she ran into anymore.
When she fell, it was Gale who pulled her up off the ground. Jake
sniffed at her, and made a noise that oddly sounded like a meow.
She laughed, and tears came forth.
“They’re coming.” She said in resignation.
“I know.” He said, helping her to her feet.
“They know me. I was to be sacrifice at the Heart of Winter.”
Gale shook his head. “I won’t let that happen.”
“Help me.” She pleaded.
Gale lifted her up onto the back of the murthan, who accepted the
burden willingly. She clung to its fur, and held on as they fell back to
the trading post. She watched him struggle across the terrain to keep
up with Jake, and felt remorse. It was her fault that he struggled like
this, that he pushed himself even after his recent injuries, which were
also on her behalf. What had he done to deserve the pain she
caused him, and what had she done to deserve such a savior?
When they neared the walls that surrounded the grounds of the
keep, their pursuit fell back and watched them go beyond their reach.
Autumn, or Kali as the people of the south knew her, continued to
watch the line of southern men as they watched her retreat to the
safety of the walls. Yet she didn’t feel safe until Jake, Gale, and
herself were within the walls and the gates were shut.
This time, they let the murthan inside the gates. It was as clear that
the beast was calm and gentle enough to be ridden as a mount, as it
was that they were being chased.
“They were your countrymen?” Gale asked her, helping her down
from Jake’s shoulders.
“Yes.”
He nodded. “I need to find Raisa. She’s worried sick about you. It
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seems you’ve made a friend in her.”
“I didn’t mean to worry you all. He found me when I went to feed
Jake.”
“He?”
“The man from the ceremony. Not truly my mate or husband, but a
fellow sacrifice for the Heart of Winter. There is a consecrated pair of
sacrifices: one male and one female.” She said wearily.
“I see.” Gale replied, and when he saw the weariness that was
upon her, he helped her back to their room.
Jake was officially allowed within the walls by permission of Raisa,
with whom the other available caretakers agreed. The community
was in an uproar though – somehow many of them knew that there
was a threat that sat outside their walls, and more than a few worried
about what would happen to them when they left the safety of the
walled keep. The presence of the great beast was something of a
reassurance though; more than a few had seen the murthan carry
Autumn back within the safety of the walls. Pound for pound, there
wasn’t a much better ally they could ask for.
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 ATTACK 
The morning after her escape had been one of commotion. News
had spread of her captivity, and how Gale, wounded though he was,
had braved the storm to rescue her with his beast. While that wasn’t
exactly accurate, that was what most people believed and it was a
powerful story. The entire keep was in an uproar, worrying about
what had been made up to be an army just outside their gates.
Raisa had managed to delay the people of the keep from turning
Gale and Autumn over to the supposed army outside the safety of
the walls, but her authority seemed to be quickly degenerating. As it
was now, neither of them left their room for fear of reprisals.
“I don’t mean to press, but people are demanding answers. I need
to feed them something about this, or they’ll get angry.” Raisa said
firmly.
Autumn sighed. “I understand, but I don’t know what you can tell
them to allay their fears. I’m scared myself.”
Gale frowned, sitting in the corner of their room where he was, arm
draped around the shoulders of the murthan who sprawled out on
the cool stone floor. Their room had already assumed an odor similar
to Gale’s home, which didn’t bother Autumn, since she’d grown used
to the musky odor of man and beast living in an enclosed area. If the
scent bothered Raisa, she made no comment about it, though her
mind was probably weighed down with more significant worries.
“They’re likely going to put us out of here soon. They won’t risk
danger to themselves and the caravans just for us.” Raisa mused.
“I thought people in the north helped each other? Some sort of code
of honor?” Autumn asked.
Raisa smiled grimly. “Not when one or two people threaten the
livelihood of the entire community.”
Autumn gave her a doubtful look, as if she didn’t believe that the
entire community was in danger. “Well, what can we do then?”
“We’re going to have to leave, and outrun them.” Gale said simply.
“You’re wounded.” Raisa pointed out.
He shrugged. “I’m well enough to keep ahead of a group of
Southlanders. They don’t know the terrain or the ways like I do. They
also need to carry more gear than us I’d assume. We know how to
hunt efficiently, while they have to carry supplies or forage in the
area.”
“Unless they hit a few caravans.” Autumn offered.
“We’ll have to leave before they get a chance to hit a few caravans
then.” Raisa announced, having thought this all out. “I’ll just forbid
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any caravans to leave for a few days after we leave. Eventually, if
not right away, they’ll come after us instead of chasing down
caravans.”
Both Autumn and Gale looked at Raisa.
“You’re coming too? Why?” Autumn asked suspiciously.
Raisa ignored her look and faced Gale when she spoke. “Everyone
here knows of my ties to the both of you. Because of that, I’ve taken
a lot of criticism. They think I’ve heedlessly endangered the
community, and my position is likely to be rescinded.”
Gale looked dismayed and rubbed his cheekbones thoughtfully with
his hand. Autumn was surprised as well, though less outward in
showing it. Jake made a brief grumbling noise and smacked his lips.
“Besides, I helped nurse you back to health; I’ll be damned if some
southerners hurt you again. And I suppose I could use some time
away from here – maybe I can even visit your home. I have a friend
or two up that way.” Raisa continued.
“You’re assuming we’re going north.” Autumn commented.
“We are.” Gale replied, earning a nod from Raisa.
Autumn rubbed her temples. “Why? That’s just playing into their
hands. They want to go north, so we blaze a trail for them to follow?
What kind of logic is that?”
“I don’t know that they do expect us to go there. If anything,
heading south away from what they want is the expected course of
action. So if we haul up north at the best possible speed, we will
likely confuse and outrun them.” He said.
“Maybe I’m just less hopeful than you, but I fully expect them to find
us.” Autumn replied.
Gale shook his head. “How? They can’t possibly be as good in this
terrain as we. Even if they’re experienced trackers, the winds and
weather obscure trails quickly. We can lose them by cutting to the
west, and then heading north through one of the passes in the hills
there. We can take turns having Jake carry one or two of us as well;
that should keep our pace faster than anything they can match.”
“That’s just the thing, snow is not much different than sand. These
men can track us across this terrain, I know they can.” Autumn
pointed out.
“Then why didn’t they find you when you were with me? The tracks
could have been there. Even if they are as good as you say they are,
they’re still inexperienced here. They won’t find us, and if they do, it
will be too late.” He returned.
“Too late for what?” Raisa asked, almost afraid to know the answer.
“Too late to stop us from finding the Heart of Winter.” Gale grinned,
an expression the murthan copied as near it could.
“No! I won’t go there.” Autumn said angrily, eyeing Jake. ”They
intend me to be a sacrifice there. Why are you doing their job for
them?”
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“I won’t let them have you. I promise you.” He said fiercely.
“Nor would I let them have you.” Raisa seconded. “You may not
have known me long, but I would no sooner turn you over to people
wishing you harm than I would go willing to them seeking harm to my
person. I’m in the dark as far as this Heart of Winter goes though.”
She looked at the other two, expecting them to explain.
Autumn frowned at both of them. “I don’t understand why you even
care about the Heart of Winter – either of you. We don’t even know
what it is, other than in name.”
“Part of it is curiosity, the rest is well… curiosity. The name of this
Heart of Winter alone, and the fact that it is far to the north of here
makes me wonder.” Gale answered.
Autumn frowned again. “I don’t follow.”
“Something caused an abrupt change in weather three generations
ago. It’s just getting worse, and it all started in the north here. What if
these people you were with know something of it? This Heart of
Winter may be the cause.” Gale asked.
“You’re talking crazy.” Autumn insisted. “What could possibly cause
the change in weather?”
Raisa nodded. “I agree. I hope you have more to go on than just
this, because it’s a pretty thin logic you’re using here.”
Gale smirked. “There was something my grandfather said to my
father, and my father told me in turn. Father and I always dismissed
it as him being senile because he was quite old when he said it, but
he said something to the effect of there being something wrong in
the far north – something unnatural. Now that seems to have more
credence.”
“I still can’t see the point in going though. What will we be able to do
about it if there is something there?” Autumn asked.
He shrugged. “We’ll worry about that when we get there. Maybe
this Heart of Winter is something we can destroy.”
“I thought you said nothing lived much north of where you lived
though. How are we to have the food to make it there, and then back
again?”
“We carry in everything we need and enough to get back, too. If
there’s nothing there, then we lose nothing in looking.” Raisa
answered.
“Unless they catch up with us.” Autumn quipped, feeling like the
only one in the room that wasn’t up for a long, cold trip.
“Even then, I have faith that we can outrun them back into the
south. There’s only a couple dozen, right? Then they can’t hope to
keep us from bypassing them coming south again even if they do
trap us. They can’t be everywhere at once, and if we run into a
couple, well Jake and I can take care of them.” Gale replied.
“You didn’t have as much luck before. Look at yourself now.”
Autumn reminded him.
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“That doesn’t matter. I didn’t expect them before. Now I do. I can
see you’re still doubtful, so we’ll gear up and start westward in the
morning. If we do this, then we get clear of them, and still have time
to decide if we head north or not.”
“I can live with that.” Autumn said.
“Then it’s decided. I’ll go use what respect I have intact, and get us
some food and supplies for the road.” Raisa said, and let herself out.
“She’s rather bitter.”
Gale smiled ruefully. “I just don’t think she planned on uprooting like
this, but she won’t let harm come to these people because of what
she’s unintentionally got everyone here involved in.”
“At least you get to have your woman back.” Autumn commented.
Gale grunted and made a show of ignoring her while cleaning a
patch of the murthan’s fur that didn’t really need much cleaning.


Though Autumn and Gale had been enduring a voluntary
sequestering, and though she liked his company, she still felt the
need for exercise of both physical and social sorts. More than a little
of this need was probably due to Gale worrying over their supplies;
he could be irritatingly particular about supplies and rations.
Apparently he didn’t trust Raisa to be able to adequately gather
goods for three people and a murthan.
She sighed and thought about it for a moment as she progressed
down the hallway. Raisa was able to keep a small community
supplied and running, but Gale didn’t trust her to supply them for a
couple weeks? It didn’t add up. She smiled to herself, thinking that
he was more worried about having his former flame with them for an
extended period of time than her actual ability in making their
preparations.
Her coat hung loosely over her shoulders until she reached the
double doors. By the time she’d managed to shoulder the door open,
her wind veil was on and her coat was buttoned up the front.
Outside was cold again, as always. A wind bit into the flesh of her
exposed forehead and her eyebrows. She frowned and pushed
forward. Once again, the smokehouse was bellowing out smoke from
meat being smoked – caribou or maybe goat this time. The smoke
stung her eyes, but made her stomach growl.
Her eyes immediately went to the walls, where wind and snow
obscured the boundaries they imposed on the surrounding terrain.
The walls suddenly felt like less of a comfort than before and more of
a cage. She took a quick lap around the keep to reassure herself.
When she was halfway around, she saw a dark shape drop over
the wall. At first she simply watched in surprise, wondering is she
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was truly seeing what she thought she was. Then the dark shape
hurried for cover behind a stack of cordwood. Her hand instinctively
went to the belt knife that Gale made her carry on her at all times,
though she found herself wishing for her spear instead, but that
wasn’t something one carried in a secure area without drawing
suspicion. She circled around for a better look while considering if
she should call for help or not.
In the end, she decided it was better to handle this on her own. Too
often lately someone had come to her rescue, and here she was
bringing a threat down on more people who offered her shelter, food,
and protection. Raisa was even sacrificing her position to buy them
enough time to prepare for the journey at hand. It was time she did
something on her own.
As quietly as she could, she crept over to the woodpile and peaked
behind it. A man huddled in a dark cloak, stained grey and white
from wear, knelt at the far end of the pile. Once again she found
herself wishing for her spear. The wind cloaked any sound her feet
made as she walked up behind the man with her knife drawn. There
was no sun to cast a shadow either – not as cloudy and close to
sundown as it was.
For reasons unknown to her, the cloaked man looked back briefly
before continuing across the yard. Perhaps he was simply checking
to make sure no one had snuck up on him just like she had, or
maybe he’d actually seen something out of the corner of his eye.
Autumn froze when his dark eyes widened upon seeing her. She
recovered quickly enough to stab at him with her knife before he
could stop her, but he didn’t cry out when her blade dove deep into
the meat of his shoulder.
Instead, he threw himself at her, pinning her against the woodpile
and knocking her hand free of the knife that remained embedded in
his left shoulder. Air rushed out of her chest as he drove his fist into
her abdomen. While she gasped for air and fought back tears, he
clasped her tight around the neck with both of her hands.
He leaned close; his breath smelled of jerked meat and wine as he
spoke in her ear. “You’ll be coming back with us even if we have to
kill all of these silly merchants. Serrat is very angry with you. The rest
of us know of your shame, how you try to avoid your role as
sacrifice.”
“Do you blame me?” She managed to spit out.
His hands tightened on her neck. She choked and her eyes bulged.
Blood pounded in her ears and the veins in her forehead beat a
wicked pulse. He leaned in close to speak to her, saying each of his
words quietly enough that they wouldn’t carry beyond her ears.
“You think this is a game? Of our people, you were chosen for this
role among thousands of candidates. You agreed to it. You will doom
us all by backing out. It’s too late for second choices.”
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She grimaced, drew her head back, and then drove her forehead
into the bridge of his broad nose. She heard a crunch and pushed
him off of her. She slid to the ground while he stumbled back. Bright
red blood streamed from his face as he fell flat onto his back. She
took a deep breath, got to her feet, stepped over next to him, and
dropped both of her knees onto his chest.
Her hands found the knife stuck in his shoulder, pulled it out, and
jammed it upward into the apple of his throat. When his eyes rolled
back after a few moments of twitching, she pulled out her knife, and
stood. Only when she covered the man with his own cloak did his
name come back to her: Telen.
As she walked back into the keep, she was calm. It wasn’t until
she’d returned to her room, and summoned Raisa to explain what
had happened that she broke down into tears and began shaking.
Gale put her to sleep after a few glasses of wine while Raisa and
the guards took care of the body. The last thing she remembered
before going to sleep was Gale saying to her, “We’ll have to leave in
a few hours, before they try something else. Rest while you can.”
Gale waited beside the door while she slept. The keep was in an
uproar. It wasn’t often that a dead man, even if it was one of the
people threatening the keep, was found dead within the grounds of
the trading post. He could only hope the other people staying here
didn’t try to do something foolish before they had a chance to leave.
He really didn’t relish the idea of fighting his way outside the walls
before starting their footrace against Serrat and his men.
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 NORTHWARD 
The sun was still not up when the three of them were ready to go.
Jake nervously watched the crowd of people that intended to send
them off – to send Raisa off more likely. Gale understood that the
others saw them as a corrupting influence in their community,
regardless of their intentions. They would not be sad to see these
newcomers go, but Raisa would be missed, even if not at first.
So they shouldered their packs and stepped through the gates.
They went due south for the better part of an hour, using what
darkness there was left to hide them. They moved along recent
tracks when they could, leaving as little sign of their passage.
Anyone who knew to look for the murthan might be able to find its
tracks, so Gale did his best to drag a pole with a wide fur tied to its
end, smearing it through as many of the beast’s large tracks as he
could. He would have liked to hide the tracks better, but the need to
make good time and put distance between them and Serrat was
more important.
It wasn’t until they reached a high spot where the ground was warm
enough to melt the snow that that they turned off the road, if the
scant trails and ruts could even be called a road that is. The ice at
the bottom of the ridge and the pebbly gravel along the crest of the
ridge left few signs of their passage, though Gale did what he could
to disguise even these slight signs.
Sometime later, the sun finally pierced the violet sky behind them,
leaving clouds magenta and grey along the horizon. The three of
them were heading almost due west. Gale paused and looked at his
two companions and the tireless murthan.
“Autumn, you take first shift riding Jake. If we’re going to make
good time, we’ll take turns resting on him. He won’t mind.”
She wanted to argue, but looking at the two of them, even Gale
who wasn’t entirely recovered from his wound, she could tell that she
was wearier than either of them. Somewhat reluctantly, she climbed
onto the beast’s back, and they continued west.
It seemed like she’d just gotten off her feet and then it was Raisa’s
turn. Gale insisted on going last, though Autumn and Raisa managed
to get him to stay up there a bit longer their either of their turns when
he finally climbed onto Jake’s back. That he didn’t argue much only
showed both of them how much his wounds still pained him. He
simply did not have the level of energy he would have had if he had
been well.
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That was much how the entire day progressed. They would take a
break for water, rest, and food every three to four hours, and then
move on again. Jake willingly bore baggage and one of them as a
passenger throughout the day. All he asked in return was meat and
clean snow to eat during their breaks.
When the sun fell, they pushed forward. Only when they risked life
and limb on drifts that could be deceptively deep, or crusts of ice that
could give way did they stop. There was no fire that night though,
only the warmth of three bodies and a murthan in a narrow crevice
they hollowed out and covered with sheets of ice.
“Do you think they know where we are?” Autumn asked.
It was dark and they were packed in together, so at first she thought
she was the last person still awake.
“They may.” Raisa answered finally.
Her voice was on the other side of Gale. Autumn surprised herself
when she realized that she felt jealousy briefly, and before she knew
it her arm was tightening around Gale’s chest.
“Gale did what he could, and we left little sign of passage. Time and
weather will further obscure what little we left behind.” Raisa
continued.
Autumn sighed. “Time will tell then.”
“Indeed.” Gale said quietly.
“I thought you were asleep.” Autumn said.
“I was.” He said gruffly.
The murthan whined.
“Alright. We’ll be quiet.” Raisa said.
A barking noise from the beast answered her.
Gale was the last asleep this time. In the dark, he could make out
the outline of Raisa’s face in front of him, and Autumn’s face to his
side. His side ached with the pressure of Autumn’s arm around him,
but he said nothing. Better for her if it helped her to rest so that she
could press on tomorrow when the snow was deeper and they would
need snowshoes again. Walking with them on was more tiring than
without.


It was an hour or two before dinnertime on the following day when
Gale stopped. He had a serious look on his face as he waved them
all over behind a twisted and cracked tree trunk that had roots
growing over a boulder beside it. It provided enough of a windbreak
for them to talk without having to shout. Jake followed them over and
sat down patiently, waiting and listening. His head was facing ever
eastward, and his narrow eyes seemed to be watching for pursuers.
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“We need to decide soon now.” Gale said, having bared his face by
removing his wind veil.
“About heading north?” Autumn asked, though she knew the
answer. She looked northward over the tree’s mangled roots as she
asked.
“I’ve been south a few times in the last couple years. I have
contacts there, but even there we wouldn’t be welcome forever. It
wouldn’t be a permanent solution.” Raisa said.
“Neither is Gale’s home. Three of us would be cramped for years
on end, and I’m sure you’d like to try to piece your life together again
at some point, right?” Autumn asked.
Raisa shrugged. “We’ll see. I don’t know if I could very easily return.
Not as a caretaker like I was.”
“I’m sorry.” Gale said, looking at his hands.
“It’s alright. It was getting a little stale there. I don’t mind being out
and about again. I just wish there were better circumstances
surrounding my departure.”
Jake made a grumbling noise and began to pace around them.
“I guess it’s north then. What else can we do? I can’t take you all
away from your homes.” Autumn said with a sigh, breath white in the
cold air.
“We could try to send you south with a caravan or something. We
would accompany you as far as possible.” Gale offered.
“I don’t know what I’d do though. I don’t have a trade that I recall.
Not all of my memories have returned. I have no family or friends,
and those I did have would probably turn me over to the group that
wants me to be sacrifice for the Heart of Winter.” Autumn explained.
“We should go then. If you can think of no reason to hold you from
going and confronting this thing that is.” He replied.
“Does fear count? I’m afraid of being caught again, and I’m afraid of
what the Heart of Winter is. What if going to it is all I need to do to
fulfill my role?” Autumn asked.
“This Heart of Winter is likely a place or a building right?” Raisa
asked.
Autumn nodded. “That’s my guess.”
“Well how can being near a place kill you? Even a volcano or storm
can’t kill you unless you get too near. We’ll be careful.” Raisa
promised.
“You forget that this thing supposedly caused the change in
weather. If it can do that, why can’t it strike me down from miles
away?”
Raisa snorted in disbelief. “You can’t believe some place or some
thing really has the power to change the weather of the entire region.
Where would such a thing come from? How would it get this power?”
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“I don’t know. Maybe it is superstition, but there are things in this
world that nature alone cannot explain.” Autumn replied, looking at
Gale when she said this.
He met her eyes, and nodded slightly. Raisa looked back and forth
between the two of them and shook her head.
“I still think we need to confront it, or it will hang over your head for
the rest of your life. Once this threat has passed, you can live your
life however you want, with whomever you wish. Regardless of the
danger.” Raisa added.
“North it is then.” Autumn relented.
Jake grunted what seemed to be a note of approval, sitting once
again; he wore a strange sort of expression on his face that almost
looked like a smile. They all paused to look north for a moment, until
a chilly gust of wind drove powdery snow at their bare faces, causing
them to turn away.
“It’s five and a half days to my home if we press hard and continue
to take turns on Jake. We can restock our supplies there, rest a day
or two, and push on.” Gale said, and then covered his face once
more with his wind veil, effectively ending the conversation.


As they progressed north, Gale felt his strength returning. Being
laid up for a week had left him feeling weary and soft. The brisk air
and the sting of ice and snow on any exposed skin made him feel
alive again. There was still tightness in the flesh of his side, but he
kept salve on the wound to keep the skin from getting too tough; a
scar he could deal with, while stiffness of the skin surrounding the
wound would limit his movement.
Neither Autumn nor Raisa held up their pace either. Autumn had
grown thinner since he first met her, losing any spare weight she had
from a softer life in the far south. Raisa may not have traveled much
in the last few years, but she had remained active and quickly
recalled the necessary skills to travel quickly over the frozen land.
The miles fell behind them with each day they pushed across the
snow-crusted landscape. Rolling hills capped with ice passed
beneath their feet, as did the dead forests waiting for warmer days
and the blustery gullies through which winds whistled. Each night
when they stopped, they would huddle together for warmth in some
poor shelter they more often than not needed to make. And they
would talk to each other before they fell asleep from exhaustion.
They rarely had much to say. It was more for want of the familiar
noise of each other’s voices than the need for the exchange of
information. There was hardly any talk during the day, so they made
up for the absence in those few minutes before sleep claimed them.
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It was too hard on the lungs to yell over the wind while they traveled
during the day, and none of them wished for lung-burn.
Still, it was nearly a week – five days – before landmarks became
familiar to Autumn. At first she thought she was just imagining it, but
then she saw Gale watching her and he nodded, she knew they were
getting close. As often as possible they would exchange nods or
simple gestures to avoid having to speak. In just a few days they’d
been able to get to the point where they could understand just about
anything they would need to say to each other without having to
speak aloud: watch for shifting snow, pause for food or drink, switch
riders for the murthan, stop for the night or to relieve one’s self, turn
this direction or that…
When Gale’s dwelling was finally in sight, Gale went ahead to see if
there had been any visitors while they had been gone. The few
people in the region that could find his home would leave a message
if he wasn’t around and they had stopped by, but there were no
messages, and no unexplainable tracks in the area around the
dwelling. Still, he checked inside to see if anything was amiss and
started a fire before going back out to call them in.
Jake settled onto his pile of cushions immediately after being
relieved of his burdens, and cast off into a sleep that he had more
than earned. Raisa and Autumn gathered around the small fire and
began taking off their coats and outdoor wear as the big room
gradually warmed up, probably as much from the heat of four bodies
as from the fire. Gale, the only one who truly knew where everything
went in the home, put things away.
“Are we staying for a while?” Autumn asked.
“A day – two at most. Any longer would give pursuit time to catch
up.”
“Then you’ve seen signs of being followed?”
“No, but that’s not any reason to believe we aren’t being followed. If
we wait until we know for certain we may not be able to escape
again.”
“I see.”
“It would be nice to lead them away from finding your home as well.
They will likely ransack and destroy it if they do find it.” Raisa
remarked.
Gale frowned and Autumn wondered if that thought had ever
crossed his mind before Raisa had just mentioned it. Without saying
another word, he began to prepare a meal. He drew out a slab of
salted meat and a few roots from his stores, taking a knife to them to
prepare them.
“That looks better than anything I’ve seen in near a week.”
“Travel bread and jerked meat isn’t the most appetizing fare.”
“Maybe not, but it keeps for a long time.”
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“You’d think that with it being as cold as it is up here you’d never
have to worry about food spoiling.”
“Even frozen, things don’t last forever. Besides, they might lose
flavor. I do freeze some things though. Salt is more predictable when
preserving food. You never know when your food may thaw, but after
a while you learn how long things keep when cured.”
“All this talk of food and watching you cook is making my mouth
water.” Autumn said.
“Mine as well, but I may take a brief nap while you cook, if that’s
alright?” Raisa asked.
Gale nodded. The meat he cooked on a wire rack beside a pot of
thin broth that he was boiling the roots in.
Autumn sneaked a taste of the flash-fish fillet, taking a part along the
edge that was already changing color as it cooked.
Raisa glanced around. “Where should I sleep?”
“Um. Pull a pile of furs wherever you like. Autumn tends to sleep
beside Jake. I sleep over there.” Gale pointed out his own pile of furs
and cushions.
Raisa gathered some of the blankets they’d used when traveling
and a heavy fur from Gale’s pile of bedding, and lay down among
them. Jake made a hungry noise and sniffed the cooking odors
without opening his eyes.
“Wake me when it’s time to eat.”
Autumn and Gale nodded at Raisa, who was snoring just a short
time later.
“It’s good to be home.” Autumn said quietly.
“You think of this as home now?” Gale asked, looking up from
cooking.
“Is that bad?” She wore a worried look on her face when she asked.
Gale shook his head. “No. I appreciate the company.”
“As well you should. It’s not healthy for a man to live alone.”
“I have Jake.” Gale reminded her.
“He’s a beast though. Animals aren’t the same as people.”
“Don’t tell him that.”
She laughed and stole another tidbit from the cook rack, ignoring
the scolding look on Gale’s face.


Autumn woke to the sound of laughter. Other than the coals that
still glowed weakly in the fire pit and whatever light diffused through
the roof of ice, timber, and skins above, the dwelling was quite dim.
The inside entry flap of the entryway pushed aside, and Gale
entered, followed by Jake, and finally Raisa.
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“Where did you go?” Autumn demanded, sitting up now with her
furs and blankets wrapped around her waist.
“Hunting.” Gale answered, still smiling from some joke he had
shared with Raisa.
Autumn looked at Jake, who circled anxiously over his pile of
bedding. A snow hare and a pair of flash-fish were tied to his side.
Gale quickly untied the leather straps and took their kill over by the
fire. While Raisa stoked the fire, adding more peat and a bit of oil,
Jake flopped down and proceeded to get himself comfortable.
“I see.” Autumn said. “You could have woke me up to help though.”
“Why? Do you suddenly dislike sleep?” Gale asked with a grin. He
had drawn out his knives and was preparing to butcher their kills.
“No, I just feel guilty now for not helping.”
Raisa’s expression in the firelight made her look menacing. “Don’t. I
slept last night before our meal, and you slept more this morning. It’s
even.”
“Not for Gale. When did he get his rest?” Autumn asked, looking
away from the red-haired woman.
He waved his hand, dismissing the thought. “I’m fine. You forget
that I did this on my own for years.”
“If you say so, but I don’t think you had been nearly disemboweled
before. You’re still on the mend.” Autumn insisted.
“Actually, I’ve been wounded that bad or worse twice before. I’d just
never been caught so far from my home when it happened.” He
replied.
“I didn’t know that.” Autumn said quietly.
“It’s an occupational hazard I guess. Living here isn’t easy.” Raisa
added, picking up a second knife to help Gale with the butchering.
Autumn got up after a minute of watching the two of them work side
by side in concert without having to say a word. She sighed, and
made use of the pail in the back corner of the room. They had hung
a curtain of sorts around the pail for privacy, and also because Gale
didn’t like having to leave the room whenever she had to tend to the
needs of her bladder or bowels.
After she had gone outside and disposed of the contents of the pail
and washed her hands in the basin of snowmelt, she settled down
next to the rekindled fire to help Gale and Raisa.
“What can I do?”
“Want to scrape some bones?” Raisa asked. “We need them clean
to set out to dry.”
Autumn nodded. “I can manage that. I helped once before.”
She took the stone that Gale used to scrape bones when he offered
it to her. It fit neatly into her palm. One end had a curved edge,
concave to fit around the rounded edge of a bone. She was then
given the ribcage of a flash-fish to deal with. The scrapings she
cleaned off, bits of meat, fat, and sinew, were added to a pot of
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scraps that would later be boiled for heavy stock. The stock tended
to be somewhat oily, but fat was something you needed in your diet
in the north. It helped keep you from getting too thin.
She scraped bones until her hands ached, and then scraped more.
While she did that, Raisa and Gale finished the butchering of the
hare and the pair of flash-fish, and put the meat they’d saved into a
barrel of brine to cure. Then they began caring for the organs they’d
saved. The livers and hearts were saved to eat and the bladders
were inflated and tied off to dry. What little they did not use was
added to a slop bucket, which would be left out for scavengers. The
last thing they did was to stretch the sinew. The entire process,
including cleanup, took a few hours even with three of them working
continuously.
Gale didn’t have to tell them how important it was to leave food
behind. What they had cured before leaving to reach the trading post
would be what they ate on their way to the Heart of Winter, and not
hunting and leaving supplies behind for when they returned was
tantamount to a death sentence. This was assuming they made it
back though, and Autumn wasn’t sure yet that they would.
The rest of the day was spent making small talk as they packed up
what supplies they would need, and mending their outdoor gear. The
cold coupled with the terrain and the elements could really put some
miles on coats and snowshoes rather quickly.
To Autumn’s annoyance, Raisa also proved handy with a bone
needle and thread. Was there nothing the woman couldn’t do? Still,
she was nice enough. It was too hard to hate someone as polite and
giving as Raisa was. Still, perhaps there was a mean and jealous
side to her she hadn’t had the opportunity to show off yet.
By the time the day was over, they were all tired. Jake had hardly
moved since his gorging during the morning hunt, and they followed
his example, going to sleep so that they could get an early start the
next day.
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 ONWARD 
The first day out was unremarkable. It was much like the days they
had traveled to reach Gale’s home on their route north from the
trading post. They still took turns riding Jake, though he was more
heavily laden with supplies than he had been before and a bit
grumpier for it.
When night came, they had put a score of miles behind them – a
terribly impressive distance considering the terrain. Twice they had
encountered open water and needed to detour. How much time that
cost them, they didn’t know, but there was still no sign of pursuit.
Besides, if they had to detour, so would their pursuers if they
followed their trail.
Eventually they found solid ground again, and they slept in a place
where a sheet of ice had melted just enough from a daily dose of sun
to slide from the crest of a hill and curl up in a wide eave of sorts.
They simply blocked two ends of the tube-like structure and went in
to huddle together.
“Why do you suppose there is a male and a female sacrifice?”
Autumn asked, breaking the silence. Her voice echoed in the tubelike ice shelter.
“Do you know for certain that there is only one set?” Raisa asked
after a moment.
“I guess I don’t, but I think there may be only the one set – Serrat
and myself.” Autumn answered.
“I don’t know why they’d put all their eggs in one basket. ‘They’
being whoever sent you.” Raisa said, her voice thick with doubt. “It
would be easier to send groups in case one group failed.”
“Unless there was something given to the chosen sacrifices, or
some knowledge that only they could carry. Perhaps there’s even
something about the sacrifices specifically that makes their role as
sacrifice important.” Gale suggested.
Autumn sighed. “Like what? Physically I have no features that
aren’t common elsewhere.”
“Perhaps something in your blood? What about the ceremony you
had to go through? Did they mark you in any way?” Raisa asked.
Autumn shook her head, a gesture barely visible in the dark. “Not
that I can recall, and my memory of those events is pretty decent. I
didn’t even eat or drink anything out of the ordinary. As far as I know,
Serrat and I were picked through a lottery. All the candidates had
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tokens in a giant barrel that were chosen, one male and one female.
There is nothing different about us.”
“Maybe it’s something you will remember when we get closer, or
maybe it’s just a matter of superstition.” Raisa offered.
“She may be right. It’s very symbolic to have a couple.” Gale
suggested.
Autumn sighed. “Symbolic of what?”
“I don’t know…” Gale sighed, “It’s symbolic of unity, marriage,
fertility, love, or any number of things. It would help if we knew what
the Heart of Winter was. Maybe then we’d understand any
symbolism there might be.”
“So you think it’s a ritualistic thing, right?” Autumn sounded
doubtful.
Gale shrugged against the two of them. “Why wouldn’t it be? You
were chosen as a pair, and married or something of the sort in a
ceremony. Then you were sent off as a pair to die at this monument.”
“You’re making a lot of assumptions.” Raisa commented critically.
“I agree.” Autumn chimed in.
“Isn’t that how it goes, though? We toss young virgins into the
volcano and it stops trying to harm us?” Gale asked, ignoring their
criticisms of his theory. “Sacrifices are always offered up to some
great evil thing or to stem a disaster.
“I hardly think that’s an equivalent situation. Besides, if that’s true,
why are we even going?” Autumn demanded. Her frustration at the
situation she was in began to show as a quiver in her voice.
“Because we hope it isn’t that way.” Gale said, sliding an arm under
her and giving her a comforting squeeze.
“If it is, what do we do?” Autumn asked after a moment.
“I don’t know, but I’ve never seen anything built that couldn’t be
destroyed. If it is something evil, it’s our duty to destroy it.” Gale said
the words simply, but the weight of them was much more than the
mere words could express.
“That’s not exactly comforting. Even to me.” Raisa sighed.
“Sorry.” He replied.
“It’s not your fault. We’ll just have to deal with it when we get there.”
Autumn said quietly.
It was the last thing anyone said before morning.


As they progressed north, it grew colder. It wasn’t something that
they could notice all at once, but each day, a deeper chill set into
their bones as they struggled across the unfamiliar terrain. Even
Gale needed to use some of the salve in his wind veil to prevent lung
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burn a time or two, and he was as used to the elements as anyone
could be.
Jake, their murthan companion, seemed to understand what it was
that they were doing; he led an unerring course into the north. He
generally understood when it was time to change riders too. Gale
normally counted paces to determine when to change, and yet the
murthan usually halted when he was close to the end of his count,
give or take a dozen paces or so.
Patience grew short, and they put less distance behind them every
day. It didn’t help that they had no definite idea what it was they
sought, or where exactly it was. This made it seem as if there was no
end in sight. It wasn’t as if they could say to themselves, “well, that’s
halfway,” because they had no idea how far to go. All they could do
was follow the northward storms, which grew more frequent as they
continued. Twice they had to dig themselves out of their camp in the
morning after a night of heavy snowfall.
Then they started to see large, dark shapes following them. First
there was one, and it would disappear from time to time. Then there
would be more of them watching from the edge of visibility – large
shapes – murthan. They never came closer though. They would
simply shadow them, but always they were there.
Five days out, when they broke camp, there was a ring made up of
dozens of murthan who sat two or three hundred yards out from the
encampment. They all sat on their haunches and watched them like
an audience at a play.
“Why don’t they come closer?” Autumn asked.
“Perhaps because we’re with Jake.” Raisa suggested.
Gale frowned at the murthan that ringed the camp. “This is still odd
though. They don’t travel in packs.”
“Evidently they do.” Autumn said, scratching Jake behind the ears.
Jake made a loud yowling noise as if agreeing. At least half of the
pack answered with their own bellowing noises.
Raisa looked over at the largest murthan in the pack. “Do you think
they’ll attack?”
“I don’t think we’d be able to do anything if they did – there’s too
many of them. They seem content to watch us for now though. Let’s
be thankful for that.” Gale answered.
Raisa huddled in closer after a particularly strong gust of wind.
“They’ve never been this close before though. Maybe we’re getting
close. Could they be guarding something? Is it a warning?”
“I doubt it. I’ve been nearly this far north once or twice before, and
I’ve never seen anything out of the ordinary – no cities or strange
buildings or anything at all.” He said.
“I haven’t seen any wildlife beside these murthan though. It’s
getting colder too.” Autumn observed, shivering from just standing
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still. She began to move around, rubbing her arms across her body
for the warmth friction supplied.
“Yeah, but I think we’re halfway if that.” Gale replied.
“Do you think the murthan are trying to warn us not to continue?”
Gale shook his head. “Not likely. I doubt they’d protect whatever
this Heart of Winter is, let alone work in concert to do that. I just don’t
think they’re that smart.”
“Look at the clouds. They seem to be converging now, and there’s
a lot more cloud cover than there used to be. I haven’t even seen
more than a glimpse of the sun this morning.”
All three of them tilted their heads back to see that she was right.
The wind patterns were odd. Everything filtered north as if being
pulled into a drain. Clouds that would normally be wispy were drawn
out into stream, pulled inexorably north.
“We’ll keep a watch on it.” He promised, trying to gauge how far
away a supposed center of whatever caused the disturbance might
be.
The ring of murthan gave way as they made their move. They
pressed north, and the murthan gave way before them. Soon the
herd was just a moving band of silhouettes behind them, but they
never left sight entirely. That’s how it was for the next four days.
Whenever they looked over their shoulders, the herd of murthan
would be there. The numbers were never consistent though. They
spoke of it one night, but could come up with no other explanation
than maybe a few of them would hunt for the pack while the others
kept watch.
Each day they put another ten to twelve miles behind them,
crossing fractured lands covered with ice and snow. Some nights
they couldn’t find a safe place to camp out, and they had to dig a
shallow pit and pin down a tarp down to lay beneath like a makeshift
tent.
Every day the sky grew darker and the cloud ceiling became closer
and closer to the ground. From thousands of feet, it grew nearer until
it was only a thousand feet away, and then maybe a few hundred.
The clouds were heavily laden with moisture, dropping their snow
and hail a half-dozen times a day. They moved unnaturally and roiled
like thick smoke from a greasy fire. The sight was at the same time
both impressive and oppressive. Even if the clouds were still to far
overhead to ever come in contact with any of them, there was still
the desire to stoop down as if there were a low ceiling to duck under.
Jake grew as skittish as they were. The air was thick with a cloying
scent of ozone and sulfur like electrical storms sometimes made and
it irritated their noses. Thunder rumbled overhead, but they could
never see the resultant lighting. Perhaps it was too far overhead,
deep in the thunderhead.
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They were over a week out when the elevation began to increase.
There were not mountains or even tall hills per se, but they were tall
enough to make travel hard and shorten the horizon to only a mile or
two away because the hills would limit sight.
Then, thirteen days out, the clouds cleared away. They curled up
away from the ground again in an almost perfectly vertical wall. It
was as if someone had carved a cylinder-shaped chunk of clouds
away and they had not yet filled back in. Whatever had caused the
clouds to back away like a cookie cutter through dough it couldn’t
have been a natural occurrence, could it have?
The sun or something else had seared the ground clear of ice and
snow in the eye of the great storm where there were no clouds, and
gravelly grey stone was all that was left. How this chunk of a couple
hundred feet ice had been cleared was anyone’s guess. The edge of
the glacial ice seemed to correspond with the wall of clouds, and
again they were struck by how bizarre it was that any landform like a
glacier’s border could dictate the pattern of clouds.
The ground cleared of ice was mostly barren, but it was not
completely dry. Here and there you could see a small pool of water,
and an occasional spot of green or yellow where a new shrub had
managed to sprout and grow in the minimal soil. Once they thought
they even saw a flock of birds, but whatever it had been, it was too
far away to be sure.
When they looked up, they could see a solid tunnel wall of clouds
hundreds or maybe thousands of feet tall, and a sliver of sun beyond
the edge of the clouds. All of them were too awestruck to do much
more than simply look for a long while. And just at the edge of sight
in the low lands beneath the precipice of ice they stood on, a dark
tower stabbed into the sky.
The pack of murthan gathered behind them howled as only the
great ursine beasts could. Jake sounded off to them in return.
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 BASTION 
The route down to the bare ground from the glacier was not an easy
path. They were probably standing on the highest elevation in the
region and the tower itself was on much lower ground than where
they stood. When the glacier within the eye of the storm melted away
to expose the tower and the ground around it, it left a ring of icy cliffs
a few hundred feet tall around the cleared terrain.
The wall of ice wasn’t smooth like a sheet of glass; it was jagged
and layered, like shale or sandstone but much more slippery. Here
and there they could see narrow waterfalls that had cut channels
through the ice. The melting glacier water cascaded off the edge,
hitting shelves below. There, it would pool up before making several
more similar falls before it finally reached the lifeless, grey terrain
below.
“How do we get down?” Raisa asked, eyeing the precipice with
more than a little reluctance.
“We climb.” Gale said.
“It’s awfully far though.” Autumn added, obviously as skeptical
about the climb as Raisa.
“Look, we made it this far. Our goal is in sight. Why would we stop
here?”
“What about Jake though? Can he make it down?” Autumn frowned
at the now quiet beast.
Gale shrugged. “I hope so, because he’s carrying more than half of
our supplies. We’ll pass down our bags by rope if we have to. Some
things would even survive an outright drop. A fall won’t hurt dried
meat.”
Raisa continued to look at the way down. “As big as this ring of ice
is, there has to be a better approach to the ground below. If we just
follow it around we’re certain to find a nice switchback or ramp that
makes traveling easier.”
“I suppose. We might also find a loose chunk of ice that spills us
down the slope to our deaths while we play around looking for an
easy way down.” Gale said dryly. “I’m not any more excited by this
long climb than either of you, but I’m worried we’ll just be wasting our
time if we look around.”
“Can we toss something down there and have Jake go get it? He
was good at finding a safe crossing point through all that ice and
open water. Why not let him try this too?” Autumn suggested.
“Jake wouldn’t just dive off the top here would he?” Raisa asked.
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He laughed and then wondered why he had. The idea wasn’t all
that funny to him, even if he could mentally picture the murthan
plummeting off the ledge after a flash-fish. Maybe he was just tired.
“I’d certainly hope not. I seriously doubt it though.”
“Well, we can start climbing down anytime, but I’d like to check
around a bit first.”
“I’d like to make it down there to camp for the night.” Gale replied.
“Sleeping up here will give me no rest. I’ll be worried about the
ground giving way, or rolling off the edge.”
“Be that as it may, I’m worried about my arms getting too tired on
the way down.” Raisa said, finally looking away from the ledge.
“We’ll stop on any sizeable ledge for a break, and then go on when
we’re ready. Going down is easier than going up. We just need to
nail down some ropes and shimmy down. Climbing will be a lot
harder.”
“We’re not leaving Jake behind.” Autumn insisted, clutching a
handful of the murthan’s fur from between its shoulders. “I’ll find
another way down with him if need be.”
Gale sighed. “I guess we’ll be searching for a better way down then.
We can’t stop here.”
“That’s what I wanted anyway.” Raisa replied.
“I just hope we don’t have any company catch up with us.” Gale
said stiffly.
“I doubt that they’d be able to get through the pack of murthan
anyway. We haven’t even seen any sign of pursuit anyway, and we
made such quick progress coming here that I seriously doubt they’d
be very close.” Raisa said.
“How far north are we from your home, Gale?” Autumn asked.
He thought for a moment before answering. “I don’t know. Two
hundred miles or more I should think. I wouldn’t think much more
than that. I figure we made twelve to fifteen miles per day,
sometimes more, sometimes less.”
Autumn waved her hand. “There’s no way they could catch us then.
We’re probably a week ahead of them. If they’re even coming that
is.”
Gale had no more desire to talk. He just wanted to get to the bottom
of the cliff before dark, and even if the open sky overhead might
mean that they may have more hours of light than normal, it was a
long way down.
They went what he figured was a few miles or more along the rim of
the cliff to the east. Every now and then they’d stop when they saw a
promising set of ice shelves forming a nice set of steps and ledges
on the way down the cliff wall, but there was always some flaw that
made climbing down impossible for Jake. They probably could have
made it down in a half dozen places rather easily if they left Jake
behind, but Autumn adamantly refused to do that.
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Gale was about to give up hope when he spotted a place where a
flow of water had cut a weaving channel about half the way down. It
was slick with dripping water that built up to a strong flow by the time
it emptied out into a pool on a shelf halfway down the cliff. The
overflow from the pool spilled over the lip of the shelf, the rest of the
way to the ground. From the first shelf where the pooled water
emptied down onto the ground below, there were six more ledges
that were accessible even for Jake.
He stopped by the opening of the slide, and pointed. “This is it.”
The two women stepped forward and looked at their course. It was
pretty obvious what Gale planned: a slide down, then along the wall
to the shelves, and then down to the ground.
Autumn cringed. “What if we overshoot?”
“Then you’d better hope that the water gathering at the bottom is
pretty deep. It would probably still break your legs though, or worse.
We’ll be wearing crampons on the way down. You’ll need to dig in
your hands and feet along the way to slow yourself, or you will
overshoot.” Gale said soberly, eying the course once more.
“And Jake?” Autumn asked.
He took a moment to look at his friend and companion, who stared
back with his large eyes. “You keep saying how smart he is. This is
our best chance. We’ll have to trust him to dig his claws in to slow
himself down.”
“I don’t know. Can’t we keep looking?” Autumn asked.
“It’s getting dark and we can’t do this in the dark. Even if the sky is
open here, the clouds still block the sun because they’re so tall. I
want to be securely on the ground before we have to camp. I’ll even
slide down first with some gear, so I can catch you when you slide
down.” Gale suggested.
“You’re sure you want to do this?” Raisa still looked doubtful.
He nodded. “Yes.”
Gale pulled the baggage and gear off of the murthan, but left the
harness, thinking that it may add to the beast’s friction when it was
his turn to slide down. From the bags he pulled out a set of
crampons for each of them – leather straps with steel and bone
spikes for traction that could be tied to boots and gloves. They’d
used them before when there were places that the snowshoes just
weren’t appropriate for the terrain, but only a couple times.
After he showed them how to put them on again, and attached his
own, he gave Jake a quick pat on the head. The murthan grinned,
lifting its thick cheeks away from the two startling rows of its jagged
teeth. Gale recognized the expression as one of excitement,
something he rarely saw from the beast unless it was hunting.
“Be careful.” Autumn said quietly. She gave him a brief hug and
then released him and stepped away.
“See you at the bottom.” Raisa said with a nod.
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Gale took a breath and stepped toward the ledge. “Send down the
gear after me. I’ll wave a kerchief at you. I don’t know if it’s safe to
yell, because it might cause parts of the wall to collapse.”
They nodded in unison and watched him step over to the slide-like
channel. He dropped over the side and was gone. They both
watched for a sign of him, but could see nothing.
For Gale, it was quite another story. Blue-grey ice hard as stone,
but cut by the constant flow of water, flew past him. The water from
the slide became a dampness that seeped in through his pants and
coat. It all happened so fast that it took him a moment before he
even realized that he should be digging in to slow himself down.
Chips of ice spit up and dug at his cheeks as he scraped along the
slide, but he did not slow appreciably. He became more desperate
as he whipped along through the channel, coming toward its end.
With all the strength in his legs and arms he pressed against the
outer wall of the channel. The sky whipped by him dizzyingly. Then
his left leg caught on something, and he twisted painfully, tumbling
the rest of the way.
He slid headfirst and on his back into the pool of water below,
skipping like a stone. He felt three blows to his back as he bounced
across the water before his body dove underwater. Gale came up
spluttering and scrambling for purchase. His clothes were sodden
and heavy with the near-freezing water. When something solid finally
slipped past his hand, he realized he was going toward the edge of
the shelf.
Just shy of the edge, his crampon-covered fist bit into ice and he
hauled himself out. He took a few measured breaths before stepping
to the tower side of the shelf. He could see Autumn and Raisa
standing above him, some two hundred feet or more, so he waved
the blue kerchief from his inside coat pocket at them.
They disappeared away from the ledge, and while he waited for the
gear to start coming down, he wrung water out of his coat and
gloves. Moments later, the first of the supplies slid down. He fished
them out of the pool one bag or pouch at a time until he had a pile
beside the end of the slide that was just out of the slide’s path of
travel.
He waived the kerchief one more time after all the supplies were
down, but he didn’t know if they saw it. They must have though,
because the scraping noise of a person shooting down the slide just
afterward. When the noise grew closer, he waded into the water near
the waterfall edge of the shelf. Raisa shot out of the slide at that
moment, tumbling like a ball. She hit the water hard, and splashed
front first into the water a few paces in front of him. Gale waded over
to her and helped her up as she coughed up water. He sat her down
and let her catch her breath.
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She eventually looked up with greenish-blue eyes wide in a near
panic, and her red hair was wet and swept back from her face. Her
lips were blue and she shivered from being soaked in the cold water.
“You alright?” He asked.
Raisa nodded. Her teeth chattered. “Yes. Go catch Autumn now.”
He waved the kerchief a third time. This time he saw her back away
from the ledge afterward. Then he positioned himself to catch
Autumn, who slid out of the chute moments later in better form than
either of them had. Feet first she slid across the water, coming to
stand right in front of him, but she overbalanced and stumbled into
his arms.
“That was scary.” She said, laughing as only someone
simultaneously terrified and elated can.
Gale shook his head at her and grinned. “You had an easier ride
than either of us. Well, and easier landing anyway.”
She let him go and went to sit beside Raisa, who looked less than
thrilled. Gale continued to wait in the cold water for Jake.
“Is he coming you think?”
Autumn nodded. “I think so. He watched me go down.” She stood
again, and called up the cliff to Jake.
Gale and Raisa joined in, calling the murthan down to them. Then
they heard noise: the scrape of claws along the ice. Jake bowled out
of the slide and hit the water like a cannonball. A great plume of
water drenched Gale and the others once more, and the water from
the pool ran over the edges of the ice shelf like an overflowing
bathtub a child has jumped into.
The triangular head of the murthan rose and he bellowed.
“Show off.” Gale muttered, wringing more water from his clothes.
Jake lumbered out of the pool and flopped down beside them, not
unlike a cat or a dog seeking attention. The three of them were too
busy trying to get warm to bother with him though. As cold as they
were, they knew they’d just get wet again on their way down, so
they’d have to wait until they made camp to change into dry clothes.
Gale glanced over at his companions to make sure they were ready
to move on and then moved to collect their supplies. What they
couldn’t easily carry, they strapped back on the energetic murthan.
“Moving will keep us warm. If we don’t keep moving we’ll freeze.”
Gale announced as a cold wind bit at them.
They started down the thin ledge of ice that led to the next shelf,
and the next after that – six in all. At the bottom, another pool of
water awaited them at the bottom of a six-foot drop. This one was
deeper though. It was too deep to wade through - they would have to
swim.
They dropped one by one into the murky water, splashing heavily
beside their bags of supplies, which they clung to in order to stay
afloat. The cold water was like a punch in the lungs, and it fought to
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knock the wind out of them, leaving them gasping from the shock. Of
all of them, only Jake seemed not to mind. He favored them all with
another tidal wave crash into the pool after happily launching himself
bodily from the last ledge.
His splash and the resulting wave threatened to drown them all,
and Autumn, who was normally the murthan’s greatest defender,
cursed his playfulness loudly. They were all shaking and cold by the
time they were on solid ground, Gale perhaps worst of all, since he’d
been in the water longest.
He walked to the first chunk of reasonably dry rock large enough to
pitch a tent on and build a fire on. Getting wet was one thing, but
sleeping on the wet ground in wet clothes was entirely another.
Autumn was too cold to be of much use after the fire started. Gale
worked only long enough to put up a windbreak before settling down
by the peat fire to warm himself. It wouldn’t do to freeze to death if
their fire had blew out because they’d been too lazy to put up a
windbreak.
They could only afford to burn a fire for a little more than a couple
hours if they wanted any supplies left over for the trip back, or other
emergencies, so they stripped off their wet clothes and huddled
together under a pair of blankets. Necessity negated any shyness or
modesty they might have felt. Jake felt left out after a few minutes,
and threw himself down behind them to huddle close. His fur was
mostly dry by then, and his warmth was more than welcome, which
earned back a bit of Autumn’s opinion of him.
“Stay here for the night?” Raisa asked, teeth chattering.
Gale grunted. “I’m not moving a muscle to get closer to that tower
today.”
“Agreed.” Autumn said, and then she chomped down on her lip to
keep her teeth from chattering so loudly.
So they made camp there when they were as warm as they’d get
and the fire had burned out. Their cold, damp food was unpleasant,
but somewhat nourishing, and they were all too famished to be picky.


Gale woke up sweating. Having been so cold the night before, it
surprised him. It was still fairly brisk out, with a cold brush of air
sliding off the frozen cliff that surrounded the barren land. One of the
spikes holding one side of the tarp down had come out of the ground
and the heavy material sagged oppressively around him.
Sighing, he climbed out from under his furs, uncomfortably aware of
the women around him. They were warm too. Each of them was
sweating, partly from fever perhaps, but just as likely from being
huddled together under furs together. The musky smell of three
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people in close proximity seeped into his nose. Before he gave any
thought to uncomfortable stirrings he was beginning to feel, he went
outside to do his morning routine.
He was just finishing and moving over to a rather deep puddle of
glacier-melt to wash his hands when Jake came lumbering out of the
tent, loosening another tent spike as he went. Irritated though
muffled cries came from inside when the tent finally collapsed
entirely. They had been too cold and tired to bother with a proper
camp last night.
Gale started in on the dismantling of the camp while Raisa and
Autumn did what they needed. He had their blankets stowed, and
their tent mostly packed up by the time they joined in.
“Some of these bags are still wet.” Autumn commented.
“How bad off is the food?” He asked.
Raisa frowned as she checked a few of their pouches. “The hard
tack got wet. It swelled up and crumbled all over the place. Looking
on the bright side, it’s probably more edible now.”
Gale nodded knowingly. The travel biscuits were often hard enough
to crack teeth if you didn’t soak them in tea, broth, or even water
before eating them. He was more worried about their meat, and dried
fruit though. “And the rest?”
“It’ll survive. The oiled canvas and treated skins kept most of the
water out.”
Gale let out a breath he hadn’t realized he’d been holding in. If their
supplies had been ruined, it could have spelled the end of the four of
them quite easily. “Good. I doubt we’ll be able to hunt for much
here.”
“I don’t know. I saw a flock of birds while I was washing up.”
Autumn said.
“Really? Perhaps the same ones we thought we saw yesterday. I
wonder what they eat.” He wondered aloud.
“Slugs, worms, seeds.” Autumn shrugged. ”There has to be
something up here to eat.”
Raisa glanced around. “This land was under ice until fairly recently.
It might have been a couple years by now, but it’s hundreds of miles
from a live farm of field.”
Gale nodded. “She’s right, but I have seen frozen seeds still
germinate after a few months or even years. Anything up here buried
in the ice might have been hundreds or thousands of years old. It
might have thawed and begun to grow. I know some seeds actually
need to freeze and thaw to grow. Animals though, I doubt any of
them would survive freezing.”
“Well, they must eat something. I don’t know how it got here, but
birds wouldn’t come here and stay if they had nothing to eat.”
Autumn said simply.
“Maybe they came from the tower.” Raisa surmised.
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“Or there’s food at the tower.” Autumn proposed.
“I don’t know. There’s something about that tower. It must have
caused the change in weather, but I can’t see how. It is black, and
dark colors absorb heat, but it would never have melted this much
ice. I mean, I woke up warm today. Even now I don’t need all my furs
on. I can only imagine it will get warmer as we get closer, and that
shouldn’t be happening…” Gale trailed off, putting on a scowl nearly
as dark as the tower itself.
Autumn stared at the obelisk in the distance, scratching at her arm.
“Maybe the earth is warm around the tower, like that cave you have
with food in it.”
Gale didn’t answer. He didn’t think that was the case, but her theory
was plausible. Instead of speaking about it any more, he started
tying their baggage to the murthan’s harness again. Some was still
rather wet, just as the women had said.
Raisa lowered her gaze from the tower, and became distracted by
Autumn’s scratching. “Is there something wrong with your arm?”
“Just an itch.” Autumn said, shrugging dismissively.
Gale looked over from Jake’s side where he was nearly finished
securing their supplies. “Are you sure? You might have got an
infection from that dirty water we slid through. I think we have some
salve or something you could put on it.”
“If you insist.” She peeled back her sleeve up to the shoulder.
Raisa inhaled sharply and stared at the puffy mark on Autumn’s
upper arm. Like the curl of a snail shell, raised flesh ran along and
around slight crease between bicep and triceps muscles. It
terminated in a series of puckered dots by her elbow.
“How’d you get that?” Raisa asked.
“I don’t know. It itches though.” Autumn replied.
Gale untied a small pouch of medicinal cream. “It’s too regular to be
an accident. I’ve seen you naked before too and that was never
there, not even faintly. Whatever it is, it’s new.”
Autumn ignored the reference to seeing her naked and poked at the
puffy skin.
“It looks like scar flesh almost.” Raisa observed.
“Or a brand.” Gale said, smearing some sallow-colored cream on
her arm.
“That feels cool and tingly on the marking. I hope that means it’s
working, because my hands and feet are already chafed from the
cold, and I don’t want a rash to boot.” She said in mock irritation.
“Well then, I hope for your sake, it isn’t a rash.” He replied. “Are
there any more marks on you? You might want to check.”
“Nowhere else itches. I’ll let you know if I feel anything else though.
It might hold up our departure if you were to check me over too.” She
winked mischievously.
Gale blushed at her suggestion.
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“You don’t have any memories of being ritually branded or marked
like that do you?” Raisa ignored the less than subtle flirtation
between them.
“I’d tell you if I did, and if I remember something you’ll be the first to
know.” Autumn promised.
Raisa relented, though she still looked doubtful. “Okay then.”
And that was the last they said before starting off across the bleak
landscape of crushed grey gravel, occasional pools of water, and
ridges of glassy obsidian that littered the lay of the land between
them and the dark needle of a tower sitting on the horizon.
The rocks were often slick with moisture or a grayish moss that
made footing treacherous. Even Gale slipped now and then, and
when Autumn suggested using the crampons again, he almost did.
To their surprise, they found tadpoles and minnows in one of the
larger pools of water – nearly a pond really.
“There’s what your birds are eating.” Gale commented and then
moved on. None of them were eating size anyway, though Jake
paused to play around in the water before hurrying to catch up.
As they grew closer to the tower, it became obvious how tall it was.
Even if the ice still covered all the way over this disk-shaped valley,
the tower still would have peeked out over it. It wouldn’t have been a
lot taller than the glacier, but it would have been enough to notice.
Gale had never seen a structure that large before. It had to be near
two hundred yards in height and fifty or so across at the base,
tapering off as it went up.
“How did anyone ever build such a thing?” Gale wondered aloud,
shaking his head in disbelief.
“Maybe humans didn’t build it.” Autumn said, still scratching her
arm.
“You can’t be suggesting that something that regular occurred in
nature. Look around you.” Gale turned as he spoke to look at the
white cliffs that ran around as far as they could see. “There’s no rise
or hill over fifteen feet tall for as far as we can see, and then abruptly
there’s this tower near six hundred feet tall?”
“I didn’t mean nature built it, but humans might not have.” Autumn
said in a tone that put a chill in Gale.
“Oh.” He said, shuddering at the thought of something inhuman
building this tower, but somehow that seemed more possible than
humans building it. His shiver was mirrored in Raisa, whose red hair
shook as she clutched her arms across her chest.
“Let’s keep moving, shall we?”
Gale wasn’t entirely sure which of the two of them suggested
continuing, but he didn’t have any better ideas. He started trudging
along toward the tower again, skirting any pools of water he found.
They’d spent enough time being cold and wet the day before.
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They weren’t more than halfway there, out of a trip of ten miles
perhaps, when he took off his outer coat. Sweat had dampened the
hair around his neck and temples, and he didn’t see the need for a
coat anymore, because it had grown so warm.
Within a hundred yards, Raisa did the same. Autumn was reluctant
to do so, despite being warm, and when she eventually did pull her
coat off a mile or so further, they saw more raised marks forming on
her arms and one along her neck. Gale took it as a sign to take a
break, so he sat down on a rock and dug through Jake’s baggage for
the salve and some food.
“Are you alright?” Raisa asked, genuinely concerned.
“They itch, but I’m fine. The first one kind of throbs though.” Autumn
answered.
“Was it the salve?” Gale asked.
She shook her head. “I don’t think so. I think it’s just because it was
the first one.”
“There’s something unique about you. Perhaps because you’re
sacrifice, or because of some ritual you went through, because
neither of us are getting any of these marks. We eat the same, sleep
beside you, and went across the same trail. It has to be you.” Raisa
said.
Autumn shrugged. “There’s nothing I can do. I am what I am, and at
least they don’t really hurt. I want to see what happens if I don’t salve
these ones though, alright?”
Gale reluctantly nodded and put away the salve. “Are you fine to
continue?”
“Yeah. Just let me have something to chew on, and a drink of
water.” Autumn replied.
After they ate, they moved on. Still the tower grew before them,
seemingly growing wider and taller as they got closer. When they
finally reached the tower the sun was overhead, peering through the
round hole in the clouds some twenty miles across as they figured it.
Gale stopped just before they reached the round pedestal the six
hundred foot windowless tower sat on. The tower’s surface was
pebbled and marred through centuries of apparent abuse at the
hands of the elements. Still, the expanding ice that the tower must
have been buried in for centuries, had not managed to do more than
deal cosmetic damage to the structure. The structure as a whole
looked weathered but very intact.
They circled the structure once, marveling at its size up close. On
opposite ends – north and south Gale figured – there were wide sets
of forty steps leading up to the top of the dais to the tower itself. The
doors beyond those stairs were mammoth, and intimidating.
“Shall we go in?” Autumn asked, but the others were too busy
noticing that the markings along the stairs that had not been
destroyed by the passage of time and weather matched the ones
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that had continued to sprout on her skin as they crossed the grey
landscape around the tower.
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“These symbols on the stairs here match the ones on your body.”
Gale commented.
Autumn snorted a laugh and didn’t bother to look before replying.
“No they don’t.”
“Look closer.” Gale said. “This one right here is the one on your
neck.”
“The one from your arm, the first one, is right here.” Raisa pointed
to one right by where Autumn stood.
Autumn looked closer, and frowned. “They are the same, aren’t
they? That’s kind of strange.”
“I wonder what they mean, besides that you are somehow tied to
this tower.” Raisa said, looking up at the ominous doors ahead of
them.
“I guess we’ll have to go in to find out.” Autumn started up the
stairs.
Gale shrugged when Raisa gave him a worried look, and then
started to follow Autumn up the stairs. They were nearly to the doors
at the top of the stairs when they realized Jake was not following
them. The three of them stopped and waited for him, and then tried
calling him and baiting him up to the stairs with food, but he wouldn’t
budge; he simply sat on his haunches and watched them.
“We don’t need all our gear right now. We can leave him here.”
Gale suggested, though it was disquieting that the murthan would
not set foot on the stairs. What did it mean?
That must have seemed acceptable to the others, because they
turned and walked to the doors.
Each of the pair of doors was a dozen or more feet across, and
nearly as tall, though the top edge of the door was peaked, rising
toward the middle from the sides. They were not made of whatever
dark stone the rest of the tower and the approach stairs were made
of though. Instead, it was seemed to be some sort of heavy wood.
Judging from how dark and hard it was, Gale thought it might even
be petrified.
“There’s no door handle, not even hinges.” Gale observed.
Autumn grinned at Gale. “Let’s push then. Most pairs of doors open
in the middle, right?”
Gale frowned and started pushing on the left door right next to
where it joined the right door. When it didn’t budge, Raisa and
Autumn pushed too. No amount of effort or straining made the doors
move in the least.
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“Well then.” Gale said, looking at Autumn.
She blushed and shrugged. “I don’t know. That’s how doors
normally open...”
“Let’s push on the outside edge of the doors. We haven’t tried that
yet.” Raisa ordered, already moving to get in place.
“Fine.” Gale said, not expecting that to work either. “I just don’t think
whoever made this wants any random person pushing open the
door. There must be a key or something to open them.”
Raisa sighed, shaking her head full of red hair in irritation. She gave
the outside edge of the left door a good shove and it swung open
toward the inside, pivoting on its center so that the door was
perpendicular to its former position, with half of the door inside and
half outside the threshold.
Gale scratched his head, and gave Raisa an apologetic look.
“Well?” Raisa asked, looking at the other two.
“You were right. Don’t gloat.” Autumn said grumpily.
“I don’t have doors in my house.” Gale said in his defense.
He looked inside past the now sideways massive door. The inside
was moderately lit, though barren. All he could see was a stairwell
across the empty lobby. Raisa started in, so he followed, with
Autumn close behind him.
As they walked in, they all stopped to look above, and stare. They
could see all the way to the pyramidical peak of the tower, which was
surprisingly transparent, offering a look at the grayish sky above
them. A series of platforms ringed the entire tower, clinging to the
interior walls, with stairs leading between them. For each platform,
there was a layer of transparent stone than ran around each of the
tower’s four walls, so you could look out across the land in any
direction. The overall effect made the inside of the tower appear
horizontally striped, though it had appeared to be an entirely solid
mass from the outside.
Gale counted the layers of light letting in outside light – there were
eight of them, and the semi-transparent pyramid of rock that formed
the peak of the tower. As for the entry itself, other than a matching
pair of doors on the opposite side of the tower, it was mostly empty.
The floor was a curious pattern of grey, blue, green, and white tiles.
There were no statues, or paintings, or other doorways, just the
stairs and the landings that wrapped around the interior of the tower.
“This is it?” Autumn sounded disappointed. “We traveled this far
and the place is empty. There’s not even any sign that there’s been
anyone here in years.”
“I’d like to climb up and look down on this floor. It may form a
picture if you look at it from above.” Raisa suggested, pacing around
the colored floor.
“I wouldn’t mind looking out from one of those top levels. I bet you
can see all the way to the glaciers.” Gale said, shouldering his pack.
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“That’s a lot of stairs, especially if you go to the top.” Autumn said
while making another glance up the inside of the tower.
He shrugged. “Maybe, but it’s nice and warm in here. I’m going to
enjoy it.”
Autumn took a deep breath and smiled. “It’s nearly as warm in here
as where I used to live, though less humid.”
Raisa hurried across the open floor of the tower. There was little or
no sound as the soles of her worn boots slapped the glassy floor.
Autumn followed immediately after her, also making only a whisper
of sound with her crossing.
Gale knelt and felt the floor. It was glassy, but rough at the same
time. He could almost feel fine lines across the floor, yet there was
no dust or dirt. When he looked back where they had entered, he
could see where they had tracked mud in, and he felt a brief stab of
guilt for muddying the place. Raisa had already crossed the floor and
was starting up the first set of stairs, so he hurried to catch up.
At the first landing after a climb of more than fifty feet off the floor of
the tower, they spread out along the platform. It was a good ten feet
wide, with a hip-high rail to stop someone from absently walking into
the open air. Autumn poked at the transparent wall, shaking her
head. Gale did likewise, half expecting his hand to meet no
resistance.
The transparent section of the wall was about twelve feet high,
spanning from the floor to nearly twice his height. It felt oily under his
fingertips too, or at least very slick. If he tricked his eyes into looking
close instead of focusing on the horizon he could see through it, he
could faintly make out the edge of the wall, though he thought his
mind may have been trying to ‘draw’ it in for him.
“Everything is built on a taller scale. Those steps are probably built
for someone eight to ten feet tall. We can still walk them, but it’s just
a bit off from what a human would build.” Raisa observed.
Gale nodded. “I agree, but then, I can’t see humans building this
place. You also see that there’s no signs of damage across the land
to indicate that they had to quarry from the surrounding area for
materials.”
“There were peaks to the south, we passed them a couple days
back. They’re buried under snow though. Who knows, they could
have quarried from there.” Autumn suggested.
Raisa put her hand to her chin as she thought. “Or maybe they
used up all the stone from mountains that used to be here to make
the tower, and the glaciers ground the rest of what they didn’t use
into
dust.”
“I don’t know. I’ve never felt anything like this stone. The glaciers
should have destroyed it. What about this see-through stone too?
I’ve never heard of the sort. It can’t be glass.” Gale marveled.
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“It has a strange feel to it. It’s not musty in here, or damp. I’ve yet to
see a speck of dust, and I doubt someone cleans regularly. It makes
my skin throb.” Autumn said, rubbing her arms.
Gale started up to the next level, growing excited as he climbed. He
didn’t stop at the next level, choosing instead to go on to the third
tier. Once there, he walked over to the rail at the edge of the
platform, and looked down to the floor from nearly two hundred feet
up. Raisa and Autumn were still on the second level, but he couldn’t
see them, because the tower grew smaller as he got closer to the
top, while the platforms were uniform in width. They were beyond his
line of sight. He was still examining the floor when the two women
joined him on the third level.
“It’s a map.” He said.
Raisa looked down at the floor for herself, and nodded. “I agree, but
I can’t recognize the landforms really.”
Gale shrugged. “It could be old.”
“Part of it kind of looks like an old map we have back at the trading
post. I recognize the seas north of where your home is, Gale, except
this is before it froze over. I guess the landmass above it is what
we’re on, but I’ve never seen it drawn on a map before, because it
has always been under hundreds of feet of ice.” Raisa said.
“Always? How would whoever made this know what it looked like
then, unless whoever made this has seen it that way?” He asked.
“This tower may be older than we thought then.” She replied.
Gale nodded. “Let’s go all the way to the top. I want to see as far as
I can. There’s nothing better to do right now anyway.
Autumn trailed behind them quietly as they climbed higher and
higher. Gale looked back every now and then to make sure they
were both behind him still, until they reached the eighth and last
platform. To look down past the railing to the distant floor of the
tower was dizzying. Autumn shied away from the rail and the clear
wall, staying as near the middle of the platform as she could. She
clearly did not like being almost five hundred feet off the ground,
even if the solid platform under her was yards thick and very solid.
“I think I’m going to be sick.” She said weakly, and she did indeed
look rather green.
“Just sit on the floor and close your eyes. Have a drink of water
too.” Gale suggested, as he looked outside.
Raisa pointed. “I can see Jake. He’s sitting right where we left him.”
“Where?” Autumn asked, crawling over to look with a canteen in
hand, nausea momentarily forgotten.
Gale looked as well, though the murthan was little more than a
grayish-white blob next to the dark rock of the tower.
“I think he’s looking up at us.” Autumn said, sprawled out on her
belly as she looked down.
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“Could be.” Gale said doubtfully. “I doubt you can really tell for sure
though, he’s pretty far away.”
“He’s not the only murthan either.” Raisa said, her voice carrying
from over by another wall.
Gale walked over to where Raisa was looking. Sure enough, a line
of murthan twenty or thirty long stretched across the barren plain.
“Probably the group that followed up before? They must have found
another way down.” Gale said.
“There are more coming from this way.” Autumn shouted anxiously
over to them.
Gale ran over to where she now knelt, looking into the distance.
Another line of murthan, this one only about a dozen long, came
from another direction although they too were heading toward the
tower. His eyes caught sight of a third group as well, approaching
from about twenty degrees to his right; it was larger than either of the
other two groups.
They circled the tower, walking all four walls, leaving little grease
pencil marks where they saw an approaching group of murthan,
marring the otherwise clean floor. Before they were done, they’d
counted, and double counted eleven groups, and six stragglers who
walked alone. All told, there were over three hundred murthan all
within a few hours’ walk of the tower.
“What do we do?” Autumn asked quietly.
“We go down there and wait. We couldn’t outrun them if we tried.
All we can do is hope that they want to accompany us like they did
before. There were many chances for them to kill us before we got
here and they didn’t use any of them.” Gale said. “We might as well
go feed Jake while they are arriving. He might have been why they
didn’t attack us before. Having him with us must have made us seem
non-threatening.”
Raisa nodded in agreement. Autumn simply bit her lip and
scratched her arms and neck. Since they’d entered the tower, no
more marks seemed to have appeared, but the existing ones still
bothered her.
It was still day when they reached the bottom and went to Jake, but
night wasn’t far away. Among the four of them, the murthan was
alone in being unbothered by the hundreds of his kind that were
coming.
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 NIGHT 
The

sun disappeared from overhead, behind the distant walls of
clouds. Hundreds of murthan began to gather around the base of the
tower, though none would approach the steps to go inside. A few
were still trickling in, taking their places as if performing some sort of
pre-arranged play. Each was a few body-lengths away from the next,
and all faced inward toward the tower. It was a sea of murthan faces.
Jake watched patiently until the last of the murthan had arrived, and
then rose to go take his place among them. He stood out among the
others because of the harnesses around him and the few bags of
supplies still tied to him.
Gale looked at his companions. His apprehension was mirrored on
their faces.
“What do we do?” Raisa asked.
“I don’t know. I don’t think they mean any harm though.” He replied.
“I just hope they don’t expect us to feed all of them.”
Any further conversation was cut off by a low keening noise from
one of the murthan – a large male from the look of him. Another took
up its song, followed by another. Then large groups of them began to
join in until the lament was being carried from all directions.
Autumn tried to shout something to Raisa and Gale, but was
drowned out by the rising volume of the murthan’s choir. All three of
them covered their ears when the voices of the murthan
synchronized, and the clamor rose to an even higher level.
The rock beneath them began to resonate with the song of the
beasts, until the entire tower seemed to pulsate like a tuning fork.
The murthan’s song ceased, but the tower continued to hum.
Abruptly, the murthan scattered, running from the tower. Gale
grabbed Raisa’s arm in one hand, and Autumn’s in the other, and
they ran after Jake. They stumbled across the gravelly terrain around
the tower, fleeing mindlessly from something they did not
understand.
The tower emitted a piercing hum, but they didn’t look back. To look
back was to fall or be lost. The stampede of murthan preceded them
in their flight from the tower, racing far faster than human legs could
manage.
A flash of silvery light erupted from the tower, rushing out in a
circular wave from the tower that quickly overtook humans and
murthans alike, spreading as it went. The wave of light grew distant;
it reached the glaciers beyond and dissipated with vaporized water.
Another fifty yards or more were reclaimed in every direction, and the
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clouds above the glaciers moved to match the new and larger border
the glaciers formed.
When the humming finally ceased, Gale stopped, letting go of
Raisa and Autumn’s hands. The murthan began to file back toward
the tower, though Jake stopped beside them.
“That was interesting.” Gale said, looking over at the tower.
“What was that light?” Autumn asked.
“I don’t know. It seemed to stop a way out, probably at the glaciers.”
Raisa answered.
“Maybe that’s how they melt the ice.” Gale suggested. “More clouds
rose up when the light stopped, steam perhaps?”
Autumn frowned. “What do the murthan have to do with the tower
though?”
Gale shrugged. “Apparently they run the thing. I’m not sure how
they do it though, or why. They couldn’t possibly have built it, they’re
just animals.”
Jake snorted.
“Maybe they’re more than they seem. I always thought Jake was
smarter than you give him credit for.” Autumn said.
Jake made a grumbling noise, and strolled off to join the murthan
circle around the tower again. They sang a dozen or more times that
night, and each time they rushed out from the tower to escape the
flash of light. Yet even seeing the phenomenon that many times
didn’t make it any easier to understand or even easier to believe for
that matter. They spent most of their time trying to avoid being
trampled as the murthan rushed back and forth, and then trying to
sleep when the herd had finally stopped making the tower erupt, or
whatever it was it was doing.
Eventually, they settled down, set up camp, and laid down to sleep,
though none of them slept very soundly.


They woke the next day to the sound of human voices, cursing
mostly, which rose over the agitated growls of murthan. Autumn was
the first one up and out of the tent, something that rarely happened.
Gale stumbled after her, still pulling on his second boot.
Serrat stood among the murthan, none of which seemed to like him.
A number of them looked to have blood in their fur. None of it was
Serrat’s though apparently. Whenever one of the bear-like beasts got
too close to him, he’d lash out with his curved sword, but the
murthan would always back away, though not always fast enough.
Autumn shot Gale a look of dismay, and drew her knife. Gale pulled
his knife as well, and looked around for Jake. Jake, from whom
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they’d recovered their baggage last night, was at his side, a double
row of teeth bared.
“What do you want?” Gale called over to Serrat.
Serrat frowned at Gale, and swiped at a murthan that got too close
with his blade. The beast yelped as the blade bit through its thick fur
into the thick muscle beneath. Serrat had to step back from the
angered beast’s jaws when it snapped at him. Gale thought the other
ones surrounding Serrat were going to seize the opportunity to jump
him from behind and tear him to pieces, but they held back.
“I came for Kali.” Serrat said darkly.
“Kali?” Gale repeated, not knowing what the word meant.
Raisa had joined them by now and she shrugged at Gale, also
unaware of the word’s meaning.
“That was my name before I met you.” Autumn explained.
“Oh.” Gale said lamely, feeling left out of the circle.
The conversation between the ‘accepted humans’ and this
newcomer seemed to have quieted the murthan down, and while
they still bristled and remained wary, they no longer sought to attack
Serrat either. By conversing with the accepted humans, he had
proven himself to be one as well.
Serrat waded through the crowd of murthan now, no longer
bothering to ward them off with his sword. He stopped ten paces
from where Autumn held her knife in a white-knuckled grip. From that
distance, Gale and the others could see that he too had the raised
marks across his skin, including one that was prominent on the
stubbly skin of his scalp.
“Where is the rest of your party?” Autumn demanded.
“Dead.” Serrat spat the word out angrily.
“All of them?” Gale asked incredulously.
“How?” Autumn asked.
“I started with forty. One died before we passed into your frozen
lands. You and your animal dispatched a pair of them. Another three
died of exposure before we reached the broken seas, where two
more drowned. Lack of food pushed us all beyond our limits, and
when we passed the broken seas, we lost seven in the crevices and
shifting snows.” Serrat began.
“That’s only fifteen. Where are the other twenty-five?” Raisa asked.
Serrat gave Raisa a dark look. “We were climbing down the glacier
wall last night when it turned to steam. A few others and I had
already made it down before the lights came and melted the ice wall
into mist. We waited six hours, and there were fourteen unaccounted
for. If the fall didn’t kill them, the steam did. Those of us who
remained were scalded if not burned outright. One didn’t make it
through the night. Your beast friends picked off the rest of us. They
fell upon us and slaughtered us until only I was left. It didn’t matter
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how I struck at them, they would not kill me, and they learned to
avoid my attacks. They played with my life.”
“So you continued here, after me, instead of going home.” Autumn
said in disgust.
“I’m sworn to carry out my purpose, and the beasts seemed to
escort me here. I am, after all, the chosen sacrifice. When I tried to
turn back, they would fight me.” Serrat said, voice devoid of emotion.
“I won’t go with you.” Autumn said defiantly.
Serrat laughed bitterly. “Go where? We’re here. All I wanted was to
bring you here. You did it for me.”
“Put down your weapons. If you mean us no harm, you have no
need for them.” Gale ordered.
“I have no argument with you now so long as you allow us to play
out our role. She is here and safe. What more could I ask for? I will
trade you my sword for food. I lost my supplies sometime last night,
or this morning – the hours blend together into a long nightmare for
me.”
“She will play whatever role she desires. You will not make her do
anything. Understand that now.” Raisa said harshly, eyes as hard as
her expression.
Gale nodded in agreement, and Autumn relaxed a bit.
“She is marked. She will play out the role she was chosen for.”
Serrat said, as if that was to be expected.
“If it is her will.” Gale replied.
“But…” Serrat started, confused. He was not used to someone
challenging his beliefs. Where he came from, everyone accepted
them as truth and law.
“I will do what is ‘required’ of me only if it is by my choice. You will
have to explain it to me first, and then I will still only do what I wish
to.” Autumn interrupted.
“I see. So be it. I will not force her to do what she doesn’t want to.”
He relented, though Gale suspected he might just be saying the
words.
The murthan parted for him and Serrat threw down his sword. Gale
and the others relaxed, if only a little, and went to prepare a meal for
four instead of three.


Serrat was quiet until the meal was nearly prepared. They had a
simple repast of dried meat and hard tack softened in a broth of
herbs and roots. The herbs made the sloppy porridge edible, though
not pleasant in any conventional way. It was clear from the way flesh
around Serrat’s eyes were sunken in, and his cheekbones jutted out
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that he hadn’t been eating well lately. He watched hungrily as Raisa
stirred the stew.
“I think it’s time we share what we know.” Gale said.
Serrat pried his eyes away from the food long enough to nod,
returning his longing gaze to the food after the gesture.
“Glad to see you’re in agreement. Now tell us what you know about
the sacrifices.” Gale asked, while the women remained quiet.
“Sacrifices… they’re intended to end this new ice age. The weather
will go back to what it was if we complete our task.” Serrat answered
dutifully.
“How?”
“A man and a woman are chosen to appease the gods within the
tower so that they will stop the freezing of our world.”
“How are they chosen though, and how will sending a man and
woman up here change what the tower is and does?” Gale asked.
“I don’t understand the entire process myself. Our priests did the
choosing, and they understand why the pair of us can alleviate the
threat of the tower.” Serrat answered.
“That doesn’t really help much.” Gale replied testily. “What about
the marks on your skin then? How did they get there?”
Everyone leaned in to hear the answer to this question, especially
Autumn.
“The priests told us that when we got near, we would have marks
on our skin. It would show that we are the true sacrifices for the
tower. If you’re thinking that they were drawn on us or somehow
caused by the priests, I do not think so. We were never touched in
that way, or fed anything odd, or given any treatment.”
“Not that you remember at least, but isn’t it possible there was a
treatment you don’t recall? They might have drugged you to sleep
after the ceremony. Perhaps you were even marked as a child.”
“I had not thought of that, but it does make some sense. I suppose
either of those things could have happened.”
“Can you read what they mean? Do the symbols even have a
discernable meaning that you can put into words?”
“No.”
“They must have some purpose though.”
“You are likely right, and as I said, they do identify us as sacrifices,
but beyond that they have no meaning that I know of.”
“Assuming that they’re some sort of tie to the tower or whoever built
it, how did your priests know of the tower? I’ve lived up here for
decades and I’ve never heard a whisper of a rumor of this tower.
They must have built it, otherwise they wouldn’t have known
anything about it, right?”
“They didn’t build it. They want to destroy it, but they don’t know
how, so they’ve settled for stopping it. It’s been done before I
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suppose. They have records from the last time this was done, when
the last ice age was averted, or so I have been told.”
Gale rubbed his bearded cheeks as he considered this. “The ice
and cold have been spreading for forty years for certain, if not sixty
or eighty. Why are they just now dealing with it?”
“They needed to make sure, and then find a pair of sacrifices.”
“Then there is something special about you and Autumn, or Kali,
whatever you call her. Do you know what it is that sets you apart and
makes you the sacrifices?”
“Proper bloodlines perhaps. I have heard it said that this is not the
first time we’ve stopped the tower. That is how they knew of it, and
apparently that’s how they knew to stop it.”
“Yes, you did say that, didn’t you? So your ancestors, or someone
similar to you have stopped the tower before. How long has it been,
and how many times?”
“I don’t know. All I know is that every so often, this tower tries to
reform the world into what it was long ago. The ice sheets melt, and
move down, and life tries to cling to this sorry chunk of rock again.”
“What was here? What used to live here? Who made the tower?”
“We don’t know that they looked like, or they wouldn’t tell me if they
did know. I just know that some ancient people lived here thousands
of years ago.”
Gale frowned. “Then they’re all dead?”
Serrat shrugged. “Supposedly they sleep below the tower, in a
warren of caves. Who knows if that is myth or truth though?”
“How are the murthan tied to this? They sang to the tower last
night, and it erupted with light. That’s what melted the glaciers I
think.”
“I had no idea that the murthan were in any way attached to the
tower until these last few hours. What you say is news to me.”
“Well they are, somehow. And they caused the expansion of the
land here – the reclamation of the glacier land.”
“They do seem rather unnatural. They are a strange breed, part
bear, and part something else. It doesn’t surprise me though that
they are somehow tied to this, but let me ask you a question now.”
Serrat suggested.
“Sure.” Gale said.
Autumn and Raisa leaned in more, because the winds were picking
up, and the murthan were tumbling around with each other in some
sort of wrestling game that was punctuated with growls and noises
that sounded eerily like laughter.
“Have the murthan always been in the north?” Serrat asked finally,
having made sure he had all of their attentions.
“I guess so. I’ve never seen them further south than the ice
extends. My father always said they were becoming more common,
but I always assumed they just followed the shift in weather. The
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seas were usually just frozen over in the winter, but now they’re
always frozen over in some places, so they have easier ways to
spread south now.”
Serrat nodded. “Have you explored the tower?”
“There’s not much there. It’s just stairs, and all sorts of levels with
windows of sorts to look out over the land.”
“Windows?” Serrat glanced over at the tower.
Gale smiled. “Despite outward appearances, there are windows of
some sort inside. It’s one-way though. You can see out, but not in.”
“Was that it?”
“The peak of the tower is the same way, see-through that is.
There’s a tile map on the floor too. You can’t make out what it is
unless you climb up a few levels and look down over the railings at
the floor below. We’re fairly certain it’s a representation of what the
world might have looked like a long time ago.”
”I’d like to see it.”
“You will. After we eat.” Gale said with a nod toward the food,
effectively ending their conversation.
It was just as well, for they were all rather hungry from their
exertions in the last few days. Raisa doled out the food into four
portions, each in a battered bowl. Autumn took the bowls one by one
as they were filled and passed them out.
“I have a question of my own for you, Serrat.” Autumn said, having
held back until after Gale and Serrat had finished speaking.
“I will answer it if I can, Kali.” Serrat replied.
“Don’t call me that. I’m not that person anymore.” She snapped at
him.
Serrat bowed his head. “I’m sorry. Ask.”
“Our people somehow knew about this tower from some old records
they have, and have been periodically stopping the return of the race
that lives in caves beneath it by offering sacrifices to it. What
happens to the sacrifices though, and why don’t we just let them
return?” Autumn asked.
“The world is human now. They have no place in it. Their time is
over.” Serrat answered.
Autumn grunted in disbelief. “Why? The north may be changing, but
it was gradual. It was peaceful. Most everyone has left and those
who still stay remain because of the traditions and the life that they
have come to be part of here isn’t worth giving up.”
Serrat frowned. “I’m sure they would take what they want anyway.
Look at them. They’re changing the weather on a massive scale.
Fields hundreds of miles to the south are being drenched in rain and
winter will be a month early, yet you want to suggest that they have
the scruples to avoid attacking and spreading their influence
wherever they please.”
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“You still didn’t answer what happened to the sacrifices.” Raisa
pointed out.
Serrat shrugged. “I don’t know. They were never heard from again.”
Autumn’s mouth twisted in a scowl. “How do you know they fixed
the problem then?”
“The winters stopped and retreated.” Serrat replied.
“Whatever powers the tower could be broken. It might have ended
on its own.” Autumn suggested. “Just because there were sacrifices
and the previous ice ages never fully arrived doesn’t mean that the
two happenings are related.”
“We’re marked. We are meant to be here to stop the return of this
ice age and the people sealed within the tower.” Serrat insisted.
Autumn sighed. “But maybe not to die.”
Serrat laughed. “It seems rather obvious that we are going to die by
the title we’re given.”
“There are other things to sacrifice than just our lives, and maybe
we can seek a final result that won’t require more sacrifices in the
future.” Autumn proposed.
“Perhaps.” Serrat admitted.
Raisa raised her voice. “I agree with her. Surrendering your lives
just to halt the change of weather seems pointless. Even some of the
more stubborn people in the north are finally moving south. What do
we gain by stopping this now that we didn’t surrender decades ago?”
“You don’t know how far this will go though, or what the towermakers will do when they get free. What you’ve seen so far is just
the start of things.” Serrat returned.
“I would like to talk to some of them if we can – the inhabitants.
Maybe then we can decide. We couldn’t find a way to get below the
tower when we were in there before though.” Autumn said.
Serrat looked at her as if she were ignorant for a moment. He
simply couldn’t believe that she would be so naïve as to take the
word of some dangerous race of beings over his. He quickly hid his
feelings before he responded. “You never had both of the sacrifices
before. I think we’re a key of sorts. If anything is going to happen, it
should happen now with both of us will be in there.”
“Let’s do it then.” Gale said, standing.
Serrat and the others stood too. They hastily packed up their
supplies to move out again.
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 CARETAKERS 
Serrat looked up the side of the tower from just outside the massive
doors that formed the entryway. Then he glanced back toward the
herd of murthan that seemed to watch him eagerly. He wore a dark
scowl as he finally stepped into the interior of the tower, following
Gale, Autumn, and Raisa, who had entered moments before.
He strolled inside, taking in everything: the sights, the smells, and
the noises. Much like Gale had described, the inside was rather
plain. Besides the mosaic floor, which was supposedly a map, and
the stairs that ran up to the eight levels of walkways, that ran all the
way around the interior of the tower like concentric hollow squares,
there was little to see.
Autumn waved him over to the center of the tower, some seventy
feet away or so. The burden of fear and anxiety he’d been carrying
for the last few weeks was much lightened to have her near him
again. His passage was noiseless as he crossed the floor and
walked to the center of the mosaic map floor.
“This is where we are.” She said, pointing at the floor.
He watched her almond-shaped eyes for a long moment, until she
averted her gaze from him. Then he looked where she pointed.
There was a dark mark in the middle of the map, on a mass of grey
and green that he assumed was the land or island on which he
currently stood. The dark mark was a square surrounded by a circle.
Gale spoke next, saying, “We figure that’s the tower. What else
could it be? It’s north of what seems to be the lands we just came
from.”
Serrat nodded, eyes shifting from the fist-sized mark on the floor to
the man that had been Kali’s companion for weeks. His teeth gritted
unconsciously. This fellow from the windswept and frozen north was
not small by any means, but he was certainly smaller than Serrat
was himself. Even after weeks in an unfamiliar and harsh
environment with too much strain and too little food, Serrat was still a
powerfully built and hearty man.
Yet there was something fierce in the bearded man’s eyes that
gave Serrat a pause – instincts. A man with eyes like that had a
strong will to survive, almost bestial. He’d seen that kind of eyes
before, and the men who wore such eyes were always dangerous.
With any luck, he’d not have to fight the man, though he wasn’t sure
if Kali or Autumn – he had to remember that was her name now –
would really fulfill her role as sacrifice. If she would not, things might
get messy.
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“How do we find the people that live below?” Raisa asked.
Serrat shrugged, ignoring the red-haired woman. He was pretty
sure she was Gale’s woman, and while she seemed nearly as
adequate at surviving in this environment as Gale was, she wasn’t as
dangerous. She had a maternal, if overbearing, air about her. No,
any threat would definitely come from the man and his pet bear and
not the woman.
“You don’t know?” Raisa asked, irritated.
“Details are vague. We know of our overall purpose, but how we
are to carry out our duties as sacrifice aren’t described exactly. As I
said, no sacrifices ever returned to explain how they accomplished
their task.” He answered her finally.
“I’m thinking the murthan may have something to do with this. They
obviously have some ties to the tower, as watchdogs or whatnot. We
could try to get Jake in here.” Gale suggested.
“I’ll go get him.” Autumn offered, starting toward the entrance.
Serrat flinched. He’d had enough contact with the murthan and
none of it was pleasant. Still, if it must be done.
“I just think we’re missing something. This could just be a bunch of
metaphors. Maybe the tower is just the mechanism that changes the
weather, and these ‘people within’ might be something else or
somewhere else at least. There’s nothing that says they have to be
here.” Raisa thought aloud.
Gale shook his head. “But this whole land is barren. There’s nothing
else anywhere that we’ve seen. Even the weather pointed us this
way. The answer must be here. Look at Serrat’s skin and Autumn’s
skin. They’re marked for a reason. They have some sort of a tie to
the tower. Even the murthan respond to the tower, they’re solitary
beasts, but there are hundreds of them just outside these doors.”
Serrat nodded. “I agree. This is the center of all that is wrong about
this region. Even a thousand miles away, you can tell that the
problem comes from the north. As you get closer, it’s even more
obvious that there is a central point to these disturbances.”
“You might be holding back from us something that you know, so
your opinion in this matter is suspect.” Raisa said accusingly; her
eyes were hard and her voice demanded answers.
Serrat’s already dark skin darkened more. “I have been forthright
with you. The details my people have are old and the accounts
unspecific. I can’t change that.”
“Alright, alright. Let’s just try to figure this out. I think this map is
key. There’s no other ornamentation in this entire tower.” Gale said,
trying to smooth things out.
“The peak of the tower interests me as well.” Serrat said after a
moment, choosing to look up instead of glaring at Raisa.
“There’s no way to get to it. It’s fifty feet or more from the last level
of walkways to the lowest point of the peak.” Raisa commented.
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“I brought him.” Autumn called over to them.
The three all turned to look as if they were one. Autumn had ridden
the murthan up the stairs and into the tower. Jake’s eyes glinted in
the unnatural light that filtered in through the clear bands of stone
above.
Serrat backed off a couple steps as Autumn brought Jake to a stop
in the middle of the mosaic floor. He caught a look of amusement
from Raisa and shot a dark look back at her. Autumn climbed down
and ruffled the fur between Jake’s ears.
Jake tilted back his head and keened. The noise echoed within the
tower, reverberating without diminishing. They all looked at each
other. An answering call came from outside. Jake moved away from
them then, lumbering to the stairs, which he began to climb.
Another murthan entered then, with more behind it. Each new
murthan made a single cry in distinctive notes of their own, adding to
Jake’s own song. Then they all followed him up the stairs. Soon
there was a procession of murthan across the tower floor, sounding
off once before marching up the stairs.
“What do we do?” Autumn asked.
“Stay out of the way.” Gale replied, laughing nervously.
Serrat needed no urging. He was more than happy to give the
murthan plenty of room. His experiences with the beasts were too
recent and too negative to give him any reason to trust the animals.
When they looked up after twenty or thirty minutes, they could see
the grayish triangular heads of the murthan peering down from all
eight levels of the tower. The murthan ringed around the tower on
each platform; each side of the platform ran along a corresponding
wall that was aligned to face each of the cardinal points. Their song
still echoed, even though the last note had been released some time
ago.
Without warning, it all stopped, and, abruptly, there was silence. It
was as if someone had clamped a hand on a ringing cymbal to
immediately still all the noise, except on a much larger scale.
“Why did the sound stop?” Raisa asked; her voice seemed a roar in
the now absolutely quiet tower. Not even the murthan made noise.
The doors of the tower closed by themselves, and the murthan
called out again. This time they called out as one. The clear bands of
the tower became opaque. Total darkness threatened. Silence came
once again as the floor began to luminesce.
The floor began to mist and a musty odor invaded the air. The mist
moved as if it had consciousness, shifting over the map. Some
crystallized on the map itself like the glaciers that still covered the
land, while the rest darkened and hovered a foot off the ground to
show the massive weather system around the pole. The eye of the
continental storm was over what they had suspected to be the
tower’s marker on the map.
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“You can see how widespread this is!” Serrat exclaimed. “This is my
home, far down here.”
He moved thirty feet away from the center of the simulated storm.
Tendrils of the storm reached even there.
“That is indeed far, but we are not any closer to finding the builders
of this… tower… machine, whatever it is.” Gale said calmly, noting
the ice sheet that covered the area near where his home would be
on the map.
“Maybe because we haven’t asked right.” Autumn suggested.
“What do you mean?” Raisa asked, unaware that her hands were
tightly clenched on Autumn’s arm.
“I mean just what I said. The murthan must be smarter than we
credit them for. They run this place with no apparent outside
directions. They know what to do, yet we’ve never asked them to let
us under the tower.” Autumn explained.
“How do you propose to do that? There seems to be a language
barrier.” Serrat scoffed.
She shook her head at her fellow sacrifice, and lifted her eyes to
the murthan above, barely visible now. “Jake. Let us speak with the
builders. Let us see who sleeps below the tower. We need to see
them.”
Her words died without an echo, but there was an immediate
murthan reply that sounded like a howl.
Then the tower shook and the floor vibrated as the mists dissipated
into thin air with no hint of where they had come from. How long the
tower shook, they did not know, but when it finally stopped, it nearly
threw them to their feet, so accustomed had they become in
compensating for the shaking as they stood fearfully in wait.
The doors opened, and the sections of the tower that had once
been clear became clear again, letting the outside light back in.
Hundreds of pairs of glassy murthan eyes stared blankly across at
each other on their respective levels.
“There’s another door now.” Gale said warily, pointing across the
tower floor.
“Two actually.” Serrat corrected.
Sure enough, there was another pair of double doors on each of the
walls that had no doors before. They had cracked open at the same
time as the other doors, causing the four of them to grab for
weapons out of habit.
Robed figures some seven feet tall or more began to file out from
each door, taking measured steps. They halted just outside the
mosaic map on the floor and formed two arcs, four in each. Serrat
and Autumn stood back to back with Gale and Raisa, and waited.
This was what they had wanted after all. They had traveled long and
hard to get here.
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One of the robed figures tossed back its hood. Gale elbowed Serrat
and Autumn to get them to look. Serrat’s mouth dropped open in
surprise, a response echoed by Raisa and Autumn as well.
A broad face with severe cheek and brow bones stared back at
Gale with the eyes of a murthan. Fine hair curved around the planes
of the creature’s face, giving it a silvery look, though there was a
brief expanse of bare pinkish-grey skin immediately around the eyes,
nose and lips. Heavy-nailed hands clasped and came to rest in front
of the creature, a decidedly human gesture.
Then the others, three on Gale’s side, and four on Serrat’s side
bared their faces too. It was then that Gale realized that the first
creature to expose its face had been male. The delicate features of
the females of the species were exotic, with large eyes that gleamed
brightly with intelligence. The colors of the fur on their faces ranged
from the color of sand to the white of snow and then into the
spectrum of evening grays and blacks as dark as charcoal.
“We’ve waited long.” The first one, the lead male apparently, said in
precise enunciation. “We have much to tell you, and much to do.”
“That is why we have come.” Serrat said powerfully, his deep voice
rivaling the bass of the male.
“Good. Now come, we will show you what you must see.” A tall
female from the opposite side said.
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 HEART 
As they followed the apparent caretakers of the tower down into the
bowels of the earth, the air became heavier, though it might have just
been the anxiety building into a knot in Gale’s gut and not an actual
increase of the heaviness of the air. Of the four of them, only Serrat
seemed calm and accepting of what was happening. Of course
Serrat fully expected to die to fulfill his role as sacrifice, so to Gale,
Serrat’s entire mindset was to be viewed as mildly if not outright
insane.
Four of the robed caretakers followed behind them, while the other
four led the way down the stairwell that was made of the same
glassy rock as the interior of the tower above. Occasional sections of
lighted rock provided just enough light to move without stumbling and
falling. Their descent ended rather unexpectedly, ending in a long
causeway that traversed an open cavern of immense proportions.
A complex pattern of pillars ran from floor to ceiling of the cavern on
either side of the causeway. Each was peppered with holes that Gale
knew must be windows, so not only were the pillars support
structures, but they were also dwellings it seemed. The ceiling had a
series of the light-bearing sections as well, but most of the light
seemed to come from strategically placed light-giving obelisks that
mirrored the shape of the tower above ground, but on about a
twentieth scale.
Surprisingly, it looked as if there were trees and shrubs growing
throughout the cavern, mostly in low rings near and around the light
obelisks. Here and there pools of water splashed as well, which Gale
figured must have come in from underground springs and rivers, or it
was being melted and drawn in from miles away above ground. The
water fell in gentle cascades down the cavern walls to collect in the
pools, or was channeled in through a series of raised waterways and
aqueducts.
Nothing seemed out of place. Everything had a purpose – at least
as far as they could see, which may have been a half mile or more to
either side of the causeway. Beyond that the low light level made it
hard to see anything but the haze from the waterfalls and the
darkness.
“It’s wondrous.” Raisa managed to say.
“Staggering. That anyone could have built this is beyond belief, and
yet it exists plainly for us to see.” Gale replied.
Autumn and Serrat simply looked, watching the comings and
goings of people below them and among the honeycombed towers.
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After a few minutes, the lead male of the group of robed caretakers
in front of them cleared his throat. They had waited patiently while
the four of them observed the city, but now they wished to proceed.
“It looks like a hive.” Autumn whispered once they started moving.
“The towers remind me of cactus skeletons.” Serrat commented.
Autumn nodded. Gale just looked at Serrat, wondering if what he
said was true. He’d never been far enough south to see a cactus, let
alone a skeleton of one. Autumn seemed to accept it as true though,
so it must have been some truth to Serrat’s statement.
They finally crossed the causeway, which Gale estimated to be
some three or four hundred yards in length after looking back the
way they had come from. It hadn’t seemed that long when they
crossed it, but they had all been engrossed in looking at their strange
surroundings. Between its length, and the hundred feet drop to the
ground below, the bridge seemed quite defensible. Of course,
anyone wishing harm to these people would have to make the tower
move to expose the second set of doors, and that was after
convincing the murthan to allow them access to the tower and sing
for them.
Eight guards, four on either side, waited before another set of
double doors that lay at the end of the causeway, which were just
like the doors they had used to enter the tower above ground. Unlike
those caretakers that had met them above and escorted them down,
these ones didn’t wear robes. They wore battle harnesses that
crisscrossed their chests. The four males wore hardened codpieces
in addition to the harness, while the females wore something more
fitting for their gender. Neither gender covered their chests though. In
contrast to humans, the women of the species seemed to have an
absence of breasts, even if their four nipples were obvious through
their fine coat of fur.
Raisa noted Gale’s obvious stares at the females of the other race,
and he reddened when she grinned knowingly at him. The guards
were striking in their alienness. Males were definitely more massive
as well as a hand span taller than the females, but each gender had
a fine cut to their musculature and definition that made him feel weak
and boyish. Even Serrat looked small compared to the nearly nude
figures before them.
Their escort said something that sounded like little more than a
series of growls to the guards, and the guards parted for them. Like
the doors to the tower, these doors turned on their centers, allowing
them to pass by.
From there they went down a series of ramps that led them past
massive storerooms and underground gardens where a number of
the caretakers worked. Many rooms were closed off behind more of
the massive doors that the race’s architecture seemed to favor.
“You grow all your food underground?” Gale asked.
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One of the escorts looked at him and made a gesture that seemed
to mean silence. Autumn caught his eyes and gave him a worried
look. Another of the escorts, a female from behind them stepped up
and touched him lightly on the arm.
“There will be time for questions soon.” She explained in husky,
strangely accented syllables.
Gale nodded and said no more.
It was many minutes before they reached a final set of doors; these
were also made of the same petrified wood material. Unlike the
others, there were traces of what looked to be gold running through
the veins of the wood. Another group of eight guards stood outside
this door.
“Eight seems to be a significant number to them.” Raisa observed,
while the leader again spoke to the guards.
The gold-veined doors rotated sideways to permit their entry to the
room beyond, which proved to be a large meeting chamber of some
sort. An arced table dominated the room, with eight of what seemed
to be the leaders of the caretaker race sitting behind it. Pillars ran
around the periphery of the room with guards stationed every few
paces. Gale didn’t count, but he figured that if he bothered to, there
would be some multiple of eight pillars in the room.
Rich woven tapestries hung between the pillars, and mounds of
plush cushions lay behind the low-lying arced table. It seemed that
the caretakers preferred to sit on cushions rather than the chairs
humans traditionally found more comfortable. A crystalline chandelier
of the light-producing stones hung in the center of the room. Its
octopus-like appendages streamed out to the corners of the room to
give off a sufficient albeit uneven light to the whole room.
Servants that knelt to either side of the table stood, and assembled
a pile of cushions on the inside curve of the arced table across from
the caretaker leaders who sat beside it. The leader of the escorts
nodded to Gale and his companions, which he took as an order to be
seated. When they all moved to sit on the cushions, their eight
escorts backed up to stand in a row in front of the now closed,
golden-veined doors.
Once he was seated, Gale noticed with a start that he and his
companions had sheathed their weapons at some point, though
when he tried to remember when he had done this, he could not
accurately recall doing so. This made him nervously clench his
hands, wishing he had something to hold. He was not the only one
looking nervous though. Again, only Serrat was calm and accepting
of what was happening.
Instead of worrying too much, Gale followed Raisa’s example and
looked at each of the leaders in turn. As was apparently the custom
for their people, they had four males and four females. The shapes
of their heads, facial features, and the size of their shoulders were
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the biggest giveaway as to which gender each of them was. The
women had silkier coats, more delicate features, and longer digits on
their hands, and likely on their feet too, though he couldn’t see to tell
for sure; the males had coarser fur, strong jaws and broad noses,
and occasionally a beard of sorts, or at least a thickening of facial
hair behind the ears and along the chin. The wide-set eyes of the
males were smaller and more feral than the larger and intuitive eyes
of the women.
“Four hundred turns of the seasons have brought us another pair of
sacrifices from the surface dwellers – the hairless.” One of the
females commented, her voice light and sensuous.
“I apologize for my mate.” The male beside her said in a deep
basso voice. His silver-streaked chin quivered as he grinned toothily
in amusement. “I am Lerates. She is Malavia.”
“We have come to fulfill our duties, Lerates. As sacrifices we will
hold back your surface expansion.” Serrat said, speaking before any
of the others, though all three of his companions glared at him
indignantly for doing so.
The male at the far left of the table barked a laugh. “Is that what you
think you are doing here?”
Serrat’s face shifted to confusion. “I don’t understand.”
“Sacrifices, as you of the hairless call them, are not here to stop us.
They’re here to help us.” The male on the end replied.
“What?” Autumn asked, moving forward from a sitting position to a
kneeling one.
Lerates took a breath, and began explaining. “Sacrifices are the
result of our interbreeding with humans. Long ago, we sent out a few
of our kind to mate with your kind in the hope that our peoples might
be able to intermix. Then every four hundred years we start our great
machines, and they begin to change the climate for us. You see, we
need a colder climate than what you do, but we cannot abide all this
ice.”
“The same change in the climate that exposes the land around our
tower so you can arrive also pulls at your blood. Your leaders then
search for those who still have our blood in their veins.” Malavia
continued.
“So you can breed with humans?” Gale asked.
“To an extent. We have never been satisfied with the results
though. We have been waiting for your peoples to send us sacrifices
who have our blood within them in a mix that is favorable.” Lerates
answered.
“What do you mean by favorable?” Autumn asked, noting that
Serrat was too stunned to ask further questions, which left her to
inquire to their roles in the grand scheme of things.
“When we first bred with your people we did it on a large scale.
There were well over a hundred couplings with your people. Our men
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impregnated your women and your men impregnated ours. Since
then, we have bred those lines heavily. Our hybrids here soon
dominated.” Lerates began.
Malavia picked up his thread and continued seamlessly, “Out on the
surface world, your people continued to breed with the hybrids there,
though they hardly seemed different from your own kind. I’m sure
there were some irregularities, but those were bred out with each
successive generation. Now there have been eight occasions where
we have started our machines - more than three thousand years in
all. Each time we compare the best results from the outside world to
what our race has become here, hoping that there is enough
similarity between us that we may spread onto the world above and
mate freely with your kind.”
Raisa frowned. “But why? Why not just keep to yourselves?”
As seemed to be the pattern, Lerates spoke first to answer her.
“Because we tried that thousands of years ago. Humans destroyed
our cities, ravaged our culture, and forced us back to this island.
When the weather shifted unexpectedly, we were no longer able to
live above. We retreated into the ground and built this city, and the
machines that power the tower. When we return to the surface, we
will have many of the traits and abilities which you humans used to
destroy our civilization thousands of years ago.”
“We also believe that your people would be more accepting of what
we are not when compared to what we were then. We have no way
to show you, but our race has changed drastically, especially in
terms of physical appearances, which your kind value greatly. We
believe all of our work has been for the better.” Malavia finished for
her mate.
“What of the murthan then? How do they fit in?” Gale demanded.
“The murthan are pets to us. They are the result of our breeding
with your great white beasts of the tundra and arctic.” The male on
the end spoke again this time.
“Polar bears?” Gale offered.
The male nodded. “If that is what you call them, yes.”
“How can you breed with animals and humans? Nature doesn’t
work that way.” Gale said doubtfully.
A different one spoke this time, a female with dark fur and a
tremulous voice who sat near the opposite end. “We do not ask the
forces that came together and made us to explain themselves. We
accept them as is. If you doubt what we say, simply look around you.
We know you are the human with whom the murthan you call Jake
has made a home. You represent something new to us too, and you
must know by your time with him that the murthan are something
akin to us. Look at us and you will see something that the murthan
are descended from.”
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“What are you called? By what name should I call you?” Raisa
asked the female.
“Tersia.” She replied, and then turned to the golden male beside
her. “My mate is Paenum.”
“You are the leaders of your kind then?” Autumn questioned her.
Tersia smiled and nodded. “Of a sort. We have more of a pack
organization than your kind, but it was necessary to adapt your
human philosophy of leadership. Before your kind nearly destroyed
our race, we covered much of the land that you live on now. All we
did not own were those lands that were covered by ice or sand. The
forests, jungles, and plains – they were ours.”
As Malavia had picked up for Lerates, Tersia’s mate Paenum
continued her statement in his rumbling voice. “We lived in tribes and
packs, even though we made cities. Our tribes would not unite to
face humans. This was a lesson we learned at great cost. Even
when we tried to work together to build this tower and the city here
there was much infighting. Centuries have curbed us of our nature to
fight one another, though the murthan often exhibit this base instinct
even now.”
He smiled briefly, flashing a series of pointy teeth. “Yes, we have
learned much, and if you two sacrifices have the necessary traits,
then we may be able to return to the surface to live in peace with
your kind.”
Serrat still had his doubts, and he voiced one. “Then why the
machine? Why the storms and weather?”
“We needed to clear the ice. As I’ve said, we don’t do well on ice.
We couldn’t let you in here either, if the tower were completely under
ice.” Tersia responded.
“We also need time to build and grow used to above ground
conditions. If we were to leave our exile here and go among your
people now, despite any good intentions, we would be destroyed.
Your kind would kill us all, or run us back into our hole in the ground
here where we now hide.” Paenum continued.
“We regret what we’ve had to do, but it is easier to shoo your
people far enough south that they cannot bother us with weather
than with war. It inspires less hatred too. War would irrevocably
damage our relations with your kind until the short memories of
humans had forgotten us once again.” Lerates said powerfully and
earnestly.
“We don’t need another war. When the ice has melted into the sea
and redeposited itself elsewhere, and our storms have subsided, we
will have prepared to treat with your peoples. If you agree to help us,
we will use you as our diplomats and missionaries.” Malavia said.
“Provided our blood and traits are favorable for what you wish?”
Autumn asked.
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All eight of the leaders, even those who had been silent up until
now, nodded.
Raisa looked Lerates square in the eyes, and asked, “How do we
know if Autumn and Serrat have what you need?”
“Each of them will breed with one of us and the resulting offspring
shall tell us if they held the traits we required.” Lerates answered.
“Pardon?” Raisa looked stunned.
One of the males who had not spoken yet spoke up. “You and the
other male who is friend to the murthan may breed with us too if the
idea of only the sacrifices from your group breeding with us bothers
you.”
“I would not mind mating with this murthan-friend. His face is nearly
as furry as one of ours. He intrigues me.” The male’s apparent
consort said, giving Gale an appraising look.
Raisa choked back indignant outrage, and looked to Gale whose
cheeks were bright with the blood of a fierce blush. Autumn and
Serrat were looking at one another, and then at the representatives
of the people around them.
Gale was the first to speak again. “May we have time to walk your
cities and see more of your people and think over your proposal?
You have offered us much to think upon, and this is not something to
decide lightly.”
“Gale! I don’t want to –“ Autumn started.
Serrat cut her off. “I agree, Kali, we must think this over. I don’t
pretend to understand or even believe all that has just occurred, but I
too would like time to think.”
Autumn didn’t correct Serrat’s use of her old name; she simply
shook her head and looked at Gale in disbelief.
“You may have eight days to decide.”
“Thank you. And if I might ask one more boon, can Jake be brought
to stay with us down here? I fear for him, and his presence comforts
me.”
“I will see to it.” The female who expressed interest in Gale replied
with a mischievous gleam in her eyes. It was as if she were saying to
him that she would grant him this favor in exchange for payment
later.
“The eight who escorted you down here will show you to your
rooms. When you go into the city, they will accompany for your own
safety, and as translators, since not all of our people speak your
tongue as well as we.” Lerates said.
“We look forward to your reply. Please keep in mind that we have
waited a long time for this to happen, and if you decide before the
eight days are up that you would like to go forward with this, you may
approach us at any time.” Malavia continued.
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“Any of us might be called upon if you wish an audience with us, or
other diversions.” Gale’s admirer added in as their escorts gathered
them to take them to their rooms.
Gale laughed nervously at this comment and looked to make sure
that her mate was not angry about her blatant interest in him; he
appeared amused and even amiable to the pairing. Raisa nudged
him to keep him moving.
They went then beyond the audience chambers and deeper into the
warren of passages that the caretaker people lived in. As they went
they were led, much like before, with four escorts before them and
four coming after them.
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 CITY 
The quarters delegated to them were built into the side of the city
cavern’s wall, hollowed out like many of the passages and
storerooms that riddled the bedrock below ground. The modest
entryway led into a large room with a pair of cushioned divans, a
variety of plants both potted and hanging, and lushly fabricked and
colored hangings of a silk-like material. Censers of scented herbs
smoldered in the center of the room, giving the room a pleasant and
perfumed smell that covered over the musky scent of the caretaker
people. Opposite the entry was a veranda that overlooked part of the
city out in the cavern beyond; the veranda was significantly lower
than the causeway that crossed the cavern, which was not so distant
that they couldn’t see it, but it wasn’t near their apartments either.
Not far from the balcony was a stand of stubby trees, a few small
buildings, and a light obelisk.
To one side of the large sitting room were two arched doorways,
each one leading into large sleeping chambers. Heavy curtains hung
in the doorways instead of the heavy style of door that led into the
apartment. Each of the sleeping chambers was modestly decorated
with the tapestries and plants that seemed to dominate most every
room, and in the center of each room was a massive pile of
mismatched cushions for use instead of a mattress or bedroll. There
seemed to be no place to hang clothing, though there were a few
simple shelves at the back of the room.
The only other room attached to their apartments was a bathing
room. This room was purely functional, with a privy, and a pool
recessed into the floor that was large enough for half a dozen people
to relax in. Water for the pool flowed from a pipe extending from the
wall along the floor in a channel a foot deep, disappearing on the
other side of the room into an identical pipe. The privy’s waste water
supply was completely enclosed and separate from that of the pool.
Serrat had taken up a position on the veranda immediately upon
entry, while the other three were briefly given a tour by the male
leader of their eight escorts – the other seven waited outside in the
hallway.
When he was done giving the brief tour, the robed caretaker
returned to the main room and stood beside a low table that had a
large platter of food on it.
“Food will be brought four times a day. For the most part it will be
breads, fruits, cheeses, and dried meat. We understand that your
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kind usually has an aversion to raw meats, which is what many of us
prefer to eat.” He said.
“The food you offer sounds better than we often eat, and we
understand that you probably don’t have visitors of our kind very
often. Whatever you offer will suffice.” Autumn replied.
The caretaker nodded. “If you wish though, I will bring you some of
our cooked dishes as well, though the flavors may be something you
will have to acquire a taste for.”
“Perhaps tomorrow. We don’t often get this selection of food,
especially the fruit, which won’t grow in the north.” Raisa said
politely, smiling warmly.
“What’s your name?” Serrat asked, coming back inside. “It will be
easier if we know it, since it seems that much of the next eight days
here will be spent near or with you and your group.”
“Tilder.”
“Thank you then, Tilder. You and your people are gracious hosts.”
Serrat smiled, though Gale didn’t trust the sentiment behind the
expression.
Tilder nodded his hooded head briefly. “I will take my leave then.
Ask if you are in need of anything.”
The four of them watched while he retreated into the hall.
Serrat looked around briefly, and then said, “Kali and I will take one
of the sleeping chambers, and you and your woman may have the
other, Gale.”
Autumn snorted. “No, I think Raisa and I will take one room, while
you two men share the other.”
“We are consorted as sacrifices. We should be together.” Serrat
insisted.
“Look, it’s not going to happen. All that stuff about sacrifices is old
news. What I do here is my choice, independent of you and your
priests back home. I’m consorted to whomever I choose. Right,
Gale?” Autumn took his arm.
Gale sighed, looking away from Serrat’s glaring eyes. “This is really
between you two. However, for the sake of civility, I think her
suggestion of having the two women in one room, and the two of us
in the other room is a fair one.”
Serrat grunted, but made no further argument. Autumn released
Gale’s arm.
“It’s settled then.” Raisa smiled.
Serrat dropped himself on one of the divans, curling his legs up
beside him on the backless couch. Gale watched him for a moment,
and then moved to the room he would have to share with Serrat to
set his gear on the shelves. Raisa attacked the pile of fruit and
cheese on the table in the main room, ignoring the other food.
“This smoke burns my nose.” Serrat complained, waving his hand
and scowling at the censer that burned a few feet away from him.
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“I think it covers up their musk. They may be similar to us, but from
the smell of them, they still have some sort of musk glands. It’s not
entirely unpleasant though.” Gale opined, returning from the
adjoining sleeping chamber.
“You say this only because you lived with a murthan for years.”
Serrat said with a short laugh.
Gale shrugged. “Maybe. You’re probably right.”
“What do you think of breeding with them? Have either of you any
initial opinions?” Raisa asked, sitting down on the second divan.
Serrat sighed. “I would find it laughable were they not so serious. I
don’t see why we should breed with them and give them their key to
the surface world.”
“They may have it, with or without you. If what they say is true, the
adaptations of our two races have been going on for millennia. They
merely need you as proof that our two peoples are as similar as they
need us to be before they return to the world above.” Raisa
observed.
“I still don’t see how it’s possible. Why don’t any of us look like them
in the least?” Serrat asked.
Gale thought for a moment. “Perhaps the human traits are
strongest in a coupling of a caretaker and a human. Or it could even
be based on gender; their women would adapt some of our male’s
traits, while our women would adapt only a few traits from their
males. We might be very similar beyond the surface.”
“Caretakers? Is that what they are? I doubt that they could have
built this settlement. They’re too simple. Likely it was left here by
someone else, and they took it as their own.” Serrat said grumpily.
“You’ve seen all that we have. Stop doubting everything. It’s tiring.”
Autumn snapped at Serrat, who looked sufficiently chastised.
“Humans couldn’t have built all this, not to mention that everything is
built on a larger scale than a human would require. Just look at the
doors and stairs. And let’s say for the sake of argument that they
didn’t build it. Even if someone else built it for them, they control it
now. That’s all that matters.”
“We could still refuse to cooperate and leave.” Serrat said quietly.
“Do you think they’d let us?” Autumn wondered aloud. “We could be
a threat to them. I doubt we’d be able to get an army this far north
anyway, let alone into the tower to battle thousands of caretakers,
but they may still worry.”
“That’s a sobering thought.” Raisa said, chewing worriedly on a
piece of cheese.
There were a few long moments of dead silence. Only echoing of
the trickle of water from the bathing room, which they heard through
the gossamer veils that trapped the humid air and moisture in that
room, and the hissing of the smoldering herbs in the censor could be
heard.
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“Are you going to mate with that female, Gale?” Autumn asked
abruptly.
Raisa grinned. “She seemed rather interested in you. How did she
put it? ‘He’s nearly as furry as one of our own’?”
Gale blushed. “Yes, she said something like that. I’m not sure what
to do about that. I don’t want to offend her, but I also don’t want to
step on any toes with her mate. In a strange way she was attractive,
but the idea of mating with one of them is still a very new concept to
me.”
“They are a curious folk. I noticed that the women had no breasts.”
Serrat commented.
Gale shook his head. “That’s not true really. Most animals just don’t
have protruding breasts like human women do unless they’re
nursing.”
“Must be nice. They tend to get in the way.” Raisa murmured.
Autumn laughed, and after a moment, so did the others.


Later in the day, Tilder returned to lead them on a tour of the city.
They were all interested to get a better look at the lives of their de
facto captors. Gale was not amused to find the woman from the
leader’s council, who seemed interested in him, to be among their
escort for their tour, in addition to Tilder’s group of eight of course.
The female ran the back of her hand across Gale’s bearded cheek
and winked at him as he exited their quarters.
“You smell clean.” She said, almost disappointedly.
He nodded stiffly. “Yes, I took liberties with the facilities you
provided. I was beginning to smell.”
She shrugged, and then gave Raisa and Autumn both a warning
look, staking her claim early. She kept close enough to pet and touch
him the entire trip through the warren of passages and chambers
that led to the cavern beyond, which was not a short path by any
means.
“You’re not leading us in the most direct route, are you?” Serrat
asked of Tilder.
Tilder grinned toothily. “No, I am not. Visitors are never shown how
to get around easiest.”
“Because then you can limit what we see?” Serrat demanded
suspiciously.
“Old mistrusts die hard.” Tilder said mildly.
“If we stay, we will be given free run of the complex, yes?” Autumn
asked.
“Assuredly.” Gale’s companion asked. “Then you will be like us, and
we will have no reason to safeguard our secrets from you.”
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“I have a feeling we’ll be seeing much more of you.” Raisa said to
Gale’s tag-along while nodding at him with a knowing smile. “What
would you like us to call you?”
“Seeli.” The female councilor said, draping a possessive arm
around Gale, completely ignoring his mournful look.
They emerged into the city cavern before a nearby light obelisk,
which bathed the area in its whitish-blue light. Hardy-looking grasses
poked up from along cobbled walkways that were laid out in straight
lines that perpendicularly bisected other walkways to form perfect
squares around buildings and other structures. Occasional shrubs
poked up, looking healthier than one would expect for underground,
though they tended to have a more yellowish pallor to their leaves
than they might have above ground.
Crickets chirruped from unseen places, while squirrels and other
small mammals passed through the shrubs, apparently used to
people – or caretakers at least – walking by. They even saw a small
flock of birds pass overhead once.
Seeli, following their gaze, remarked, “There are over two dozen
types of birds in this city, and likely that many kinds of bats as well.
They tend to nest under the balconies of the apartments built into the
walls of the caverns, or along the pillars of the aqueducts.”
“What else do you have in here? I don’t see any murthan.” Autumn
remarked.
“It’s too warm for murthan to abide in a setting like this for long.”
Gale answered.
Seeli nodded. “He’s right, though occasionally we will bring a
murthan down here if it is too wounded to survive on the surface.
And there are other reasons too.”
“For breeding purposes, you mean?” Serrat asked pointedly.
Tilder nodded. “Some of us have murthan blood in our bodies. They
have many favorable traits, strength and durability among them.”
“And resistance to cold, I’d imagine.” Raisa added.
Tilder smiled, starting to move again. “Yes, that too.”
“I still find it distasteful that your kind breeds with animals.”
“Some of us find it distasteful to breed with humans, though they
are the small minority, and it’s a foolish sentiment anyway,” Seeli
replied, waving her hand dismissively as she rebutted Serrat’s
comment. “None of us can claim a bloodline entirely pure of human
blood, so far has our selected breeding gone.”
“You have none of those sentiments though, I take it?” Raisa
pursued Seeli’s line of thought, grinning wickedly at Gale.
“None whatsoever. I find humans fascinating, especially this one.”
She made a show of petting Gale’s thick mop of dark hair.
“Are there large animals down here too then?” Autumn reminded
Tilder of her previous question.
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Tilder looked at her for a long moment before answering. “There
are some goats I believe you call them, and not much else. We use
them for meat. Any larger animals would destroy our grasses. The
soil is too thin here for them to cling well, and cattle would trample
and kill what they did not eat. We also raise some animals in
chambers beyond the city. You might have seen some on your way
in.”
“Are there fish in the water?” Serrat asked, pointing to a small pool
beside a low-lying home nearby.
“Quite a few. They’re a favorite staple of our people.” Seeli
answered.
Serrat absently rubbed the marks standing out on his arms. “Are
they blind? Fish in caverns away from light are often blind.”
“There’s enough light that this is not a concern usually, though
some of the deeper chambers with less light sometimes contain blind
fish.” Tilder answered.
They approached the first grouping of towers. The grayish-white
pillars of stone were honeycombed with small windows as well as
larger openings that opened onto balconies. A number of the
caretakers moved in the open square in the middle of the tower
grouping.
As they approached, a few of the caretakers took note of them and
the escort they were with. Before long, they stood in small groups
talking amongst themselves as they stared at the humans.
“You must remember we have not seen your kind in centuries.”
Tilder explained.
“It’s unnerving.” Autumn commented, warily clasping her arms
across her chest.
“Would they do us harm? You’ve said that some of them don’t
exactly like our kind, and I’m sure all of them have heard how we
forced your people underground centuries ago.”
Seeli emitted a low growl. “Even those who do not like you would
not dare harm you in my presence, or that of Tilder.”
“She is right. It is safe with us. Even were she not here, they would
know better than do anything when there are eight of us here.”
“Is there a significance to the number eight?” Gale asked.
Tilder nodded. “Eight is the number of importance. Eight leaders,
eight guards…”
Gale looked around. “You use four a lot too then?”
“Four is a half-eight. The number has no real importance other than
most things we build are square. Two, or a fourth-eight, is commonly
used as well. Rarely are things not bought and sold in fourth-eights,
half-eights, eights, or multiples of eight.” Tilder explained.
“I see.” Gale replied.
They were in the middle of the square now, a checkerboard
confluence of two roads running north to south and two roads
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running east to west. There were eight massive towers running from
the ground to the distant ceiling of the cavern more than a couple
hundred feet above. Cobbled pathways converged from all around
the towers, heading to and from pools, more tower groupings further
off in the cavern, small glades, and a plethora of other places.
A large well supplied by an underground stream was in the center
of the square, surrounded by the ring of eight towers. Males and
females alike drew water with great crockery pots for their homes.
“Running water is a luxury in the cavern itself. In the walls are the
apartments of the rich and powerful, or the important.” Seeli
commented.
“It must be hard to carry water all the way to the top.” Autumn said,
tilting back her head to look up the side of one tower.
Seeli shook her head. “They have rising platforms toward the center
of each tower. Teams of strong males use pulleys, gears, and ropes
to carry the platforms to the top.”
They moved on then, passing tables where men and women alike,
and occasionally children competed at games of skill or chance.
Much like a human settlement, wives gathered to gossip, men to
brag and joke, and children ran about freely avoiding work when they
could.
Raisa felt a stab of homesickness. While the trading post wasn’t a
large settlement, the flavor and feel was similar. Tilder watched her,
eyes full of sympathy, until she became aware of his gaze and he
politely looked away.
They avoided the next set of eight towers, which looked to be set
up in a nearly identical pattern to the first, and took another pathway
for nearly a quarter mile before coming to a low building with many
pillars. The canopied building was alive with caretakers, many of
them writhing and intertwined with one another on a pile of cushions.
“Is that?” Raisa asked, interested but also somewhat appalled by
what she thought was happening.
“That is a breeding cage.” Seeli replied.
“It doesn’t look like a cage.” Serrat observed obliquely.
Seeli nodded in agreement. “There are no walls. It’s the status of
the breeders themselves that enchains them there.”
Raisa frowned. “I don’t understand.”
“When we find males and females with an exceeding amount of
favorable traits, they either become leaders among us if we have the
need, guards and captains, or they are designated to the breeding
pits so their traits can be carried on in the next generation.” Seeli
elaborated.
“Wouldn’t there be a lot of in-breeding then if most of you are the
children of a handful of people?” Serrat asked, looking disgusted.
Seeli and Tilder looked at each other, puzzled.
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“Among our kind, it is viewed as wrong to breed with those closely
related.” Gale explained.
“Even if they are a favorable match?” Seeli asked.
Gale nodded. “Even then, because the risks of diseases and
problems that run in families increase when related humans breed.”
“Odd.” Tilder replied.
“You don’t have similar problems?” He asked.
“No. With us it is the opposite. If we have offspring of unfavorable
couplings, they are often flawed, and need to be put down. If the
offspring is poor enough, even the parents will be put down.” Tilder
responded. “You may find our practices strange, but I assure you
that we know best what we do here among our own people.”
“Just the same, I would prefer to not have to observe your orgy too
closely.” Raisa said dryly.
She seemed nearly as disgusted as Serrat, who was finding many
things about the caretakers to be less than he might like. Gale simply
looked away and accepted it as a difference - one of many - between
their people. Autumn was intrigued herself, but not enough to go in
for a closer look.
They moved on again, and once the breeding cage was out of
sight, Tilder halted again.
He turned to them and asked, “What else would you like to see?
We have beautiful grounds and secluded glades. There are cool
ponds if you wish to swim, or there are places where you may see
our kind being industrious and building what our city needs. Perhaps
you would even be interested in taking a meal with us and trying
some of our foods.”
Serrat shrugged. “I think I have seen enough for today.”
Neither of the other three tried to argue with him, Gale least of all,
seeing how attached to him Seeli was getting. There was no need to
encourage her.
Even when they had returned to their apartments, she lingered on,
keeping him in the hallway until the other three had entered. When
he tried to slip away, she pinned him against the wall and grinned.
Gale looked past her to the amused smiles of Tilder and his seven
companions, blushing furiously.
“What do you call that?” She demanded, dragging a fingernail
across his cheek.
“What?” He asked, wondering if he was strong enough to escape
her grasp.
“The reddening of your face. What is it?”
“Blushing. It happens when you’re embarrassed. Blood pools up
under the skin.”
“I see. Am I undesirable then, that you must be embarrassed that I
desire you?” She asked, a dangerous undertone to her words.
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He shook his head. “No. I am just adjusting to all of this. It’s new to
me.”
Seeli’s eyes flickered. “Being with a woman, or one of my kind?”
“Being with one of your kind. I have had a woman before.” Gale
replied indignantly.
“Many? I imagine your mane makes you desirable to females of
your race.”
“No, not many. I lived alone.”
“The female with the long red fur?” Seeli asked, watching his
reaction closely. He didn’t have to respond. She knew from the way
his eyes shifted away from her that her guess was correct. “It is of no
matter. It doesn’t seem that she is yours now, and I have heard that
your kind prefers a single mate as opposed to many.”
“That’s true in general.” Gale replied.
“And it bothers you that I am already mated with another?”
“Yes.”
“He does not mind. Put the worry out of your mind.” Seeli said.
He knew she was being truthful from the open look in her eyes, but
he saw desire there too, and he was not yet sure that what she
wanted was at all in line with what he wanted. He had never seen
this future for himself. He found himself longing for his quiet home
back south, where he and his murthan could quietly pass the hours
doing menial tasks or roaming the ice fields together while hunting.
In some of those imaginings, Autumn was there too.
“I do mind though.” He said quietly.
She nodded and released him then. He found himself glad that he
didn’t have to test his strength against hers to get away.
“I have not given up, Gale, who is a friend to murthans.”
At that, she turned and went, laughing lightly. Raisa’s face shone
with amusement when he finally entered their apartment, while
Serrat’s face showed something closer to disgust. Gale ignored it all
and used the food lying on the table to help get his mind off things.
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 DAYS 
The first night in the city below the tower was quiet. At first, Autumn
had resisted going to sleep, simply because the main cavern was
bright still, and even if she was tired, it was hard to sleep in the day.
Then the lights dimmed in the cavern, dropping to less than half the
level of illumination than it had been before. Looking out there had
led her to see that some of the light obelisks hadn’t gone out like it
seemed, but rather all were still on but in a dimmed state.
That was all the impetus she needed to retreat to her chamber,
where Raisa already lay sprawled out on the pile of velvety cushions.
It didn’t take her long to fall asleep either. The day’s activities, as well
as another argument just an hour or so ago when Serrat tried to
insist that she sleep in his room, had tired her out.
The gentle trickle of water from the bathing room was just barely
audible in the sleeping chamber that Autumn shared with Raisa, and
it put them both at ease. In the few minutes it took Autumn to drift off
to sleep, she found herself wishing Jake’s warm musky body was
nearby. She smiled to herself, likening herself in her mind to a child
who couldn’t sleep without her cat or dog nearby. His presence had
become something of a security blanket for her, and his absence
made her all the more aware of it.
In their own room, Gale and Serrat had divided the pillows, perhaps
not evenly, but well enough that neither complained. Each of them
had their corner of the room. It was no coincidence that Gale slept
next to the shelves holding his weapons either. He hoped he
wouldn’t need them, and actually doubted he’d need them, but Serrat
had been becoming more belligerent as time passed. Or maybe it
was just that he’d seemed to play along for a short while and was
finding things less to his liking that he had expected, which left him
open to showing less cooperation than before.
Whatever the situation, Gale and Serrat both fell asleep quickly.
Serrat’s sleep was restless, tainted with dreams that mirrored his
fears and misgivings about their hosts. Gale’s were of a simpler
nature, though no less restful due to Seeli’s frequent appearance; to
him, it was as if she stalked his every move in his dreams, always
just out of sight though he could tell she was near. In the few
moments between dreams during the night when he woke, he
wondered if the caretakers had some power over dreams.
Gale woke to the sound of voices in the outer room. He instinctively
eased his long knife out of the sheath he kept it in and looked over at
Serrat. In the dim room, all Gale could make out of his was the
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whites of his eyes, and they were wide open. So he was not the only
one who had heard the noises.
With only his breeches on, barefoot and shirtless, Gale crept to
curtain that hung over the entry of their room and slid into the main
room noiselessly, or so he thought. A murthan’s loud honking snort
echoed in the chamber.
Gales’ eyes adjusted quickly to the light of the large room, where he
found Seeli waiting on one of the divans while feeding Jake fist-sized
chunks of raw meat. The caretaker woman was scandalously clad in
a sheer clinging gown that hung open to her navel, and bared all but
the tops of her long thighs.
“I have brought your murthan, as promised.” Seeli breathed out
each word huskily.
Gale winced, and lowered his knife. “He’s not mine. We just travel
together.”
“Regardless of your social arrangements with the animal, he is
here. Call it an act of good faith on behalf of the Council of Eight.”
She replied, eyeing him up and down.
“It’s too early for all this. I just woke up.”
Gale poked his head back into their room say something to Serrat,
explaining what the noise was. When he turned back toward Jake
and the female caretaker, she grinned.
“I don’t think you’ll need a knife around me. Though we might spar
later if you’re in need of some physical exercise. I have heard that
males of your kind often go through such drills as a way to prove
their worthiness as a mate. We have similar practices among our
kind.”
Gale sheathed the knife and walked over to the second divan
where he threw himself down in what he hoped was a casual but not
too inviting of a pose. “That’s not always true with humans. Not all of
our women appreciate strength of arms and combat skills. Many
prefer wealth and looks, or humor and gentleness over strength and
battle prowess.”
“We appreciate the physical aspects of our mates more than the
social and economical.” She replied. “Those other things are just
added bonuses.”
“Personalities come into play with humans more when we look for
partners. We constantly search for the mate that fits our mental
image of the perfect man or woman – one who carries the right
combination of personality, looks, physique, wealth, and other factors
that we’ve arbitrarily decided on. Some traits are seen as more
valuable though. Providers, for instance, are seen as more
marriageable than handsome womanizers.” He explained.
“Some of our kind have embraced your idea of monogamy, but they
are a rare bunch that are utterly obsessed with your culture and
ways. Most of us still live as we always have. That is with the
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females living separately from the males, and the females choosing
to breed with whomever they please.”
“What about children then?” He asked, watching Jake daintily take
the last chunk of meat from her hands, swallow it, and then lick her
hands clean. She never flinched, as if she knew the beast would no
more accidentally bite her than the ceiling would fall on her.
“Children are raised by the community. Instead of one father who
may or may not be good for the child, multiple mothers and fathers
who are actually interested in being a guide and instructor for the
child raise each child we have. If a child needs to know the use a
spear, one male or female from among the best we have instructs
them. If a child wishes to know pottery, gardening, or fishing, the
same is true. To some extent every basic trade is taught to every
child capable of learning them.”
“We have schools for that, though I doubt all our instructors are as
knowledgeable and skilled as you say yours are. For that a child
would go on to learn from a skilled tradesman, where they would
learn everything they need to know about a trade so they can one
day make a living on their own.”
“That is interesting, but always weak. Specialization breeds in
weakness. What happens when a man’s trade is no longer
profitable? Does he die or give up?”
“He leaves town or tries to learn another trade if he’s young enough
and smart enough.”
“Isn’t it better then to train everyone to do most of the everyday
trades that your people need, that way when there’s a change in the
needs of the community you can adjust?”
“It does sound better that way, but it must be difficult to learn a
dozen trades. You just wouldn’t have the level of mastery that some
of our people might achieve either.”
“Maybe.” She admitted, eyeing the recent scar on his abdomen.
Gale covered it with his hand self-consciously. She rose from the
divan and walked over to him. He attempted to stand, but she
pushed him back down by the shoulders and then settled in beside
him. Again, he didn’t challenge her with any real show of strength,
though he thought that she was probably stronger the he was. He
also knew that to challenge her in this might be construed as the
beginning of a mating ritual.
“You are pale, less hairy than our kind, and smaller in stature, but
you are interesting.”
“Thank you, I think.” He said, shrugging her hand away from
touching his beard.
“Your mane is impressive.” She commented, tilting her head to look
at him.
This was the closest he’d really been to one of them yet, and his
curiosity made him look. The hair on her face was very fine, though
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he could see each short hair as it curled and laid close to the skin
beneath. Her hair thickened around the brow ridge, on the top of her
head and behind her ears, though she didn’t have a head of hair like
a human would. Still, the thickening of hair on the top of her head
was enough to partially hide her slightly pointy ears. Caretaker ears,
and hers were no exception, were placed a bit higher on her skull
than a human’s would be.
Her mouth curled up gently at the corners of her thin lips. Her nose
was broad and flat with a pair of narrow nostril slits running parallel
to her cheekbones instead of perpendicular to the cheekbones as a
human’s nostrils tended to be. On her face, with her large eyes and
mouth it was an attractive though alien look. The strength of some
features balanced out with the more dainty and refined shape of her
chin and ears.
Of all her features, her eyes were the best. Flecks of gold were
hidden in olive green, wide and alert, they drew attention to them.
Even when her double-eyelids slid down and covered them, he
couldn’t help but watch and wait for them to open again.
Her tongue moistened her lips, and he could hear a soft lilt to her
breathing. He reluctantly averted his eyes from hers, and they drifted
down past her graceful neck, and finely muscled shoulders. Her
collarbones drew his eyes down to the streak of lighter hair that ran
from her neck to her navel, and she leaned in close - each breath
warm on his skin.
“I hope I’m not interrupting, but I was hungry and I need to relieve
myself.” Autumn called from across the room by the entrance to her
room.
Raisa, who stood beside her, clicked her tongue in amusement,
though her smile faded just a bit when Seeli gave her a scathing look
for having interrupted them. Gale used that distraction to extract
himself from Seeli’s clutches. Seeli stood then too, giving Gale a
quick smile that made him know that this was far from over.
“You’ve been invited to eat with Lerates and Malavia in their
apartments. Tilder knows the way, and I strongly suggest that you all
go too, or they’ll be offended.” Seeli informed them.
“Will we be able to eat what’s offered?” Autumn asked worriedly.
Seeli nodded. “Most of it, if not all. You needn’t be adventurous if
your stomachs cannot handle it. Regurgitating food at a host’s table
is considered a grave insult.”
None of them were entirely sure if she was joking, but no one asked
her before she left their apartment. Serrat came out after a minute
too, giving Gale an accusing look.
“What?” Gale asked, not in the mood for hearing Serrat’s opinions.
“You’re not wasting any time getting to know their women, and we
haven’t even decided what we’re doing yet.” Serrat said gruffly.
“Aren’t you making it hard for the rest of us to decide when you’ve
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already thrown your lot in with them with reckless abandon?”
Gale frowned. “Look, I’m not trying to seduce her, she’s coming
after me. I feel like a piece of meat being dangled in front of her.”
“I think it’s funny.” Raisa said, covering her mouth with her hand to
hold back from laughing.
“Well it’s not. She’s a very insistent woman, and you’re just
encouraging her.” He glared at Raisa.
Serrat grunted and went out on the balcony with a fist full of food
from the table. Raisa went into the bathing room without saying
another word, and Autumn came over to say hello to Jake. Gale
sighed after a moment, and sat back on the divan.
“I’d feel more sorry for you if it wasn’t so funny. It really is. You look
so ashamed when she starts pawing at you.” Autumn kissed the
crown of Jake’s head, right between the ears.
“Thanks.”
“I might be a bit jealous too.” She whispered conspiratorially.
Gale stared at her for a moment, glanced briefly over his shoulder
at Serrat, and went back to his room to get fully dressed.


Raisa and Gale spent their time before the dinner meeting mending
and cleaning their clothes. Their hosts had not been able to procure
clothing in their size, mostly because even the child-sized caretakers
who more closely matched human dimensions had different
proportions than a human would. So they had to make due with what
they had. Serrat simply brushed his heavy hide jacket and pants out
and considered himself ready, while the other three worked at their
appearances a bit more.
Serrat was eating from a bunch of grapes when Tilder entered the
room with his standard set of seven cloaked male and female
caretaker guards behind him.
“Are you all ready?” Tilder asked
“As ready as we can get.” Raisa answered, smiling amiably.
Tilder grinned back at her. “I’ll show you the way then.”
“The roundabout way?” Serrat asked.
Tilder simply shrugged, declined to answer, and stepped back into
the hallway to rejoin his seven companions. They waited until all four
guests were ready before they started down the hallway. As per
norm, Tilder’s four preceded them through the halls, while the four
led by the yet unnamed female followed behind them.
“Why do you remain cloaked even in the halls of your own city?”
Gale asked.
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Tilder turned his head briefly to look at Gale, then faced forward
when he answered. “We’re a special group: the Council of Eight’s
octet. It’s a sign of our duties.”
“Which are?” Gale prompted, not happy with Tilder’s vague answer.
“Whatever the Council of Eight requires. Excluding nothing.” The
lead female from behind them said.
“Assassins.” Serrat said with a grunt.
“There have been times where it has come to that.” Tilder said
mildly, adding, “Every regime has its dark secrets. This one is no
different than any other.”
There was no more talking as they walked. Gale continued to watch
Serrat, worried as Autumn’s male partner as sacrifice grew less and
less pleased with their situation. At one point as they walked, Raisa
nudged Gale and pointed out a pair of caretakers, both male, who
sneered at them as they passed, though the sneering pair gave way
and retreated into the corridors when Tilder gave them a hard look.
Lerates and Malavia’s quarters seemed to be in the same region of
the tunnels that the council room was in, or at least the striations and
colors of the rock from the tunnel walls were similar, which lent to the
idea that the two places were near one another. The double doors
were white with green and black flecks sparkling on the surface.
Another eight guards waited outside, sliding to either side of the hall
to permit Tilder’s group to enter. Apparently they had been instructed
to permit the expected guests upon their arrival.
Lerates and Malavia’s quarters weren’t all that different from the
ones that Gale and his companions shared except that they were
built on a larger scale. The main room just past the entryway was a
sitting room, with a large table in the center of the room covered with
enough food for a dozen people or more. Rich velvety curtains
separated the side rooms from the main room. Four large pillars, one
in each corner of the room, supported the vaulted ceiling on which
paintings of various glorious scenes from their history had been
skillfully picked out with bright pigments. One thing that the room
lacked if compared to Gale’s own quarters was the veranda offering
a view out into the city beyond. A veranda would have been nice,
seeing how it might have offered some fresh air too, which would
have cleared some of the musk and the thick haze of censer smoke
that stung one’s eyes after being in the room for more than a brief
moment.
Neither Lerates nor Malavia rose when the four of them entered
and were left standing just inside the closed doors when Tilder’s
octet retreated out of the room. Lerates sat in loose slacks with his
legs splayed out to his side, one knee bent to rest his arm on. His
mane was spiked out with grease to make his head appear larger as
it framed his large face. Bare to the waist other than a pendant that
declared his position, he still managed to look imposing.
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His mate Malavia was also simply clad. All she appeared to wear
was a pair of diaphanous sleeves, translucent if not nearly
transparent. Her chest was bare. If they could have seen her lower
half where it was blocked from sight by the table, they would have
found a pair of pant-legs of a similar fashion to the sleeves that
halted just shy of reaching her hips, as well as a simple loincloth tied
knotted at her hips. A pendant that matched her husband’s lay
against her silky-furred breast between pairs of purplish nipples. Her
lips and nose were as bright and purple as the palms of her
delicately fingered hands. Her eyes, a startling blue were ringed with
streaks of blue pigment smudged into the fur of her brow and
cheeks.
“Welcome to our home.” Lerates said loudly in his basso voice.
“Sit.” Malavia offered, indicating the opposite side of the table
where four piles of cushions waited.
The four guests sat quickly, Gale on the left side with Raisa beside
him. They faced Lerates, while Autumn and finally Serrat on the right
faced Malavia. When they had all settled in, they had to look over
generous piles of food to see their hosts.
Lerates lifted a piece of reddish fruit in his hand, and intoned, “May
the earth we live in continue to nourish and nurture us until we leave
its womb for the overlands.”
Malavia’s mouth mouthed the words as her mate said them, and
when he had finished saying them he swallowed the piece of fruit
whole.
“Shall we eat?” Malavia asked of their silent company.
“That’s an interesting quote. Do you always say it before eating?”
Raisa asked.
“It’s the Council of Eight’s credo. We have said it once a day, every
day since we were forced below ground, and will continue to say it
until we all live again on the surface.” Lerates said warmly, grabbing
the first piece of food before him that interested him: a goldencrusted roll.
“You’ll need another credo when you’re all above ground.” Serrat
said dryly, as he grabbed a pear-like fruit and thrust it to his mouth.
Malavia laughed heartily, a musical tone that accompanied the rise
and fall of her chest that made the pendant bounce against her
chest. Lerates grinned at his mate and then tugged at the thicker fur
behind her ear. Gale watched the affectionate exchange with
curiosity, though Malavia’s level of disrobement made him mildly
uncomfortable. Still, he was trying very hard not to do anything that
might offend any of the caretakers, especially these two.
Raisa’s hand strayed and patted his thigh, drawing his attention
away from Lerates for a moment. She smirked and nodded toward
the food. She held half a melon herself, and was daintily eating the
pieces she pried out with her hands.
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Apparently the caretakers had no use for plates other than to pile
food on, and no use at all for tableware. Even their cups were no
more than large bowls. Malavia saw Autumn eying the empty bowl
before her, as if she was going to put the roasted piece of meat she
was bravely going to try to eat into it.
Raisa barked a laugh, covering her mouth. Autumn blushed as she
looked at Raisa for some input as to what she’d done that was so
amusing. Raisa shrugged back.
“That is for drinking, not for your food. If you cannot finish the piece
you have taken between drinks, place it on the table before you. It is
clean.” Lerates explained.
“Oh.” Autumn said lamely, feeling uncouth.
Malavia waved over a servant with a large crock, perhaps three
gallons or larger in capacity. The servant sloshed a serving of a dark
liquid into each of the guest’s bowls. Gale lifted his bowl first, since
he had been served first, and took a sniff at the fluid. A pungent,
though spicy and not unpleasant odor filled his nose.
He took a deep draught from the bowl, swallowing the warm fluid at
once. Flavor burst across his tongue, tickling his palate and sending
warmth into his stomach. It was alcoholic, and strong at that. At once
he understood Malavia’s state, for she must have imbibed a great
deal of the liquid before they arrived.
“It’s good. Potent.” Gale announced cheerfully, cheeks already
beginning to flush.
“It’s called Kathaila, a favored drink among the influential of our
kind. We drink it only on special occasions because it takes years to
ferment.” Malavia slurred slightly, grinning widely.
At the mention of the fact that it was fermented, Autumn grabbed
her bowl and tipped it back, draining it. Anything that would help her
nerves was very welcome at this point. Lerates boomed a laugh of
great cheer when her bowl slapped down onto the table empty, and
waved the servant over to refill her bowl. Raisa and Serrat took a
more measured pace at their own drinks, taking only small sips at
first.
The next few minutes went quietly other than noises of eating and
drinking that were present at any table. They all ate the various
meats, breads, cheeses, and fruits laid out before them. Everything
was easy to eat, with the exception of some of the meat, which
tended to have bones. The caretakers’ powerful jaws could grind the
bones into pieces of a swallowable size - the human guests simply
left the bones on the table for the servants to clear away wordlessly.
The food, flavorful and simple, was plentiful, and all were quickly
satisfied. No one was watching how much he or she drank either,
and even Serrat began to loosen up after a second bowl of the
spiced liquor.
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“How do you find our city?” Lerates asked at some time later when
all had ceased eating other than for occasionally picking at
something.
“Beautiful, yet strange. The people are different from what I am
used to, though I will admit I live on my own most of the time.” Gale
replied.
Raisa nodded in agreement. “Things are very… sensual. The
rooms are lavishly furnished, the food is plentiful and good, and even
the sleeping quarters are comfortably outfitted.”
“We enjoy simple food, and simple pleasures…and great amounts
of Kathaila.” Lerates said with a chuckle.
“I see a culture that mirrors humankind in some ways, but is very
different in other ways. Your openness about breeding and mating
with whomever you please would offend many humans, but having
seen how it works for your people firsthand, I must say it seems
fitting.” Autumn commented.
“I’m certain that works both ways.” Lerates replied.
“I am unsure what to think of your people as a whole.” Autumn
admitted. “Still, your buildings, your bathing rooms, and all this we
have seen has left me impressed of your ingenuity and skill, but I
have not decided beyond that.”
“You have six more days to consider things. Hopefully that will be
enough time.” Malavia replied with a warm smile.
“It may be enough, though if it is not, or if we decide we do not like
what has been offered, can we leave?” Serrat asked, rubbing a mark
of sacrifice on his neck.
Autumn absently rubbed one of the marks on her flesh at nearly the
same moment. The puffy symbols of discolored skin had receded
until they looked just like old scars now, but they were noticeable if
one looked closely.
“I’m afraid we haven’t decided that yet.” Malavia said
sympathetically.
“How long would we be required to stay if we did submit to your
breeding requests?” Autumn asked.
“Until there are children in your women’s wombs, and children in
the wombs of our own females. Then we will be able to tell if they are
what we need. Our midwives and birthing doctors can tell while the
child is in the womb what it will be like when it’s born.” Malavia
answered.
Autumn bit her lip for a moment. “And if the child in my womb is
what you want?”
“Then we would need you to stay until you have carried the child to
term.” Lerates replied for his mate.
“And me?” Serrat asked.
“You could leave sooner, after you’ve serviced a number of our
women, and got them with child.” Lerates answered.
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“But if the children are not what you want we’re free to leave?”
Serrat asked intently.
Lerates’ smile faded. “If you left you would not be able to return,
and we fiercely defend our own home.”
“More Kathaila?” Malavia asked, trying to lighten the serious mood
that threatened.
Gale nodded, still watching Lerates. There was something left
unsaid, and he had a feeling it was that they would somehow be
made to forget the location of the tower, or that they would be killed if
they tried to leave. The caretakers had too much riding on this to let
someone leave with the secret of their home.
With more Kathaila came looser tongues and lighter topics of
conversation. As the night wore on, Lerates and Malavia became
more affectionate to each other. They simply weren’t embarrassed at
all by being in the presence of company and touching one another
intimately, and their mood was catching.
Gale found Raisa in his arms at one point, kissing her back as she
held on to the hair on the back of his head to pull him close. Serrat
tried the same thing with Autumn, though she would tolerate no more
than his holding of her as she dozed off, tired from a night of heavy
drinking, strong-scented smoke, and rich food.
Their hosts bid them farewell at one point, retiring to their sleeping
chambers for something other than sleep Gale thought. Their
servants showed the four of them out to where Tilder’s octet waited
patiently to lead them back to their rooms. Serrat had to carry
Autumn back to their rooms, so deeply was she asleep.
Raisa expected Serrat to try to take Autumn back to his bed when
they finally made it back to their quarters, not that she’d have minded
a night alone with Gale after the mood Lerates and Malavia’s party
had left her in. Serrat surprised her though when he deposited
Autumn onto the pile of cushions in her correct room, kissed her
forehead chastely, and went to his own room to sleep off the liquor in
his system.
Gale looked out on the now half-lit city for a few minutes after
Serrat went to sleep. Raisa stumbled over to him and put her arms
about his waist from behind, laying her cheek against his back.
“Lay with me tonight?” She asked quietly.
He sighed. “I don’t know.”
“It doesn’t have to mean anything. I know you’re worried about what
we may have to do to please our hosts just to survive. It might even
fall upon you to bed Seeli just to keep us safe. Before things happen
that you can’t control, I want to offer you something that doesn’t
come with a price, something that isn’t coerced for the sake of
survival.”
“And that doesn’t bother you? All that we might have to do?”
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“Not tonight. I just want the familiarity of you beside me.” She said,
pressing her forehead against his back now. Her hands tightened in
front of him around his stomach.
“We haven’t been with each other in a long time, how is it familiar?”
He asked gently.
“I’ve been next to you every night for weeks. I don’t have to rut with
you to become familiar with your body. I know your scent, your
habits, and your personality, and tonight I want more.”
“As long as it’s just tonight. I don’t know what is going to happen in
the next six days or more, and I don’t want to break any promises to
you.”
“I understand, and the same goes for you from me. I may have to
lay with some of their kind, or I might even want to. Tilder seems to
like me.”
Gale chuckled. “I think so too, even if he isn’t as obvious about it as
Seeli is to me. She’s a handful.”
“Forget about her for now, and think about me.” She said, turning
him around to kiss him.
What happened after that was between them, and whatever they
might have felt for each other stay on that night only.
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 CONFORMITY 
Gale woke up amid the mound of pillows in the room the two women
shared. Raisa lay beside him, hair spilling across the velvety
cushions. He sighed and rolled over, unaware of his state of
disrobement. Autumn’s open eyes caught his, and they stared at
each other for a moment before Autumn’s eyes drifted to Raisa. She
nodded briefly, maybe even sadly, and rolled over.
He sighed again and levered himself off the pile of bedding.
Glancing back, he saw that Raisa was also undressed, so he
covered her with a couple pillows. His own clothes lay near the entry
curtain, which he slipped past once he was dressed.
Serrat was reclining on one of the divans eating fruit when Gale
entered the main room. He regarded Gale with feigned disinterest,
though anger momentarily flashed in his expression.
“What?”
Serrat swallowed what he was chewing before replying. “I hope you
didn’t bother Kali last night. She’s not for you.”
Gale frowned. “No, I did not do anything with Autumn.”
“See that you don’t. Ever.”
“I think that’s rather up to her and me whether we do anything.
She’s going to have to mate with some of the caretakers anyway.
How will you react when that happens?”
“I try not to think about that.” Serrat said.
“Well start getting used to that idea. They may not let you leave
even if you ask to.” Gale replied brusquely.
Jake made a grumpy noise and got up. Serrat looked nervously
over at the murthan, and then ignored Gale in favor of his food.
Having just got up, he wasn’t in the mood to engage in small talk with
Serrat. Too often lately Serrat had taken to moodiness.
Gale cleaned up quickly, washing in the always-warm water within
the bathing chamber. Then he returned to the main chamber, where
Serrat still laid on the divan. Jake meandered the room restlessly.
“Your pet wants to go out.” Serrat commented.
“I see that.”
Jake seemed to know that Gale would let him out, so he waited by
the door until his companion was ready. It wasn’t a long wait, since
Gale only needed to grab a few of his things from his room before he
was ready to go.
Tilder was waiting just outside the door when it opened. He brushed
his hand down the cranial ridge of the murthan as Jake passed by.
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“Going for a walk?” The lead female of the octet, Tilder’s
counterpart, asked.
“Yeah. Jake is restless. I never caught your name by the way.”
“Hasen.” She replied, winking.
Gale nodded, and smiled back at the lithe female. “Thank you. Now
is there a place where Jake can wander around? I don’t know if you
allow murthan to wander about the city.”
“Knowing murthan, he is likely hungry, and warm under all that fur
too. We have a pond he may enjoy swimming in and there are fish
there as well if he is hungry.”
“Flash-fish?”
“I’m sorry, I don’t know what those are.” Hasen said apologetically.
He shrugged. “They’re his favorite food. He’ll eat other things
though.”
“Shall we go then?” Hasen asked.
“Sure. Lead the way.” Gale replied.
Tilder nodded to Hasen, saying, “I’ll stay here with my half-eight in
case any of the others need anything.”
“Are you sure?” Hasen asked her superior. “I don’t mind staying if
you want, but I will appreciate the chance to stretch my legs.”
Tilder hesitated, and then shrugged. “Go if you wish. Remember
the councilwoman’s request though.”
“I will.” Hasen replied, and turning to Gale added, “Let’s go.”
Hasen and one of her half-eight started down the hall. Jake seemed
to know what was going on, falling in behind them. Gale took a
couple quick steps to catch up, followed by the last two members of
Hasen’s half-eight.
Gale had a sinking suspicion as they walked that they were not
going to the city, and that they were making another stop. He had but
to look at the change in the walls around him and Tilder’s last
comment to Hasen to see that they were going to collect who he
expected to be Seeli. They were waved past the guards and the
doors, directly into the quarters beyond.
As Gale stood looking around the room, similar in many ways to
Lerates and Malavia’s quarters but with more green plants, more
hangings, and less smoke, Seeli entered the room from an adjoining
chamber. Jake made a noise that Gale couldn’t decipher as meaning
anything specific, and Gale followed the murthan’s gaze to Seeli,
who grinned rakishly.
“It’s good to see you, Gale murthan-friend.”
“Seeli.” Gale inclined his head. “It’s hardly been a long time since I
last saw you. You needn’t act so polite and excited to see me. I’m a
simple man, and your pleasantness will only embarrass me.”
She laughed at his casual efforts to dissuade her from further such
meetings. “Perhaps I was merely trying to get you to blush again. It’s
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an attractive reaction, one my people do not have. It’s quite
fascinating.”
Gale made another sigh, not his first one this day, though this one
was of resignation instead of irritation. She strolled over to take his
arm, a decidedly human gesture. Gale didn’t want to offend her by
shaking her arm loose, but he feared that she took it as
encouragement.
“Hasen, if you would?” Seeli asked.
The robed female caretaker paused long enough to grin at Gale,
and then she started out into the hallway. Hasen’s half-eight led the
way for the councilwoman, the murthan, and Gale, while four of
Seeli’s own guards brought up the rear.
“Is it always necessary to have an escort, even for a member of the
Council of Eight?”
“It’s a show of respect, not necessity. There have been times when
they have proved useful though. In days past our people would still
fight amongst each other – not that we’ve entirely stopped yet – and
unpopular leaders could find themselves under attack if the people or
their fellow councilors took a disliking to them.”
“So there’s treachery and assassination even here.” Gale mused.
“How long has the current Council been in charge?”
“Lerates took control five years ago.” Seeli answered.
“Forcibly?” He asked.
She nodded. “Yes.”
“Do policies change much between rulers?”
“Only on the surface. We can never change things too much, or the
city-dwellers among our kind get angry. They outnumber the ruling
class significantly too, so we listen to them.”
“How happy are the people with this latest Council?”
“Everyone can’t always be happy.”
Gale looked at her. “That’s not reassuring really.”
Seeli shrugged, unbothered. “Lets just say that Lerates chose his
friends well. His failings are adequately covered by the rest of us,
and most people are at least content if not moderately happy.”
Gale thought about what she said, wondering how stable the world
around him really was. Seeli seemed to be being honest with him
though; she could have easily lied, and yet her assessments of the
governing body that she was part of seemed entirely frank.
Hasen had remained quiet while they talked, but she cleared her
throat now to indicate that they were entering the city cavern. This
was a different entrance to the city than the one they had used
before.
An arc of benches surrounded a pond that had formed in a cutback
along the wall of the cavern. Generally speaking, the cavern walls
were relatively smooth, but here a fault along the wall had caused a
narrow vertical crease that ran nearly to the dark ceiling above. The
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crease appeared to run deep below the ground level of the cavern
too. Over time the hole had filled in with the flow of water through a
crack in the rock deep in the crease.
Right now, the water lapped at the gravelly shore, and Hasen led
them over to it. Jake tested the water with a sniff, and then threw
himself in bodily, splashing the ten of them that had come with him.
Seeli laughed and clutched her dampened skirts of flowing green
up in her hands to wring them out. Water beaded and slipped off her
silky fur, though Gale didn’t have that luxury. Hasen and the other
three robed guards were drenched, while Seeli’s four guards who
wore only battle harnesses were nearly dry.
“You and your half-eight may go dry yourself, Hasen. Take your
guards back to a more comfortable distance.” Seeli ordered,
including her own guard in the order with a simple nod to the leader
of her half-eight.
“As you wish, councilor.” Hasen replied stiffly as she wrung out a
fold of her heavy robes.
The eight guards fell back to give Seeli and Gale privacy. They
halted some thirty yards or so away, standing in a circle to talk
amongst each other, though there was always a pair or more of eyes
on them just in case.
Gale knelt by the shore and peered into the water. It was hard to
see deep into it because Jake’s excited paddling rippled the surface
of the entire pond, the entire surface even though it ran about fifty
yards from front to back and thirty across.
“We’re alone.” Seeli observed.
Gale nodded, though he said nothing. Her hand came to rest on the
top of his head, and he resisted the urge to move it. She seemed to
enjoy the texture of his long and fine hair, which was rather soft
compared to the thicker and shorter hair of her kind.
“There are fish here then?” Gale asked, half curiosity, and half
diversion.
“Yes.” She said.
As soon as she answered, he saw a flash of silver below the
surface, and then another not far from that.
“There’s a couple. I didn’t see them before. The one looked
sizeable too, which is surprising. I wouldn’t think they’d get a lot to
eat in there.”
“We feed them sometimes.”
“I see.” He replied.
He heard her sniffing, and turned to see her stooping over him.
“Are you smelling my head?” He asked.
“You have an interesting scent.” She admitted.
“Please don’t do that. It’s weird.”
“How so? Your females don’t smell you? You don’t smell them?”
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“Sure I do, when I’m around them. You can’t help but do it. I can’t
recall purposely sniffing their heads though. I just caught scent of
them while doing… other stuff.”
“You should try it.” She suggested.
He stood and took a couple steps back. “Look, I don’t know why
you want me, but it’s pretty clear you do. I worry about your mate
being angry with me, and I can’t speak for my entire group, but
Serrat has serious doubts about staying.”
“That’s unfortunate.”
“Maybe if you spent time with him, he’d come to appreciate you and
your people. As it is now, there’s not much chance he’ll want to stay.”
“Have you come to appreciate me?” She asked.
Gale smirked. “In a way, yes. You’re persistent, smart, and not
without your own alluring qualities.”
Seeli stepped over next to him again. He was again reminded that
she was taller than him, though only by a couple inches. As she
leaned in she frowned.
“What?”
Her eyes narrowed. “I can smell the woman on you – the red-haired
one. I missed at it first, thinking it was just my imagination, but it is
not.”
“Ahh, yes.”
“I am not against sharing, but you have continually turned down my
advances in favor of hers it seems.”
“It’s only been a few days since I got here. You’re moving rather
fast.”
“You take longer to impress?”
Gale shrugged. “Something akin to that. My status here is very
temporary. I don’t know where I’ll be in a week, and if I do stay here,
the last thing I need is an enemy or two. I like you, really I do, but
your mate…”
“My mate is old. He’s practically feeble. It’s a wonder he hasn’t
been replaced in the Council of Eight yet.” Seeli said with a brief
frown.
“How did you even end up with him then?”
“I was his last young mate. Almost every old male among our kind
goes for one final mate when they’re nearing the end of their lives.
Often they can’t produce children anymore, but they need a mate as
a symbol of their strength and influence. He fully expects me to
outlive him, and get with child from whomever I want.”
“That seems like an odd arrangement.”
“You never marry for convenience or show among your kind?” She
asked.
“It’s not that we don’t. I’m sure we do. I’m a bad person to ask. I
lived alone and my knowledge of my own people, as well as many
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other things is limited due to my lack of time among them.” Gale
answered apologetically.
“You’re an outcast then?”
“Not especially. It’s just easier living on my own. By doing that I
avoided situations like I’m in now.”
“My interest in you is a burden then? Would it be easier if I sent you
back to your lonely cave to live with your murthan?” She asked
angrily, jabbing her finger at his chest with every other word.
Gale grabbed her wrist after the last poke, holding it tightly. “Please
don’t do that.”
She poked him again with her free hand - hard. He glared at her as
if daring her to do it again. She did, so he grabbed that hand too,
forcefully.
“Just stop it.”
“Finally I get a rise out of you.” She grinned. “It’s nice to see that
you have some fire in your spirit. I was beginning to think you were
always rather timid.”
“That’s not funny.”
“Sure it is. You’re so reserved all the time. I want to see you
laughing or angry, anything out of the ordinary.”
Gale let go of her hands, thrusting them back toward her. “You’re
just hoping I’m the sort of man who gets excited by confrontation, but
I am not.”
Her grin widened. He was flushed again, though she was fairly
certain this time it was in anger or frustration. It wasn’t very hard to
goad him into a change of mood, and for better or worse, she liked
doing it.
Snorting angrily, he turned on his heel, and walked around the
periphery of the lake to where Jake was crawling out with a large fish
in his mouth. The murthan was shook quickly, shedding water like a
dog, and then gobbled down his catch.
“I’m leaving.” Seeli said abruptly.
Gale glanced back at her and nodded.
Seeli’s four guards left their places off where they had been
standing, and accompanied their master, two before and two after
her. Hasen and her half-eight moved over when Seeli and her escort
had left.
“You angered her?” Hasen asked, looking disappointed.
“She’s too pushy.” Gale replied.
“How so?”
“She’s made it rather clear she wants to mate. She already has a
mate, and I’m not going to get in his way.”
One of the males in Hasen’s group shook his head. Another
chuckled softly.
Hasen assumed the look of one who was educating a misinformed
child. “You don’t understand our kind at all do you? Women are
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supposed to be aggressive. It’s how they get mates. It’s all a
competition.”
“I’d rather not have to listen to advice from you about my
relationships with women. I’ve had enough fun for the day. Just take
us back to our room.” Gale said coldly.
Hasen shrugged. “If that is what you wish.”


Tilder sat across from Serrat, who stared right back at him intently.
Serrat had demanded some answers, and Tilder was going to oblige
if he knew the answers, and if it wasn’t something he’d been
forbidden to answer. Tilder’s eyes flicked to where Raisa and
Autumn stood whispering to each other by the table laid out and
laden with food, and then back to Serrat.
Most humans would find the big dark man’s dense muscle mass
intimidating, but Tilder was half a foot taller, and while he might not
be as bulky as the human, he had a toned and lithe strength that he
trusted against Serrat’s own power. As far as he saw it, he was doing
the man a favor, not bending to his will.
“I want to know about this tower and the city. You don’t seem to
have any tools or machines to build it with. Why is that?” Serrat
asked.
“We do not have all the abilities we once did.”
“There must be more to it than that.”
“What are you suggesting?”
“I’m suggesting that someone built this for you, or it was already
here.” Serrat spelled it out for him in a condescending tone.
“So what happened to the ones who supposedly built this city if we
didn’t?”
“You killed them all when you had no more use for them.”
“What is it you hope to uncover? Even if this theory were true, what
good would it do you?”
Serrat leaned in, his eyes glinting. “So it is true?”
“No. I’ve never heard anything of the sort, but it’s been centuries
since we got here. For the sake of argument, there could have been
some of this city here, but we have definitely upkept it and added on
to it. I’ve seen buildings going up.”
“So you’ve seen repairs and whatnot, but have you ever seen them
put in one of those big towers? Or how about the tower above
ground? Where’d they get all the materials for that? What are the
window-like portions of the tower made of?”
“I’m not a builder. I just know what I’ve been told, and what every
child has been told for centuries. We have lost many of our skills.
When you took to the city below ground, there were fights among us,
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and many jealously guarded secrets were lost. Other abilities faded
in time as machines and tools broke down and the knowledge to use
them faded with time.”
“And do you still have any of these machines?”
Tilder nodded. “Yes. We have a few vaults of them here.”
Serrat looked doubtful, but relented. “I see. Still, if you could build
this wondrous city, why couldn’t you defeat my kind?”
“I don’t know. Our society has changed a lot in the centuries or
even millennia that have past. Maybe we weren’t as violent then. We
do believe that we were less united then. Humans have a tendency
to unite and work together. That’s something we’ve struggled to
learn.”
“I just don’t see it. And this business about breeding with our kind,
and now we’re supposedly a lot similar more similar?”
“That has been our goal. That’s what we always do when
confronted with a tough situation. Look at the murthan for example.
They have tremendous regeneration abilities, and they can withstand
very cold temperatures. We have taken some of those abilities into
our own kind, though not to the extent they have them.”
“Have you seen records of what you used to be? Paintings of your
people or something like that?”
“Not many. I know we used to slump over more, and some say we
walked on all fours sometimes. Now we stand, and we’re taller than
we were even a few generations ago. We mature faster and we are
stronger. We’ve added human agility to our strength and we’re better
for it.”
“Have humans changed though? Supposedly your kind
impregnated our women, and we’ve been becoming more like you.”
Serrat said.
“I don’t know for certain. I don’t see that much resemblance
between our two races, at least not on the outside. Maybe it’s not so
much that we’re both growing to resemble each other so much as we
are growing more compatible with you.” Tilder admitted.
“That seems more likely – to me at least. Still, I find a lot of the
things we’ve been told highly suspect.”
“I’m sure we’ve been as honest with you as we can.”
“But if your whole culture is founded on a few lies, and no one, or
only a few people know, then we’re still being lied to even if the intent
isn’t there.” Serrat insisted.
Tilder thought on this for a long moment, looking again at Autumn
and Raisa, both of which were listening to every word. Serrat
followed his gaze over to the two of them.
“If we all are living a lie, it doesn’t matter. Say someone did help us
build this, and they’re all gone one way or another. It doesn’t change
the fact that the tower and the city both exist, or that we exist. We
just want to be able to live above ground again, but have peace this
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time. We’ve suffered exile too long to have to go below ground ever
again. We grow placid and stagnant here without challenges.”
“War is a challenge.”
“I mean challenging the soil to bear crops, challenging the world by
building communities and settlements that must stand against the
harsh weather above ground. Everything down here is fairly
controlled, but up there is chaos. We need to be strong, and we will
need guidance.”
“Will you accept humans into your community as teachers and
allies, or as slaves?”
“That is not my choice, but enslaving humans to teach us hurts both
of our races. Yours will lose any trust for us, while ours will not be
learning from people who want to help us. Their efforts will be poor
and minimal. Our leaders know this.”
“I still have my doubts, but I think I can believe you at least. You
seem honest. It’s just a matter of whether your leaders are as wise
as they will need to be.” Serrat said calmly.
Tilder nodded. “We all wish for peace and prosperity. I am sure we
can offer your people some things that we know to improve their
lives, just as they will hopefully improve ours.”
“Thank you for answering my questions. My heart is lighter now.”
Tilder stood, knowing he was being dismissed. “We will have to talk
again sometime. Or if you wish to train physically, or do some hard
labor as a change of pace from the comforts of luxury, we can set
something up. I know I would grow restless doing little all day.”
“I think I will take you up on that offer. Perhaps I can help in one of
your gardens or store rooms.”
“I might like that too.” Raisa called over.
Tilder nodded. “I see you don’t like to have idle hands. I will speak
with someone about this.”
“Thank you.” Raisa said.
Tilder nodded at her and took his leave, shutting the door quietly
behind him. Autumn crossed the room and sat beside Serrat.
“I’m impressed. Pleased even.” Autumn said warmly.
“Of?”
“You. You were insightful and fairly well-tempered.”
Serrat laughed. “I have my moments.”
“So I see. You should have more of them though. You have been
rather sour up until now.”
“I’ll try, Kali.”
She frowned, but didn’t correct him.
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 DISCONTENT 
For the next two days, Serrat was rarely seen and harder to find.
Even Tilder and his group didn’t know where he’d been going.
Escorts were sent out occasionally, and he was retrieved for the
evening. Sometimes he would return late at night, avoid any
questions about where he’d been, and go to sleep.
That second evening, before Serrat had returned, the other three
had spoken briefly about their companion’s absences.
“I’m worried about Serrat.” Autumn said over a bowl of wine.
“Why? He can take care of himself.” Gale said bluntly.
Autumn frowned, large eyes wide with worry. “But his moods are so
off these days. He was becoming so despondent after those first few
days here. Then he turned around entirely it seemed after a talk with
Tilder. He actually seemed to have hope that this would work out.
Now he’s gone all the time doing who knows what, and he offers no
explanations.”
“I pay little attention to him. He’s bound to do whatever he wants.
He’s simply that sort of a person – very willful.” Raisa remarked.
“Perhaps he’s made friends out in the city.” Gale offered. “Or
someone is currying favor because they think he has the ear of the
Council of Eight.”
“For all we know, he is seeing the Council of Eight. That could be
where he’s going all the time.” Raisa suggested.
“I don’t know. If he was doing something good I doubt he’d avoid
telling me at least. I know you two never really warmed up to him, but
he supposedly loves me, and I think he’d tell me.” Autumn replied.
Gale nodded. “I think he does care for you in his own way, and I
share some of your concerns. I’ll help confront him when he returns
tonight if you wish.”
“Please?” Autumn asked, almost begging.
“I will.” Gale responded, refilling her bowl with wine in the hope that
it would settle her down some. He didn’t like to see her wide brown
eyes pleading for help from him.
“Good.” She stood. “I’ll leave you two alone now. You probably
want some time together.”
Raisa sighed. “Autumn, I think you misunderstood us a couple days
back. That wasn’t really the rekindling of an old relationship. I just
needed someone that night, and Gale was there.”
“That sounds bad for me.” He said with a wince.
“Still, I don’t want to get in the way.” Autumn protested.
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“That would mean you’re interested in him too, yes?” Raisa asked,
smiling.
“That was no secret.” Autumn replied.
“It was to me.” Gale said, scratching his head.
“No, it wasn’t. You just never acted on it.” Raisa snapped back at
him, taking the other woman’s side. “If you couldn’t figure it out,
you’re too dense to deserve someone like her anyway.”
“Well she didn’t act upon it either.” Gale said defensively.
“I know I didn’t. Now it’s too late, and I have a line of furry animalmen lining up to use my womb.” Autumn said, cracking a halfhearted grin. It was a brave attempt, but it only belied the worries she
held within.
“It’s not as bad as you make it sound. It can’t be.” Raisa replied.
“Oh no? I guess you’ve forgotten the breeding cages.” Autumn
commented.
Raisa chuckled, shaking her head at the memory. “They do know
how to have fun, I guess.”
“Alright, that’s enough of this conversation. Change the subject or
be quiet. Let me eat in peace without thinking about breeding.” Gale
said loudly.
When Serrat returned a few hours later, Gale was waiting for him. It
was late, quite late really, and Gale’s patience had worn thin in the
hours he had sat waiting. More than once he wondered why he had
promised Autumn that he would speak with Serrat. Autumn had
planned on speaking with him too, but she’d fallen asleep some time
ago.
“We need to talk.” Gale announced.
Serrat grunted, and walked past him. He threw himself onto one of
the divans as if he expected a long confrontation. “About what?”
Gale took a seat across from Serrat, crossing his arms as he sat.
“About you. Where are you going every day?”
“Out.“
“Care to be more specific?” Gale asked.
Serrat shrugged. “Not really.”
“And if I insist?”
“I have a few friends I’ve made. We’ve been talking and sharing
meals. I also do some work in the storerooms moving things to and
fro so I can occupy my body and mind in the meaningless tasks they
give me. That’s all. Now if you have a problem with that, then that’s
too bad.”
Gale raised an eyebrow. “What kind of friends? Anyone we might
know?”
“You mean like councilmen or your lady-friend among them?”
Serrat asked. “I don’t think you know them. It doesn’t matter
anyway.”
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“Autumn is worried about you. Why don’t you alleviate some of her
fears? Say something to her. I shouldn’t have to confront you like
this.” Gale reprimanded.
Serrat scowled. “What is between her and I is our business. I tire of
you trying to act like our small group’s father figure. We don’t need
you to make everything right. My opinions may vary from hers on
occasion, but I would do nothing to harm her.”
“I didn’t say you’d harm her, but you’re worrying her. It’s you and
her that the caretakers need, and I don’t think you have reached a
consensus about what you’re going to do. Have you?”
“We haven’t really spoken of it.”
“Well there’s only three days left. Make sure you know your answer
when Lerates asks.”
“Don’t worry. I expect to have an answer ready, and I will speak to
Kali in the morning about this matter.” Serrat said plainly, adding in a
smug tone, “Is that satisfactory?”
“Yes. That’s all I have to say. Thank you for having this pleasant
little chat.”
“Indeed.” Serrat stood. “Now I must sleep. It is late.”
“I will turn in too.”
They said nothing else to each other as they lay down on their
respective piles of cushions in the room they shared. Jake slept
beside Gale, tired from his walk in the city grounds earlier.


As promised, Serrat approached Autumn the next morning when
she was alone. Gale and Raisa had gone out to walk Jake, probably
for the specific reason of giving them time alone. Autumn waited for
him on the veranda, leaning over the balcony.
“Kali?”
She didn’t respond. Not one to be discouraged by a cold reception,
Serrat stepped over beside her, admiring the way the warm draft
from the city blew her hair back from her face.
“Gale spoke to you then?” She asked, already knowing that he had.
He nodded. “Yes.”
“And?”
“He said you were worried about me, and all the time I was
spending away from our quarters.”
“Where do you go?” She asked.
Serrat frowned, looking away from her out on the city for a moment
before answering. “Kali, you have to see this isn’t what it was
supposed to be. Our priests lied to us or maybe they really didn’t
know what was going on up here, but this isn’t right. We shouldn’t be
here with these abominations.”
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“What are you saying? I like some of them… Tilder, Lerates, and
even Seeli seem okay. Gale says that Hasen from the group that
guards us is pretty nice too.” Autumn responded.
“They’re not humans. They’re not your kind. I forbid you to breed
with them like they want. It’s disgusting. I’ve seen how Gale panders
to them, how he’s going to rut with the female named Seeli. If he
hasn’t already.” Serrat’s mouth twisted in disgust.
“I don’t share your poor opinion of these people, and Gale is free to
do whatever he wants with whomever he wants.”
“What if I could get us out of here and we could go back home?”
She turned and glared at him. “To what? I remember what I left
behind, and it isn’t worth going back to. There’s nothing waiting for
us there.”
“I don’t understand.” He said, looking confused. “You were happy
there.”
“Then. That was before I learned what else the world offered. That
was before I was more than just a sacrifice for some unknown evil.”
She said.
“You were always more to me than just sacrifice, even before we
were bonded.”
“Somehow I doubt that. You drove me up here like a driver cracking
a whip over a team of horses all so that I could fulfill my role as
sacrifice. Then when I escaped you tried everything you could to get
me back.”
“I was simply doing what I had been trained and raised to do. Now I
see that our priests were wrong, that they were working for these
creatures.” Serrat explained.
“And now you think kidnapping me again to drag me back to our
arid home is the thing to do to set it all aright?” She asked
incredulously.
“Yes.”
“Have you even listened to yourself? You’re not right in the head. I
don’t want to go back. I like it here."
“You would not go with me? We are bonded, Kali. I love you.” He
said, grasping her arm. “You must come away with me; I cannot bear
to be apart from you.”
“No.” She shook her arm loose. “I want to stay and help these
people.”
“You don’t understand. Lerates lied. This is not a stable culture.
Every few years they fight among each other and kill the Council of
Eight to put a new one in power. Sometimes the existing Council of
Eight defeats the upstarts, but this entire culture is built on change.
Like weather, they shift from one political climate to another. What
you see now is just a temporary situation. Even if you are happy and
safe now, that could soon change.”
“The people seem happy though.”
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Serrat shook his head. “Not if you go among them. Many of them
hate the idea of going above ground. They wonder why they should
toil in the harsh weather and build what cannot possibly compare to
the city below.”
“I don’t blame them for wanting to stay down here where it seems
very pleasant, but I’m sure Lerates and his fellow councilors can
handle it. Times of change require strong leaders, and he seems
strong to me. One way or another, these people will survive.”
Autumn replied.
“And you want to stay here as a visitor when many will find your
mere existence and presence a symbol of change and all that is
wrong in their society?”
“I have nothing else waiting for me. I am sorry if it seems I am
pushing you away, but I have changed, as have our statuses.”
“I don’t know what to say. My friends in the city speak of unrest and
discontent, yet when I warn you so that we might hurry away and live
our lives together, you act offended.”
“That’s because you keep trying to decide what to do for me. We’re
not bonded anymore. Just pretend I died in the North, and go about
your life without me.”
“It pains me to hear this from you.” He said, imploring her with his
eyes to change her mind.
She looked away, and spoke firmly when she said, “And I am sorry,
but you deserve someone who truly wants to be with you.”
“You will not be that person? Not now, not ever?”
“No. I don’t think I can be. Too much has happened and I have
changed too much.”
“Very well.” Serrat turned away, and walked off.
Autumn sighed, watching him go. The man had some good
qualities, but they were hard pressed to cover for his shortcomings.
Still, she hadn’t wanted to hurt the man, but some things just needed
to be said or they’d forever stand between them.
Serrat had gone out again by the time Gale and Raisa returned,
presumably collected by his unnamed friends’ escorts. Autumn had
thought it over in the brief time she had alone, and decided that the
others needed to know some of what had occurred between Serrat
and her. So they spoke over their midday meal, which came with a
large crock of ale-like liquor.
“So he sounds like he wants to leave?” Gale asked, having heard a
brief review of Autumn’s conversation with Serrat.
Autumn nodded. “Yes. I think his friends have put him up to it.”
“Then they must have some way to get him out to the surface?”
Gale wondered aloud.
“How?” Raisa asked. ”They’d have to move the tower to expose the
doors, and that took three-hundred murthan.”
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“Well they can probably open it from the inside too - if it’s even
closed again. We’re so far underground that I don’t think we could
tell if the tower’s doors did move. Not to mention that we don’t truly
understand how it works anyway.” Gale remarked.
“Will he try to take you with him, Autumn?” Raisa asked.
“I told him very clearly that I would not go, that I am not the person I
once was. I was very adamant, even when he tried to appeal to me
on account of our bonding in our old homeland. That seems like so
long ago; it feels like lifetimes of have passed since then.” Autumn
answered.
“How did he take it?” Gale asked.
Autumn smiled. “Well, he’s always been rather pig-headed and has
trouble listening. When I told him to seek another mate, because I
am not who I used to be and I would not be with him anymore, that
seemed to strike home. He knows I won’t be with him.”
“Perhaps it’s settled then.” Raisa wondered.
“I’d still feel safer if Jake slept with you ladies tonight, and for the
next few nights until you can decide what you both wish to do.” Gale
said. “As for me, I think I may stay. I need to think on it more though.”
“I’d like that… Jake with us I mean. I feel safe when he’s nearby
while I sleep.” Autumn replied.
Raisa looked at him in surprise. “It surprises me that you’re staying.
You were always a loner, and now you choose to live among others.”
Gale shrugged. “For awhile at least. Maybe only as long as you two
ladies stay if either of you do decide to stay. Or maybe I’ll stay longer
than that even. I don’t know.”
The three of them finished eating in silence, having more than
enough to think about. Afterward they broke into more small talk,
speaking of what they wished to do later in the evening, and the next
day.


Serrat returned late that night, and he was not alone. Tilder and his
men would have noticed had their evening meal not been drugged,
courtesy of Serrat’s friends. The eight of them lay sprawled in the
hall, unconscious an unable to prevent entry into the apartments they
guarded.
Three caretakers and Serrat swept into the apartment, heading
immediately for the room Raisa and Autumn shared. There was
another inhabitant they didn’t know about and hadn’t expected
though.
Serrat entered the women’s sleeping chamber first, slipping past
the heavy curtain. In the near total darkness, he did not notice Jake,
and his nose had grown so accustomed to the musk of murthan and
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caretaker alike that nothing seemed amiss when he smelled that
odor even in the women’s chamber.
“Kali?” Serrat hissed, shaking the larger of the two forms he could
make out on the pile of cushions.
She mumbled and rolled away, slapping at his hands.
“Wake up. I’m taking you away from this place.”
“Serrat?” She asked sleepily, raising her head off the cushions.
“Come, Kali. We leave tonight.”
“No. What are you doing?” She raised her voice.
Jake murmured angrily, pushing himself off the floor at the back of
the chamber. Serrat’s eyes widened in fear.
“You have the beast here?” He asked loudly, forgetting for a
moment that he was trying to be quiet.
“We must hurry, Serrat.” One of the voices called from the other
side of the curtain.
Jake started across the room, a rumbling noise in his throat growing
in volume with each pace.
Serrat grabbed Autumn’s arm, tugging her fiercely. Being as light as
she was compared to him, and with his considerable strength, she all
but flew off the cushions into his arms. Her arm wrenched painfully,
threatening to dislocate as he turned and shoved her ahead of him
toward the curtain.
“What’s going on? Autumn?” Raisa called out, sitting up and looking
around the dark room.
“Help!” Autumn cried as she was shoved through the curtains into
the waiting arms of one of the waiting caretakers.
Jake barked then and threw himself over the cushions, stumbling
as the pillows shifted underfoot. His momentum carried him toward
the curtain, with Raisa coming to her feet at his side.
Beyond the curtain, Serrat pushed past his allies and made for the
still-open doorway. Before Autumn could raise her voice again, the
nearest caretaker clapped his hand over her mouth. Then she found
herself lifted bodily off ground and tossed over a shoulder, even with
all of her kicking and flailing about.
As Jake piled into the main room in the apartment, the heavy
curtain that separated the sleeping chamber from the rest of the
apartment came down with him. Raisa struggled to get the curtain off
of herself and the murthan, all the while yelling for Gale.
In his room, Gale sat up, instinctively grabbing for his weapons.
With his knife from under his pillow in one hand and his spear off the
shelf in the other, he slid past the curtain to his own room into the
main chamber of the apartment. He was just in time to see Autumn
being carried out of the room into the hallway. Raisa was pulling the
last folds of the heavy curtain off the enraged murthan, who knocked
her down in his enthusiasm to give pursuit. Gale started after the
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murthan, stopping only long enough beside Raisa to see if she was
alright.
“Go. I’m fine.” Raisa said breathlessly, waving him on.
“How many are there?”
“Three, four? I don’t know. Serrat is helping them.”
Gale nodded and started running, careful to not trip on the bodies of
Tilder, Hasen, and the other six members of the octet where they laid
in the hallway. He was moving so fast and single-mindedly that he
wasn’t sure if they were dead or alive – either way they weren’t going
to be much help to him.
Ahead of him, Jake closed on the fleet-footed caretakers that had
spirited Autumn away from their apartments. Amidst the fleeing
kidnappers, Gale could see Serrat. Anger boiled inside him, and he
pumped his legs faster. His bare feet pounded on the finely grooved
floor as he pushed himself to keep up with them. They had longer
legs so their gait was by nature faster than him, but they weren’t
pushing forward at a full run yet.
As they rounded a corner, Jake threw himself on the caretaker
bringing up the rear, who was following perhaps fifty feet or more
behind the lead group. His job was to slow down any pursuit,
basically a suicide job. Over twelve hundred pounds of fury took itself
out on the kidnapper unfortunate enough to be a fraction slower than
the others. Bones crunched under the torment of Jake’s jaws and
from his sheer weight slamming into the caretaker. Heavy claws rent
the caretaker’s chest and abdomen open, splattering blood and gore
across the hall.
Gale didn’t pause as he caught up to Jake and the carnage he was
making, though the final screams of death and pain from Jake’s
victim did make him wince. Instead he pushed himself harder, trying
to catch the last two caretakers and Serrat. Serrat was already
beginning to slow, as was the one carrying Autumn, who still flailed
about trying to get free.
Serrat glanced back to see who was pursuing them, and his mouth
hung open to see Gale catching them. He had reclaimed his sword
from Gale’s baggage earlier in the day when Gale had been out of
his room. Serrat barked an order at the unburdened caretaker beside
him. The large male slid to a halt, and turned on his heel to face
down Gale with a knife he drew from a hip sheathe.
Gale bellowed angrily and lowered his spear, charging at the
surprised caretaker. Years of hunting had honed Gale’s skills with a
spear, and despite attempting to evade Gale’s spear point, the spear
still drove home. Gale left the caretaker standing there with a spear
punched through his guts. Half the length of the spear protruded
from behind the caretaker.
The caretaker slumped to the floor, holding the spear where it
entered his torso. Gale started running again, though in truth he had
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never come to a complete stop even when running the kidnapper
through, so more accurately, he was just accelerating to his former
speed. Behind him he could hear the heavy steps of his murthan. He
had just rounded another corner when he heard another scream as
Jake finished off the impaled kidnapper.
Ahead was an intersection of hallways, and Gale could see a
group of armed caretakers waiting there. When they shouted at
Serrat and his companion to hurry, Gale despaired. He might
manage to overpower Serrat and his one ally, but a dozen?
Then luck shifted in his direction. The kidnapper carrying Autumn
tripped, bearing her down to the ground heavily. Whether he had just
grown tired, slipped, or Autumn had tripped him herself, Gale did not
know. Serrat continued to run for a number of paces before he
realized what had happened.
In that time, Gale had caught up and thrown himself onto the prone
form of the last caretaker. He drove his knife square into the beastman’s back. The caretaker arched his back and cried out in pain.
Gale twisted the knife and used leverage to push the wounded
caretaker down to the ground where he laid still after a southward
twist of the blade. Gale took note that be they man or caretaker, their
hearts were in the same place.
Autumn, who lay beside and half under the dead caretaker, pulled
herself free and stood shakily. Serrat slid to a halt and drew his
curved blade.
“Damn you!” Serrat yelled, taking a step toward Autumn to reclaim
her.
Gale stood as quickly as he could, chest heaving from exertion.
Serrat’s allies looked as if they would move forward, cut him down,
and haul Autumn off with Serrat. Then yells and heavy footfalls
sounded down one of the adjoining passages. Seeli led two octets of
robed warrior guards toward them, and Serrat’s allies called for him
to flee with them. They would not stand and fight when outnumbered
– not for a human.
“Give her to me.” Serrat demanded. “She is leaving this place to be
free.”
“You can’t have her, Serrat. Make your escape now if you can.”
Gale said defiantly.
“I won’t go with you.” Autumn said, picking herself up off the floor.
“Run, Serrat. Maybe you can still make it out. I won’t hold my breath
and hope for you though.”
Serrat’s knuckles whitened in their grip around the hilt of his curved
sword. He took another step toward Autumn, but stopped when Gale
plucked his knife out of the back of the dying caretaker at his feet
and moved in front of her.
“I’ll be back for you, Kali.” At that he fled, joining his allies as they
made their way toward the surface.
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Autumn breathed a sigh of relief.
Moments later Seeli slid to a stop beside them, waving her two
octets of guards after the fleeing rebels. Jake padded up to them
then too, muzzle and shoulders covered in the dark blood of the two
caretakers he had attacked.
“Are you alright?” Seeli asked, mainly to Gale.
Gale nodded, and bent over, catching his breath. “I am. How about
you, Autumn?”
Autumn shook her limbs, and nodded. “Other than a bruised hip
from being dropped on the floor, I seem to be fine.”
“How did you find us?” Gale asked breathlessly.
Seeli grinned. “I keep track on you and your friends.”
“Why am I not surprised?” Gale muttered, standing straight again.
Seeli flashed Autumn a territorial look when she put an arm around
Gale to steady him while he caught his breath.
“When one of my eyes and ears reported that something was
wrong with Tilder’s octet, I grabbed all the soldiers I could, and came
this way.”
“How did you know we’d be here after we left our quarters?”
Autumn asked suspiciously.
“Because it’s the quickest way to the surface.” Seeli replied.
“Will they make it though?” Gale asked. “Aren’t there guards posted
everywhere around the exit?”
Seeli shrugged. “From what we’ve seen, they seem to have
connections. They were able to drug Tilder’s octet, so I wouldn’t put
it past them to have done the same by the exit.”
“I see.” Gale replied.
“There’s going to be a lot of questions being asked, and people
being punished for this. We need to see who is at the root of this, or
Lerates and the rest of our Council of Eight are going to have
trouble.” Seeli said wistfully.
“Serrat said rebellion wasn’t uncommon here.” Autumn remarked.
Seeli frowned at the dark-skinned woman. “Small things are not.
Things as major as attacking and trying to run off with guests of the
Council of Eight, especially our human guests, are unheard of.
Although, human guests are unheard of too.”
Raisa came limping down the hallway, waving at them.
“Are you alright?” Gale called down to her.
“Yes. I just twisted my knee when Jake bowled me over in his rush
to go after the attackers.” Raisa answered. “It looks like you saved
her. I don’t see Serrat though, but I passed a couple gruesome
bodies, if what’s left could be called that.”
“Yeah, Serrat escaped, but not before Jake and I killed his
companions.” Gale replied.
Seeli eyed Raisa for a long moment when she finally stepped joined
their group. Raisa stared back with her own steely gaze. Another
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octet of guards in battle harnesses stopped and surrounded Seeli
and the rest of them protectively. Jake grumbled.
“Let’s get you to a fresh set of apartments. Somewhere safer
hopefully.” Seeli said.
“Safer than the last, I hope.” Autumn said dryly.
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 COUNCIL 
Their

second apartment was more modest than the first, and
understandably further from the city. Instead of having a room with a
balcony built into the wall of the city cavern like before, they were
further into the bedrock.
The accommodations were similar, if on a bit smaller and less
grand scale. Apparently they thought it was a good idea to place
them somewhere out of the way, as the apartment was at the end of
a dead-end corridor. There were now three independently acting
octets of guards too, one patrolling the close area, the second stood
just outside the door, while the third rested and relieved one of the
other two on a staggered schedule.
To their surprise, Tilder’s group was not one of the three. It was
something of a disappointment for all three of them, because they
had grown used to Tilder and Hasen always accompanying them
everywhere, bringing their meals, and answering questions for them.
In such an unfamiliar and new place, a guide or companion of that
sort was invaluable, and reassuring.
Gale figured Tilder had been reprimanded and punished for failing
to protect them, but didn’t voice his opinions since they would just
worry Autumn and Raisa. So it was unexpected of Tilder to show up
sometime in the evening of the same evening of the early-morning
attack. He heard Raisa call out to him when Tilder entered, but he
was too busy helping Autumn bathe with her bruised hip and all to go
greet him himself. Still, he could overhear some of the conversation.
Being a reasonably polite fellow, he wasn’t sure he should listen.
“Tilder!” Raisa cried, climbing off the backless couch she had been
reclined on for most of the day to rest her leg.
“Raisa.” He nodded in greeting, looking a sounding a bit weak.
“How are you holding up after this morning’s excitement?”
She shrugged. “I was never really in danger. It was Autumn and
Gale who had all the fun. I was mostly in the way, or out of the
picture.”
“At least you weren’t in the way.” Tilder said with a smile as he
came to sit beside her.
Raisa smirked, and took a closer look at him. His small ears lay
back along his skull, nearly hidden behind a mane of black and dark
brown hair. The skin of his nose was dark beneath the very short
fuzz that grew on it, and his eyes were equally dark – startlingly so.
“You’re unrobed.” She said at last. “I knew something was different,
but I couldn’t put my finger on it.”
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He nodded. “Yes, I am no longer robed.”
“You lost your job?” She asked, still examining his features, having
never seen him this well since he had always worn his hooded robe.
“All of my group was going to be punished, but I took it on myself
instead. I didn’t want Hasen and the others to lose their robes
because of my lack of foresight.”
“How could you have known? You were drugged.”
“I have made it a policy, as my last act in the robed guards, that no
more than half of any octet shall eat at one time. They will take turns
eating, so that no more than half of the group can ever be
incapacitated at once.” Tilder explained.
“That doesn’t stop them from falling prey to slow-acting drugs or
poisons.”
“No, it doesn’t really. However, if we had eaten in shifts, half of us
would have realized that the other half had been drugged, and we
could have sent for help before we were all incapacitated.”
“I guess that makes sense.” Raisa admitted.
“I do not see your friends. Are they sleeping?”
She grinned deviously. “Scared to be alone with me?”
He smiled broadly in return. “Not in the least. I’d quite like to spend
more time in your company, especially now that I am confronted with
so few demands on my own time.”
“Feel free to visit then. Any time.”
“I will.”
“Gale is helping Autumn out of the bathing pool. Her hip is badly
bruised, and she’s having trouble getting up from a sitting or prone
position.”
“I see.” He said, and then reluctantly added, “I must confess I’m
here on business. I was chosen as the messenger of the Council of
Eight. I will relay their messages to you since I have had more
contact with you four than anyone in the Council of Eight.”
“So you do still have a function in all of this. That’s good.” She
replied.
“Liaison to the Council of Eight on your behalf isn’t as respectable
as a robed guard, but it’s not entirely bad either. I fear I will have little
to do though. It’s more of an honorary position than a necessity.”
“We don’t have a lot of contact with the Council of Eight. Other than
Seeli that is, and she’s mostly here to press her luck with Gale.”
Tilder thought for a moment, and then said, “She’s not doing so well
I understand.”
She shook her head. “Nope. He’s a prude.”
“She’s a fine woman, strong-willed and decisive. Gale might even
somehow find himself on the Council of Eight if he was to become
her consort, supposing her current mate dies in the near future. He is
not in good health. I don’t know if our people would accept a human
council member though. Perhaps if you or Autumn are compatible
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with one of our males then they’d allow it, simply because of his
knowledge of the surface world.” He mused. But then he stopped
speaking and looked embarrassed for having said so much without
offering her a chance to speak.
“So you’re all going to stay down here for another couple hundred
years or more if Autumn or I aren’t what you’re looking for?” She
asked.
“That is my understanding, yes.”
There was a moment of silence when he reached out and took her
hand in his own. The soft bristles of hair on his hand tickled her
palm, and she found his own palm surprisingly rough – not nearly as
rough as say the pads on an animal’s feet but rougher than a
human’s hand.
He seemed to relish the contact, and the fact that she did not rebuff
him made his eyes gleam with pride.
“You had a message?” She asked after a minute or more of simply
looking at the curiously gentle caretaker beside her.
“Lerates and the rest of the Council of Eight wish to see you as
soon as you can all make it.” He said quietly, almost afraid to break
the moment they were having.
“I see. Well, as soon as Gale and Autumn are dressed and ready, I
can go.”
“Will we need to fetch a litter for Autumn or you? Can you both
walk?” He asked, looking to her injured knee.
“Would they see it as a sign of weakness if either of us were carried
there?” She asked in return.
Tilder shook his head. “Not so long as you walked into the chamber
itself and sat on your own power.”
“Then if you’d be so kind as to arrange to have both of us carried
there, I would appreciate it. We will, of course, walk into the chamber
on our own power though.”
“Gale is fine then, after the attack and all?”
“Yeah. He’s pretty durable.”
That brought another smile to his lips, and a neat row of teeth
showed brightly. “Good. I will return in an hour then?”
“Sure. That should be enough time, and thank you, Tilder.”
“It is my pleasure. Let Gale and Autumn know that I am still
humbled and ashamed of my inability to protect them. It is fortunate
that they are both in reasonably good shape, and even if Serrat
escaped, it could have been much worse.” He said quietly. “I carry
with me the apologies of Hasen and the rest of the octet as well.
They were shamed, and will do their best to never fail again.”
“I will tell them.” She promised.
Tilder bowed his head, and stood slowly, reluctantly letting her hand
slide free of his own. Then he walked to the door, and Raisa was
acutely aware of his lack of customary robes, or even a battle
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harness. All he wore now was a simple costume that covered him
modestly, but it was not the costume of a warrior or a guard
anymore. He was just a servant and messenger now.
Promptly an hour later, Tilder returned. Raisa had relayed Tilder’s
message to the other two, and they were both ready and fed before
Tilder arrived. With him were four of the largest caretakers Gale had
seen, each pair of them carrying what was really just a stretcher with
a couple cushions to held whoever was riding on them sit halfway
upright.
Autumn protested indignantly the entire time she was being carried,
while Raisa just enjoyed not having to overwork her strained knee.
Gale walked silently beside Tilder, absorbing the fact firsthand now
that Tilder would not be guarding them any longer. He would miss
his talks with the man, though Raisa’s presence seemed like it might
be enough to keep him around more often than duty required of him.
If they were going to make it in this community, Gale thought to
himself, then they would have to make friends and they would need
contacts in and out of the city. When he caught himself thinking this,
he wondered when it was that he had decided to stay here and help
these people.
His pondering came to an end when they reached the Council
chamber. The familiar gold-veined doors stood before them. Gale
helped Autumn off the litter, steadying her with an arm around her
waist. Tilder did the same with Raisa. Then they were admitted into
the chamber where Lerates, Malavia, Tersia, Paenum, Seeli, and the
other three members of the Council of Eight waited for them.
Under their own power, all three of them walked to the curved table,
and lowered themselves into the cushions that waited for them.
“We have brought you here to clarify some things.” Lerates began,
his deep voice echoing in the room.
“After the incident this morning, and the flight of Serrat, we want to
let you know where we stand on a number of things.” Malavia
continued for her mate.
“Go ahead then.” Gale urged them, curious about what they would
say.
A look of uneasiness passed between the lead couple of the
Council of Eight. Lerates turned back to Gale and his companions
then, and went on.
“We have not been entirely honest to you about our need for you.
You see, when we said we’d been able to breed with your kind for
centuries it was only a half-truth. Your males could impregnate our
females, and they would bear children who would take some human
traits. Our males could not get your females with child though.”
Malavia finished that thought for Lerates. “So the human bloodlines
are unchanged. It is us who are gradually changing to accommodate
you.”
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“Why bring a male and a female sacrifice here then?” Autumn
asked.
“Because we continue to hope that one of our males will get a
human female with child as we become more like you. If we cannot,
then we use the human male to inject another dose of humanity into
our race.”
“So you don’t need Serrat.” Raisa remarked.
Seeli grinned. “No, we do not. Should you and Autumn not be able
to get with child from our males, we can use Gale to give our people
another influx of human traits.”
Seeli’s rheumy-eyed mate spoke next in a low, raspy-sounding
voice. His eyes never left Gale when he said his piece. “We still hope
that your females are willing to mate with our kind, and that they are
the last step in our journey to become one people with yours, though
a separate and unique part of it.”
Gale met his gaze as he asked his next question. “What of the
culture and religion that supplies the sacrifices, are they all you said
they were?“
“We have a small hideaway near there that we send a few of our
kind to. We have maintained it for millennia. A few of our kind
occasionally sneak south and advise Serrat’s religious leaders in a
way that would best benefit us, but there is also a group of our kind
that has always lived there, like a separate tribe almost. Beyond their
high priests, no one knows that they are being used.” Paenum
answered; he and his mate formed the second most powerful pair in
the Council of Eight according to Tilder.
“It all works out well for us, and they are not harmed in the
process.” Tersia added.
“What do you want from us then? Do we have a choice in this at
all?” Autumn asked.
“We simply want permission to have our males attempt to get both
of you females with child. You will have your pick from among the
males of our city. None may refuse you, and you may have as many
as you wish. In fact we encourage this.” Lerates answered.
Malavia continued. “If the ones you have picked have not gotten
you with child within two months of being chosen, you will choose
another mate or mates, and try again. After a year, if you are not
pregnant, you may return home.”
“And Gale?” Raisa asked.
“We ask that he would give us as many children as he is willing in a
year’s time, and then he too may go.” Seeli answered, perhaps overeagerly.
“I will stay.” Gale answered immediately, surprising everyone in the
room.
“Gale?” Autumn asked, staring at him in shock.
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Gale shrugged. “I have thought about it and I have decided that I
have nothing waiting for me out there. A cold home is no substitute
for what this place offers, though I feel I may be in want of more of
my own kind in a few months. I would stay with the two of your
anyway, so you would have one more familiar face around to be a
comfort to you when you are lonely.”
“Perhaps we could be persuaded to allow you to return early to your
cities to bring back more of your kind, especially females should they
prove fertile for our males. We will need to see if the two human
females among us are capable of bearing our children first though.”
Lerates replied.
“I will stay then too.” Raisa interjected. “I will pick Tilder as my first
choice.”
Gale smiled at her, and then at Tilder who stood at the back of the
room. Tilder looked as if he was keeping an exuberant shout trapped
inside him. His chest puffed out with pride.
“And you, Autumn?” Malavia asked.
Autumn frowned. “I still have a few days to consider, yes?”
“You do.” Paenum answered.
“We would hope that you would follow the example your
companions set though. Still, you may have your last couple days to
decide.” Tersia added.
“I will let you know then.” Autumn replied. “Tell me. What have you
heard or seen of Serrat?”
Lerates frowned. “He and his rebel allies escaped to the surface.
They drugged our guards there too.”
Malavia’s frown echoed Lerates’ own as she spoke. “Many are
being questioned and punished. We will doubtless have to
restructure our procedures to prevent this from occurring again.”
“Should we expect unrest within the city then?” Gale asked.
“I would suggest not going more than once a day into the city, and
never as a whole group. You would offer too easy a target. Bring the
murthan with you as well, since he proved to be such a fierce figure
defending you.” Seeli replied. “Also, you may wish to avoid the city
for the better part of the next eight days, during which we will be
purging some of the malcontents within our ranks.”
Silence fell on the room after this proclamation. It promised
bloodshed, but that was a caretaker problem. What could humans
say to interfere? Would they even want to?
“Unless you have other questions, that will be it for now.” Lerates
said finally.
“I have none.” Gale replied.
Autumn and Raisa just shook their heads.
“You may go then.” Malavia said, waving them off.
Gale helped Autumn stand, and tried not to smile too widely when
Tilder put a possessive arm around Raisa’s shoulder on the way out.
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He was happy for them. They deserved each other, but part of him
was jealous at the same time, and perhaps sad as well that he never
rekindled his romance with Raisa other than the one night they had
shared.
Autumn saw Gale watching Tilder and Raisa and frowned. She was
in danger of being left alone here. Seeli would come and take Gale,
and Raisa had already found someone, but who wanted her? Maybe
she’d have to start looking long and hard at her hosts.
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 CHOICES 
Gale watched Autumn sit dejectedly on a pile of cushions as she
boredly petted Jake. Jake basked in the attention, tilting his head up
to get the side of his face scratched. Autumn had hardly done
anything since the meeting with the Council of Eight yesterday. She
didn’t eat much either – just enough to keep her strength up.
Raisa had gone for a walk with Tilder earlier, so it was just the two
of them left in the apartment. Gale settled down onto the cushions
beside her, sighing, as he got comfortable. For a moment he
wondered about the beginning to Raisa and Tilder’s enthusiastic
courtship, but then he put it out of his mind. Autumn’s depressed
state was more important to him than Raisa’s romantic encounters
with the caretaker male.
“Talk.” He commanded.
Autumn frowned, and fiddled with one of Jakes pointy ears.
“Really. Say what’s on your mind.”
She shook her head. “I don’t want to sound jealous and pushy, so
I’ll just keep it to myself.”
“Well now I’m actually interested in what you were going to say, so
you’d better tell me now or I won’t care later.” Gale said, grinning at
the dirty look he earned.
“I just… Serrat wasn’t what I needed, that much is sure, but now I’m
kind of the odd ‘man’ out.”
“How so?”
“Raisa has Tilder, or you if she wants. You have Seeli. Who do I
have? Even on the trip up here I wasn’t the one you turned to most.
Raisa knew the land, and I was still just the poor foreign girl.”
“Now you’re just feeling sorry for yourself. You and I spent a couple
weeks together. It was just you, Jake, and I there. We got along just
fine.”
“Nothing ever happened though. We were not romantically
involved.”
“Should we have been? You were a lonely amnesiac recovering
from frostbite. It didn’t seem to be the time or place.”
“I don’t know, maybe you’re right. I just know that the only affection
I’ve really experienced in months is from Serrat, and now I’ll have to
lay with half a city of inhuman beasts until I’m fat with child.”
“It’s not that bad. You only need to take one mate at a time, and
only if you agree to it.”
“That doesn’t make it any better. I mean, I know it’s not the whole
city, and calling them beasts wasn’t fair to them. They’re more
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human than beast I think, and they’re somewhat of a handsome
race. There are worse alternatives I’m sure. It’s just not what I
expected out of life.”
“What did you expect?” He asked.
She shifted uncomfortably, wincing as her hip protested against her
movements. “Not this.”
“I’m not what you want. Believe me.”
“No, you’re probably not, but you’re comforting and I feel very alone
right now. How I wish we’d never left your home. We could have
stayed there forever, just the two of us and Jake.”
“I have a feeling that something would have forced us out
eventually. Serrat’s men would have found us, or you’d have
recovered your memory and you would have wanted to head north
just like we did. At best you’d just have been delaying the inevitable.”
“Maybe.” She admitted.
Gale looked doubtful. “How long could you have been happy there
anyway? You were already getting stir-crazy, and it had only been a
week or so.”
“I don’t know. I just know I miss it… the closeness we had. There
wasn’t anyone but the two of us.”
“And Jake.” Gale reminded her.
“Yes, always Jake, though he can’t talk despite his attempts to.”
She smiled.
“He does make a lot of noise.”
As if he knew they were talking about him, Jake made a grumbling
noise and rolled over onto his back. Autumn draped one arm across
his belly, and sighed.
“I think I know why you lived alone like that, though I would have
taken a mate were I you. It would have been just two of you with the
quiet peace and your self-sufficiency. It’s so stark and plain, yet it
feels right. You live by your own wits and two hands. It’s how nature
intended it.”
“Yeah. That and I didn’t have anywhere else to go, or a trade to
employ in another area. What good would I be in a city? I could
probably find some meaningless labor to do, but it would never pay
much. I’m best off surviving where my skills come in handy.”
“That’s why it surprises me that you chose to stay. Of all of us I
figured you would be least likely to want to be here on a long-term
basis.”
“I don’t have to give everything up, and I feel that my time here will
be well spent. I’ll make something of myself and help these people
learn how to live topside.”
“That’s better than me. I can’t care for myself in a city like this or out
in the wild like you did either. I’m only good for laying on my back.”
She said in disgust.
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He shook his head slightly. “That’s hardly true, but to these people
you’re a potential key to the surface world. They could care less if
you can sing, paint, dance, hunt, write manuscripts… none of that
matters to them. They have people to do the jobs they need doing.
They required little of you, though it is a very important task.”
“I still don’t know that I want to give birth to the generation that will
allow these people to push onto the surface. It will be our fault that
they’re loose.”
“I think they were intended to be loose in the grand scheme of
things, or they’d have died out when our kind sent them fleeing
underground centuries ago. They wouldn’t exist if they weren’t meant
to be. Aberrations die in nature, yet these people have been around
as long as humans perhaps, if not longer.”
“That’s a bit more optimistic than I’m being. I wish I had your faith.
Something just doesn’t feel right.”
“I can’t help you with that. You just need to trust yourself, and them.
They’re not an evil people. They just want to go home and rebuild.
They’ve suffered long and hard down here I’m certain.”
“I don’t want to talk about them anymore. Can’t we just sit here
quietly and pretend we’re back in your home?” Autumn asked.
Gale slipped an arm around her shoulders and nodded. “That’s fine
by me.”
They sat quietly, both playing with Jake, who flopped around as
they rubbed his belly, only to give a disappointed bark when they
stopped.
Raisa found them huddled together sleeping beside the murthan
when she returned later. She draped a blanket over the two of them,
and retreated to her sleeping chamber.


Autumn spent most of the last two days she had left before she had
to make her decision with Gale. Raisa and Tilder were often out and
about, and Seeli had been leaving Gale alone, so he kept Autumn
company as she decided. Had it not been for the change in scenery
and the occasional intrusion of servants delivering food, it would
have felt just like the short period of time they had spent together in
his home some few weeks prior.
They fell back into a comfortable rhythm around each other, helping
each other wordlessly as they went about their daily chores. Simply
for something to do, they had requested that the housekeeping crew
stayed out of their room, so they could clean up after themselves.
Gale had never had anyone do that sort of thing for him anyway, so
he was more comfortable picking up after himself.
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When they weren’t cleaning, they were talking, eating, or just
enjoying one another’s company, and because Tilder had taken to
sleeping over at night with Raisa, they even shared a room. Nothing
had really happened yet, nor would it necessarily. Still, he had woken
up each morning to find her lying beside him. She had said nothing
of it, so he followed her example and kept quiet.
As it was, they were eating when Seeli arrived. It was the day of
Autumn’s decision, and worry weighed heavily on her. Seeli walked
in with a swagger that belied the grace she possessed, and looked at
the two of them where they sat eating their morning meal.
“Am I interrupting?” She asked, staring at Autumn.
“No.” Gale responded, brushing his hand across his mouth to
dislodge any errant crumbs that might have found their way into his
beard.
“I see.” Seeli replied. “Well then. Gale, it seems that I have some
free time today, and I would like to spend it with you.”
“You’ve been busy lately I take it?” He asked.
“Probably because of the incident.” Autumn remarked.
Seeli nodded. “We’ve been deliberating about a number of things:
the rebels, Serrat, and potential mates for you, Autumn.”
“It sounds like you’re keeping busy then.”
“Yes.” She replied. “Do you have some time for me then, Gale?”
Gale glanced at Autumn.
“Go for it. I need some time along to think about my answer to the
Council’s request anyway.” Autumn said, shrugging.
Seeli frowned deeply. She did not like Gale asking this other
woman for permission to leave, but she held her tongue for now.
“I’ll go for awhile then.” Gale said at last.
Seeli smiled. “Good then. Shall we?”
Gale stood, and turned to the murthan where he lay in the corner of
the room. “Jake, want to come?”
Jake made a grumpy noise and rolled over.
“Doesn’t look like he wants to go. I’ll keep him company.” Autumn
offered.
“I’ll be back in an hour or so then, alright?” Gale asked.
She nodded. “Sure. Have fun. Don’t rush on my account either.”
Seeli grabbed Gale’s arm them and hauled him toward the door. It
wasn’t until they were a minute or two down the halls beyond his
room that Gale realized she was angry, and came to a halt to talk to
her.
“What’s wrong?” He asked, glancing at the eight unfamiliar faces
guarding them.
“Are you with her now, too?” Seeli demanded, accusation ringing in
her words.
Gale smirked. “No. I am not.”
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“Then why do you ask her for permission to leave her alone? Why
not just come with me. Explain this to me.”
“Her hip is still pretty sore, and she needs help getting around
sometimes, though she’s pretty functional today. I think she might
have bruised her hipbone. That can take some time to heal.”
“So you’re only her caretaker?”
“No, we’re close friends too. She’s like a sister to me, or more
perhaps. I’m not really sure.”
“You do realize how angry Lerates will be if you get her with child,
don’t you? You already might have done so with Raisa. If you
impregnate both of the only two human women we have access to,
you will be held accountable.” She said angrily.
“Hold on here. Raisa and I plan on staying as long as you let us, or
until we’re not happy here anymore. Autumn may follow suit, so even
on the off chance either or possibly both of them get pregnant by me
before your men have a chance to paw at them, that’s not really a
problem. It’s not like they can’t simply wait for another chance after
they’d given birth or something.” Gale replied, hoping to clarify
things.
Seeli grunted, and started down the hall once again.
Gale hurried to catch up, and continued. “Look, Raisa probably isn’t
pregnant, or if she is, it could be Tilder’s. I was only with her that one
time, but he could have had her a dozen times or more by now if
she’s allowed it. What happens between them is their business
though. I have never touched Autumn either, except in friendship or
to care for her. We are not intimate, though we are close.”
“So you’ve had one woman, and you’re ‘close’ to another, yet you
continue to push me away. You know I desire you. Why will you not
give in to what I want?” Seeli asked - all candor and no secrets now.
“You’ve come on too strong. I’ve told you this before. I lived alone.
What do I know of women really, especially those of your kind?
You’re badgering me with your desire for me, and it’s sort of
frightening.”
Seeli gave him and angry glare, which slowly faded as she burst
out laughing.
“What did I say?” Gale asked, confused.
“You’re frightened of my advances?”
“Well, frightened might be the wrong word. You’re just coming
across as pushy instead of alluring. I don’t know what kind of feelings
you expect me to have for you.”
“Lust mostly.”
“That’s reassuring. I’m not one of your breeding males in your
breeding pits you know.”
She waved her hand dismissively. “I’m well aware of this, but that
doesn’t mean I’m not very interested in you.”
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“Maybe I’m not interested in sating your curiosities and then being
tossed aside when my novelty fades.”
“Then keep things interesting.”
“How?” He asked, but then he caught himself. “On second though,
don’t answer that.”
She grinned deviously, a fitting expression for her angular face.
“Where are we going anyway?” Gale asked as he looked around
the corridors they traveled.
“A private apartment I have had laid aside for the two of us.” She
answered.
Gale stopped walking. “That’s not where I thought we were going.
Why didn’t you tell me?”
“You’re not going to be able to have either of them. To live among
us they will need to surrender their wombs to us. You must realize by
now that if they can breed successfully with our males, that they will
be bearing children for as long as they can be persuaded to live with
us.”
His face wrinkled in distaste.
“Do you thrive on self-delusion and naiveté? You must have known
all of this. If you cannot be with them, why not be with me? Am I not
up to your exacting standards?”
“No, you are rather beautiful in your own way. It’s not a human
beauty, but I imagine for your kind you were and are much sought
after.”
“So how many women crawled into your bed each night as you
lived in the wild on your own? It must have been a lot if you turn
down an interested woman now.”
Gale’s face colored, though not entirely from embarrassment – he
was beginning to get angry with her, and she knew it.
“My lack of experience doesn’t mean that I will simply throw myself
at you.”
“And your resistance was desirable, even interesting at first, but
now I grow impatient and angry. There is no other in your life.” She
insisted, stepping over to him, gathering the folds of his shirt in her
fist.
“Are you hoping for a fight now?” He asked, pulse quickening as he
watched her eyes narrow as she regarded him.
“No. I’m expecting one.” She shoved him back.
He winced as his shoulder blades struck the hard wall of the
passageway. He stepped away from the wall. “I’m not really
someone who enjoys this sort of thing.”
“Are all human males so weak and passive?” Seeli sniffed
disappointedly and poked at his chest.
Gale slapped her hands away from him angrily, and smoothed his
shirt where she had grabbed him. “That’s quite enough. I’m going
back now.”
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She pushed him again, square in the chest. He had not expected it
or planted his feet for it, so his back slapped against the wall of the
passage again. His eyes drifted to the amused faces of Seeli’s octet
some ten to twelve paces away on either side of them, and he felt his
face color again.
“I said that’s enough.” He said forcefully, stepping away from the
wall and bracing against another shove that he expected would
come.
She shrugged, ignoring his words as she pushed at him again. He
caught her wrist and held it tight, so she brought the open palm of
her second hand across his face, striking his cheek hard enough to
twist his neck sharply.
He gritted his teeth and released her hand, pushing her away with
his forearm. She slid away from him, shifting her feet to keep her
balance. Then he started back the way they had come.
“That’s it?” She called after him, following three or four paces
behind him.
“I think that’s quite enough.” He said dryly.
She moved up abreast of him, waving her four lead guards to the
rear with the other half of the octet. Gale glanced over at her,
frowning at her intent look.
“I was just trying to get some sort of response out of you. Some
males respond to aggression and friction like that. It creates heat.
I’ve sensed before that you might like this, but it appears I was
wrong.”
“Well it just made me angry.” He snapped back at her.
“How about another approach then?” Seeli asked.
“I’m afraid to ask, or let you near me.”
She caught his wrist, pressed herself against him, and then touched
her lips gently to his. He responded immediately, enjoying the
warmth of her lips.
“Better?” She asked huskily, green eyes sparkling in front of him.
“Yeah.”
Gale pulled her to him this time. The silky short hairs of her face
tickled his chin and lips when he kissed her, and he smiled as he
realized that she was a few inches taller than him. It was different.
Autumn and Raisa were both shorter than him, so it was odd holding
and kissing a woman taller than him.
She laid her head on his shoulder, hugging him tight and playing
docile. “So are you mine now, then?”
“When Autumn decides to stay, and I know she will, then I will be
with you. Help her find a mate, and we can be together sooner.” Gale
said.
“It will be difficult waiting.” She said with a disappointed sniff.
“I’m sorry.”
“I hope it’s worth it.”
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He gave her a half-angry look, unsure if she was joking or not. But
then she cracked a wide smile. “You’re terrible.” He laughed.
“And you’re too resistant. At least you’re finally giving in. I was
beginning to doubt my own charm.”
“Things will happen soon enough.” He promised.
“Good.” She said, releasing him and taking his arm.
They said little else as she led him back to his apartment. Once
more before he went back inside he held her close. Autumn was
gone when he looked for her inside, and Jake had gone with her.


“You have decided?” Lerates asked, his voice betraying his
anxiousness.
Autumn nodded. “I have.”
Lerates shifted on his sitting mat. “We should really wait to convene
the entire Council of Eight to hear your statement.”
She shook her head. “Don’t bother. I will stay. Making me return to
speak or waiting for the entire Council of Eight to arrive just wastes
everyone’s time.”
“You’re staying then? Excellent.” Lerates said excitedly, grinning.
“We couldn’t have hoped for any better.”
When Autumn simply nodded unenthusiastically, Lerates began to
think something was wrong. The murthan beside her grumbled
uneasily. A murthan often reflects the moods of those closest to him,
and this one seemed to have taken to Autumn’s melancholy.
“What is wrong? Have you been mistreated?”
“No. Not in the least. I have been cared for and pampered.”
“But there is something wrong. I can see that much. Perhaps you
would be better off speaking to Malavia? She may understand what
ails you better than I.”
“I just don’t have much reason to live anymore. I found out my
whole life was a lie, and that the purpose I was sent on this great
mission for was nothing but a farce. Throughout these last weeks I
have only had one constant in my life.”
“Gale.” Lerates remarked.
He had seen how looks went from the two females toward Gale
whenever they were all together. Rarely had either of them paid
attention to the rebel Serrat. Perhaps that was why he had joined
with the dissatisfied within the culture he disdained, and fled.
“Yes, Gale. He’s so perfect that I can’t stand him sometimes. He’s
quiet and lives simply, gentle, fiercely protective, providing… Yet he
never once saw me as a woman.”
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“I will not pretend to understand your human mating rituals, but I
can understand a woman wanting a man who defends her. That is a
very powerful draw to him I am certain.”
“It’s not even mating so much as everything. I seek his approval
and more. He’s rescued me a couple times now, and I’ve never truly
made it up to him. Sure, I helped save him once, but he’d never have
been wounded were it not for me. And now he has Seeli or he could
have had Raisa if he had really wanted her. The only thing I could
give him, myself, was nothing he wanted. I feel so useless.”
“There are many among my people who would gladly be with you.
I’m sure you are a strong woman to have endured on the surface as
you journeyed to get here.”
“I don’t even want a caretaker though; I just don’t have anywhere
else to go, so that is what I am left with.”
He arched an eyebrow. “Caretaker?”
“Yeah, one of your kind – a caretaker.”
“Is that what you call us? Because we maintain the tower, right?”
She nodded. “We’ve never asked what you call yourselves. We just
always assumed it was what we called you.”
“Ursians.” He rolled his tongue with the syllables, stretching the
word out.
“I see. I’ll stick to caretakers. It’s easier to remember.”
“I will tell the others your decision. We will be assigning permanent
quarters soon. Each of the three of you will have an apartment to
yourself, and whatever mate you choose of course.”
“I will tell Gale and the others.”
“And do try to find a mate soon. We need to see if you are
compatible with our kind as soon as possible. I would even volunteer
myself if you can find no other.”
“What about Malavia?”
“It is our duty as Ursians to propagate with humans. It is a
necessary step to reclaiming our lands on the surface. Malavia would
be honored if I was able to get you with child.”
“I see. Well I’ll keep you in mind.”
Lerates nodded. “If you ever wish to speak again, don’t hesitate to
come, even if it’s not official business. I’m sure Malavia would spare
time to spend an afternoon with you as well if you’re ever lonely.”
“Thank you. You’ve been kind. I won’t hesitate to come back, but
right now I think Jake would like to go take a swim like I promised
him.”
Lerates stood and saw her to the door. As she walked away with
the murthan beside her all he could think of was the possibilities for
him and his people. This time, his people would regain the surface. It
had to work, or they’d have to wait four centuries for another chance.
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 OFFSPRING 
Gale hadn’t been surprised by Autumn’s explanation of her meeting
with Lerates, though it had lightened his heart to hear her decision.
He had expected her to stay. What else was there for her really?
What kind of life could she make on her own? Her life was here
despite her doubts about what kind of life it would be.
With her acceptance of her new life, she began to grow happier.
Even when they were each given their own small apartment, Autumn
did fine on her own. Gale made time to see her, as did Jake, who
had decided to spend the better part of his time with her. Raisa lived
with Tilder, and while Gale didn’t live with Seeli, she ended up
sleeping there more often than not. Her mate’s health had been
fading steadily in the couple months and it was hard for her to watch
him fade away.
Autumn had not yet taken a mate to live with, but she had
surrendered herself to a couple brief dalliances with what were
determined to be worthy specimens of the opposite gender that the
Council of Eight had chosen. They had chosen these males for her
when she relinquished her option to choose. She claimed she’d
never be able to choose and so she deferred to their wisdom. And
while she complied with their wishes and did her part, she took no
pleasure or comfort in what they requested of her.
The first two months of their new life with the caretakers had
passed without event, and Gale was finding himself finally able to
begin to relax in earnest. Raisa was not pregnant with his child, or
Tilder’s for that matter. Still, Gale hadn’t known how they might
respond if Raisa had been carrying his child.
Three months to the day after he had first lain with Seeli, she broke
the news to him that she was carrying his child. Apparently it often
took months, or years of trying to breed in their case, which
explained why they tried so often. If they didn’t, they wouldn’t keep
their population up.
According to what Gale could find out, their culture went through
cycles where they drastically increased in numbers. These cycles
peaked around the periods of time when they were testing the latest
batch of humans that arrived from far to the south. Then, in the third
and fourth centuries between tests, their numbers declined to the
point where some of the towers in the city cavern might even be left
completely empty. It helped them weed out the old blood, and give in
to the new, more human bloodlines they’d made through use of the
human males sent to them.
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Two weeks after that, Lerates got Autumn with child. The entire
Council of Eight held a great celebration, and news spread into the
city. Centuries of hope became reality.
All that remained was for her to carry the child to term. This news
put pressure on Raisa and Tilder to produce a child of their own.
There was talk between the members of the Council of Eight of
making Raisa take a second mate in addition to Tilder, but she would
have none of it.
Though he was going to be a father in just over half a year – Ursian
pregnancies lasted only seven months or so – Gale began to get
restless. He had spent too long cooped up underground, and began
to yearn to see the night sky again, to feel the fresh air bite at his
flesh through layers of clothes, and to hunt with Jake. He tried to
hide these desires from Seeli, but she could see the wistfulness in
his gaze as he looked out on the city during sleepless nights.
“Why don’t you go above ground?” Seeli suggested once. “Even if
it’s just for a few days, I think it would do you good. Take Jake and
go hunting. I’ll send an octet with you.”
“I don’t know.” He protested, though his words were mere formality.
The mere suggestion had planted in him an irreversible desire in him
to go wandering above ground.
“We need to start getting our people used to being above ground.
What better way than a few at a time with you, who knows his way
around? You look like you’re feeling caged down here. Go. It will be
good for you.” Seeli commanded.
“It would be good to get away for a time.”
“Then it’s decided. I’ll get you a couple octets if you want. As many
as you can handle.”
“Are you sure it’s alright? You won’t need me?”
She laughed mirthfully, as if his suggestion that he might be needed
was entirely groundless. “No, I’ll be quite alright.”
“I’ll leave in a couple days then. I want to get everything ready first.”
And he had planned to leave in a couple days, but things kept
happening to delay his leaving. Just when he thought he could get
away, something would require his attention. When he finally did set
out some two weeks later than he had originally intended, he took
three octets with him. Half the reason he thought they were going
with him was to make sure he returned instead of fleeing south.
Being who he was, he would return even if he went out alone with
Jake, but Seeli was possessive if nothing else. He bent to her wish
and took the three octets with him willingly.
That first breath of fresh air and that first blast of cool breeze
blowing down off the distant glaciers, now more than twenty miles
away from the tower in all directions, made it all worth the wait. He
couldn’t help but wonder how bad things had gotten to the south if
ice had melted for ten more miles in each direction since he had last
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been on the surface. After all, the melt had likely been redeposited
as snow and more ice beyond the frozen ocean. His home was
probably buried now. The trading post might have even been
abandoned, its people scattered and sent further south.
Gale took his time examining the changes beginning to show
around the tower. Already there were great patches of weeds and
even a few small shrubs forming. More than once he had to stop
Jake from chewing the bushes off to a nub. A number of the ponds
from before had dried up, leaving beds of rock covered with lichen
and mosses. What few pools of water remained were fed by
underground springs and had grown to the size of small lakes.
The Ursians, or caretakers as he still thought of them, were slow
and suspicious of the ground beneath them the first couple days. It
was as if they expected it to shift and bury them alive, or perhaps
hold some danger in hiding that it would release when they neared.
They were a graceful people though, and they began to pick up the
pace, and walk with a little more confidence in the second day. Even
if their comfort with walking on the ground grew, they couldn’t get
used to the open sky and the deep grey churning clouds that stood
off in the distance, towering up into the heavens. They regarded the
sky with suspicion, and often grew alarmed when noises from the
distant storms carried over to them.
It took them the better part of a day to find a route up to the top of
the glacier wall, which wasn’t quite as tall as it had been when its
edge had been ten miles closer to the tower, since it thinned as it
grew more distant from the center of the island. They scaled it
without injury and set out across the forbidding sheet of ice. They
traveled for three days, seeing little other than ice and an occasional
pack of murthan who had since dispersed from their gathering at the
tower, though he did not know when they had gone their own ways.
The Ursians suffered in the cold despite their furs. Even Gale found
himself chilled to the bone when he woke every morning. Months
below ground had acclimated him to a temperate paradise that didn’t
exist above ground even in the milder ring of cleared ground around
the tower.
They had been gone for a week when Gale spotted a dark shape
slithering along the horizon. When they moved closer to it to see
what it was, it made his blood run as cold as the crisp air around him.
What he saw was a column of men that stretched to the horizon,
thousands strong perhaps.
He knew then that Serrat had returned, and he hadn’t returned
alone.
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After spotting the approaching army, Gale turned his small force of
twenty-four around and started back. They used every iota of reserve
energy they had to push on without rest. If Serrat’s force were to cut
them off from the tower, the Caretakers would have no warning of
the attack. There could be no doubt that the approaching army was
coming to attack. The tower was simply too far out of the way to
randomly stumble across it, not to mention the weeks of travel
across difficult and often deadly terrain.
How many men lay dead along the trail? Gale frowned at that
thought. In idle moments, imaginings of frozen corpses hidden below
snowdrifts kept coming back to him unbidden. The shivering soldiers
beside him could sense his apprehension, and that gave free reign to
their own fears. Gale noticed the effect he was having on them and
called a halt. Their small squad huddled together behind a crest of
ice that rose high enough to block the wind for them.
“I don’t know how many of them there are, but they’re more than we
can handle. Agreed?” Gale asked, looking at the faces around him.
There were a lot of nervous laughs and apprehensive expressions.
Gale fumbled for words for a moment, then began shakily, “Their
goal is pretty clear. I’m sure it’s Serrat, the one of who escaped
months back. He’s come back to kill your people, or at least stop
them from returning to the surface. I know how long your people
have waited for your return, and I don’t think he has a right to stop
you, even if he has the strength of arms to do so.”
“Therefore, it’s imperative that we reach the tower first to warn the
Council of Eight. Even then it may not make a difference, but I have
seen the approach to the city. Serrat’s army won’t buy its way into
your city without a lot of lives lost. But that’s only if we can give them
warning. If we give them warning, they can set up to defend the
tower, then the bridge, and finally the corridors of the city if they have
to. Their dead will be piled high, and your kind may prevail.”
“I have a hard choice now.” Gale admitted. “I’m hesitant to weaken
my force by splitting it, but I can’t guarantee that we won’t be spotted
or killed if we move in one mass. None of you have that much
experience out here, only a week or so, but that may be enough to
get you back alive. Think of the approaching army – they’re from the
warm climates of the far south. They’re even less prepared for this
than you, and they’ve just walked for weeks through the frozen north.
They’re weary, frozen, bone-tired, and maybe even malnourished.”
“We’re going to split into three groups. I’ll take the fastest men with
me, and my murthan. The other two groups will split and make the
best possible speed toward the tower. Remember that the way down
from the glaciers will be different from before. Do not try to climb
down at night, and make sure you camp well away from the ledge if
you can’t make it down.”
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“Don’t stand and fight. Just flee if they get close or hide if you can.
You will die if you confront them.” Gale rasped, lungs sore from
talking so much in the burning cold.
Around him faces showed anger at the suggestion that they run
from the enemy.
Gale shook his head. These warriors showed more devotion to duty
than survival, and it was going to get them killed if they were not
careful. “Fleeing now isn’t cowardice. I promise you that there will be
all the fighting and death that you could hope for later. They will
come at you in waves and crawl over their dead and yours until there
is no one left to fight. Don’t mistake running to warn your comrades
as dishonorable. You will save your people if you can warn them
before Serrat’s army arrives.” Gale said, catching the eye of each of
his group.
“What if we don’t beat them back?” One of them asked, voicing a
fear on all of their minds.
Gale thought for a moment. “I’m going to send my murthan out to
gather as many of his kind as he can find. If you don’t beat the
enemy army to the tower, try to find the murthan. They will defend
the tower.”
At least he hoped they would, and the soldiers seemed to accept
his theory as truth. They split up then, two groups of eight, and his
group of nine – ten if you counted Jake. They briefly wished each
other luck and then the three groups took off across the windswept
fields of ice.
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 CRUSADE 
Splitting

up turned out to be a wise thing to do. Serrat’s scouts
spotted one octet midway through the second day of their retreat. By
evening they had sent a squad forward, and engaged them. Caught
in the open, it was impossible to hide. In an incredible show of selfsacrifice, they hid one of their number in a shallow rent in the ice,
covering him with snow. Then the remaining seven led the enemy
squad away from the one they had chosen to survive them.
Sixty dark-skinned warriors with great scimitars and desert bows fell
upon them as the light faded. The seven of them fought back
fiercely, killing more than twice their number before finally being laid
to rest. Had the cold not made the bowstrings of the desert bowmen
brittle, perhaps Serrat’s force would have escaped without casualty.
They would not make that mistake again though. The one Ursian,
who had hidden in the snow, escaped under cover of night and
continued toward the tower while the army behind him set up camp.
Gale’s force fared better, but not much. One of his men broke his
leg when a thin patch of ice over a crevice had given way. Before he
could stop him, the man killed himself so as to not hold up the group.
Numbering only eight and a murthan now, they pressed on.
The third group had swung east to avoid any contact with Serrat’s
army, and had even gathered a few murthan to their cause. They
hadn’t tried to gather the murthan, the beasts just seemed to sense
the urgency in their cause, and had followed them ever since they
had come across each other.
Four days after they had turned back toward the tower, Gale sent
Jake away, impressing as best he could onto the beast that it should
gather all of its kind it could and return to the tower. He wasn’t sure
how well his words and thoughts were received, but the way Jake
had calmly listened to everything he had to say gave him hope. He
had scarcely finished speaking before the great beast stood and
trotted off away from the group. Gale wasn’t sure why Jake had
picked that direction, but surely the murthan knew what it was doing.
He hoped so at least.
Serrat, having heard of the attack on the errant group of caretakers
above ground, expected more to be about. He couldn’t have any of
them escaping now, or they might ruin his surprise. He sent out four
patrols of one hundred men each. They ranged ahead and to the
sides of the main body of troops to check for other scattered
caretakers and murthan. He hadn’t forgotten the wholesale slaughter
of his original troupe of men that had accompanied him north when
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he still believed in the cause of the sacrifices. They had died the
hands, under the claws really, of the murthan, and he had spared no
effort to kill any of the beasts they had come across these last few
weeks, few as they were.
One of these patrols caught up to Gale’s party on the seventh day
as they searched for a path down to the ground below the glacial
wall. Eight sets of eyes watched in fear as a hundred war-ready
soldiers approached.
“I thought we had outran them.” Gale said in dismay.
He cursed himself for not rappelling down the wall earlier. They had
looked for most of the day for an easier path down because most of
them had no experience climbing down. In fact, other than climbing
the relatively easy slope they had scaled to get on top of the glacier,
none of them had ever done any real climbing. Now, a hundred
enemies gave them all the impetus they’d ever need to start down
the cliff.
“If we can reach a safe level below, under an overhang so they
can’t throw anything at us or shoot us with arrows, we might make it
yet. We can’t afford to be caught on the cliff late at night though, or
we’ll all fall to our deaths when the wall of ice turns to steam. The
tower melts sections of the ice every night.” Gale told them, unrolling
a coil of rope that he hoped wasn’t too frozen to hold their weight as
they descended.
They drew lots then to see what order they would descend in. Gale
was next to last, which was when he insisted on taking his turn,
despite their suggestions that he was under their protection and
therefore considered more valuable. He nailed one end of the rope to
the ice, and tied the other end around the waist of the first Ursian.
Seven of them carefully lowered the female soldier by use of two
ropes – the second a backup in case the first snapped.
When she was safely on the ledge some five minutes later, she
untied herself and tugged on the ropes to let them know to raise
them up. The second and third soldier, both male, went down in
much the same way. Then they had to put the remaining men on one
rope as they lowered the fourth soldier. When only three remained,
Gale among them, they had to strain to set the fifth soldier down
gently.
The enemy was getting close now, and would be within bowshot
soon. Despite their growing weariness, they knew they had to keep
working. Minutes meant lives now, and even if they all managed to
get down to the ledge some hundred feet below, they still had to
climb down the last half of the wall.
For the sixth man, Gale used two ropes again. One was secured
firmly into the ice with a spike, and the second was tied in a sliding
loop around the soldier’s waist. The five that waited below held the
other end of the rope looped around the soldier’s waist. Slowly, he
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was able to lower himself by walking hand-over-hand down the
second rope.
Gale went next, and he didn’t hesitate at all. He could see the glint
of not so distant steel weapons readying for the slaughter. It wasn’t
comfortable as he went down; the rope around his waist cinched
painfully a couple times. He was halfway down when he started to
see arrows pass overhead, arcing down onto the bare rocks below.
Thirty feet from the bottom, the second rope went slack, and Gale’s
body tilted back dangerously. He swung around until he was
dangling almost upside down. The second rope, which had held him
upright, was no longer secure. As he spun around, the sliding loop
around his waist loosened.
There was a sickening twist in his guts as the rope finally released
him. Ice rushed up to meet him. The grey of the clouds above and
the bluish white of ice freshly seared the night before twirled in his
vision as he fell for what felt like an eternity. One brave soldier tried
to catch him, but only managed to slow down his fall as he and
another soldier became tangled and then crushed beneath Gale.
They painfully disengaged their limbs and stood shakily, with the
others helping the three up. Somehow there were no broken bones.
Gale was sure he’d sprained something, and his body was already
bruising. Even as he stood his vision was spotted and dark. There
just wasn’t any time to wait until his mind cleared from its dazed state
before they moved on.
As they started to hop down to the next platform, debris began to
rain down around them. At first it was just loose chunks of ice, and
an occasional rock, but then they threw the supplies that they’d
abandoned down at them too. The ledge above them proved to be
an adequate protection, letting none of the debris hit them. Even the
arrows they fired ricocheted off the ledge and bounced ineffectually
out into the bare land beyond the glacier.
Gale asked for a volunteer to stay behind then, and fight whoever
tried to come down the cliff after them. One of the two he’d fallen on,
whose knee was sprained, offered to stay behind. The others
accepted this readily, bid him good luck, and moved on.
The patrol above started to descend with ropes of their own before
Gale and the five soldiers with him were to the ground yet. Three
times bodies fell past them, sometimes even in pairs, to crash on the
ground below. After that, there were more sounds of struggling.
The first man in Gale’s group reached to the ground finally, ducking
out from under arrow cover to help the others down after him. Gale
was the last one onto the ground, though in truth it was knee-deep
water and not ground. He had taken only two steps when the Ursian,
who had volunteered to stay and slow the enemies’ progress down
the ledges, fell dead into the water in front of them.
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There was no time left for caution. They began their flight toward
the tower, a thin black needle some twenty miles distant – a
seemingly impossible distance to any as tired as they were. When
they ran clear of the frigid pool that lay at the bottom of the cliff,
arrows started raining down on them. One of the soldiers beside him,
the female who had gone down the cliff first, was hit in the shoulder
with an arrow; she cried out in pain and stumbled. Gale and another
Ursian dragged her back toward the cliff. The entire group fell back
to the safety of the cliff wall. Once they were close enough to the
cliff, arrows could no longer hit them, but some were still fired down
occasionally.
“They’re trying to keep us pinned against the cliff wall so we can’t
reach the tower.” Gale shouted to his companions, who nodded in
agreement.
They barely had time to remove the arrow from the female soldier’s
shoulder before the humans that had already begun descending
were upon them. Here were the men who had killed the Ursian Gale
and his group had left behind to buy them enough time to get to the
bottom of the cliff, and each of the Ursians knew it. Their blood was
hot for vengeance and their voices descended into deep, animalistic
cries of rage as they engaged the dark men who dropped down on
them from above.
Most of the men had little or no chance to even defend themselves
before the Ursians cut them down. Some would lash out with their
swords as they dropped, or they would jump off to the side in hopes
of having more room to gain their footing before they were attacked,
or some would even jump down in pairs or trios. These things did
them little good. Eight of their number lay dead before they managed
to wound one of Gale’s group. Gale tried to keep tally of the dead,
figuring that at least a dozen were dead now - fifteen at most. That
left eighty-five, against six, with two of those six wounded.
They had a brief reprieve as they waited for another group to rappel
down from above. It took them two or three times longer to climb
down all the ledges and reach the bottom than it did for Gale and his
companions to kill them. That gave them time to doctor their wounds
and wrap the deep cut across the chest of the wounded Ursian.
“We can’t get too far out from the cliff or they’ll hit us with arrows.
We wouldn’t make it a hundred yards from the cliff. We’ll have to wait
them out here. They can’t keep throwing away lives down here.”
“They won’t have to. My legs are so cold I can barely move.” One of
the Ursians remarked.
Gale nodded. “Mine too, but it’s cold feet, or an arrow in the back.
You pick.”
“What if we edge around the cliff, and push out toward the tower
half a mile or so down the rim?” One female asked, surprising Gale,
for he had not thought of this.
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“We might try that. Heads up though, another bunch is coming. If
we can hold these off, that might give them a reason to try something
new. We’ll make a break for it then.”
As they battled the next group, the Ursian that had been
complaining about his feet being cold moved one step too slow, and
got a sword through his guts for his efforts. Gale killed the man who
had run his companion through immediately afterward, but that
wasn’t going to put the Ursian’s guts back in his body. The Ursian
was dead and floating face down in the frigid water before they
finished off this latest batch of attackers, then they were only five.
Blood and gore stained the water where the mud and dirt being
stirred up by feet stomping through it had not.
They were trying to gather the courage to make a move down the
glacial wall away from their pursuers overhead, when a human body
came tumbling from above. They paused, and waited for something
else to happen. Then two more men, screaming this time, hurtled
down to crash and die on the jagged rocks. Sounds of battle rose
from above and over the next few minutes more men – some dead,
some not – came tumbling down.
Three terrified human warriors came down the ledge and scrambled
into the pool, but they were so scared and begging for mercy so
earnestly, that Gale ordered his men not to kill them on the spot.
“What goes on above?”
“The beasts! They come in packs…” One stammered, looking
skyward as if he was being followed.
Gale looked up himself, catching at glimpse of a great white furred
beast. He grinned. “The murthan, they have fallen up on our
enemies.”
As if to punctuate his statement, another pair of bodies slammed
into the ground around them. The Ursians around him gave out a
tired cheer.
“Tie these three up. We’ll take them with us as prisoners. They
might know something that could be valuable to us.” Gale ordered.
He wasn’t looking forward to having to watch prisoners, but he didn’t
relish the idea of butchering three men who had surrendered either.
There might have been members of either of the other two octets
that had split off from their group fighting alongside the murthan.
Gale wasn’t going to take a chance and find out. He couldn’t risk that
they would be defeated before they relayed their warning to the
underground city, so the five of them and their three prisoners
pushed on toward the tower.
It was past nightfall when they arrived, and the tower had begun
emitting it’s waves of glacier-melting light. The prisoners were both
terrified and awed by the tower as well as by their inhuman captors.
More than once Gale caught them casting looks of accusation at
him, as if asking why he should aide these people instead of his own
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kind. He ignored their looks and entered the tower. Minutes later, he
was in the city below.
Seeli and her guards met him halfway across the bridge. They
hadn’t made it much further when Lerates, having heard the news
that Gale was back with human prisoners, appeared in a regal
costume with at least four octets of soldiers surrounding and flanking
him.


Gale was rushed under heavy escort to the Council Chamber. To
his surprise, the whole Council of Eight wasn’t waiting for him. Seeli
and Lerates had accompanied him there, where Seeli’s consort and
Malavia waited for them, though it looked like Malavia was playing
nursemaid for Seeli’s dying consort instead of speaking to him as an
equal. Tersia and Paenum were absent, as were two of the others
whose names he didn’t know.
He was grateful for the brief respite he was offered there. His legs
ached, as did his back and neck from his fall earlier in the day. It was
late in the day now, and yet the battle at the cliff was far from out of
his mind. Even the hours spent at a backbreaking pace to cover the
distance between the cliff and the tower hadn’t diminished the
experiences of the day in his mind.
Out of respect for her aging consort, Seeli did not go to Gale and
comfort him as she wanted to do, and it was a relief to her when the
last four members of the Council finally filed in. To Gale it was the
end to a brief period of rest, and he wasn’t sure when he’d next get a
chance to sit quietly. Sleep? That might not even be an option for the
next couple days.
“We’re all here now. I think we all know why, but for sake of clarity,
why don’t you give us a report, Gale?” Lerates asked.
“We will all try to listen through your recounting of events before
asking questions, so try to be precise.” Malavia suggested.
Gale nodded and took a breath. “Where to start… Well, everything
was going well. We scaled the cliff and spent a week out on the ice
sheet, hunkering down in a tight camp at night. The soldiers with me,
both men and women, did quite well, though the cold was more than
they could easily stand. Had it not been for their fur, I think they
would have frozen.”
He noticed impatience on the eight faces watching him, so he
skipped ahead. “We were just about ready to turn around anyway
when we noticed a long black line of men stretching into the horizon
– thousands of them. I don’t know, I’ve never seen so many people
in one place at once. Even in the city here, people don’t congregate
like that; they just live in their community of towers.”
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“We ran from them for two days, trying to stay ahead of them so we
could warn you. I began to worry that we’d be overtaken or surprised
before we could get back to warn you, so we split into three groups. I
hoped that would increase our chances. Granted, they weren’t as
experienced in that environment as I would have liked, but I had to
make that decision.” He earned a lot of hard looks for that, and he
thought they were all thinking he was a coward for not making a
brave stand.
“I haven’t had contact with those other two groups for five days
maybe. As we fled though, one of my men broke a leg and killed
himself to prevent holding us up. One of the other groups had swung
east, and I think they may have been who delayed our attackers
when we tried to descend the cliff.”
“We were trapped at the ledge with a hundred or more enemies
coming after us. We lowered each other down on ropes. I was the
second to last of my group of eight to go down. The last soldier didn’t
make it down. An arrow must have killed him. We lost another shortly
after. He sacrificed himself to buy us time to get down the cliff, where
we lost another.”
“We couldn’t get away from the cliff, or they’d shoot us with arrows.
We waited at the cliff where they couldn’t hit us because of the
angle, but they still came down after us by way of our ropes. We left
fifteen or more dead at the base of that cliff, but they killed another
one of my group too.”
“Then they stopped coming after us. All I could get out of the
captives we took was that the murthan had attacked them in a great
pack. I’d be surprised if any others survived the murthan’s attack. I
hope not. The eastern octet that split off might have been with them.
I couldn’t wait to see in case the attackers above were reinforced.
We couldn’t have climbed up the cliff and helped anyway.”
“We moved as fast as we could then, arriving here just some hour
or so ago. I know it was Serrat. No one else would have known to
lead an army here, or have the reason to do so.” Gale finished.
“Thousands of soldiers?” Seeli remarked, shaking her head.
“Ten thousand at the most.” Gale replied.
“Surely there are not that many of them. We have only a third of
that, if that many.” Paenum said in disbelief.
“We’re defending. We can defeat them. Our soldiers are rested.”
Lerates said confidently.
Gale shook his head. “And your warriors are unused to fighting
against humans. It will not be an easy fight either way, especially if
we do not prepare for them.”
“I am most distressed by your cowardly displays again and again.
Why did you not stand and fight? Surely a glorious and honorable
death would have served us as much as your message.” One of the
males whose name Gale did not know said scornfully.
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“The Ursian people are not going to surrender this tower and city.
We have little to fear from the surface army.” His mate added.
“Surely you don’t believe that. Had you been unprepared, their
army would have swept aside your unready defenses and stormed
passageways of your cities. Even now you should be sharpening
blades and spears, and organizing first and second lines of defense.”
Gale replied.
“You are an experienced military commander then?” The male
demanded.
“No, but neither are you. What have your forces done besides ran
mock drills underground for centuries, and battle ill-equipped rebels?
You’ve never faced an organized army before, let alone one three or
four times your number in able soldiers.” Gale retorted.
“I was against you going above ground anyway. No doubt you have
led them to us. Why should we even trust you anyway?” The male’s
consort asked. “You managed to flee at least twice from the enemy,
and you lost most of your force in the process.”
Gale lowered his eyes and rubbed his forehead, lest he say
something precipitous out of anger.
“I for one, Rursin, am glad that Gale managed to bring back as
many soldiers as he could. No doubt more will come in tomorrow.”
Seeli said to the male Councilman attacking Gale verbally, trying to
shift the critical edge of the discussion away from Gale.
Rursin ignored her. “And where is your murthan? Is he dead too?”
Gale raised his eyes to meet his insulter. “I set him free three days
ago. He was to gather as many murthan as he could to help defend
the tower.”
“Are we going to rely on the beasts to defend our proud city?”
Rursin’s consort asked incredulously.
“The murthan are a fierce ally. You belittle them to speak of them
so.” Lerates said angrily. “Do not forget that there is some of them in
each of us. We are bred on the strength of the murthan.”
“We must come to an agreement and meet this human threat as a
united front. If not, they may very well finish what they began
millennia ago.” Malavia said diplomatically.
“Agreed.” A chorus of voices chimed in, Gale’s among them.
“Let us first discuss the deployment of our troops…” Lerates began.
Over the next couple hours, they discussed what preparations they
would be making. The biggest problem that Gale saw was that they
did not use ranged weapons. They preferred to get up close and
battle to the death. And while Gale had no more battle experience
other than years of hunting, he knew from his fights with Serrat’s
men over the last few months and that skirmish just a few hours ago,
that the Ursian’s lack of ranged weapons would cost them many
lives. Even the idea of waiting in the tower to throw rocks and debris
at the entering soldiers appalled them. Gale managed to convince
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them to set up at least two hundred soldiers with a half dozen
javelins each to cast down at the enemy.
Gale worried about these soldiers, because they faced the very
likely prospect of being separated from the main forces on the floor
below. If they were cut off, they’d be alone, fighting up and down the
stairs on each level of the tower. They simply couldn’t survive the
odds, though they’d certainly extract a heavy toll in enemy
casualties. They had a special shock force with heavy shields
prepared to fight to the stairwell and cover the retreat of the
javelineers, who would re-arm and fight with the second line of
defense on the great causeway at the base of the stairwell that led
down from the tower.
The double doors at the end of the causeway could be barred, and
they represented the second fallback point. After they had been
breached, the Ursians would fight a battle of attrition, giving ground
slowly and killing as many of the enemy as they could while they
gave ground slowly. Heavy piles of debris were being stacked to
block use of side passages, and the remaining enemy, assuming
they got that far, would be ushered into the city cavern. There they
would throw everything they had at the humans. It was do or die at
that point.
Their only help then might come from above if the murthan fell on
the enemy from behind, but no one really expected them to deliver
them from the enemy. There certainly weren’t enough of them. Gale
hoped for their help, but Rursin scoffed at the idea. Gale had even
suggested trying to lead a small force above ground to harass the
rear or flanks of the enemy force when they began their assault on
the tower, but he had been turned down. They would use every
available man in a concentrated effort within the tower, and that was
final.
The council convened then, sending Gale to get a few hours of rest
if he could manage. Autumn, Raisa, and Tilder waited for him in his
apartment when he arrived.
“Gale!” Autumn cried out, rushing over to throw her arms around
him.
He was subjected to a hug from Raisa and a clasp of arms from
Tilder before he was allowed to sink onto a pile of cushions in
exhaustion. He then launched into a description of the events of the
past two weeks just like what he had given the Council. He had seen
the looks on their faces, and he knew they wanted to hear what he
had to say, so rather than wait for them to pry the story out for them
piece by piece, he just went ahead and said his piece. By the time he
finished, he was drifting off to sleep.
He was saved from answering any more questions by Seeli’s
arrival. She shooed his other guests away and made him go lay
down to sleep. She lay down beside him, watching him rest for a few
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hours, but then she had to resume her duties as a Council member.
She was gone by the time he woke.


In the two days it took for the vanguard of Serrat’s army to gather at
the foot of the tower, Gale went up to the first level of the tower every
few hours to look out on the lands around them. It was a shame he
thought, that much of the grasses and many of the shrubs or flowers
that had begun to grow would likely be trampled by the approaching
army.
His heart caught in his throat when he actually saw that first mass
of three or four thousand men approach. Rursin had wanted to attack
them in force, but Lerates was had managed to sway the Council
toward caution. While they would likely defeat this foremost, tired
portion of the enemy army, losses would be high and their own
forces would be too tired and diminished to repel the six thousand or
more men that would likely follow just a few hours behind them.
So they had blocked the two sets of massive doors to the tower and
stationed their javelineers in the tower. Then they waited for Serrat to
make his move. Serrat wasn’t going to attack with his partial force
though; he was going to attack all out, using their numbers to the
greatest advantage. It wasn’t until the beginning of the third day that
the last part of Serrat’s army arrived. They numbered many
thousand, more people than Gale had ever seen in one place.
They ringed the tower all the way around, hundreds deep, all
carrying curved swords, pikes, or bows. Many of them had stripped
off their heavy furs and coats, so many in fact that it looked like a
whole herd of buffalo had been slaughtered and skinned. Great
mounds of clothes and extra supplies lay in scattered heaps around
the camp of the army.
Around noon on the second day, the host arrayed against them
raised a great cry, ten thousand voices strong. The tower vibrated
with the strength of their cry, signaling the beginning of their attack.
Four long poles with handles for twenty men on each side had been
laboriously carried into the north for the sole purpose of bashing
down the doors of the tower, and then the pair across the causeway.
Serrat had seen the doors, and knew that no force of men pushing
would ever penetrate the doors unless they had rams such as these.
Forty men manned each iron-capped ram. They charged up the
stairs to crash against the great doors. The doors shivered with the
first impact, and cracked after the fifth. After the twelfth blow, one of
the eastern doors gave way. Half a dozen javelins flew out to greet
the excited men carrying the ram, killing enough to stagger the entire
line holding the ram. Men with curved blades pushed past them, and
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pushed past the broken door. A group of eager Ursians waited to cut
them down.
As it was, the door was only as wide as three men, so when the
pieces of the door and the bodies began piling up there, it grew
increasingly difficult to get inside. Dead men and Ursians alike lay
strewn where they had fallen, eventually making it impossible to get
in through the doorway until some of them were cleared out. On the
western side of the tower, a door buckled, this one fell completely
inward, crushing two Ursians and giving the humans a large gap to
pour through. They couldn’t fight past the fifty angry Ursians that
waited for them, each with a pike about sixteen feet long. More
bodies piled up as men were impaled even through leather and mail
armor.
The second door on the east side fell in, opening a gap almost
twenty-five feet across for men to pour in. A surge of human soldiers
pushed back the pike-wielding Ursians. Their humans at the
entrance mercilessly pushed the front two or three lines of the
comrades onto the spears of the Ursians, but that was enough to tie
up the pikes so that they couldn’t be used to kill anyone else. They
had to fall back and draw whatever secondary weapon they had
ready, usually long knives or spears.
The final door, the second one on the western side gave way then,
too, indiscriminately crushing battling humans and Ursians alike.
Dozens more died in the next few moments few as more humans
rushed up the outside stairs to join the battle. Slowly but surely, the
defenders were getting pushed into a tight knot in the center of the
tower, though humans died by the dozen to take every foot of
ground. The inhumanly tall and powerful Ursians swept aside their
opponents with their clubs and blades only to find them replaced by
two more who eagerly sought to kill them.
The Ursians were being overwhelmed and they began to fight
desperately as they tired. It had only been half an hour since the
fighting began, but it had been a harrowing thirty minutes. The
javelineers rose then from the first and second balconies above, and
cast down the first volley of javelins. Scores of humans died in the
first few volleys, and for a moment, the human wave was pushed
back. The defenders slaughtered those humans that remained within
the tower, and breathed a sigh of relief.
It was a short-lived reprieve. The humans came back in force,
teamed in pairs that waded over the piles of the dead, one man in
each pair holding a shield above their head to deflect the javelins
from above while their partners tried to cut down the defenders or
battle up the stairs to deal with the javelineers. It was a good idea,
but it wasn’t one easily accomplished, mostly because of the
strength of the Ursians. The weapons they cast would often pierce
even the shields of the humans, and kill the shield-bearer. Whenever
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that happened, a volley of javelins would get cast into the open gap,
and kill a dozen more of the attackers.
Had there been an infinite supply of javelins, the might have been
able to hold there all day, but there simply weren’t enough Javelins
to last. The humans knew this too, so they kept pressure on the
Ursians to keep them from recovering some of the javelins that had
already been cast. When the humans finally threw their archers at
the Ursians, it became clear that they could not hold any longer.
Gale, who had been leading the javelineers from the first balcony,
signaled retreat. He cast his last javelin, piercing a man through the
chest, took up his spear, and hauled down the stairs.
Just then, the humans surged forward in strength, sensing the
retreat. Just as he had feared, the forces on the balcony were being
cut off. The last of the defenders from the tower floor fought to the
doors that would allow them down to the city and closed them behind
them, sealing off the javelineers who still fought on the ledges of the
tower.
The next four hours were the longest of Gale’s life. Time and again
the waves of human lives were thrown against them, and they broke
upon the spears of blades of the Ursians. Gale did not know how
many hundreds of men and Ursian alike died on those steps. He
never knew the name of the women who stood at his left, or the man
on his right as they gave ground, retreating to the second, and then
the third level. They had lost a third of their number, but they had left
at least three if not four or five dead for each they had lost.
Eventually, Serrat’s force contented itself with lofting arrows up at
them in lazy arcs while their forces smashed at the doors that led to
the tunnels below and the city beyond them. Why spend your men
fighting a remnant force when the real threat lay below?
Lerates and two thousand Ursians waited below to battle the
humans as they came down the tunnels and onto the causeway.
Bodies quickly littered the fifty feet of the causeway where both of
the tunnels from above emptied out onto it. If it had been a slaughter
above, it was a massacre now. They fought and pressed on for a
couple hours. After two hours of bloody fighting, they pulled back;
they were content to hold the passageways to the surface that would
prevent them from rescuing their stranded forces above.
Gale lay exhausted against the wall of the tower on the third
balcony, waiting for their next round of attackers to come. Looking
out through the clear portion of the tower wall, he could see that they
had hardly made a dent in the enemy’s body of men. Certainly they
had killed a thousand enemies, maybe even two thousand, but eight
thousand more waited outside, and already they had taken the first
step in conquering the Ursians. Taking the tower should have been
the costliest step in their battle. Once Gale’s force was eliminated,
they could concentrate their effort on the causeway below.
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Outside, Serrat paced anxiously. Somehow he had to kill the force
on the balconies in the tower, and he had to make some headway on
the causeway below. He had expected their shields to hold against
the enemy javelins, but he had been terribly mistaken. How many
men had he lost because of that? The only reason he had paused
his attack below was to have his men lash pairs of shields together.
If one wouldn’t hold, then two probably would if they were doubled
up. Sure, they were heavier that way, but he’d put his strongest men
forward to form a shield wall. Then they’d overwhelm the dirty
creatures with one triumphant wave.
After that it’d be a simple matter to put the women and children to
the sword, and take the city as their own. That had been their whole
purpose coming here. He had brought with him many men, all of who
had felt disinherited by the priests who had lied to their people.
Winter was coming, and it might never recede, but that wouldn’t
matter if Serrat and his people held the underground city where it
was a never-ending summer day.
An hour later, Serrat send him men on the attack again. Their
double-shields held up against direct attacks, but they did no good at
all when the Ursian javelins were cast over the shield wall into the
ranks of exposed soldiers behind them. Still, they managed to get
enough troops on the underground causeway to push the Ursians
back. This gave them just enough to get their archers onto the
causeway, which were able to loft their arrows into the teeming
masses of Ursians who waited on the causeway.
Lerates ordered half of the men back behind the doors at the end of
the causeway, while his half of the force made a charge. He couldn’t
sit back and let the humans hold enough bridge to shoot arrows at
them. It was risky to charge, but he knew if he didn’t do something
he wouldn’t have any force left to fight with later. When they hit the
front row of the shield wall, pushing past swords and pikes, they
simply picked up the humans and cast them off the causeway. It was
a hundred feet down and none survived the fall. Once they opened a
gap in the front lines of the humans, they sent a dozen of the
strongest Ursians they had crashing through with giant clubs. The
clubs, practically trees in their own right, bashed in heads and
scattered humans from the front lines. Their comrades pushed
forward alongside them, throwing more of the humans off the
causeway and cutting down those they couldn’t throw over.
The first day of combat ended that way, with the humans in full
retreat. Gale, seeing the humans giving ground, ordered his nowrested force down the stairs where they crashed into the flank of the
retreating human army. Lerates and his warriors churned their way
through human flesh and bone to meet him at the doors that led
below, where they clasped arms and laughed at their small victory.
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Outside, Serrat cursed his luck, wishing to press on. He knew
though, that his men could not see as well as the Ursians in the
fading light. Yet he could not let them set up as they had the day
before, or he’d lose another thousand men retaking the tower, so he
ordered his men to stand shoulder to shoulder and press in
relentlessly. As tired as they were, Lerates and Gale knew it was
time to retreat down into the city then, no matter how much they
wanted to try to sting the human force one more time.
There were small scuffles during the night as each force tested the
other, but these were only feints, designed to remind the other side
that they were remaining equally vigilant.


Serrat started his attack with the rise of the sun. He had two of the
battering rams outfitted with a half dozen shields each, attached in a
great arc to the front. They’d had to shorten them to make them fit
down the passageways into the cavern below. Twenty men manned
each instead of forty, and they charged across the causeway at a full
run. It was almost a reverse of the previous day – Ursians tumbled
off the causeway to fall to their deaths as the humans pressed
forward.
That trick only worked once, but it was enough to tilt the balance in
the favor of the humans for an hour or two. Hundreds more from both
sides died that day on the bridge, some from being thrown off the
bridge, others died being trampled, while many others fell beneath
sword, club, spear, and arrow alike. Serrat himself joined in toward
the end of the day. Twice they nearly took the bridge, but Ursian
reserves would flood out from behind the large doors at the end of
the causeway, and turn the tide. The humans pressed hard one
more time late that night, and then pulled back.
Serrat’s men were beginning to loose heart. Over three and a half
thousand of them laid dead, and they had killed less than a thousand
of the enemy according to anyone’s best estimate. Serrat tried to
keep morale up, telling them that they had almost won, and that
tomorrow would be different. Few believed him though. They had
traveled months to get here, and many expected to die here now in
this island of temperate land amid a frozen wasteland. Few expected
to collect the prize Serrat had offered, that being the city below.
Desperation was beginning to fill the eyes of many, and they were all
eager to be done with this.
Serrat still had a surprise, but he couldn’t let it be commonly known
lest someone get captured and his secret be ruined. It might be the
last thing that could tip the scales in the favor of the humans – the
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cause of good. After all, if they didn’t stop these caretaker creatures,
who would?
Seeli, Gale, Autumn, Raisa, and Tilder spent an hour together that
night. It was a solemn hour, and they took comfort in each other’s
company. They ate, spoke sparingly, and hugged their loved ones
before Gale and Tilder had to go back to the army to relieve another
group who went to their own families and friends for an hour.
Serrat’s army spent a harrying night. The murthan had moved down
from the glaciers and came upon them as they slept in camp.
Sentries were killed and the wholesale slaughter of man by beast
went on for over an hour. Someone had smeared their white fur in
the mud and grey dirt of the barren lands out away from the tower,
and they were almost impossible to see until they were upon you.
Hundreds of men were carried off in the night and hundreds more
were wounded. To the human camp, it seemed as if there thousands
of murthan, which had to be more of them than there really were, but
they acted so well in concert to strike the poorly defended areas of
the camp that their numbers were misconceiving.
A restless night passed, and there were no murthan to be found,
none save the ones that had been killed during their attacks on the
camp that is. Serrat rallied his men all through the night, promising
the upcoming day to be the last day of battle.
It started much like the second day had, with a savage battle across
the causeway. Yet no matter what they tried, how hard they fought,
or how many lives they spent the humans just couldn’t seem to
dislodge the Ursians. The Ursians clung tenaciously to their last real
defensive perimeter, refusing to give it up.
A change came at noon – betrayal. As the Ursians were supposed
to send forth a fresh body of troops to replace tired and lagging
soldiers on the front lines of the causeway, a group of rebels from
within struck the Ursian army from behind. Serrat’s surprise proved
to be a deadly one. His allies within the city stalled the relief on the
causeway, and the front lines were overrun. The humans built
momentum, and only a brave rally of their forces by Lerates had
spared them from total loss. Before all was said and done, they had
nearly lost the causeway. Only a horrible battle within the
passageways around the doorways had kept the doors shut.
Gale saw that Lerates, who had been wounded defending the doors
until they could be barred shut, was carried somewhere to rest until
the final battle, if it went that far. Paenum and the other Council
members strode through the thousand and some odd number of
warriors that remained, offering encouragement.
Rursin was absent, and Gale began to have suspicions about the
Councilman, who had pushed for them to hastily attack and commit
to risky maneuvers from the moment he had heard about the enemy
force approaching. Being foolish in battle wasn’t a betrayal though;
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he could have just been just be tactically inept and not a traitor. Gale
wasn’t sure though.
How many more rebels waiting for them in the city though? When
would they strike next and cause them ruin? That first bunch of fifty
had been thoroughly slaughtered, as much in frustration as surprise
for the betrayal. That small betrayal had nearly cost them the city.
On the causeway, Serrat laughed and had his archers shoot their
remaining arrows covered in fire into the city to catch whatever they
could on fire to further harm the Ursians. No one cared that women
and children lived among the towers and the homes beyond the
causeway. To them, all of the Ursians were filthy aberrations –
something to be killed without regret regardless of their age or
gender.
While the civilians struggled with the fires, which rarely did more
than burn furniture and whatever flammable possessions were in the
rooms, because the towers were all made of rock, Serrat pressed his
advantage above. It took them two hours to get the rams readied and
break down the doors. They met immediately with fierce resistance
and the fighting grew hotter and fiercer than before. The Ursians
knew it was do or die.
At Gale’s direction, they would line up shoulder to shoulder in the
passageways, eight abreast; then four would charge forward with
their long pikes, ram them through two or three rows of human
soldiers, and fall back. As the first four fell back, the other four would
do the same to the humans pushing past them. Those eight would
retreat behind the next group of eight, who would gather and do the
same. Once they had a significant blockage in the passage, they
would cast burning casks of oil behind the blockage, and burn a
couple score of enemies to death. After a few hours of this, the
hallways were so choked with smoke and the smell of burning flesh
that neither human nor Ursian could breathe. Fighting stopped until
the smoke cleared.
While the defenders were occupied elsewhere, Serrat’s men began
lowering themselves down from the causeway with ropes. They had
forty or fifty soldiers down on the ground before they were noticed.
Civilians battled them bravely but ineffectively with whatever they
could find - mostly by throwing rocks – until their own soldiers could
engage the humans. They dealt savagely with the humans that
dared to attack women and children, striking them down with an
animal ferocity. Serrat’s men continued to try to lower by rope until
their dead lay piled at the bottom of the causeway, adding to the
dead from the previous days that had fallen from above.
It was early evening when Serrat’s men finally pushed toward the
end of the passageways where the last seven hundred Ursian
warriors tiredly waited for them. Behind those seven hundred there
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were thousands of women, children, the elderly, and the sick and
wounded that waited to do their share.
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 ENDGAME 
Gale was surprised to see Seeli’s ill consort standing in the front row
of the soldiers, who waited to give their lives in one last effort to stop
the humans. The elderly Ursian stood there grasping a sword and
looking years younger than he had since Gale had arrived in the city
months ago. He couldn’t help but step over to the councilman and
speak with him.
“Sir. You can wait at the rear. We will defend you to the last.” Gale
said, meaning what he spoke with the utmost respect.
The councilman summoned the effort to look indignant. “I am
already old. I won’t last another month if even a week. I will die with
my hand on a blade, spitting curses at the enemies I smite.”
Gale didn’t know what to say. The man beside him inspired him. He
realized as he stood there beside a wall of alien faces that he had
come to think of the Ursians and men and women, not just as
Ursians. “I will care for Seeli, sir. If I survive, that is.” He promised the
councilman.
“Be good to her.” His voiced wavered and he swallowed hard.
“I have never heard your name. I have always been too ashamed to
ask.”
“Kaled.”
“May I stand beside you, Kaled, as we fight the enemy?” Gale
asked.
The Councilman gave him a long look, and nodded. “You may not
be one of us, but you have our heart. It would please me to die
beside you.”
Gale nodded and readied his spear, for the human army grew close
now. Fear mounted in his heart, but while his legs shook and he
wanted to run away, his heart grew firm and resolute.
And then the enemy came at them in force. As the battle was
joined, the Ursians gave forth a great scream, and smashed
headlong into the approaching army. They pounded at the enemy,
slicing, bashing, crushing, and piercing every human they could.
They had days of rage within them. For three days they had bled and
died fighting these invaders, and now they would make the invaders
bleed worse and die in greater numbers. The humans were driven
back by the ferocity of the city-dwelling Ursians. Every time Serrat
rallied them, they were thrown back with great losses.
As he fought beside Kaled, Gale stared in admiration of what the
elderly Ursian must have once been. Men quaked where they stood,
giving ground in terror as the sick old man drove them back as if he
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were a force of nature. Even when a spear pierced his breast and
blood began to froth at his mouth, he continued to bellow in rage, as
if he were impervious to his wounds. He fought not with his own life,
but with the life of the Ursian race. Three or four-score humans must
have fallen before his blade before he finally lost it, buried in an
enemy’s guts. Swordless, he wrenched off heads with his bare
hands.
Eventually, even he fell, and Gale cried with rage, standing over the
dying man’s body, killing any enemy who came to defile or trample it.
Lerates fought his way to stand beside him, and then Tilder as well.
Other faces came and went, but always those three stood shoulder
to shoulder, protecting one another when they slipped or grew too
weary to stab anymore.
Serrat fought his way across the field as well, pushing deep into the
city as the Ursian line gave way. A man beside him fell dead, struck
on the head by a heavy pot cast by a child of all things. Serrat cursed
his luck and then he cursed this misbegotten race of devil-spawn he
struggled against.
Then he saw Autumn through the crowd. His heart leapt, and he
pushed his men forward. He would finally rescue her after all of
these long months. But she didn’t see him as he cut his way to her.
What was this? She was handing an Ursian a javelin to cast at the
enemy? What was happening? He had come to free her. They must
have twisted her poor mind. He could imagine the torture and the
duress they must have put her under. She would be free of them
soon. In a few short minutes only three or four rows of enemies
separated them and their eyes met. Her mouth hung open in shock,
and her eyes were wide.
“Kali!” He screamed, cutting down another of the beasts.
“Serrat.” She mouthed, though she did not say his name.
He pushed his way to stand before her, and for a moment they
were unbothered amidst thousands. His eyes drifted over her lovely
form. How he had missed her, and she must have missed him to.
Was that not what her surprised look indicated? Then he saw the
gentle bulge of her belly.
“You are with child?” He said dumbly.
“Yes.” She clasped her hands protectively over her belly.
“How?” He demanded. “Gale?”
“No.”
His arms dropped slack beside him. It had been one of them. They
had violated her and forced her to carry their dirty seed to term.
Something inside him snapped. Everything he had fought for was in
vain if this was what had become of her.
“Well I will just have to cut out the filthy beast’s child!”
He raised his blade to cut her across the stomach, to cleave the
fetus from her body. Before he could bring the blade down on her
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though, he felt something pierce his back, and pain exploded down
the nerves of his back.
He turned to see who or what had struck him and saw the
redheaded bitch. Raisa. She held a bloody dagger. He shrieked at
the sight of his blood on her knife.
“She said she wouldn’t go with you, but you were too stupid to
listen.” Raisa chided as he rounded on her.
Before he could reply, Autumn ran a javelin from the dead Ursian
beside her through Serrat’s back, piercing his heart from behind. He
twisted and fell to the ground, looking up at her as he died. His eyes
were filled with accusation as he drew in his last breath. “Why?”
They seemed to ask.
Above ground, the murthan moved in. When dusk washed across
the island, they crashed into the enemy. Five hundred angry
murthan, led by one who refused to be colored grey with the mud of
the pools beside the glacial cliffs, released their fury on the invaders.
Jake bellowed a deafening roar. Then, he led what very well might
have been every murthan left alive on the planet into the camp of
humans. Eight-foot tall and twelve hundred pound each, they cut a
swathe through the dark southerners like a scythe through ripened
fields of wheat. The surviving humans fled into the plains around the
tower only to be ran down by Jake, the other murthan, and the nine
surviving Ursians from Gale’s original party of twenty-four. Those
who didn’t flee into the plains tried to seek refuge in the tower. They
managed to kill quite a few murthan at the entrance to the tower, but
in the end they were simply outmatched.
News spread down to the commanders below who were struggling
to keep control of their army after the death of Serrat. It was quickly
turning into a rout. Trained soldiers ran from Ursian who jumped on
their backs and cut their throats with knives. Women and elderly
Ursians struck their enemies with axes, heavy kitchen knives, and
other tools. There was never a second betrayal by the rebels either.
Perhaps they had lost the nerve, or maybe they saw how horrible the
slaughter of their people was becoming, and chose to throw in their
lot with their fellows and kill the humans instead.
Gale laughed tiredly while the battle around him came to a halt. The
death around him was funny, but his laugh was almost more of a
challenge to the death that he escaped from. Lerates sagged to the
ground, weak from blood loss, and Tilder ran to Raisa and Autumn
who remained uninjured.
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 AFTERMATH 
There was never any specific death toll. The surviving humans who
had surrendered, numbering over fifteen hundred, and the remaining
Ursians piled their dead together. The mounds were too large to
burn. All told there was an estimated ten thousand dead and that did
not count the sixty or seventy dead murthan. It took a week of
constant effort by every able-bodied man and woman left alive to
clear the city, the causeway, the tower, and the grounds around the
tower of bodies They even harnessed the murthan and made them
drag carts of bodies; Jake was among those who accepted being
harnessed.
They lay them out in great mounds to let the elements and the
scavengers pick their bones clean. There was a plan to grind the
bones of the dead into a powder and build a monument to the dead,
but Gale doubted it would ever really happen.
Scavenger birds began to arrive from the south, with more arriving
daily. They picked at the flesh of the dead and left the bones. How
they knew that there was such a tremendous pile of dead to feast on,
Gale did not know. Lerates suggested that the tower was calling life
back to it, much like it had somehow caused seeds and spores to
grow the plants around the tower.
It was a plausible theory compared to any alternatives, and in the
wake of the great battle, plants began to grow thick around the
tower, spreading out for a mile or more within a week. Some of the
more superstitious humans whispered that the blood of the dead
fertilized the ground and brought it back to life, and no one argued
that theory.
Two weeks after the battle, human and Ursian alike worked dawn
till dusk above and belowground to repair the damage that just a few
days had caused. Working side by side, the humans had grown to
see that the Ursians, or caretakers as many still called them, were
not something to fear. They were different, but they were not the
enemy they had been reported to be. This made their sins weigh
even heavier on the heads of many humans, and more than a few
disappearances were explained as men going out to die of shame in
the frozen lands beyond the tower.
Doors were rebuilt for the tower and at the end of the causeway.
Smoke stains and burn marks were scrubbed off buildings and out of
the tunnels. Some tunnels were so badly infused with the remains of
the dead that they had to actually carve a thin layer of stone off the
walls and floor to remove the blood and burn marks.
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It was tiresome, but life began to return to normal. Gale had been
so busy with the repairs that he was surprised to be called before the
Council of Eight.
“Gale. How are the repairs?” Lerates asked, a formality only
because he had supervised much of the repairs himself.
“Well. Quite well actually.” Gale inclined his head in respect to the
leader of the Council of Eight.
Lerates would walk with a limp for the rest of his life because of a
wound he had taken defending that causeway. His selfless acts of
valor had held the doors that day and he had probably saved them
all in doing so.
“And your people? The humans, how do they fare?” Malavia asked.
“They are coming to accept your people. They no longer see them
as the enemy. They are curious, and some even enamored. Yours is
a beautiful race. The wounds and blood are too fresh between our
two peoples though. It will be a time before any romance blooms. Let
trust and respect be enough for now. In the end such pairings might
bridge the gap between our two peoples.” Gale replied.
“That is the idea we had.” Seeli said with a grin, the seat beside her
still empty.
“Join our ranks, Gale. There is not a single man or woman among
our people who did not witness your strength or your dedication in
the defense of our city.” Paenum said.
“You were a stranger here, but you fought as hard as any, and
harder than most.” Tersia added.
“Join the Council of Eight you mean?” Gale asked.
“Yes, as my consort.” Seeli answered.
Gale smiled, and gave Seeli a look of adoration. “I would be
honored.”
“Can we have a show of hands to approve this?” Seeli asked,
looking to her fellow councilors.
Gale watched her, and the other four councilors raise their hands in
approval.
“It is settled then. Welcome to the Council of Eight.” Lerates said
with a smile of his own. “But there is also the matter of the other two
empty seats.”
“Rursin and Shayla have admitted to being in charge of the rebel
group that not only helped Serrat escape, but also attacked our own
forces by the causeway. They have taken their own lives because
they could not live with the loss of life they caused.” Malavia
continued.
Seeli spoke next. “We propose that Tilder and Raisa fill these last
two seats. It will promote good will among the humans in our
settlement and Tilder is an able soldier. As a new Councilor, you
must cast your vote, Gale.”
He raised his hand, as did all five of them.
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“So it is decided.” Lerates said.
“We are eight once more.” Malavia commented, and they talked of
the repair efforts then.


A few days after that, they had another surprise. A band of humans
were spotted approaching from the south. Gale went out to meet
them with a party of two hundred Ursian soldiers and a hundred
murthan led by Jake, who seemed to be some sort of pack leader
among them now. Those that approached were a ragged band of
men, women, and children. They had twenty wagons stacked high
with barrels and sacks of goods. Gale recognized some faces among
them from the trading post to the south.
“What do you come here for?” Gale demanded.
“We were told by Serrat and his army that there was a city up here.
We were hesitant to believe it, but we could not live any longer at the
post. It was overrun with ice and constant snow. It was a struggle to
get even this many people and wagons up here.” A bearded man,
apparently their spokesman, said. He and the rest of his party
nervously regard Gale’s companions.
“Serrat and his army are no more. You stand on lands controlled by
the Council of Eight.”
They whispered among each other, looking dismayed.
“Ursians?” The bearded man asked finally.
Gale sighed and indicated the warriors beside him. “They are a
noble and proud people. They control the tower that caused the
change in weather over the last seventy years. It is what has cleared
this land of ice. They also defeated Serrat’s army.”
“Are there no humans left alive here beside you? We had hoped
that Raisa survived still. We remember you and your companions
from some time ago. I know we didn’t part on the best of
circumstances, but even still…” The bearded man replied.
“Raisa lives. She and I are both members of the Council of Eight,
the ruling body of the settlement. Some humans still live in the city
below the tower, but why should we take you in?” Gale asked.
“We bring supplies. Surely they can buy our way in? We have
nothing else, and we will not survive the trip back.” The bearded man
pleaded, raising his voice over the frightened rabble behind him.
“You must submit to the laws of the Council of Eight. You will raise
no hand against the Ursians or your fellow humans that have
accepted the rule of the Council of Eight. If you agree, you will be
treated fairly. We tolerate no violence and fighting between our two
peoples.” Gale paused to let his words sink in.
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Gale pointed over to the rotting piles of bodies covered with
vultures. Even from three miles away, the piles were obvious.
“What is that?” The bearded man asked, afraid to hear the answer.
“The dead. Ten thousand died here in half a week. There will be no
more pointless death. Enough blood has been shed.” Gale said.
“We accept your terms.” The bearded man said after conferring with
his group briefly. There really wasn’t much of a choice, and they
were all so tired and ready to settle back in.
“Good. You may come with us. There is much work to do, and
plenty of homes and food. It is warm and secure.” Gale promised.
As they walked back, escorted by Gale’s army, many of the
newcomers conversed with the Ursians. Most Ursians now knew at
least a little of the human tongue, if not enough to outright converse
as if they had been speaking the language since birth. The refugees
were more curious about the murthan than the Ursians though,
especially the one who strode beside Gale and seemed to be in
command of the hundred that surrounded them.
Jake had grown to full adulthood in the last few weeks. If he stood
on his back legs, he would crest over nine feet tall and he weighted
fifteen hundred pounds. All of the murthan deferred to him, and his
eyes shined with intelligence.
The humans exclaimed in delighted surprise as many of them
encountered grass and shrubs for the first time. A circle of land ten
miles across, centered on the tower, was lush with weeds, tall
grasses, shrubs, and even a few sapling trees. The tower was
making the island in the far north livable again.
Raisa greeted the new group of refugees personally, happy to have
something of her old life with her in the far north. The newcomers
were well received by the humans and the Ursians, partly because
so many of them were women. Regardless, they fit in well enough
and in time they found their niches within the city.
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 EPILOGUE: SPRING 
Months had passed, and while Gale wasn’t sure it was really spring,
it certainly looked that way outside. Earlier in the day when ranging
with Jake, he had even seen a rabbit. The glacier had completely
receded past the island now, and for miles around the tower the
island had become a verdant wonderland. Everything grew at
accelerated rates. Perhaps it was centuries of nutrients collecting in
the glaciers that melted and left the thin soil so fertile. Of course, it
could have just been the tower itself – it held secrets that not even
the Ursians claimed to understand.
He glanced back at the tower. A dozen or more buildings had been
constructed around it now, and a cobbled road encircled the entire
tower base. These buildings were the beginnings of what would one
day be a large city. A few miles away to the east, a stark white spire
rose into the air. As they had sworn to do, they had ground down the
bones to use as a mortar and base for bricks. The iron from all the
melted weapons twisted around the spire like barbed wire. It was the
monument to the dead that made this new cooperative city possible.
With it had come forgiveness, and much of the fear and hatred left
between the two people had been set aside.
Birds flew overhead and Gale felt elated. This place was more alive
than his old home had ever been. He walked back to the tower then,
not in any direct fashion though; he simply wandered freely in that
general direction.
He hadn’t quite made it back to the tower when Tilder ran out to
meet him.
“Tilder!” Gale called over.
“Gale! Come quickly. Seeli… she’s giving birth.” Tilder said
excitedly.
Gale rushed over to Tilder. “So soon? I thought she wasn’t due for
a week or more.”
Tilder shrugged. “What can I say? Childbirth is inexact. She calls for
you. Now hurry.”
Everyone was there. The Council waited outside, Autumn heavy
with her own child, and Raisa just starting to show. It had taken a
long time for her to get pregnant, but she glowed with pride every
time Tilder even looked her way. Gale passed them all, some of
them new friends and some of them old friend, and went into his
apartments to be with his wife.
He had almost missed the entire birth. As it was, he arrived just in
time to greet his new child as he came into the world. It was a son.
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After the child had been cleaned and handed to his mother, Gale
knelt beside them.
“Hello, Kaled.” Seeli whispered to her son.
Gale nodded, having agreed on the name some time ago. One by
one, their friends from outside came in to see the child. The child
would be a symbol of unity between their two races.


Days, months, and even a few years had passed now. The city
beneath the tower in what had once been the dead of the north had
grown. Now half the population lived above ground in homes built of
rock they quarried from below ground and from a series of small
mountains that ran along the western edge of the island that they
lived on.
The sheet of ice that had descended south had slowly melted.
Some of it redeposited along the coast of the northern landmass, but
the tower kept it from reclaiming the north. Most of the ice simply
remained melted, and worldwide there was an increase in water
levels that likely flooded some lowlands. What water was left
collected in the South Pole’s glacial mass.
Back north, Gale and a number of important members of the
Council of Eight, as well as an armed escort and advisors, traveled
south. They had crossed the sea and stood on the landmass that
Gale had once lived on. They went to forge a new peace with the
people south of them – to trade, and to acquire what they could not
make in the north.
Gale and Jake walked to the broken ruins of what had once been
his home. Gale entered, sighing as he saw that the roof had
collapsed, and everything within had rotted or been ruined by the
elements. It had been three years since he last stood here and
everything had changed since then.
“Gale?” Seeli called from over his shoulder.
“This is where I lived before.” He said, turning to see his consort
and the son she held on her hip.
She glanced around. “It’s modest, but it seems like you. Do you
miss it?”
He shook his head. “No. It was a dwelling. With you I have a home,
and a family.”
She grinned and stepped over into the ruins of his home, grasping
at his gloved hand. “Let’s go. The others are waiting for us. We have
a long journey ahead of us, and peace talks to initiate with the
people to the south of here.”
Gale nodded and left his old house to the elements to finish off,
leaving the last bit of his old life behind for good.
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